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THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS

NEW ANNUAL DUES DATE
A standard anniversary and membership renewal date has been adopted
by S.A.M. June 1 of each year shall be the renewal date henceforth.
In the past, anniversary dates were one year from the date applications were accepted at S.A.M. Headquarters. This resulted in dues
collecting practically year around and subsequently, a "bag of
worms" for the Treasurer. Because the change-over might result in
some members being shorted, this year all applications and renewals
processed since December, 1970 will be recognized for all of 1971
and those members are considered paid up until June 1, 1972. A
standard Renewal Form accompanies this Newsletter, and all members
are hereby notified annual dues are due and should be paid prior
If you have joined S.A.M. since December 1, 1970, or
to June 1.
have renewed after that date, you are all set until next year.
Annual dues remain the same...50C for Juniors (under 18); $2.00 for
all other Old Timers. Please fellows, help your organization grow:
Conserve our funds! No further dues due notices are planned so dig
down and send the two bucks and your renewal form soon.

NEW SYMBOL FOR S.A.M.
Gene Lapansie of the Detroit area, who also is our Eastern Region
V.P., has initiated a contest among present and prospective S.A.M.
members to design a new S.A.M. symbol. The present symbol can be
observed by looking at your present membership card.
(This will
help to remind you to send two bucks for a new one.) Everyone is
invited to send a sketch of their ideas to: Woody Bartelt, Sec.,
Society of Antique Modelers, 5250 Lucerne Avenue, Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49004.
Bill Ladner, S.A.M. President, will award the winner a good
"flying" engine. Contest closes December 1, 1971.
Gene has sent this information to all the model magazines, so we
may get some free ink and another boost for S.A.M.

S.A.M. OFFICERS FOR 1971
For those who have not been informed, officers elected for 1971
are as follows:
President

Bill Ladner

15826 Richvale Drive
Whittier, Calif. 90604

Secretary-Treasurer

Woody Bartelt

5250 Lucerne Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49004

V.P. Eastern Region

Gene Lapansie

852 Canterbury
Grosse Pointe Woods,
Michigan 48236

V.P. Central Region

Tim Dannels

1265 Yates Street
Denver, Colorado 80204

V.P. Western Region

Gene Wallock

220 Leroy Avenue
Arcadia, Calif.
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OPERATION DOUBLE - MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
Hey Gang: Here is an idea that has and will work.
It is kind of
fun too. We can double our membership, enlarge our treasury, and
improve our benefits....Here's how.
If each member can find a
friend and/or fellow modeler, and convince him to join S.A.M., we
automatically double up. By the way, Juniors are welcome and some
of them may become pretty fierce competitors from those I have
seen around. I will try to hang an extra Membership Application
on this Newsletter and will include an extra with each renewal.

DENVER - "5TH ANNUAL S.A.M. CHAMPIONSHIPS"
This Blast is being hosted by the Model Museum Club and promises
to be the biggest and best yet.
Events planned are the same as
those held at Taft last year. All details have or will be sent
to all members direct from Contest Headquarters. The dates,
of course, are August 10, 11 and 12, with Monday night reserved
for a "Bean Feed" at the contest site. Any questions or requests
for information should be directed to Tim Dannels, 1265 Yates
Street, Denver, Colorado 80204.

VOLUNTEER(S) WANTED
S.A.M. needs a Newsletter and we keep hoping someone will volunteer
to pitch in and produce one.
It need not be fancy, but should be
regular; perhaps bi-monthly or even quarterly. Naturally, expenses
involved for supplies and postage can be recovered from the S.A.M.
Treasury but the effort would have to be a donation. Interested
members should have access to a copy machine or some method of
reproducing copies. Anyone with the time and ambition is urged
to contact any of the S.A.M. officers. Geographical location is
of no importance. Along with this, suggestions as to contents of
a Newsletter are welcome. Current news of various chapters, a
contest calendar, and results of contests are usual items.
Information will have to come from Chapter Directors and any members who
wish to submit copy.
Somebody, please help!!

S.A.M. CHAPTERS AND DIRECTORS
At the time of this writing, it is planned that all past Chapter
Directors will have been contacted and asked to make a status
report of their Chapters and area. Later a list of current, active
chapters will be circulated to all members and, hopefully, everyone
will belong to a Chapter nearby. This should further unite our
organization and strengthen our cause.
Past requirements for a chapter have been a volunteer or elected
Director and five or more members (someone correct me if I am
wrong.) So if you have not belonged to a Chapter and wish to join
or form one, contact the Secretary for further information.

OLD MEMBERS, NEW MEMBERS
Who's who? This Newsletter will be sent to all past and present
members of S.A.M. For those who are interested in statistics,
here is how our membership looks at this writing. Out of 180 plus
assigned S.A.M. numbers (I don't think we can call them members),
it appears that 98 have not paid dues for 1970; and 42 of those
98 have not paid dues since 1968.
There are probably numerous reasons for this condition and it is
hopes this letter and the attached "Renewal-Status" will purify
our records and membership.
Many of these assigned "numbers" joined S.A.M. only because it was
required in order to compete at past S.A.M. sponsored competition
meets. Others may have felt S.A.M. was not worth maintaining
In any case, we hope (your present S.A.M. officers)
membership in.
we can regain all our old members - and prove our worth to everyone.
The Old Timer Movement is growing and more and more people are
joining us. A lot more interested modelers don't know about us
and are really "hurting" for information and help with O.T. plans,
engines, rules to fly by, etc.
S.A.M. can help these folks and
so can every member.
Let's all sell S.A.M!!

Date Rec'd

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS

Number

Membership Application

DO NOT FILL IN

I hereby make application for individual membership in the Society
of Antique Modelers.
NAME

BIRTH DATE

ADDRESS

CITY

YEARS MODELING
STATE

ZIP

Please check if you belong to any of the following:
AMA

No.

MECA

No.

SAM CHAPTER

No.

Enclose Membership Dues of $2.00
and send to:
Society of Antique Modelers
5250 Lucerne Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan
49004

In making this application for membership to The Society of Antique
Modelers, I agree to abide by the rules set by the Society and realize
that the goals of S.A.M. and the Old Timers Movement are to encourage
participation above competition and is dedicated to the preservation
and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.
Signed

WOODY BARTELT
5250 LUCERNE AVE.
KALAMAZOO, MICH. 49004

EISENHOWER • USA
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SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS NEWSLETTER
VOLUME I, NUMBER 1

JULY — AUGUST, 1971

INTRODUCTION
Hi fellows! This is your first copy of SAM's Newsletter and the old boy putting down these
words is Jim Amis. Woody Bartelt was in yours truly's home town, Wichita, Kansas, on a business
trip and dropped by for some gabbing til the wee hours. His main objective was to appoint me
the responsibility of keeping the SAM members up to date on OLD TIMER activities by producing
our Newsletter.
This paper is yours and its finalized format will be aligned to meet the approval of the
members. To accomplish this, it will be necessary to hear from you. A11 suggestions will be
reviewed and implemented as possible. Like, how about a name for your newsletter, and how often
to publish, and DO send in date and data on your contests coming up, and the results of your
contests, and any other information on your activities, and last, but not least - send photos
and or sketches. Send all correspondence to:
JIM AMIS
851 N. Edgemoor
Wichita, Kansas 67208
Phone: (316) 684-5629
OLD TIMER NATIONALS
SAM's 5th ANNUAL OLD TIMERS CHAMPIONSHIPS will be held AUGUST 10, 11 and 12 at DENVER,
COLORADO. Monday night (6:00 p.m.), August 9th, there will be a bean feed and get together at
the flying site. It will be an informal affair to get to know everyone. Test flying will be
fine if you'd rather fly than gab. If you have not received your entry blank, write to:
TIM DANNELS
1265 Yates Street
Denver, Colorado 80204
(P.S. You might send self addressed, stamped envelope.)
GOOD NEWS
Tim Dannels, SAM #12, Denver, Colorado, has taken on the job of gaining AMA recognition.
He says, "Things are well under way." This is not such a simple task according to Tim. The
program has to go through the Free Flight Contest Board and be in the form of a written, formal
proposal for incorporation into the AMA Rule Book. Present hang up for Tim is trying to figure
out just how much to submit. The proposal should be accurate enough and encompass enough information to keep events the way SAM has them and short enough so that our rules don't double the
size of the present AMA Rule Book. At least the movement is started, and hopefully we will get
the whole picture and have an opportunity to discuss it at the business meeting which is a part
of the annual champs schedule.
SAM's RULES
"At last we have a set of printed rules:" Bet that phrase has been used a lot. It seems
the ink wasn't dry before many started to pick apart that which was adopted and approved by all
who attended the last SAM Business Meeting, and, also by the general membership through a ballot
circulated late last year. Perhaps there is room for improvement. At least there appears to be
some misunderstanding between rules and events. There will always be some disagreement on the
but, let's do it in the democratic way. If you have an opinion or gripe, about the
rules
present rules, send them to your Regional VP; or, directly to our President, Bill Ladner. The
annual business meeting is coming up so get those squawks in now or forever hold your peace
at least -- until the next meeting. You'll find a copy of SAM's rules at the end of this Newsletter.

SAM CHAPTERS
As of the printing of this Newsletter, the following is a listing of active SAM Chapters
that responded to a poll conducted by Woody Bartelt, our Secretary-Treasurer:
Chapter #1 Al White
1373 Bellaire
Denver, Colorado 80220
Chapter #2 Vic Didelot
32997 Charmwood Oval
Solon, Ohio 44139
Chapter #3 Larry Boyer
4129 45th Street
San Diego, California 92105
Chapter #4 Woody Bartelt
5250 Lucerne Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49004
Chapter #5 Jim Amis
851 N. Edgemoor
Wichita, Kansas 67208
If your Chapter is not listed, or if you wish to start a Chapter in your area, write to Woody Bartelt. Let's get MORE Chapters activated
get your correspondence in!!

ENGINE COLLECTORS
Anyone interested in obtaining or collecting model engines can expect help from the Model
Engine Collectors' Association (MECA). Just drop a line to:
Jim Dunkin
10411 E. 39th Terrace
Kansas City, Mo. 64133
And, a companion publication, "The Engine Collectors' Journal" is available by contacting:
The Model Museum
Tim Dannels
1265 Yates Street
Denver, Colorado 80204

AMA NATIONALS
The Old Timer Events will be conducted again at the AMA Nationals on Friday, July 30th
at the Glenview Naval Air Station, Illinois. This is always a BLAST fellows, complete with a
dinner and entertainment in the evening. Don't miss it
SELL 1 SWAP
Your newsletter will feature an ad column for those who have items to trade or sell. The
rate will be $1.00 per month for 25 words or less. Larger or pictorial ads will be accommodated at special rates. Send in your requests.
NOR'WESTER ACTIVITIES
For you fellows in the Northwest that "aint with it" there is a lot of Old Timer action
taking place in your region. For the latest dope, write to:
Jim Sharp
6109 NE 121 Avenue
Vancouver, Wash. 98662
Jim Sharp is editor of the Nor'wester Newsletter and any latest copy, June '71 reveals lots of
Old Timer action and fun for all!!
-2-

CALIFORNIA ACTIVITIES
The Southern California action is also HOT! My latest copy (May '71) of their "Hot Leads"
Newsletter shows much Old Timer and Antique model activities. Results of their Fifth Annual
Texaco Trophy and Dawn Patrol Contest are as follows:
DAWN PATROL (14 entries)
Super Cyclone
Scram
1. Spirow Nicholaw .... 40:50
Super Cyclone
Nimbus
2. Chuck Partch
39:59
Super Cyclone
Nimbus
3. Gene Wallock
37:44
Vibell
35
Long Cabin
4. Ed Slobod
29:59
Powerhouse
Ohlson 60
5. Russ Johnson
29:05
TEXACO TROPHY (11 entries)
Ohlson 60
Powerhouse
1. Russ Johnson
49:46
Super Cyclone
Powerhouse
2. F. L. Swaney
48:29
Cannon 30
Powerhouse
3. Hal Cover
43:00
Super Cyclone
4. Spirow Nicholaw .... 22:40
Scram
Aero Mighty Midget
5. Cliff Silva
Ehling
21:50

James R. Dean
10266 Indian River Court
Fountain Valley, Calif. 92708

For more "Hot Leads" info, contact:

CHICAGO BLAST
The Tenth Annual Chicago Aeronuts Old Timers' Contest was held at Bong Field, June 6th.
Here are the results of that "BLAST" (180 max, 3 flights):

CLASS A GAS
1st
2nd
3rd

(6 entries)
Bob Yurkowski
Tom Miller
Bob Pattison

0.0.5
Playboy, Jr.
Interceptor

Arden 19
Ohlsson 19
Bantam 19

497 secs.
250 secs.
216 secs.

CLASS B GAS
1st
2nd
3rd

(13 entries)
Louie Levine
Wayne Cain
Woody Bartelt

F00-2-U
Zipper
Alert

Forster 29
Ohlsson 23
Ohlsson 23

467 secs.
422 secs.
398 secs.

CLASS C GAS
1st
2nd
3rd

(11 entries)
Woody Bartelt
William Shaffer
Dutch Hess

Alert
Playboy Sr
Playboy Sr

Ohlsson 23
Ohlsson 60
Super Cyc

540 secs.
430 secs.
349 secs.

CLASS A GLOW (9 entries)
1st
Wayne Cain
Charles Zutell
2nd
3rd
Willard Smitz

Interceptor
Ranger
Stratostreak

Cox .051
Cox .09
Cox .049

489 secs.
369 secs.
367 secs.

CLASS B GLOW (7 entries)
1st
Sid Miller
2nd
Ken Tillou
3rd
Rick Lachman

Gas Champ
Bombshell
Playboy Sr.

Super Tigre 40
Fox 35
Fox 35

459 secs.
347 secs.
310 secs.

RUBBER CABIN (7 entries)
1st
Willard Smitz
2nd
Charlie Sotich
3rd
Art Christensen

Korda
Korda
Korda

512 secs.
301 secs.
290 secs.

RUBBER STICK (13 entries)
1st
Ken Kraemer

Kramer Class C.

472 secs.

2nd
3rd

John Rossi
Howard Hill

Gollywock
Gollywock

FOR INFO on Chicago activities, write to:

314 secs.
307 secs.
Chicago Aeronuts
3861 West 62nd Place
Chicago, Illinois 60629

SAKI SYMBOL
Here's a contest for ALL Old Timers. Send in your sketch for a new symbol for SAM to be
used for decals, patches, letterheads, etc. CONTEST ENDS Dec. 1, 1971, and first prize is an
ignition engine donated by Bill Ladner. Woody Bartelt sez he hopes to scrounge up some more
prizes for this contest. Send in those sketches! By the way, you can send in more than one
sketch. Send sketches to Woody.

SOCIETY of ANTIQUE MODELERS

OFFICIAL RULES for VINTAGE MODEL AIRCRAFT
The Competition flying of free flight model aircraft of vintage
design is intended to be casual, enjoyable and interesting for both
competitor and spectator alike. It is neither desired to advance the
state-of-the-art of aeromodeling perse, other than to increase participation in the sport generally, nor to reprove again that which is
already recorded in aeromodeling history books. The intent of these
rules is to categorize the basic types of vintage models and establish
an equitable and simple framework of regulations for competition purposes. Therefore, model designs that revolutionized free flight competition and necessitated the formulation of two basic classifications,
"Antique" and "Old Timer", are expected to compete only in the Old
Timer Events.
Section I - Definations and Basic Regulations
1. Old Timer and Anti ue categories are defined as model aircraft
which have been esigned, kitted or plans published prior to
December 31, 1942 and December 31, 1938 respectively.
2. Models shall be flown in one of the following categories:
a. Antique
b. Old Timer Pylon
c. Old Timer Cabin (defined as a model naving the wing mounted
upon a cabin enclosure similar to that of a full scale aircraft).
3. Antique Category models shall be powered with ignition engines
only.
4. Old Timer Cabin and Pylon models shall weigh 8 ounces per square foot of wing area (planform).
5. Fuel for all spark ignition engines must be gasoline only.
Section II - Modifications
1. An Old Timer may be modified only in the following ways: minor
changes to thrustlines, i.e., upright instead of inverted; strengthening of structures and provision of D/T action. Areas
and moments may not be changed. All changes must be in the
character of the original ship, i.e., substitution of sheet
balsa fuselages for built up structures is NOT approved. Beef
up the built ups'. Flat airfoils may not be substituted for
cambered foils, etc.
2. It shall be the responsibility of the contestant to prove the
validity of the model and the fidelity to the design by submitting the actual construction prints to the Contest Director
upon request.
3. No modification may be made which would prevent the model from
making normal, unassisted ROG takeoffs. Therefore, no dropping
gears, NO VTO, and no catapult devices are approved.
Section III - Power and Classes
1. Except as provided elsewhere, Old Timer models may be flown
with either ignition or glow engines.
2. Classes of Old Timers shall be established, where practical,
as follows:
Class "A" - .000 to .200 in3
Class "B" - .201 to .300 in3
Class "C" - .301 to .650 in3
3. Ignition engines and Glow engines may compete only with sufficient time handicaps to be determined by meet director.
President

LAIWIPA

Se retary-Treaauryi

-SAM MEMBERSHIP
Woody Bartelt sent out a questionnaire to all past and current SAM members and Chapters.
He sez the response was "pretty shabby." Here are a couple of membership applications for you
past members and for signing up NEW Old Timers. To aid in financing SAM activities, we NEED
MORE MEMBERS. The guy sponsoring the most new members as of September 1, 1971, will receive an
Old Timer Prize donated by Jim Amis and recognition in this Newsletter. GET THOSE MEMBERSHIPS
IN '!!!
Date Rec'd.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
. Number

I hereby make application for individual membership in the Society of
Antique Modelers.

.DO NOT FILL IN

NAME

BIRTH DATE

YEARS MODELING

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Please check if you belong to any of the following:
Enclose Membership Dues of $2.00 and send
to
Society of Antique Modelers
5250 Lucerne Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49004

AMA No.
MECA No.
SAM CHAPTER No.

In making this application for membership to The Society of Antique Modelers, I agree to abide
by the rules set by the Society and realize that the goals of S.A.M. and the Old Timers Movement
are to encourage participation above competition and is dedicated to the preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.
Signature
Date

Sponsor

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Date Rec'd.
Number

I hereby make application for individual membership in the Society
of Antique Modelers.

. DO NOT FILL IN

NAME

BIRTH DATE

YEARS MODELING

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

Please check if you belong to any of the following:
Enclose Membership Dues of $2.00 and send
to:
Society of Antique Modelers
5250 Lucerne Avenue
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49004

AMA No.
MECA No.
SAM CHAPTER No.

In making this application for membership to The Society of Antique Modelers, I agree to abide
by the rules set by the Society and realize that the goals of S.A.M. and the Old Timers Movement
are to encourage participation above competition and is dedicated to the preservation and reproduction of vintage model aircraft.
Signature
Date

Sponsor

SAM NEWSLETTER
Jim Amis
851 North Edgemoor
Wichita, Ks. 67208
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OFFICIAL PUBLICATIOn
OF THE
SOCIETY OF AMIQUE
MODELERS
JOE BOY LE JR •
21.9 SHENANDOAH ROAD
HAMPTON VA 23361

Carl and Ann Nye, - Editor Vol.1, No,1, January, 1973
East Homer Road, R. 0,
Cortland, New York 13045

-1-

From my 100, 1941 Berkelly catalogue - "Buccaneer Standard" - High time Syracuse meet,
second overtime, no record)
1939 official time one hour, fifty minutes. (motor ran
All photos that I have now will be returned after use. Any new ones will not be. To
print one picture costs the same as a dozen on the same page; so by cutting them
down, I will be able to get more on a page, that is is any one will send me any.

Speaking of sending me things, Post Marks are becoming a thing of the past. The only
helper I have with this thine called "Sam Speaks" is my wife Ann abd she collects
Post Marks. So, any time you do send me something, please have it hand cancelled
with your local Post Mark if at all possible. And send along any other town named
Postmarks you may have on hand.
Any OT flyer with an OT diesel mioht need the following - 45% kerosene, 30% ether,
25% castor oil for a good sport fuel, along with 2% Aml Nitrate. Aml Nitrate is a
HEART STIMULATE, so be careful.
Next issue will have OT RC i!ules ens SCAMPS .020. if everything goes right.
Don't forget to let me know next season's flying schedules. All chapter directors -Please have someone get on this now, as I feel it should be published and mailed by
the end of March.
John Hammond SAM '316, 6003 Altamont Pl. Baltimore, MD R wants to hear from OT flyers
in his area and sends this along: A nail box is just right for bench work. It will
keep the wing tips from hitting the bench when covering. Place the center dihedral
of the wing over the box.
Dan Sobala, the editor of the N/L Norq.ester, has sent me the 1973 contest calendar.
It starts off with ab INDOOP, FUN FLY Jan. 13, WMC, Albany; Feb. 4, MISERY MEET,
Strato-O-Bats, Harts Lake; Feb. 12, Indoor AMA, WMC, Albany; April 29, Spring FF
contest, Now'Oesters, Hillsboro; May 19, FAI Qualification Trials, Nor'Wester,
Hillsboro; May 20, OLD TIilE",-; CHAMPIONSHIPS, Nor'Westers, Hillsboro; June 23, 24,
Nor'Westers 5th Annual, Nor'Westers, Hillsboro; July 7, 8, BMA Scholarship Contest
BMA, Kent.
Final results Texaco Class Event, Vintage RC Endurance 6th Annual
SCIF-Texaco Class Events
1
Cliff Silva
46:11 Ehlinq-Aero Midget
2
Chuck Partch
45:20 Nimbus-Cyke
3. Gene '.;jallock
28:19 Nimbus-Cyke
4. Marge Bernhardt
21:21 Trenton Terror-Ohlsson 60
5. Jim Dean
17:30 Riser Rider-Ohisson
Vintage kC Endurance
1. Len Curie].
2
Wally Briggs
3. Gordon Hobbs

19:37 Lanzo-Merco 35
9:54 Buccaneer-McCoy 35
Fisk-Hanley-Enya 20-McCoy 35

"Sam" decals 250 each, 4 for a 01.00 - Send your needs to Tim Banaszak, 1947
Superior Ave., tThiting, Ind.
46394

-2- Pictures Mitch Post of Chicago Aeronuts, Sailplane - Orwick power
Pictures sent in by Richard Lyons, Libertyville, Ill., One is "Ready", Two is "Set",
Three is "C-,o".
Buccaneer "C" Special - Jack Chilmark, Milford, Conn.
A hood full by "Randy" Wilson - Worcester, Mass.
Modified "Playboy Senior", OcR 60 Custom from 1946, Don Hartman, Laurel Trl.,
Martinsville, NJ, 08836
"Sam" needs new chapters in areas not covered. We need volunteer Chapter Directors
and chapter members. To form a "Sam" chapter, it takes one airector and four members
only. A total of five "Sam" members. All parties interested contact Tim Banaszak c
"Sam" Sec-Treas. His address is on the'membership application in this issue.
Tim also needs from the active chapters a roster of all active "Sam" members.
As of 12-19-72 the following members have not paid their 1972-73 dues. Unless I hear
from Tim that you have paid up, no more "Sam Speaks" after this issue For the following: 016, 032, 035, 039, 042, 046, 048, 051, 055, 064, 184, 187, 099,
104, 105, 118, 123, 135, 147, 156, 164, 170, 177, 180, 188, 201, 204,
207, 217, 220, 234, 235, 238, 239, 240, 244, 245, 246, 257, 260, 262,
265, 269, 272, 275.
Chapter 10 Director, Adrian Equitz, 4543 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago, .111., 60630 would
like to have a meeting of the great minds of "Sam" out his way, and would like some
help arranging one. He already has the meeting place; it is large enough to hold
over 100 members and their guests.
•
6th Annual SCIF Texaco. Class Event
And 1st Vintage RC Endurance Event
10/29/72
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA IGNITION FLYUS .
This contest at the Standard Oil Field, Taft, was held on a most pleasant fall.day.
The temperature was in the hi 60's-low 70's with occasional ground breeze and 20 kt
wind shear conditions approx. 500' off the deck. Discussion of the weather is dwelled upon as the CD's Table was swamped by 12 entries, 10 contestants (thank Cliff) 3
dogs and 1 tarantula. The latter ceused more excitement than flying activity, especially in the RC Endurance Event. This event drew 4 flyers, 3 entries, two of whom
got in 2 official flights each. Buster brought out his RC "Wedgy" and promptly
proved that this machine can also demonstrate its ability to make high "g" nose down
landings under controlled conditions.
Gordon Hobbs demonstrated all clay the reliability of glow engines in his beautiful
Fiske Hanley. Gordon did get in one 10 minute flight but landed out in the boonies
which was a no, no for this event. Len Curial and Wally Briggs showed how tile event
was supposed to work by landing at their feet on both officials. It's interesting _
note that Len's winning' time would have only been .good for 5th in Texaco.
The Texaco event started off iwth the•Nimbus brothers, Partch and Wallock, plunking
their money down. The CD weighted Chuck's machine and promptly got a double hernia.
Chuck then went out and proved that weight is only relative by posting a 45:20 min
flight.

-3Cliff then poured "Silva" all over the table and entered 1 each Roll, Cumulus and
Ehling. From the sound of the Baby Cyke and Bunch MM in the Roll and Cumulus respectively, Cliff must have let Swaney's "smooth running motor works" do the tuning.
(by the way, where were you Frank?) . The Aero Midget in the Ehling managed to hang
in there though and Cliff stuck up a 46:11 for first and a Texaco double header for
1972. VAinderbar
Wallock enjoyed a fast tour of the oil well country by getting into the high 20 kt
wind situation but couldn't better his first flight 3rd place time. Charlie came
back with Gene and offered some claptrap about couldn't turn in the timing slip because it went oos in a Taft brick lifter er something. Hmmmt
The high point of the day was TWO official flights by "Hot
chicken out as his big brother was with him: Unfortunately
on the 2nd flight after only 17;30. RB McKenna's Buccaneer
with the Hider and it's beloived that the sun ate both of
in next weak to see if RB's Buc returns again'. (It did).

Lead" Dean. Jim couldn't
the Riser Rider went oos
was in the same thermal
em. Tough Luck Guys. Tune

RULES COVERING THE BUILDING AND FLYING OF OLD TIMER TYPE MODELS
PREAMBLE: The competition flying of free flight model aircraft of vintage design is
intended to be casual, enjoyable and interesting for both - competitor and spectator
alike. It is neither desired to advance the state-of-the-art of aeromodeling, per se,
other that to increase participation in the sport generally, nor to reprove again
that which is already recorded in aeromodeling history books. The intent of these
rules is to categorize the basic types of vintage models and establish an equitable
and simple framework of reeulations for competition pruposos. Therefore, model
designs that revolutionized free flight competition and necessitated the formation of
two basic classifications, "ANTIQUE" and "OLD TIMER", are expected to compete in the
Old Timer events.
SECTION 1 - Definations and Basic Regulations:
1. Old Timer and Antique categories are defined as model aircraft which have
been designed, kitted or plans published prior to December 31, 1942 and December 31, 1938, respectively. Authentication of design is responsibility of
Contestant.
2. Models shall be flown in one of the following categories:
A.
Antique
8.
Old Timer Pylon
C.
Old Timer Cabin (defined as a model having the wing mounted upon a
cabin enclosure similar to that of a full scale aircraft)
D.
Old Timer Rubber (cabin and Stick)
E.
Vintage Special Events
3. Antique Category models shall be powered with ignition engines only and be
divided into two events: Fuel Allotment Antique (6ft minimum wingspan) and
30 second Antique ( no size limitations).
4. Old Timer Cabin and Pylon models shall weigh a minimum of 8 ounces per square
foot of wing area (planform).
5. Ignition engines are defined as those engines using a spark plyg, batteries,
coil and condenser (or magneto) to ignite the fuel.
6. Fuel for all Spark Ignition engines shall be gasoline only.
7. Rubber models must use the same prop design as on original model (folding,
single blade, free-wheeling, etc.). No limit on amount of rubber used.
SECTION 11 - Modifications:
1. An Old Timor may be modified only in the following ways: minor changes to
thrustlines, i.e., upright instead of inverted; strengthening of structures

-4and provisions for dethernalizing. Areas and momenta may not be changed. All changes
must be in the character of the original model, i.e., substitution of sheet balsa
fuselage for original built up structure is NOT approved. Beef up the built ups:
Flat airfoils may not be substituted for cambered foils, no reduction or enlaroement
of model size, etc.
2. It shall be the responsibility of the contestant to prove the validity of the
model and the fidelity to the design by submitting the actual construction
prints to the Contest Director upon request.
3. No modification may be made which would prevent the model from making normal,
unassisted ROG takeoffs. Therefore, no dropping gears, I•0 VTO, and no catapult devices are approved. Two wheels may be substituted for single wheel
gear, but one wheel may not be substituted for two.
SECTION 111 - Power and Classes:
Except as provided elsewhere, Old Timer models may be flown with either ig1.
nition, diesel or °Jon engines.
2.
Classes of Old Timers shall be established, where practical as follows:
Class "A" - .000 to .200 in3
Class "B" - .201 to .300 in 3
Class "C" - .301 to 1.20 in3
3. Engines above .65 in3 dispalcenent must he spark ignition and have been in
production prior to 1950 •
4.
Ignition engines and glow engines may compete only with sufficient time handicaps to be determined by Contest Director.
5.
For engine run purposes, diesel engines manufactured prior to 1950 shall be
termed as iunition engines. After that date they shall be termed as glow engines.
6. Where practical, engine runs for Old Timers Category models shall be:
Glow HL
- 20 sec.
Ignition HL
- 10 sec
Glow ROG - 15 sec.
Ignition ROG - 25 sec.
SECTION 1V - Basic Events:
1. Those events which conform to Sections 1, 11, 111 above, specifically as pertains to construction, classes, categories and definitions.
A. These Basic Events shall be:
(a) Class "A" Cabin
(b) Class "A" Pylon
(c) Class "B" Cabin
( 1 ) Class "8" Pylon
(e) Calss "C" Cabin
(f)
Class "C" Pylon
(g) Fuel Allotment Antique
(h) 30 Second Antique
(0 Cabin Rubber
(j) Stick Rubber
2.
Specifically, Fuel Allotment Antique models are allowed 1/8 ounce of fuel per
pound of model weight, with a maximum model weight of seven(7) pounds. ROG
required.
3.
Specifically, 30 Second Antique models are allowed a 30 second engine run and
must HOG.
4.
Stick Rubber models are those built to a cross-section rule not greater than
L2/200, where L=length of fuselage, and are hand launched.
5.
Cabin Rubber models are those built to a cross-section rule not less than L2/
100 and must ROG unless combined with stick rubber as a single event in which
event they may be hand launched. SECTION V - Special Events:
. 1.
Provisions are made for the flying of special vintage or Old Timer type events.
2.
Any event which deviates from the requirements of the Basic Events shall be
termed a Special Event. (reduced scale, Post-1942, etc.)
3. SpecialEvents shall be in keeping with, the intent of the PREA1YBLE.

-5PH.o Chr.r1rwe ProFlospls:
:,LCT1ON V1
The Society of Antique Modelers shall be designated as a clearing house for all
rule change propasals. The Society shall appoint a contest board member from each
of its areas to review and submit propasals.
SECTION V11 - Records:
No official records will be established in any of the Old Timer Categories.
SECTION V111 - Safety:
All pertinent A.M.A. Safety Rules, not covered above, shall be in effect covering
the model, modeler and equipment.
-

Date Rec.
SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
Number
Membership Application

Do not fill in

I hereby make application for individual membership in the Society of Antique
Modelers.
Name

Years Modeling

Birth Date
State

City

Address

Code — —

Please check if you belong to any of the following:
AmA

No.

NFFS
No.
MECA — _ No.
SAM — _
Chapter

_

Enclose Membership Dues of ',.)3.00
and send to
Tim Banaszak, Sec.-Treas.
1947 Superior Ave.
Whiting, Indiana 46394

No.

In making this application for membership to the Society of Antique Modelers, I agree
to abide by the rules set by the Society and realize that the goals of SAM and the
Old Timers Movement are to encourage participation above competition and is dedicated
to the preservation and reproduction of vintage model aricraft.
Signed

S.A.M. CHAPTERS

Al White ,;-29, 1373 Bellaire, Denver, Colo. 80220
yl
Vic Didelot,
fy,2
32997 Charmwood Oval, Solon, Ohio 44139
Larry Boyer i,44, 4129 45th St., San Diego, Calif. 92105
;i-3
y4
Woody Bartelt
3706 N. 33rd St., Galesburg, Mich. 49053
i f5 A. D. Coe ;499, 4628 South Pattie, Wichita, Kansas 67216
113 High, Fostoria, Ohio
John Peck, :250,
44830
;i-7
John C. Jhittles
43 Farview Ave., Old Saybrook Conn. 06475
1, 8
Jim Sharp „-172, 6109 N. E. 121 Ave., Vancouver, Wash. 98662
T9
Malcolm J. Heaton -241,
3445 Hutchinson St., Apt, 307, Montrea1,130--. ,
Quebec, Canada
y10
Adrian D. Equitz, 4543 N. Keystone Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60630

-6Change of Address:
35810
023 i;eorge 3atink, 2020 Clubview Dr., Huntsville, Alabama
80514
Lynn Springer, 1108 Glendale Court, Dacono, Colorado
d-096 buy "Doc" Markjam, 1736 Ornagewood Lane, Arcadia, Calif. 91006
#182 Jack Passey, Jr., 2025 Freedom Blvd., Freedom, Calif. 95019

New members
020 Art Suhr, W218 P. 5866 maclynn Ct., Menomonee Falls, Wisc. 53051
021 Robert .Pascoe, 2766 U. 20th, Vancouver 8, British Columbia, Canada
#322 Donald Hartman, 409 Laurel Trail, Martinsville, NJ 08836
#323 Canny Sheelds, -4408 Old Court Road, Apt. J, Pikesville, MD 21208
024 Francis B. Marchese, 75A Muncy Ave., West Babylon, NY 11704
#325 George J. Terwilliger, 20 Lowell Ave., Metuchen, NJ 08840
46322
#326 Phil Cox, 3351 Highway Ave., Highland ; Indinana
97.303
d327 M. Rodney Kussell, 1,730 N. E. 18th St., Salem, Oregon
i1328 Daniel Sobala, 1720 N. +1.. 138 Ave., Portland, Oregon 97229
y329 William Fisher, 36 Linden Ave., Metuchen, NJ 08840
#330 Elmer J. i;oth, 671 - 62nd Ave., S. E., Salem, Oregon 97301
#33l Edwin C. Allsman, 4644 L. Bryce 'Lane, Glendale, Arizona 25301
032 Pat Jones, 8418 Peach Tree Lane, Wichita, Kansas 67207
1333 A. G. Hagen, 5264 Clark St., Richards-Gebaur AFB, MO 64030
034 Jim Lehrman, Box 161, Goessel, Kansas 67053
035 John A. Epley, 1130 Coolidge, Wichita, Kansas 67200
01843
#337 F. Kevin Barrett, 30 Osgood St., Lawrence, Mass
#336 Malcolm MacLean, 6 Larry Drive, Commack, NY 11725
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S.A.M. SPEAKS
VOLUME I, NUMBER 2

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1971

INTRODUCTION
To all the S.A.M. supporters who sent me their appreciation and suggestions for our Newsletter, let me say, "THANKS, GANG". More old timer model info from you fellows (those who did
not write included) will be appreciated. Hey, we also need good glossy black and white photos
of your creations. By the way, where are all those S.A.M. membership blanks???? New memberships and renewals needed!
In Volume I, Number 1, when I asked for suggestions of a name for this Newsletter, I was
not aware that previously a contest to name the Newsletter had been won by Jim Duncan, with his
entry, "SAM SPEAKS". Thanks to Tim Dannels for enlightening me with this information. It is a
pretty tricky name, isn't it?
Since preparation of your Newsletter is a one-man operation, your understanding and help
is solicited. Send all S.A.M. info and photos to me, as follows: Jim Amis, 851 North Edgemoor,
Wichita, Kansas 67208 (Ph. A/C 316, 684-5629).

SUMMARY OF 5TH OLD TIMER CONTEST AND BUSINESS MEETING - by Bill Ladner, President
The fifth annual S.A.M. Champs is now history and there is no doubt that it was the best
yet.
Monday evening, August 9th, started with the Bean Feed and get-together where a lot of new
friends were met and old friendships renewed. Harley Elmore did most of the cooking and there
was plenty for all. The "hanger flying" lasted 'til the late hours when the last hearty souls
finally left.
Tuesday, August 10th, at 8:00 a.m., Tim Dannels announced contestants could begin flying
and the Champs was officially underway. Flying was somewhat hectic due to the winds, but this
did not keep the ships down. The flying field was laced with roads which made chasing reasonably easy. Three minute max flights didn't help much as they still went a "country mile".
Tuesday eveiing, Dick Barbosa arranged to use the United Airlines cafeteria for the Collecttogether and Beauty Event Display. Dick also was able to provide guided tours through a portion
of United's facility for those who were not involved in the swapping of the Iron or enjoying a
Bull Session. Ralph Mroch of REMCO had a box of tyke parts plus some engines for sale. There
is no truth to the old song, "Ignition engines are not available".
Tom Cope displayed his beautiful New Ruler Kit which he is now marketing. I purchased one
and highly recommend it whether you build it or not. The plans are 100% and are nicely drawn;
an excellent kit of an outstanding model.
Quite a few engine displays were set up around the room within easy eyeballing range to
the delight of the guests. The displayer never seemed to tire of the multitude of "What is it?"
questions or words of praise. A very enjoyable evening for all.
Wednesday, August 11th, dawned calm until we arrived at the flying field. The wind was as
strong as the previous day, but due north instead of south. Al White, President of the Denver
Club, casually mentioned, "If the weather is unsatisfactory, wait a few minutes and it will
change". It did! The wind blew from every direction, including up and down, the rest of the
day. Nevertheless, the sky was full of airplanes and the roads full of chasing vehicles and
tired hitch-hikers looking for a ride back to the field.

Our Annual Business Meeting was held that evening at the Coors Brewery in Golden. The
"kiss of the hops" seemed to mellow the mood, or perhaps it was a hard day's flying. Anyway,
the busines was accomplished in a remarkably happy atmosphere. I will save the recap of the
business meeting until last.
Thursday was perfect for flying,,, with just enough breeze to lift off - which was just right
for the unlimited event. The air was very spotty and the thermals were there if you could find
them. Some flyers did, and Spirow Nickolaw even managed to find the Blue Angels about to take
off, when his ship landed at Buckley N.A.S. about 100 feet from their formation.
Glen Cunningham put up three max flights with his superb flying Madewell 49, powered zipper, to top the C Pylon entrants - a great effort by Glen.
Our Annual Banquet, Thursday evening, was a whopping success at the Lowry Air Force Base
NCO Club. The trophies and awards were presented to the winners by the Host Club. No less
than thirty-three of those Blue and Gold Jewels and a Testors Best Finish Plaque were passed
out. Raffle tickets for an Anderson Spitfire were sold during the three day event and a new
Spit has a new home. The engine was purchased by S.A.M. and raffled to provide funds toward
next year's Champs. More about this later.
A great deal of merchandise was also given away to lucky raffle dinner ticket holders.
Just about everyone at the Banquet won something.
RECAP - Business Meeting Highlights
The Fifth Annual S.A.M. Business Meeting was called to order by your president. All of
the S.A.M. officers were present, as were about forty-five members from various parts of the
United States.
After the greetings and introductions, old business was opened with a reading of the
Treasurer's Report by Woody Bartelt. Woody's figures proved we are in the black for the year's
expenses and indicated there would be ample funds for the 1972 contest, our 6th Annual, after
all funds are collected and bills paid. One item mentioned by Woody that has become a new
expense, is the SAM Newsletter. Mailing costs are high and Woody pointed out that based on
last year's dues, we will have a marginal amount of funds available if we continue to produce
the newsletter and maintain the present dues schedule. A Motion for a dues increase was made
under New Business. Woody also reported that Advanced Entries numbered over one hundred and
the Banquet ticket sales were greater than the number of guests we had guaranteed would attend
the Banquet.

This year, S.A.M. was financially self-sustaining and solvent.
Old Business continued with the presentation of our SAM rules package proposal. Tim
Dannels explained the mechanics of obtaining the affiliation status and presented to the members the SAM Rules which ultimately would be sent to the AMA for inclusion in the Rule Book.
These are the basic SAM Rules, with only a few minor changes and additions, as follows:
SECTION I, sub-section 2, add - D. Old Timer Rubber (Cabin & Stick)
add - E. Vintage Special Events
sub-section 3, will read: Antique category models shall be powered with
ignition engines only and be divided into two events: Fuel
Allotment Antique (6' minimum wingspan), and 30 second
Antique (no size limitations).
sub-section 5, will read: An ignition engine is defined as those engines
using a spark plug, batteries, coil, and condenser (or
magnito) to ignite the fuel.
sub-section 6, Fuel for all spark ignition engines must be gasoline only.
sub-section 7, Rubber models must use the same prop design as on original
model (folding, single blade, free wheeling, etc.). No
limit on amount of rubber used.

SECTION II, sub-section 1, add - no reduction or enlargements of model size, etc. at end of sentence. (Remember, this is basic
construction.)
sub-section 3, add - Two wheels may be substituted for single gear, but
one wheel may not be substituted for two.
SECTION III, sub-section 1, add - Diesel Engine
sub-section 2, change - Class C .301, to 1.20 in 3
sub-section 3, change - Engines above .65 in 3 displacement must be
spark ignition and have been in production prior
to 1950.
sub-section 4, is now - Old sub-section 3
sub-section 5, NEW section: For engine run purposes, diesel engines
manufactured prior to 1950 shall be termed as ignition engines. After that date, they shall be
termed "glow engines".
Additional ADDED sections are: (More about these SECTIONS later.)
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION
SECTION

IV - Basic Events (for events which conform with SECTIONS I, II, and III).
- Special Events (reduced scale-post '42, etc.).
V
VI - Rule Change Proposals
VII - Safety
VIII- Records

At the conclusion of Tim's presentation, I discussed the possibility of changing the Dec.
'41 cutoff date to Dec. '47. The reason for this was the desire of a number of SAM members to
include these era models in something other than Post '42 categories.
A motion was made and seconded to approve the rules changes and additions as presented,
but to postpone adopting a change in cutoff dates until after the AMA has adopted our proposal.
This motion carried without opposition. So, hopefully, our rules will be in the 1972 AMA Model
Regulations Handbook.
We moved on to New Business. One of the things I had been giving a lot of thought, was the
nomination of new officers and it wasn't until I brought the subject to the attention of the
other officers at our pre-business meeting, that I learned we had been elected to THREE YEAR
TERMS: While Gene Lapansie was reading this portion of the Constitution, my thoughts drifted to
John Pond - and how he missed his calling. He should have been a Used Car Salesman instead of
an Engineer. So, Officer Nominations will be held in 1973 at the Seventh Annual in Taft.
We have made a change in the Veep regions and added a Fourth Position. The V.P. areas will
be divided as are the time zones to better serve the East Coast. The Areas will be: WESTERN Gene Wallock, ROCKY MOUNTAIN - Tim Dannels, CENTRAL - Gene Lapansie, and EASTERN - 99797 is open.
Anyone interested in this position is invited to contact me, Bill Ladner, 15826 Richdale Dr.,
Whittier, California 90604.
As previously mentioned, it will be necessary to increase our dues to $3.00 annually, effective June of 1972, in order to support the newsletter. This proposal was adopted unanimously.
GOOD NEWS for all the East Coasters - the '72 Champs will be held at Bong Field.
A S.A.M.
Chapter is being formed for this purpose by Tim Banaszak. He is in contact with Bong Eagles
MAC, Chicago Aeronuts and The Pelican MAC of Lansing, Illinois, for what he says will be the
biggest and best yet 0.T. Champs. How's that for an early start?
That wraps up the business meeting highlights. The whole thing was so smooth, it is hard
to believe it lasted about four hours. I hope all you Old Timers are as pleased with the results
as I. Here are some last minute items: 1) Don't forget to send in your designs for the new SAM
symbol. The lucky winner will receive an ignition engine. 2) If you haven't paid your "71
dues, this will be the LAST NEWSLETTER you will receive. Don't be left out. 3) Like all things,
-37

it had to end and so did the meeting. It was all the descriptive adjectives you can think of it was great. It reflects the tremendous amount of effort by everyone involved and their willingness to see it through. 4) A THANK YOU to each member of the Denver Club - and to everyone
else who helped. Thank you very, very much. Bill Ladner, President.

AMA NATS OLD TIMER EVENTS
No results of the Old Timer Events at the AMA Nationals have been sent at this time, altho
I sent out requests for same. This is one reason why your newsletter was delayed. Sure hope to
have some info by next newsletter. Sorry fellows. (Illness prevented my getting to the NATS.)

A REAL ANTIQUE MODEL ENTHUSIAST
The following is a letter I received from Jim Noonan in which he describes his "first love"
with regard to the Antique Model Hobby. (See Noonan's Old Timer Model ad in this Newsletter.)
He sent me a Xerox copy of a 1915 Price List which will be cherished as a treasured antique.
Write him, maybe he can send you a copy.
Dear Jim:
First, my name is Jim Noonan, modeller since I was 10 (1927), business is a small affair - an
education as well as small profit for sons, Tim (11) and Barry (14), to be saved for college.
I am Chief Engineer and Bottlewasher, while they do (as they put it) the drudgery of repetitious
work.
Fun hobby, at the moment, is ancient models. By 1915 there were twenty clubs going full blast
in the U.S.A.
A governing body was the N.Y. Aero Club and local chapter was Milwaukee Model
Aero Club, with 19 members - four of whom were still visiting back and forth in 1961 when Lynn
Davis and Erwin Eiring passed away. Joe Lucas, Tom Hall, Ellis Cook and Walt Scheeitzr (living)
all of IMAC, were well known here.
I have, on the table here, a blackened silver trophy inscribed, "1915, Wisc. State Fair Model
Aeroplane Contest, 1st Place HL 89 sec., Erwin Eiring" (loaned to me by his son).
From the survivors, I have gathered clippings, photos and memory sketches to build. So far, 3
twin pushers and 2 single tractors of pine, bamboo and wire, covered with 40 yr. old rice paper
and gold beaters skin. All are fine flyers and exceed anything they did originally in 1915.
Best is T, Push time of 3 m 1 s in still air (2 min. up and 1 down).
Am doing a story on all this for Art Schroeder of MAN. Will also do drawings for son Tim's
Penny plane for Bill Winter (Jr. Aero Modeller Mag.). As time goes on, I'll do plans of some of
these and add them to our plans line. Am now doing all Earl Stahl's scale models (knew Earl
long ago - was at '36 thru '41 Nats and some after the War, whenever nearby.
It's late:

Sincerely, Jim Noonan

S.A.M. MEMBERSHIP DRIVE WINNER
It is a pleasure to announce that MALCOLM J. HEATON (SAM i241) was top man with S.A.M.
applications and won the prize for the membership drive. Malcolm, you have Five Dollars ($5.00)
credit, compliments of Jim Amis, to obtain Old Timer Model Prints from JOHN POND, 4135 Avati Dr.,
San Diego, California 92117.
If you don't have your price list of available prints from Pond, write him. The price list
costs 25c.

PAID UP S.A.M. MEMBERS
The following is a listing of the paid up SAM members at press time. If your SAM number
is not listed (on the next page), get your dues in to Woody Bartelt. All delinquent numbers
will soon be re-issued to new members.

001,
039,
070,
117,
155,
180,
199,
218,
237,

011,
040,
076,
118,
156,
181,
200,
219,
238,

012,
041,
077,
123,
157,
182,
201,
220,
239,

013,
042,
078,
124,
159,
183,
202,
221,
240,

017,
043,
084,
125,
161,
184,
203,
222,
241,

019,
044,
086,
129,
163,
185,
204,
223,
242,

020,
046,
087,
133,
164,
186,
205,
224,
254,

022,
048,
090,
134,
165,
187,
206,
225,
255,

023,
051,
093,
135,
167,
188,
207,
226,
256,

024,
053,
094,
136,
168,
189,
208,
227,
257,

026,
056,
096,
140,
169,
190,
209,
228,
258,

027,
057,
097,
141,
170,
191,
210,
229,
259,

029,
058,
098,
143,
172,
192,
211,
230,
260,

031,
059,
099,
144,
174,
193,
212,
231,
261,

032,
062,
101,
145,
175,
194,
213,
232,
and,

034,
063,
104,
146,
176,
195,
214,
233,
262.

035,
064,
105,
149,
177,
196,
215,
234,

036,
066,
113,
151,
178,
197,
216,
235,

037,
067,
116,
154,
179,
198,
217,
236,

A complete address list of SAM members may be obtained by sending fifty cents (50c) to cover the
cost of printing to Jim Amis, 851 N. Edgemoor, Wichita, Kansas 67208.

1972 S.A.M. CHAMPIONSHIPS
The following is a reprint of my copy of a letter sent to SAM President, Bill Ladner, by Tim
Banaszak (SAM #067). Tim's letter is published for SAM members to review and for their comments.
Dear Bill:
With reference to our conversations at the 5th Annual Old Timers Championships in Denver;
do want the '72 SAM Championships to be in the Chicago area.

yes, we

Since the 5th Annual Championships, I have talked to most of our local free flight clubs and old
timer flyers about holding the 6th Annual Championships in '72 at Bong Field, Wisconsin. After
talking to most of our interested Chicago area modelers last Sunday, at the Chicago Aeronuts Fall
OT Meet and a final session on the phone yesterday with Woody Bartelt and Tim Dannels, we are
certain we can sponsor the '72 Meet in grand style.
As of this date we cannot name the exact sponsor - we have three. They are: The Bong Eagles
MAC, Milwaukee, Wisc., The Pelican MAC, Lansing, Ill., and a SAM Chapter being formed for this
purpose. In actuality, whichever group is named as the sponsor, the '72 Championships will be
the joint effort of many people from many groups. The basic point, as of this date, is - we can
sponsor the '72 SAM Championship Model Meet and, if agreeable with the SAM organization, we will
sponsor it.
The current working plan for the '72 Championships, as we see it at this time, is:
A.
B.

C.
D.

E.
F.
G.
H.

SITE - Bong Field, Wisconsin - should be no problems here - we will coordinate with Pete
Sotich, Willard Smitz, and the Wisconsin State Conservation Department.
DATES -To be held Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of the week following the AMA Nationals,
because of the proximity of NAS Glenview to Bong Field - actual calendar dates to be
to be set, and sanction application submitted, upon official announcement of the AMA
Nationals.
EVENTS-Same as 1971 Championships.
TROPHIES - Several very good sources available. Gene Lapansie is currently checking out at
least one source. We can use some advise from SAM and previous sponsors.
CONTEST DIRECTOR - Several available; none actually named as yet.
CONTEST COORDINATOR - Guess I've talked myself into this job.
PUBLICITY - Gene Lapansie and several other members of the GRIMES Club have offered their
services for this job.
SOCIAL EVENTS - 1) Bean Feed, seemed to work so well, we want to hold one, too.
2) SAM Meeting/ Victory Banquet, nothing done on these two yet.
Woody Bartelt may be able to help. Bong Eagles Club should be able
to really come through on this one; Bong Field is in their backyard.
3) MECA - Welcome - Collectogether. enjoyed by all. Do we make the
arrangements or does MECA?

Well, Bill, that is the situation as of now, as briefly as I can put it. Of course, many details
remain to be worked out and thousands of questions still have to be answered. In truth, we know
many of them haven't even been asked yet, but the gears are in motion to make the 6th Annual Old
Timers Championships the best one yet:
-5-

We are sure looking forward to your comments, advice, and criticism, AND also definite word on
our sponsorship of the event.
Yours truly,
Tim Banaszak, 1947 Superior Avenue, Whiting, Indiana 46394

THERMAL THUMBERS ACTIVITIES
I would like to thank the Thermal Thumber Club, Long Beach, California for the plug given
S.A.M. in their tremendous newsletter. These fellows are the tops in freeflight promotion in all
categories, including Old Timer and Antique competition.
SOUTHERN CALIF. ANTIQUE MODEL PLANE SOCIETY (SCAMPS)
The latest copy of the SCAMPS "HOT LEADS" shows this gang is really blowin' n' goin' with
the Oldies: Lots of activities, that is. Will publish the results of their Oct. 9 & 10th First
North South Championships in the next S.A.M. Newsletter. Thanks to Jim Dean for the info on
their activities.
NORTH JERSEY RADIO CONTROL CLUB
Gene Fuller sent a copy of the club's newsletter, PRINTED CIRCUIT. This gang has been installing R/C Gear in the Oldies and are having a BALL: Gene sez, "We have these Old Time Free
Flight Models with R/C gear in them! Sure beats chasing them. Only thing is, you can't use
ignition motors very reliably with radio gear -- we use nothing but glow engines. These old
timers are the world's greatest R/C Trainer planes, too:"
SWAP & SHOP

SUPPLIES

($1.00 per month, 25 words or less)

To build models of the past you need Oldtimer materials.
Tissue, bamboo, balsa, wire, nitrate dope, wheels, plans, teflon washers, kits, etc.
Send 8C stamp for list to:
OLD TIMER MODELS, 7454 W. THURSTON CIRCLE, MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53218

LIMITED PRODUCTION The NEW RULER is NOW AVAILABLE in KIT FORM. Precision cut parts.
All new professional drawing. SIG Balsa, 48 inch longer on sticks, rolled plans,
detailed instructions
$29.95. Postpaid anywhere in the Continental USA.
Obtain from:
HOBBIES UNLIMITED, 23262 S.E. 57th ST., RT. 3, ISSAQUAH, WASHINGTON 98027

IGNITION ENGINES
Anderson Spitfire
LIMITED OFFER. List - 10C

$45 00

REMCO, P.O. BOX 22414, DENVER, COLORADO

Super Cyclone

$38.50

80222
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LIST OF SAM OFFICERS
President

Bill Ladner, SAM 129
15826 Richvale Drive
Whittier, California 90604

Secretary-Treasurer

Woody Bartelt, SAM 034
3706 N. 33rd Street
Galesburg, Michigan 49053

V.P. Central

Gene Lapansie, SAM 032
852 Canterbury
Gross Pointe Woods, Michigan 48236

V.P. Rocky Mountains

Tim Dannels, SAM 012
1265 Yates Street
Denver, Colorado
80204

LIST OF SAM OFFICERS (continued)
V.P. Western

Gene Wallock, SAM 022
220 Leroy Avenue
Arcadia, California 91006

V.P. Eastern

OPEN
Volunteers, please
contact Bill Ladner

SAM Publication

Jim Amis, SAM 035
851 N. Edgemoor
Wichita, Kansas
67208

RESULTS OF FIFTH ANNUAL SAM CHAMPS:
CLASS A PYLON (18 entries)
1. Harry Murphy
2. Bill Hale
3. Woody Bartelt
CLASS B PYLON

Comet Mercury
Megow Ranger
Alert

Arden 19
Arden 19
Arden 19

498
449
438

0 & R 23
Torp 29
Torp 29

447
429
345

Zipper
Zipper
Playboy Sr.

Madewell 49
Madewell 49
60
0 & R

604
466
458

So Long
Rocketeer
Rocketeer

Arden 19
Arden 19
Bantan 19

255
244
205

(17 entries)

1. Jim Sharp
2. Otto Bernhardt
3. Woody Bartelt

Thermal Thumber
Alert
Alert

CLASS C PYLON (17 entries)
1. Glenn Cunningham
2. Roger Gudahl
3. Bob Shaffer
CLASS A CABIN

(9 entries)

1. Al White
2. Roger Gudahl
3. Bill Ladner
CLASS B CABIN

(17 entries)

1. Harry Murphy
2. Harry Lowe
3. Bill Hale
CLASS C CABIN

Dodger
Brigadier
Cleveland Cloudster

0 & R
Forster
0 & R

23
29
23

442
352
289

(24 entries)

1. Sal Taibi
2. Bob Oslan
3. Larry Boyer
30 SEC. ANTIQUE
1. Roger Gudahl
2. Woody Bartelt
3. Sal Taibi
UNLIMITED ANTIQUE
1. Wally Leiper
2. Ed Rangus
3. Spiro Nickolaw

Powerhouse
Bombshell
Comet Clipper

Forster 99
Super Cyke
Bunch

500
455
444

0 & R 60
Spitfire
Forster 99

393
367
326

(18 entries)
Comet Clipper
Powerhouse
Powerhouse
(14 entries)
Marsden
Lanzo
Scram

Cyke
Cyke
Cuke

1199
1150
1065

RESULTS OF FIFTH ANNUAL SAM CHAMPS (continued)SCIF'S .020 (18 entries)
1. Bob Oslan
2. Gene Wallock
3. Abe Gallas

So Long
Ranger
Zipper

TD .020
TD .020
TD .020

438
335
274

COMBINED RUBBER (13 entries)
1. Ted Gongaph
2. Bob Oslan
3. Bud Warren

Korda
Flying Cloud
Homesick Angel

540
527
417

OLD TIMER SCALE (6 entries)
1. Al White
2. Hal Cover
3. Sean Hillis, Jr.

Corbin Ace
Curtiss Robin
Heath Parasol

Mills 1.3
Cox .049
Cox .051

279
107
49

OLD TIMER TOWLINE (7 entries)
1. Bob Smith
2. Art Hunt
3. Hal Cover

Thermic 72
Sinbad 40
Thermic 100

443
238
229

PHOTO CAPTIONS - Photos of the action at SAM's Fifth Old Timer Championships, sent in by
Tim Dannels (SAM 012):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Westerner heads out. West Coast modeler (name unknown)
Harry Murphy, O&R 23 powered Brooklyn Dodger, 1st place, Class B. Cabin
Tim Dannels launching .020 Snuffy to 6th place
Spiro Nicolaus watches Powerhouse take off.
Lanzo Record Breaker takes off. Ed Rangus' airplane
Photos sent from England by John Mayes (SAM 213) of some of the Old Timer
activity building up by our British buddies. (The next issue of SAM SPEAKS
will feature an article by John describing the history of the growth of Old
Timer model activities in England.):

6.
7.
8.
9.

John Haggart launches Ohlsson powered Simmons Gas Champ. A real competition machine.
Noel Barker's beautifully built Premier Lion
John Haggart with his Zeiss powered Foote's Westerner B. This is a "going" bird!
Eric Gould's Stentor 6cc powered Megow Flying Quaker. Obviously constructed with T.L.C.
(Tender Loving Care).
This group shot, sent in by Frank Tartaglia, was taken at the 1970 Nationals:

10.

Some "for real" Old Timers totaling (in parenthesis) 299 years of experience. Top row,
Bill Wargo (46), Russ Barrera (45), Frank Tartaglia (45), Edgar
left to right,
and Bottom row,
Franklin (45);
Don Garafalow (45), Carl Hatrak (43), and Fernando Ramos (30).
left to right,
Photos of Jim Amis' "Rocket" rubber model (Aug. 41 M.A.N.), entered in two
contests winning Second Place, a Third Place and Best Finish Award:

11.
12.

"Rocket" rubber model original configuration.
"Rocket" modernized configuration (same airplane) with pylon and two blade prop. for
Unlimited or Coupe d'Hiver Classes.
(continued on page 10)
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PHOTO CAPTIONS (continued from page 8)

Page 10.

Photos sent in by Homer Smith of Super Cyclone powered "New Ruler" prototype
models built from Hobbies Unlimited kits by Homer and Don Dodd. Homer sez
the kit is superb in every way and that he and Don are excited with the
flying characteristics of their airplanes.
13.

Homer Smith and Don Dodd (kneeling) with their beautiful "New Ruler" models at Boeing
Hawks Field, Kent, Washington.

14.

A closer look at Don's "New Ruler".
d/t.

REMCO Cyke, red and white silk covered, with stab

S.A.M. SPEAKS
Jim Amis, Editor
851 North Edgemoor
Wichita, Kansas 67208
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OLD TIMER
PLANS
****************************

FOR THE
.Q20 EVENT
WING AREAS RUN FROM 160 TO 185 Sq. In.
$1.25 ea.
-- PYLON -*Strato-Streak
*For .010 piner
Strata-Ctreak

-- Cabin -Brigidier

So Long
Baby Bombshell

Canadian Wa3p
Ranger
H & F Jiffy
Thermal Tumbler
All plans are sent 3rd class.
Add 10ft per plan for 1st class
Add 20! per plan for Air Mail
FREE FLIGHT SPECIALTIES

6255 S.W. 47th Place
Portland, Oregon
97221

THE .BRITISH VINTAGE SCENE
Although being similar in aim to the American Vintage movement; the recreation of
pioneerong model aircraft, the British movement development has been along rather
different lines, due to these reasons.
Prior to 1940 most interest was in Rubber Powered Machines, Petrol planes being in
the province of the wealthier types.
With the coming of World War 11 there was a complete ban on the flying of petrol
engined models and of other machines over 7' in wingspan. Nods of Transatlantic
Developments was practically unobtainable and, if obtained, often derided by the
writers of the time. For instance, in an Aeromodoller of 1944 or 1945 a pylon duration machine was referred to as an atrocity and as late as 1946 in a photograph a
certain "Mike Booth" was said to be puzzled by his peculiar Yankee abortion - a
Jersey Javelin!
However, Circa 1946 Areomodeller started a series of International Invitational
meets and the continentals amazed us with the performance of their diesel powered
duration power jobs. So with the introduction of engines, such as the Mills, Froo,
and E.D., the bye word was power duration from about 1947 on. Of course, Flying
parallel with these macinies were the smaller lightweight rubber jobs, developed
during the austerity years and towline gliders, which had reached a quite high pitch
of efficiency.
Therefore with demobilisation of fliers from the services and general availability of materials, the years 1946 to 1951 become theGolden Age of British Modelling.
Hence our preference for re-creation of models from this era, amongst our Vintage
Cliques.
I suppose we have a rather head-in-the-sand attitude in that we are not prooressing the science of designing models for ultimete performance, be it spend, duration
or what have you. However the people who are "progressing" are tending to form into
cliques of Redio or Contiol line or Freu Flinht, and in eume sections even talk of
Lmitino performance, notably free flioht rubber. So, by limiting our interest to
design of free flight models several decades old, we are certainly no worse in the
clannish senee and we have built in performanre •imite in the shape of poor structures, balky motors, bulky outlines, etc.. So we are on a per with the other branches, really.
Anyway, to many of us Vintage is a relaxation event, an escape from our usual
squered off, screeching contest models that we fly in the 5,M.4.E. events. To this
owl we have toedeJ to reproduce performance machines, whilet those who don't normally compete tend to produce the sporty types of yeetoryoar.
Bark in 1963, after reading an article in M.A.N., by that doyen of Vintage model
flying, John Pond, the South Bristol M.A.C. were bitten by the bug and we decided to

hold an event in September of that year. It fell to me to draft a set of rules. 7t
was apparent that there was quite a lot of different opinions on these. However, in
common with St. Albans, it soome, we adopted a cut-off date of pre 19419.
Came the day and we had quite a good turn out, mairly of a local mature. Unfortunotely I had a breakdown on riente, so did not avrive until late, nod my assese-

ment of the machinery was rather hurried. 'Jle had ebuut 6 power jobs, 7 rubber jobs
and 2 gliders. All were flown in separate cleesee.
Winners were: Banshee, Nick Farthing L/WT and Fugitive.
-1-

In October of that year Weisel]. M.A.C. ran an event that used a cut-off date of
pre 1951. Weather rathor ruined their event, which however still brought people from
Bristol and Mansfield.
St. Albans, early in 1964 ran an event on Chobham Common, that drew quite a good
attendance from aristol, Canterbury, Crawley and Portsmouth, etc. The quality of
modern motors was brought home in this event when Graham Head was allowed to fly his
Mercury Mallard with a T.C.09 on board, restricted to 10 sec. run. I think he either
maxed out or was within a few seconds of doing so. Only one to give him a run was
Sladden with an Elfin 2.49 RADIAL in a Powerhouse 41,
St. Albans have been adamant since on the usage of Vintage motors only.
In May of that year, probably the greatest blow to Vintage flying was struck at
the South Bristol rally at "Blake Hill Farm". The wind was appalling. Yet people
had come From Manchester, Southampton, Crawley etc. The uncertainty of obtaining the
airfield for another dote precluded postponement and the sun made people a little
So the contests went ahead and the models were smashed. Power and Rubber
carefree.
were won by single max flights.
Crawley, who had a quite thriving interest, just piled the bits into their coffins
and wended their way home to henceforth concentrate on Coupe 0' Hiver.
Attendance at future meetings was never as large, and only South Bristol and St.
Albans continued to run events, later joined by the Northern Area. However, contacts
had been made and I made a questionaire up about rules and spread about a dozen
copies around. I received 2 replies. Rules then gelled and the present S.M.A.E.
ones are tweed on these.
Our rally of June 1968 was blessed with reasonable weather and a good array of
Vintage machinery. Yet entry in the contest was only moderate. This was obviously
due to the sports typos, feeling outclassed by the duration machines in competition.
Se we reasoned that there may as well be some point to travelling a hundred miles or
more, other than just flying models willy nilly.
A set of rules eas therefore drafted for a precision event to be held at the
Western Area closed rally in February 1969. The area committee allowed us to invite
knrwn enthusueets. Unfortenately the weather durino the enrly port of the year was
dreadful, but durino mid-February the West Country escaped the worst of the snow,
but obviously people were put off travelling due to uncertain conditions. The day
however started foggy and turned to a sunny one with a light wind. About 8 people
eventually contested the event. The minimum qualifying flight was 30 sec. and 'e
flights were required.
Jim Berrymen proved a very consistent winner with his Bristol. Simplex Club Contest:
rubber model. Using about 33 secs for his times he ended up with ediout 0.7% error.
eehind him with a very different type of machine was Non Redden with an Ohissen Gull
Seal powered "Comet Clipper"
Best scoring duration type machine was Harry's "Hep Cat" lightwelnht rubber model.
This type of flying was enjoyed by the contestants but it was felt that the low qualifying time and only 3 flights made things a little tee weighted in favour cC the
"sports" type model, so a qualifying time of 45 secs was employed together with 5
flights For future events.
The next event run by South Bristol to these new rules was held on a blustery day
that tested models landing as well as flying abititios.
-2-

Winner this time was a duration type' an "All American" free flight pas job
powered by glo - plugged Ohisson 23.
After much pushing, a Vintage Precision Event was allowed to bo run as a secondary event at the British Notional Championships 1970. Contest was run by the South
Bristol M. A. C., to their rules, and prizes were supplied by them.
Unfortunately most of the sports flying fraternity were associates of the S.fl.A.E.
and would have to pay very high entry fees, so it was mainly full members with duration typo machines, who made the field.
Uinner was G. Hannah of :A. Albans, with a Filibuster lightweight rubber model.
Second and third places were very closely fought by an All American gas job, and a
Raff "V" rubber model.
The Northern Area during the last few years had managed sponsorship of an Annual
Trophy for a duration event at their rally and had maintained reasonable support,
gliders using 250' towlines doing well.
The South Midland Area rally at Cranfield had for many years attracted the precision type flyers, always as a fly-in, although wind kept most models grounded.
1970 saw a reasonable day however and provided a soul stirring sight with flight
after flight from petrol ignition jobs. With this interest in precision work, one
would have thought that the British National Championship 1971, would be aimed at
this group but not so, as the council decided to make it an official event run to the
official duration rules.
South Bristol M.A.C. however directed the event at the Nets. Entry was a reasonable 32, but actual fliers, due to a multitude of other events, only about a dozen.
First two places yew taken by Bazookas from South Bristol - a medium weight high
powered rubber modal from ► 950 Aeromodeller.
Cranfield this year 1971 was perhaps the biffest beano of the lot - with flights
taking place all day, before a lame and interested crowd.
South Bristol
during 1971, were unable to organize an event and St. Albans
M.A.C., due to declining entries decided against running furthur events.
The Northern area, however, were able to organise their traditional event during
Nay when Henry Tubbs maxed out with a 1944 wakefield G.H. 20. They also ran an event
later in the year attracting 7, won by a light weight cider "Lulu"
Later in the year, after publication of a full size plan of "Scram", a 1950 light
weight rubber job, Ron Firth of Model Aeroplane Gazette organized a postal event foe
this one design. Flown in April '72, there were 8 entries,- Winner, B. Kenney Scoring 7-28. These were also axcillary prizes for consecutive flights totals.
The Northern Area really kept the flag flying during 1972 as all the major events
except 2 were run there.
The Nationals were spoiled by bad weather and only 7 flew, but Tubbs totalled 0- ,)
with his G.H. 20.
Leeds MFC ran duration and precission events at their rally. 11 entries in former
and 5 in latter. Ted Smales won both with 8-22 and 0.71% error respectively. In
September a contest between 11 fliers sae a full house from J. Goddens SCRAM.
Ron Firth's two postal contests duirnq this October and November for SCRAM and
other lightwieght "Gets Whisker" of 1943 vintage brought on 3 fliers each. Nice to
see "Ace" John 0"Lonnell winning the SCAMP with 8-33.

-3-

South Bristol's Jubillee Gale was hit by'wind but had ribout 13 precision entries.
Manning's hands.
Winner was a Performance Kits "Apex" power nodel in
South Bristol MAC ran a domestic Vintage Precision event on March 23, 1972. Object
is to repeat ones first flight four or more times. Winner is the one with the lowest
percentage error.
Weather was breezy and only four souls eventually contested. Winner was John Down
with a Korda Wakefield which cot treed on it's lost flight, and had the fin repaired
during the day, error 1.8&b. 2nd was John Mayers with a thermal catching Mercury
Mallard powered with an Elfa 2-49, error 2.55% 3rd was Wilf Munning with Performance
Kits Apex with D.C. Sabre. Richard Greenslade had the agnomy of two motor cuts from
his D.C. Dart powered Tomboy to put him out with a lost round.
■■

••

■■

• • ■•

PELICAN'S SUMMER COMBINATION FF MEET - Jluy 22, 1973 - 9 am to 4 pm.
Bong Field (Brighton, Wisc.)

All ages combined - AfA Sanctioned AA

Modern FF (AMA rula book)
1/2 AA gas combined
B-C gas combined

OT Freeflight (SAM rules)
A-B ocs combined
A-gas
.020 gas replica (SCIFS .020)

Awards - three places in each event and special junior high point trophy
Furthur details, write contest director

Robert Elmer', SAM ;224
17707 Surnham Ave.
Lansing, Ill. 60438
a■•■••••

am.

•••••

The plan of the Airplane Model League of America's R.O.G. that came out in 1928, a
reprint from the Flying Aces N/L and words of wisdom from thoir editor. "She sure
is c going little bomb, this 101 tyke is good for a minute every time up IF built
per plan".
The following is a list of Colorado Antique model builders submitted by the Model
Museum Flying Clubs
Bill Eldridge, 1464 S. Lafayette, Denver, Colo. 80210
Dick Barbosa, 5312 J. Geddes P1, Littleton, Colo. 80120
Bob Christopher, 971 Crestmore Dr., Boulder, Colo., 80302
Ed. Collins, 4318 E. Utah P1, Denver, Colo., 80222
Tim Dann'lo, 1265 Yates, Denver, Colo., 80204
Guy Eves, 1418 S. Lansing St., Aurora, Colo. 80010
Ted Gonzoph, 12996 E. 2nd Ave., Aurora, Colo. 80010
Art Hunt, 1336 Sanderson Ave., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80915
David Janson, 510 S. 43rd St, Boulder, Colo. 80303
Maurice Kaiser, 2010 Shetrelwood Circle, Denver, Colo. 00221
Wally Leiper, 605 S. 46th, Boulder, Colo. 80302
Don McGhee, 1260 Elm, Denver, Colo., 80220
Dave Millard, 510 S. 43rd, Boulder, Colo. 80302
Ralph Mroch, 3024 S. Akron, Denver, Colo., 30231
Jim Thomas, 325 S. High, Denver, Colo., 00221
Rolf Norstog, 11265 U. Kentucky Drive, Lakewood, Colo., 80226
Sec/Trees Model Museum Flying Club
Les Payne, 801 S. Josephine, Denver, Colo., 80209
Pres. Model Museum Flying Club
Stan Payne 2296 S. Lowell Dr., Denver, Colo., 80219

Keith Sheel, 1110 S. Forrest, Denver, Colo. 80222
Jerry Slack, 3124 S. r)owning, Inglewood, Colo., 80110
Bob Schliem, 8934 i.. ,13rr-en Dr., Lakewood, Colo., 80227
Vice/Pros. Model Museum Flying Club
Irving Vinzant, 2721 S. Jay St., Lakewood, Colo. 80227
Bud Warren, 3010 3rd St., Boulder, Colo., 80302
Al White, 1373 Bellaire, Denver, Colo., 80220
Any OT Club wishing to submit a list of their members may so so and I will publish
it when SAM has the space.
PICTURES
1. Jill, Gerry Donahue's daughter next to his nevi "Simple X". 1940 AT'S
2. WRAM show 1973
3. From England - John Down, preparing his "Korda"
4. Wilf Manning with Performance kits "Apex" D.C., Sabre powered
5. R. Greenshade A.P.S. Topboy/D.C. Dart
W. Manning "Apex" D.C. Sabre
J. Mayer's Mercury Mallard Elfin 2-49 radial
Picutres 3, 4, and 5 sent in by J, 8. Mayers, 17 Northville Rd., Northville
Bristor B57 ORO, England
6. Bob Jespersen's country club "Monsoon Clipper", twin motor rubber Jon ala
Sikorsky S-38 - Courtese of Dave Stott, Major Flying Aces Club GHQ, 66 3ankside St., Bridgeport, Conn., 06606
Joe Fitzgibbon,
This address is
for plans that are
buck, some two for
tell him what your

Box 13, Braintree, Mass., 02184
the place you rubber FF and flying scale bugs want to write to
printed (not reproduced) from the 1930 and 4OTs. Prices are a
a buck, and some hinher. When you write Joe, enclose a SASE and
needs are and he might be able to help you out.
1M• .=••■

Utah State Aeromodelers llth annual OT contest will be held June 23rd.
Antique Class (30 second antique if too windy)
Combined Pylon and Cabin OT - Conbined OT rubber and .020 replica antique
Contest Director
Lin Haslam SAM #291
Why not stop at Salt Lake For a day of
3731 S. 5450 W
OT flying cn your way home from the
Salt Lake City, Utah 84120
SAM CHAMPS ?
801-298-1378
The Old Time Eagles did a great hob at the WRAMS show this year promoting SAM;
lots of new members as you can see by the list of now members in this issue. The Old
Time Eagles is a club for old timers from 3 RC clubs; 17 members at this time; oper.
to all old time builders of any class or kind, Soven of their memhero have 37 or
more years in modeling. Woody Woodman is the president of the Eagles which is thn
first chartered OTRC club in the Country.
•••••
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SAM RC OLD TIME PLATS
Old time RC ro be flown at Bong Field, Wisconsin August 8th, 9 am to 5 pm
Class A and 8 Combined, Class C. Antique Class
For information contact:
Woody Woodman, contest Mgr., 389 Floral Lane, Saddle Brook, NJ, 07662, phone 201797-8130 after 5 pm or Art Thomas, CD, 33 Cambridge Dr., Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922,
phone 201-464-2030.
-5)11.

A new model magazine very much worth while is "The Model Builder", 1900 East
Edinger Ave., Santa Ann, Calif., 92750. The magazine is written to be easily underincluding a feature "Plugsporks", by Jack. Transue on OT.
3rd annial OT meet, May 20th, 8 am to 3230 pm Sponsored by the Nor'Westers; CD
John Anderson, 1945 NX. 136th Ave, Portland Ore., 97229.
If you want to know a good way to de-thermalize a "Request" by Micro Models write
SAM SPEAKS. There is an article in the "Dope Bucket", the N/L of the Utah State Aeromodelers that is too big to reproduce in SAM. The article was written by Keith
Whitney, "Dope Bucket" editor, Mark Fechner. Make sure you enclose a SASE with your
address on it.
fall,■■•

NFFS Services and Supplies ) PO Box 322, Dallas, Oregon, 97338. A good place for
plans and things for other than OT. Good reading in their Symposium Reports. Any
member of SAM shoulf be a member of NFFS then the new timers and the old timers together would be heard at the AMA even more than now as free flighters.
The report on English OT was written by John Mayers, SAM 213, 17 Northville Rd.,
Northville Bristol B57 020 England. The following is a list of John's flying friends
Keith Mamw, 21 Burn 0 Lane, Market Warsop, Nottingham, England
Noel Baker, 431 Ewell Rd., Idworth Sumbiton Surrey England
John Waggart, 08 Kings Rd., London Calney Marts, England
Peter Fisher, c/o Performance Kits, Sandy Beds, England
New members and address changes.
John Kungl #052 $ 20 Sylvan Road, Clinton, NJ 07012
Douglas W. MacDonald, ,174, Old Hartford Rd., Colchester, Conn., 06415
E. Leonard Galloway /A185, 6911 Rix Rd. S. E. Ada, Mich. 49301
;345 Wayne D. MacDonald, Old Hartford Rd, Colchester, Conn. 06415
#346 Al Novotnik, 4 Beverly Place, Norwalk, Conn., 06850
#347 Commander John Kelly, Quarters C., Lakehurst NAS, Lakehurst, NJ 08733
#348 Dave Schuankert, 504 Chestnut St., Lakehurst $ NJ 08733
#349 Vincent Radosti, Iron Ore Rd., R.D.#2, Englishtown, NJ 07726
#350 Luke Beshar, 198 Merritt Dr., Orefell, NJ 076l:9
#351 Robert Pesserelli, 344 Locust Ave., Portchestor, NY 10573
#352 Mike Poormen, 2827 Hemlock Ave., Baltimore, MD 21214
#353 Esio J. Grasi, 156 Oak St., So. Weymouth, Mass. 02190
#354 Jack Transue (Address to follow)
#355 John W. Hill, 13 Cheshire Lane, Yonkers, NY 10710
#356 George E. Moreland, Jr., 139 South St., Waltham, NY 02154
#357 Ed. Keck, 484 Pellett Road, Webster, NY 14580
#358 Keith W. Grote, 115 Bogerts Ranch, Mahwah, NY 07430
#359 Donald Broggine, 1 Idle Day Knoll, Centerport, NY 11721
#360 Harold Kornstein $ 1282 East 49th St., Brooklyn, NY 11234
W361 Robert S. Thompson, Hat Shop Hill, Bridgewater, Conn. 06902
#362 Robert Lipori, 955 Cove Road, Stamford, Conn. 06902
#353 Fred T. Collins, 29 Stewart Ave., Pittsburgh, PA 15227
#364 Paul D. Skelloy, 560 Sunset Ridge, Dubuque, Iowa 52001
-
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A REMINDER SAM annual membership dues should be paid before June first. Many members have
already paid their dues for the 1973-74 year. If you are not sure your dues are
paid - check your SAM membership card - if it does not say "Exp June 74" in the lower
left corner your dues have not been paid yet for the coming year.
Dues not paid on time means extra work for me and extra expenses for your organization when we have to send our individual "reminder" letters.
Please use form below for your renewal.

1973-74 SAM membership renewal..
Send to: SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
1947 Superior Ave.
Whiting, Ind. 46394
SAM number

Name
Street
City, State, lip

33.00

1973-74 SAM dues enclosed
Please includes

111•■••■••••••■•■■•

SAM decals i 250 ea.
SAM rule books '5. 250 ea.
TOTAL

Signed
Please make checks payable to Society of Antique Modelers.
Please - when writing to SAM about membership status, changes of address end similar
items, please include your SAM number. This one little bit of help sure
does make the book keeper's job a lot less of a chore. Thanks.
CONN-TACT'S HINT OF THE MONTH: Removing old Jap tissue for re-covering.
I am perticelarly happy to pees this hint Tong, as this is a job I've avoided for a
long time. It seems like the stuff grips the u.'uod like iron, and fibers of old tissue remain in the grain after the sheet itself is off. Carrel Allen has a method
(passed along to me by Dan Marek - they both are Skyscrepers) which works fantastically well, and may make you take another look at that rank of "holey" wings. Thf. ►
-norisftbuhedon figstrucenhormal e,thn(quickly)
Saran wrap, or some other Food wrap is whipped around the wing, sealing it with hand.
pressure, as if you were trapping up a cake (or somethin'..What do I know, I'm not;
too domestic). Anyway, the key to the thing is thet the wrap stops the thinner Item
evaporating before it can do the intended job (loosening the tissue). You can see
the old tissue start to dampen and work loose under the plastic, and after about In
minutes the wrap is removed. You still will be able to smell the thinner strong and
the tissue will come off in big sheets, almost the way you put it on. It really wor!;s
and the fibers don't seem to stick in the grain either. Try it once and you'll see.
Lifted in whole from the "Cope Bucket", written by Lin Haslam
-7-
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SPEAKS

Editor.. Carl Nye
Spelling corrected by Aan Nye
Mailing Address RD # One, Cortland New York 13045

I do n.ot live In Courtland, I live
plee.se Note
in Cortland, New York 13045
Read ra(;:e 86 of "American Aircraft Modeler". It will tell you
how to cet awards for your club cothpition, if you need some.
Y&0 props now available in all sines and pitches
AD
Mail Order Fobby, 503
:col_ 3 3 to 13-6. Write for list to:
'dest Astor, Lee' s Sumdt Mo. 64063
-

A note froN the past. There was a pcnnv Most card, and balsa
wood, size 1-6 X 2,36" for 50, per my 19N3 Megowls catalori,
Which also vr.s 50. Now its the 60 post card, end a year aro the
balsa was 230 in my 500 catalog. So dealt forget, N - o dues,
Wewsletter.
The "American Aircraft Modeler" wants to clve away a subscri -otion
to AN: or JAM in return for SAri! Speeks. Eow about the ScArps with
their r.roject a couple of years ago at the ':'any Faro Elementary
Doardin 17: School in Arizalr.?
Your wen is and needs will be $1.00 -.0 er 25 words. Your goods
and bads for free.
• Ac2nowledgin letters from the past:
Richard Tanis, 303 Van. Winkle Ave. Hawthorn, N.J. 07056
North Jersey Old Timers PF R.C. Club
Jack Whittles, 43 Fairview Ave. Old Saybrook, Cain. 06475
SAM Chr:Tter
Noel Baker,. 431 Ewel Road, Tolworth, Surbitien Surrey KT76ES
clan.d
aim G. Sha-rp, 6109 DT E 12]. Ave, Van:cover Vb. shin ;tar
The n.ew Director of Charter
Dalahue jr., 44 Topsfield Circle
G-eittld
Shrewsbury I.:ass. 01545
- The Buck belon.gs to Jack Chilmark, All I can. say it
Picture
makes the on-e I have look tired. It started with Don- Gardn.er. SAM
#150 about 30 yeats ago. Dal is with the Goodyear Blimp based
. in Houstem.
Picture 02 Bob Iespersalls Cessna rubber scale.
Picture #3 The big beauty al the table, I have no idea, Gcntlemen
in the picture, please step forward.
Picture ji4 Bic; and beautiful from Bleland, rhoto by G..?. woodworth
The Premier Lien was built by Noel Baker.
If I Iztew any thing about the pictures 1,2, and. 3 n.long with the
others I have, I ,‘,v.puld_r_etuin them, because on the En„velope, there
is a "please return. prints and n.egatives,"but no..aame or address.
Daal.t forget to le't aQ,lirtpg , wha:Ci-gailiz ca.: - The next issue should
be.full of all kinds of goodies and pictures with the SAITCF,ArpS,
kfj
August 1,2, CO,
INN E\NN
-

ThouLhts from the very fine news letter "Hot Leads", r ut out
by SatirpS and edited by Jim DeanYChop holes in a Cox Pee-Wee tank?
Never Squeeze a piece of plastic fuel
line with hot pliers to seal the end.
In nt:-7.11 a piece of fueljUe as shovel.
After filling, stop offny13 ,13:r little
cap. Tick off will Dinch vent line,
e will stop. Really, it works.

LT ew m enb ers:

6
#52 William Norman-Room LE 948 Paltaegal- Washingtai
454 Jolla J. Stott-Bradley Lame, Road 1-Sandybrook, Cam 064F2
#60 Allel Vellmer-1608 South Ave.-Stratford, Cam 06496
71E.A. Franklia-266 Harringtar. St. Bergenfield, W.J. 07621
i173 Stephai lEndy-215 N: Main St.-West Hartford, Caul. 06107
Henry Hill- Merriniotte Road-Boltal, !.'ass 07140
0 Don Garofalow-174 Main. Street-Ridgefield park N.J. 076A
1 Bill purtell-Crest Road, Otter Cove-Saybrook, Cain 06475

9
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MAIL ENTRY BLANK TO: John C. Whittles
43 Farview Ave., Old Saybrook, Conn.
06 'I- 75-

aa,

Secad letter from Jack Whittles, Chapter #7 has seven new
members and a very good turn out at their Spring OT Bailey.
Future meets f or Chap ter #7 was some tim e in July, and at
Galoville, N .Y. cn September 3rd.
The `::)CIP news letter has lots of good local news ond awards
other good
for Tough Flaring, 000cs Award, an d Wi erdo Award
n ews, like the 4 holey out in the desert was not considered
larc enough.
Ch, rter 1 3 , should have a meet coming up on Sept 17,
at All:any, Ore. - W13.1amet LIodlers Club, check with Ilan Sharp
about details at 6109 N . .E. 121 Ave. Vcouver, Washington

CARLTON E. NYE
RT. 1 E. HOMER RD
CORTLAND. N.Y.
13045
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S.A.M. SPEAKS
Editor.. Carl Nye
Spelling corrected by Aan Nye
Add2oes
# One, Cortland New 'York 13045

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE
SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
'ZLUME 1 NC.

RITE PITCH PROPELLERS

Sid SASE for list.

Original Rite-Pitch propellers for sale
Herbert Flodapp Box 84 St. Clair, Minne8ota 56080
MI

•

ON

$3.25 pp
Trophy vrinning 1938 Yankee Clipper, 78" span plans 36 Old Timer Plans, 303 Van Winkle Ave. Hawthorne, IT. J. 07506
VA TS AND NEEDS
Johi. Hammond #316 6003 Altamont pl . Baltimore Md. 21210
CR 60 needle valve astern and tiezik plate, back crank case cover for Rrovn
'D , , points for Forster 1 29t.
Carl Nye #124 RD#1 Cortland N .Y. 13045, needle valve for Forster '29;
points for Perky '19'.
MAIL ENTRY 'BLAIN TO: John C. 1.7M tir.3.1s
43 I'axviekw Ave., Old Saybrook,

Ai7Z41
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The following list is the 1972 - 73 SAM Officers, all terms will be one
year unless the individual wished to continue and there was no °position
to his doing sQ..
President - woody Partelt - 3706 N 33rd St., Galesburg, !rich. 49053
Sec - Tres. - Tim Banaszak - 1947 Sup erior Ave. , Whi ttin g, In d. 46394
V.P. Distern. - Jack Whittles - 43 Fairview, Saybrook, ann.

V.P. Midwest

-

06475

Fob Elman - 17707 Burnham Ave., Lansing, Ill. 60438

V.P. Rocky Mount. - Tim Dannels - 1265 Yates, Denver Colorado 80204
V.P. Western - Gcne Wollock

-

220 LeRoy Ave. A'rcadis, Calif. 91006

O. T. RC is know a offica 1 SAM event, Woody Woodman is the "Director of
0.T. RC Activities". He probably needs as much help as I do in getting
things going.
-

June 1st is the annual renewual date for all SAM members, at that time
you will get a bill fror: Tim. So write him a check now and save SAM the
cost of the bill and the stamp.
Got a nice letter from Rich Tanis SAM 103. He would like to invite all
SAM members to join him next year for Old Times 73 World Championship
Y.eet. October Plying Models page 47 there is a picture of his Yankee Clipper
winner of 3 contests this year. plans are advabile by writing Rich, $3.25 pp
all profits from the sale of the plans will be used to promote the North
Jersey Old Timers Contest.

p and WTIodel Service Po Box 925 Monrovia, Calif 91016 have 6 kits in
their series of rib, former and outline antique and old tine models.
Price $4.25 too $7.25 no plans, they are avaible from John Pond 4135 A'vati
Drive, San. Diego, Calif 92117. All kits have been proof built, and of the
few letters I've revived, several of them have mentioned them.
John Loren ce an d hi a
"Rocketeer A "

1?.7 -rery Lowe's Pri gadi er

A `;ote From the Treas.

A large number of S.A.M. members have not yet paid their dues for
tFze 1972-73 membership year. In case you are one of the guilty ones please
remember that S.A.M. dues should be paid. by June first of each year.

As a reminder to those of you who have not yet paid a "Dues due"
notice will soon be mailed, so, come on all you old timers, if you havent
done so yet, drop 3 bucks in the mail to Tim Banaszak, 1947 Superior,
Whiting, Ind. 46.-.)% and make the new book keepers job easy.
-

We are human tool If you happen to get dunned for dues twice as might
easily happen just let us know about it so we can correct the problem
and don't inadvertently turn-off the wrong membership.

69 -Tim Banaszak
gI.cture #1 Homer Smiths New Ruler
Picture #2 Big Yellow Bombshell taken at SCAMA about 19
Picture #3 Jerry Dcnahu and hia Baby playboy
Picture #4 Another New Ruler SCAMA' 1969
Picture #5 Super Buck SCAMA' 1968
Pictures- 2 through 5 were sent in by Fiandy Wilscn #061 Worcester, Mass.
The guy in picture #3 last issue with the new Ruler is Homer ';mith #266
The New Ruler belonged to Tom Cope who Manufactors the kit. Homer is
Pt busy man, VP of the Boeing Hawks and IT/L editor.
Jack Whittles VP Easten,is the gentleman thp.t I have to send lar.,t issue
pictures to, know that I know who they belong too.
SAEChamps is over Tim Banaszak scads his THArKS to the Pelican Model
a and Sal Taibi for all of the good
Airplane Club of only 8 members, Ni
sweet corn., and every cne who helped, donated merchandise or just enjoyed
them self.

May 1939 Air Trails, possible usful informatics; C class, Brorn 'B',
$21.50, 7/8 X 1 bore and stroke, displaeemeat .6 cu, 2 cycles 4 ports,
70, recommended
weight with tank 7 oz., lap pistcn, fuel end oil mix 3-1
prop 14" dia. 8 1/2" pitch, spark coil brown:, ccndenser .1 1.1PD, reversible
and invertible.

se

SAM SPEAKS is mailed from California- to Maine, Ragland and Canada, as
of the last mailing of my first IT/IL to you guys I've only heard from 8 of
POOR
you
8 out of over 300 - - - POOR
POOR

RerAllis of SAMCHAMPS;
A- Pylon 16 Entries
1st Harry Murphy
2nd Woody Bartelt
3rd Mitch post

Comet Mercury, Arden .199
A'erbo, Arden .199
Snuffy 6th, Arden .199

526 sec.
524
507

B pylon 14 entries
let Buck Chambers
2nd Mitch Post
3rd Charlie Zutell

Ranger, KO .23
Alert, DeLeng .30
Zipper, 0&R .29

360 sec
354
353

Playboy, Sup er Cy clon e

360 sec
354
353

C pylon 17 entries
1st Karl Sp eilmak er
2nd Jim Rhodes
3rd Bill Hale
Scale 3 en tries
1st Phil Cox
2nd Bill Hale
3rd Glen Poole

Playboy, O&R 60
Dimond Demen, Madewell .49
peeWee .020
SE 5
Slip er Cadet
Fairchild 24, OK .049

167 sec
62
15

Combined Rubber 8 entries
is t Ken Kramer
2nd Willard Smite
3rd Joe McCarthy

Ed Lamb "Climber '?
Korda- Cabin
Bd Lidgard's "Hi-Ho"

639 sec
495
371

Towline Glider 1 en try
Ed Ran gas

Floater

101 sec

A-B Radio Control 5 entries
Zipp er
1st Joe Beshar
Mk 11 Clipper
2nd Art Moms
3rd Mike Woodman
A Cabin 9 entries
1st Robert larsh
aid James Robinson
3rd Harry Murphy

Twin Cyclone, Arden .199
Broklyn Dodger, Fox .15
Spectre, O&R .19

1242 sec
848
560
316 sec

309
258

P Cabin 12 entries (1st and 2n d dot. by coin toss)
Brooklyn Dodger, O&R .23
lot Harry Murphy
Clipper, Dame .30
2n .d Louie Levin e
Bro , klyn Dodger, -Forster .29
3rd Bill Hale

360 sec
360
327

C Cabin. 22 entries
lst Bill Hale
2nd Harry Murphy
3rd Sal Taibi

Brooklyn Dodger, Forster .305
Brooklyn Dodger, 0&R .33
Powerhouse, Forster .99

720 sec
665
508

SCIFIs .020
15 entries
lot Harry Murphy
2nd Mark Kum..:erow
3rd 1ayn e Cain

Alert, Cox .020
Baby Bombshell, Cox .020
3/4 Interceptor, Cox .020

350 sec
200
168

30 Sec Antique
1st rob Larsh
d Herb Wahl
3rd Ed Mn.Eus
'united Antique
1st 111 Ran gus
d Wo ody Partelt
3rd Wally Leiper
C
Control
1st Woody Woodman
aid ::ike Woodman
3rd Art Thorns

14 en tries
Twin Cy clan e, A/Niri31 .199
Mk I Clipper, Hurleman .48
zo , Sup er Cyclon e
11 en tries
Lan zo , Sup er Cyclon e
Powerhouse, Anderson Spitfire
Marsden, Super Cyclone
5 entries
playboy
Playboy
Zomby

350 sec
320
212
310 sec
307
257
210 sec
804
722

:special AWards;

Ernie Shailor Class B Pylon Perpetual Trophy

ruck Chambers

John Pon d Unlimi ted An ti que Perpetual Trophy

Ed Ran gus

Open High Point Harry Murphy 2700 sec. total
Junior High Point

Jim Rohdes

For contestantwith greatest number of offs cal flights, New Ruler kit
donated by Tom Cope, Won by Harry Murphy with 24 flights.
"Best Junior" trophy donated by North Jersey R Club, award based on
performance, sportsmanship, and helpfulness. Won by Kerry Cope.
By popular request a special award was :: - Iade at the victory banquet by
Tim aid "Petty Darnels to Sal and Nan Taiti "for being wonderful people'.
6th Annual SAMCHAT,IPS Report.
Constestnnts from 14 states gathered at Bong Field, Wisconsin the first
week in Atgust, 1972 for the 6th Annual Society of Antique Modelers
Championships. Flyers of Old Time model aircraft traveled from the states
of California, Washington, Wyomin g, Connecticut and N ew Jersey to attend
this meet.
Of f cal activities got underway on :.7on day even in g with the traditional
"Beanfeed" picnic supper and social. Although rsinthreatend during the of
ternoon by Gpm the skies had cleared and well over a hundered modelers and
their families were on hand. for an evening enjoyed by all. During the day
light hours a great deal of enter -Minzient was provided by Louie Levine arid
several other flyers as the y attempted to "trim out" their ships for the
coring competition.
Tuesday proved to be the best day of the ::,eet weather wise with very
little wind drift until late in the day. Sal Taibi was the firt to take
advantage of the low wind and put his powerhouse with Forster .99 power
up for the first official flight of the meet.Although Sal just missed a
max on the first flight he set things right an the next two for 3rd place
in class "C" cabin

Old Time ?reeflight with Radio Control wa. s a bl.arid new event for the
CHAMPS this year and the RC flyers under event director Woody Woodman
put on quite a show. krt Moms flying a Zomby in class "C" radio impressed
many az; he would literaly catch his model in his hands as he made his
landing approach - "to save props" as he explain ed.
Tuesday evening and it was over to the Motor kin in Racine, Wisc. for
the .E.C.A. "Collectorgether" sponsored by the Model Bagine Collectors
Association. Highlight of the evening was the raffel drawing of a Tlush
.super Ace engine. Many fine engine displays were En hand and horse trading
and bull sessions till wee hours.Mazty thanks to Tom Cope and the MMA org.
for a fine time.
Out to the field again. Wednesday only to be faced with a chilly wind ti.at
called for a reduction in max time to two minutes. Even though the day vas
windy and marked with a few sprinkles of rain competition was keen and many
maxes were posted in the six eveitsflovn. 17 year old 11ark Kttamerow showed
many of the old timers how to fly old timers by taking second in the SCIP's
.020 even t.
As official flying drew to a close, Wednesday's weather cleared and the
sun came out in time for the trek to the Miller Brewery and the annual SAl.".
business meeting. After a most enjoyable tour of the brewery the meeting
was held in ?Iiller's Hospitality Room with plenty of refreshment on hand
for all. N o cne attending this meeting went away thirsty after talking too
much.
Thursday's we,ther proved almost a rereat of Wednesday with cold wind and
a few raindrops, again, reduced maxes were the order of the day. As the day
went on and the unlimited antique entries started to fly it was discovered
that there was a swamp away don' wind and the an
seemed to be dram
to it like a magnet. The swimming event aspect didn't seen to bother Ed
Rangus and Woody Bartlet though, as they battled away for possession of the
John Pond Perpetual Trophy. Dd finally wound up the winner with a 3 sec.
edge over Woody's best time.
Karl Spielmaker put up the very last offical flight on the 6th Champs
with a real cliff-hanger. Karl's playboy lifted of the boards with only 5
sec. to go before the meet ended for a max flight and first place in "C"
pylon. - an event that had only a 7sec. spread between the first three places.
Areal highlight of Thursday's activities was the sweet com feast put cri
at miday by Sal and N an Taibi. Many modelers were actualy seen to put aside
their models and competition. came to a temporary halt as hot buttered sweet
con- tempted flyers away from their 3 and 1 mix.Man,y thanks to the r.Da -ibis
for a anpreciated treat.
The Victory Banquet officialy closed th 6th SAMCRAMPS in, fin efashicn.
After an ample and delicious buffet dine er and the enevitable "few words"
the awards were made - a,ll 50 of them. Pine trophies for the effort, skill
and yes luck, that is necessary to place in a- nationalchampionship model
meet. The final portionof the meet was a raffel of donated merchandise to
help defray expenses which was a complete sucess. Marty, many thanks to the
''anufactors, dealers, modelers, and just interested individuals who donated
merchandise to maize this raffel the success it was.
-

Tim Banaszak
Manager, 6th SAM Champs

A PS froi; Tim's letter;
th
1.1y deapest personal than ks to all the great , people who her p
J,;11
e Club, of which I am proud
wiamp s. To the pen crr-. oC, el
to be a member, Sponsoring the Champs was a tremeidous jobfor a host club
of only eight members. To Bob Erman who contest directed the meetwith nary
a rough spot. To Al Tratta who did a fine job of obtaining raff el merchan
disc and war, the "chief equipment mover" out at the field. To Greg Steveis
d Ed Ti eth who spelt many long; hours keeping the officals table run in g.
To Phil Strom who was responsible for all most all of the ncrt-flying act
tusiam and promotional
ivities we all eijoyed so much. To Woody Woodman. whoes
effort made the RC everts what they were. To everyone who was involved, thanks
for a great job well done.
'

Por thous who want it MEGA address is, R.J. Dick" Dwyer
LIECA'National Co-Ordinator, 1:i37 Flood Drive, San Jose, Calif. 95124
I've got a Baby Bombshell to finish, SAVI Speaks needs ideas, pictures,
and thoughs so said then in. Rack qnd white pictures old and new of you
and your antiques.

S.A.M. SPEAKS
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SAM SPEAKS
BOB &MAN, Editor
17707 BurnhaaAVOrkta•
Lansing, Illinois 60438
Jos Bother, President
198 Merritt Drive
Oradell, NJ 07649
Jack Whittles, Eastern V•P
43 Fairview Ave.
Old Saybrook. Conn. 06475
Bob Erman, Midwest V-P
17707 Burnham Ave.
Lansing, hi. 60438
Tim Danner', Rocky Mtn. V - P
1265 Yates Street
Denver, Colo 80204
John Pond, Western V-P

Tim Beneszak, Sec•Treas.
1947 Superior Ave.
Whiting, Ind. 46394
Dave Jaggie, R-C Coordinator
186 Palisade Ave.
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DENVER

Recent word received from SAM's Rocky Mtn.
V-P, Tim Dannels, is that the Model Museum

Flying Club (SAM chp. #1) will host the Ninth
Annual SAM Champs in Denver, Colo., next summer
Following the traditional 3-day, mid-week
schedule for the Champs, the Denver Old-Timers
are aiming for one of the last two weeks in
July.

'75. with final plans to be made after

AMA announces their Nats plans. Although meet
plans are of necessity very limber at this time
a full line-up of traditional events will be
held...both free-flight and R/C.
The Denver Champs has always been one of
-the greatest 'old-time-fun' meets ever and to
make the '75 meet even better Tim has asked
-that you send your suggestions and comments to
him - 1265 Yates, Denver,Colorado, 80204.
Those who have attended past SAM Champs
will tell you that for Old-Timer flying fun,
the Champs can't be beat. Here's to meeting
all of you in Denver in '75.
* * *
'Henry's Helpful Hints'

This one comes from Mike Poorman AeroCraftsmen
Club: Instead of using aluminum for trim tabs
on rudders or wing trailing edge, use formed
trailing edge stock of about 3/16"xl" or 3/4".
After each test flight, trim off some balsa, or
add 1/16" sheet, as needed.
Here's one from Vince Croghan, also of A.C.C:

S.A.M. members can get a 15% discount on
Model Builder, thanks to Bill Northrupt...so
get those subscruptions in and be sure to
enter your S.A.M. number.
*
*
*
Engines - liquidation of a collection:
Ign. OK - 60 complete..
B B
$ 65.00
Ign. Hornet 60
$120.00
Ign. Cannon 358...excellent...
$ 45.00
Ign. 0 & R 60...good and complete
$ 40.00
Ign. 0 & R 29 - FR (003892) gd.comp $ 45.00
$ 45.00
Ign. Bantam 19....perfect
$ 40.00
Ign. Bantam 19....very good
Ign. Brown Jr
comp. and orig....
Ign. Forrester 99....excellent
Ign 0 & H 19
good, original
Morton M-5
brand new, never run, complete
with ring mount and three blade aluminum prop.
Also numerous spares for same.
Can't list all engines available but
there are many, many more including some glow
'
If interested write to Cathy
engines
11609 Danville Drive....Rockville,
Tatum
Maryland
20852
Jack Bolton, who was instrumental in
making Lakehurst available for the S.A.M.
Champs, has moved to Pensacola, Florida, and
has already gotten four new S.A.M. members and
will start a S.A.M. chapter in the near future.
Jack is already planning to have a contest,
possibly around the first of April....will try
to keep you posted on this one as more information comes in.
*
*
*
S.A.M.'s Alive in "75"

*

* *
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LAST CALL
Are your dues paid? If not, and we don't
hear from you soon, this will be the last issue
of S.A.M. Speaks you will receive.
Letters will be sent during November to
all delinquent members and any members dues
still not received by December 31, will be
removed from the S.A.M. membership list.
Sending individual letters to delinquent
members places an unnecessary expense on your
organization and causes the Secretary-Treas.
a great deal of extra work. Also, this plea
for dues takes expensive space from the news
in your newsletter.
Check the expiration date on your S.A.M.
membership card and if it expires before June
of '75 you are behind in your dues - if you are
delinquent, pay your dues now and save S.A.M. a
lot of work and expense.

Coming in S.A.M.'s Future
Denver Dates and Events
Postal Event
Toledo Show with Possible
of Antique Modeler's Booth
14

To keep your rubber bands from drying out from
sun or heat, keep them in those brown plastic
bottles that your Rx come in from drug stores.
Just shake a little talcum powder in bottle
with bands. Also, keep a few Rx bottles with
talcum in them for bands, and when flying is
done for the day, the talcum will absorb what
fuel gets on them.
And this one's from me, John Hammond: The most
frustrating thinr I know of is to try to start
a motor with oily and dirty points. Put some
common rubbing alcohol in a nasal spray bottle.
Take off the prop washers...give your points a
squirt...blow on points - they'll be clean &dry.
There are about ten of us in the old-timer movement in our Baltimore Aero-Craftsmen M.A.C.,
who build and fly old-timer. We now have o-t
as a club contest event and in our Fall FreeFlight Fling. We fly most every Sunday and
there are many Old-Timers in the air. Some
guys stick to pylon jobs; some to .020 scale;
and me and my buddy, Jack Mackareth, like the
cabin jobs. I favor the big jobs like the
Mercury, Trenton Terror, Powerhouse, Buzzard
Bombshell...& I build the same models in "A",
"B", and .020 scale. Right now I am finishing
up a Baby Buzzard, Mercury, and Frank Eling's
Cabinett - from a 1942 Model Airplane News.
John Hammond

3

SAM

PRESIDENT
SPEAKS

My sincere congratulations to Sal Taibi
(S.A.M. #24) upon being elected to the ANA Hall
of Fame. I believe he is most deserving. I've
known Sal since about 1939. Having not seen
him since 1941, I ran into him at Bong during
the S.A.M. Champs, just two years ago, still
chasing his "Powerhouse". In 1939 as a member
of the Brooklyn Skyscrapers we all knew by the
records his outstanding part in modeling and
competition.
To Sal and Nan Taibi I wish God's Speed.
(2)
In checking the history of S.A.M. chapters
it was found the records were not up to date.
Woody Woodman volunteered to head a committee
and I am pleased to report he is well on his
way to updating the records which will be published in the near future. If you have any
data, are in need of any information, or desire
to form a S.A.M. chapter, please contact Woody
Woodman, 389 Floral Lane, Saddle Brook, New
Jersey, 07662...phone 201-797-8130. Meanwhile.
to S.A.M. 15, our newest chapter, we extend
warm welcome - S.A.M. 15 or SPOT (Society for
Preservation of Old Timers) was formed at the
14.

gaining his second trophy. It was a fine
showing for Louis this year; and a better
gentleman you will never meet. 3rd place went
to Mary Bashaw.
Rubber Stick - Guess Mary Bashaw must have
put more 'winds' in this event because he moved
up to first, flying a Stickler, with a time of
452. George Perryman was right behind Marv,
with a Lanzo.,.and 3rd was Joe Mekina.
The Ehling Perpetual Trophy went to Dave
Sweeney
and the (Jr.-Senior) Rubber win
was taken by George Perryman's grand-daughter,
Stephanie.
No w .I haven't forgotten Old Timer R/C
results - there just isn't any to report on.
At the Radio Control site, John Pond was the
only flyer to show up....so John flew demonstrations all day for the many spectators who
travelled to the site to watch old timer R/C.
The Old Times Banquet was held, as usual,
the evening after flying. Everyone had a great
time watching the old movies that John Pond had
brought along. After eats, drinks, and movies.
John Worth and Johnny Clemens stepped to the
head table and announced that Sal Taibi had
been installed in the Hall of Fame. This, as
Sal said, had to be his greatest moment in
modeling....and I, for one, was glad to witness
this very happy occasion. Congratulations Sal,
from me and each and every S.A.M. member.
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Places Jim Robinson placed first with a time

of 484....and hot on his heels was Harold
Munger with 482. Louis Rodriguez, from Porto

Rica, finished third. All three were flying
Playboys.
"Antique" entries were low in this event
so Dave Sweeney, flying his big Powerhouse,
breezed to a victory.
.020 Replica - This event sure made up
for the low number of entries in Antique. I
don't have the exact number of entries, but
there must have been over thirty. The competition was tremendous too - especially between
Sal Taibi and Joe Dodson. Sal had max'd out
by lunch time and lost his plane on the third
one, so Sal went back to his room at the
college dorm. Joe then max'd out a little
later and while retrieving his airplane, found
Sal's. Having both max'd out; Joe jumps in his
car; drives seven miles to the dorm, pounds on
Sal's door, to wake him; and brought Sal back

to the Base to have a fly-off: Sal max'd his
fourth flight. Joe missed his fourth max, but
surely gained sportsmanship honors...and that
represents what this Old Timer organization
really is.
Rubber Cabin - George Perryman, the

Georgia Cracker, showed everyone how this event
should be flown. George's time was 424 seconds
from flying a Cal Champ. 2nd was Louis Rodriguez

home of Howard and Randy Carman. Attending in
addition to the Carman's were C. Schaible,
D. Hartman, C. Campbell, J. Clark, M. Clark,
and R.D. Moore. They are a great group, I
know.
(3)
Don't forget, as announced in "SAM Speaks"
submit your rule change recommendations to Dave
Jaggie for R/C Old Timer and all others to John
Pond. We will in the near future put these to
membership vote.
(4)
For our future planning, as your new
president, I would like to know your ideas
about what we can do to make S.A.M. a better
organization. What would you like S.A.M. to do
for you; What would you like in activities,
events, and in promotion? I solicit your

criticism, and ideas, so our goals will be
common. Please write me so we can do something
about it.
(5)

For the next election of S.A.M. officers
there will be a vote from the membership thru
SAM Speaks instead of an election at the S.A.M.
Champs Banquet, which has been the policy in
the past.

Joe keshar
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REPORT ON THE MASSACHUSETTS
OLD TIMER R/C CHAMPIONSHIPS
In spite of dire predictions by the
weatherman, the Massachusetts Old Timer R/C
Champs were held, Sept. 29, in Pittsfield, Ma!
at Brattlebrook Pk, thanks to Vincent Herbert,
Superintendent of the Pittsfield Parks Dept.
The weather before the contest was terrible,
liquid sunshine, and the outlook was grim. But
somebody up there must like old timers: the sun
came out and there was blue sky when the contest
began. Although the blue sky didn't last, the
rain did hold off until most flying had ended.
Lift conditions were rather poor with only
bubbles here and there. But there was enough
to allow some very good flights, including one
perfect flight, a 10 min.max by Ted Patrolia
with his Sailplane. Al Schwankert flew his
Sailplane to a near perfect flight, only one
second over. Al is really a relaxed flyer, he
put in that near perfect flight stretched out
in a lawn chair! We thought he was taking a nap!
Excellent flying was also put in by Cliff
Schaible. He was a study in concentration as he
flew his Playboy Sr. to first in Class C. Jim
Clark put his Cadet through some wild gyrations
including full power loops, in the process of
winning Class A. Jim sure builds strong wings!
Howard Carman took first place in Antique with
his Powerhouse...a beautiful ship in flight,and
some good flying by Howard. SAM Prez, Joe
Beshar, had some transmitter problems on his
way to third place in Class B. At one point he
felt it necessary to warn the ladies that he
may have to remove his shirt to get better
transmitter output! He didn't, guess he was
afraid to chance it!
Woody Woodman took 2nd in Class D, and
ended up 5th in Class B. Good flying was put in
by many others. The only casualty of the day
was Cliff Cambell's Gas Champ, which didn't
quite make it back to the field, resulting in a
broken pylon. 5-min. epoxy (didn't have that in
'41) got him back in the air again! Frank Fay's

results, pictures, etc.. have been coming in
great. Keep up tie good work S.A.M. members.
My biggest probleil is cutting...which is a lot
easi:Ir than searcAng for material.... so keep
it c)ming. Thanka for making the task of
putting your newsletter together a pleasure.
Buz-z-z ya later,
BOB ELMAN

*

*

*

O-T AT THE NATS
Old Timers' Day at the Nats saw the
weather hot and humid; As most of the week was.
This old reporter had the privilege of sitting
out there all day watching all of the fellas
go at it. All that I had to do was hand out
flight cards, record all times, and for the
most part - keep hollering,

"Timer...Timer...

Timer."

Well, on to those trophy winnerst Class"A"
was won by Mike Fedor, flying a Stratostreak with a time of 447 seconds. 2nd was Rudy Kluiber
and 3rd was won by Gil Cochran.
Class "B" winner, Rudy Kluiber, put up
three straight max's for his win, flying a
Demon. 2nd place went to Lee Webster and 3rd
to Ron Sharpton.
Class "C" - those are the big ones! Well,
nobody max'd out, but what a battle for 1st
11

DOB'S V. !LBW
Here's a bit of information for new S.A.M.
members who might be wondering how S.A.M. got
its name. It all came about when Bob Stalick
presented the name to Lee Freeman, when Lee
was heading up the effort. An old issue of
Engine Collector's Journal will verify this.
And here's a few words from "the President's Corner" for those of you who don't
receive the A.M.A. monthly mailing: 'Credit for
SAM - In this case "S.A.M." stands for Society
of Antique Modelers. We owe that organization
a y'elte of thanks for setting up the original
idea for a meet at Lakehurst Naval Air Station
and then letting us tie on AMA's World Championship Aerolympics. "S.A.M." is made up
mostly of Old Timers who enjoy building and

flying vintage model aircraft.
Since all of us will someday be old timers
it might be wise for us to get on the good side
of S.A.M. and say "Thanks" to new S.A.M. President, Joe Beshar, and all of the other S.A.M:s
who helped make Aerolympics a success.'
Thanks for the kind words. John Clemens,..
from S.A.M. members and myself.
The news, upcoming contests, contest
10

doped silk Pylon Buster won the Most Authentic
award, while Tom Acciavatti's Jersey Javelin
got the Most Unique Design trophy. The Grand
Champion was Al Schwankert.

*

*

*

WINDY CHALLENGE
Rumor mill has it that Tim Banaszak has
locked himself in his work shop and cranked out
a 1932 Hughes Hobart compressed air model. Alas!
Tim can't find an O-T event to fly the darned
thing in.
Undaunted, Tim has issued a challenge to
all comers to hold a compressed air event at
either the AMA Nationals or the SAM Champs or possibly both. Tim will put up a suitable
perpetual award for at least one of the major
events.
For compressed air plans and material
write: Bert Pond (SAM #376)
128 Warren Terrace
Longmeadow, MA 01106
--or-Jim Noonan (Old Timer Models)
7454 West Thurston Circle
Milwaukee, Wisc. 53218
*

*

*

Hey S.A.M. - Get those dues in I!!

7

GUESS
WHO
1;)

I would like to
thank each and
. every one of you
who sent in post-

cards for the first Guess Who...including the

guy who sent in three! Every card received
had the correct answer of John Pond.
As stated in the last issue of S.A.M.
Speaks, all cards were deposited in a box and

a winning card was just recently drawn.
The first winner of the new four-color

3.A.M. cloth patch goes to Martin Schindler
of Vienna, Virginia. Congratulations to Martin
for winning....and to the rest of you for

trying. Keep on sending cards in for this new
contest -- you may be the lucky one this month.
Another thank you to Phil Cox for drawing
this new puzzler pic for us. Phil was still
laid up, with a bum ankle, when he did this,

but as long as his hands are in good shape we'll
sure put them (and him!!) to work.
The first Guess Who must have been very
easy, so this next one will be quite a bit
tougher. I believe whoever does guess this next
one will probably be the one who wins the
patch.

Hint - it happened
at Lake Charles...
the flyer looked as
though he was - going

to fly this old timer
right through the
hanger.
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SAM 7 OLD TIME SPRING RALLY
Sunday - June 1, 1975
Glastonbury, Connecticut
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
EVENTS: Pylon Gas - Cabin Gas - S.C.I.F. Pylon
S.C.I.F Cabin - Rubber Scale - Rubber
Endurance - Towline....Want more
info?? Write Jack Chilmark @ 10 Wepanaug Drive
in Milford, Connecticut, 06460,

A
C/1

76SAM membersh ip re n e wa l

Joe Beshar

C.

-

"SAM" set up booths at both the "WRAM" Show
in White Plains, New York, and at the Toledo
Weak Signals show in Toledo, Ohio. I had the
opportunity to attend both and report that the
reception was great and interest continues.
Thanks to Bill Miller. of Glen Rock, NJ, who
volunteered and provided a beautiful painted
sign, we had good promotion at both shows. Tim
Banaszak and Bob Elman, as always on the spot,
came to the Toledo show with a back drop that
read OLD TIMER HEADQUARTERS and helped at the
booth with Clarence Andre and his group from
Butler, Pa. Thanks too, to Ed Neth of Park
Forest, Illinois, who brought the mobile unit
with the electric Fokker D - 7, to Toledo. At
White Plains, Jack Hill, Woody Woodman, Dave
Jaggie, and Ed Franklin, with others, helped to
man the booth. Thank you in behalf of SAM to
all.
We now have 23 SAM Chapters recorded per
Woody Woodman's advice, who leads this committee.
Seen at Toledo - John Clemens, President
of AMA, and John Worth, Executive Director of
AMA, joining S.A.M. -- Welcome to you both and
we are proud to have you aboard.
Don't forget! S.A.M. Champs at Denver,
Colorado,
July 28 to 31
Hope to see you all.
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RENEWAL DUE
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he.1 - "
The e!rty o:
up with SAM. Dues for the 1975-76 semberenip
year are $5,00 and they are payable by June 1.
1975-76 SAM dues
f you have already pail
e
old
rate
your
meteperrhip
is in fine shape
.
':
sntil the next time around. All renewals tent in
ar:er this mailing of SAlv. Speaks, though, should
be for $5.00 per year. By the way. SAM does
accept membership renewals for several years in
advance if the member so desires.
At present, SATE is in good financial shape,
meetly becaase of our tremendous increase in
membership during the past year. With inflation
doing its worst to SAM Speaks productions eoste
and the Postal Service about to add another big
increase to the cost of postage. we are rapidly
nearing the point of not breaking even. The
tees increase is necessary to enable SAM, not
only to provide its current services, but also
to continue to grow and provide its; members with
more new and better services than in the past.
Many new projects, such as a complete catalog
listing of Old Timer parts and supplies available
today, for example, are in the works. CAM does
need increased funds to carry these projects
through.
If you have any doubts about your current
membership status please check the lower left
corner of yoor membership nnrd for the expiration date.
The next page of this issoe is a form for
your convenience in renewing your membership
and ordering any SAM supplies you may we
Tim Bananzok. See-Treas.
'.

** DECALF7 AVATLARLE AGAIN **
SAM again has a good upply of dee•.1.:!. on
hand. All hack order:; for d•cals were Nailed
before May 1st - if you had ordered lceals an
have not received them yet please d:op us n
note so the problem can be corrected.
•

.I•4

a

, (hvi

Tim Banaszak and myself had the opportunity
of attending the Toledo Weak Signals Show this
past month. There were many fine olltimers on
display (oldtimer model planes that is,..'scuse
please!) at the S.A.M. booth, and they surely
attracted the attention of the huge crowd and
the general public.
S.A.M. welcomes the approximately fifty new
members who joined during the Toledo Show. We
now have P30 memters, with new memberships still

coming in. Want to sive a special little-big
we
to two certain fellows who came over to
our S.A.M. booth, one with a jacket full of
patches, and forced their money on S.A.M. SecTreas. Tim and me. As you've probably guessed
I am speaking of Johnny Clemens, president of
AMA, and John Worth, Executive Director, who
both are now S.A.M. members. Johnny Clemens,

full of enthusiasm and information, had the SAM•
guys in stitches relating his philosophy as only
he can. Again, welcome to S.A.:%1 . to both these
fine gentlemen. Would also like to thank our
many SAM members who stopped to say hello and
stayed to get acquainted with other members - it
sure made for a great show.
Received a letter from F. Ed Rowe, who

recently found a box of plans dating from 1919
to 1940 that had been stored up in a barn for
more than twenty years. Ed sent 75 of these
plans to Joe Fitzgibbons of Golden Age Reproductions, at no cost just to see them preserved.
Ed is a disabled Vet on a limited income and is
building a collection of plastic World War
models, in any scale, so if any of yet: have this
type stored in your rafters, because they are
too good to throw away but you really have no
use for them yourselves, maybe you could sent
them to Ed at RD #3 - Box 170...Maple Drive...
'rldicott, New York...13760.

Speaking of Joe Fitzgibbon and Golden Age.
he has made a gracious offer to print, for SAM,
a half scale old timer model plan that will be
available to members for merely the cost of the
postage, which is 250. BUT, all of you have to
decide which one plan that will be. So, send
your request to Joe Beshar (not the other Joe)
...198 Merrit Drive...Oradell, NJ...07649. Pres.
Beshar will tabulate the requests and the majority will determine which oldtimer model will
be sent on to be reduced to half scale. And, to
Joe Fitzgibbon - thanks a bunch for your fine
consideration for SAM.
Charlie McKnight, SAM #491, of 1009 South
Highland...Ada, Oklahoma...74820, joined SAM
last year and states he hasn't seen hide-r-hair
of anyone in his area. Maybe some of you nearer
members could drop Charlie a card and let him
know where you're at.
New SAM member Arthur D. Reiners (37755 27th St...East Palmdale, CA...93550) is half' owner of Peterson Products. They put out a fine
line of kits, but are interested in an increase
of vintage aircraft and are open to suggestions
on products needed by us. You might want to
write Art at the above address.
For those old timers who remember the hilarious stories about Lieutenant Phineas Pinkham
that appeared in the old Flying Aces magazine...
...comes a new soft-cover book called "The
Phineas Pinkham Scrapbook," that is 64 pages
dealing with nine of the best tales.
Bob
Whittier sent me a copy and I thought I'd glance
through it before supper. Ended up really
reading it...and later eating a cold supper.
The books are available from Bob Whittier...Post
Office Drawer 'T'...Duxbury, MA...02332. Individual orders are $3.25 each...OR...you can get
up a club order in lots of five, or more, and
then the cost is only $2.10 each - which includes
postage.
Am told you're never to start a new topic
at the bottom of the page...and here I am. Want
to share a letter with you from Carroll Moons

it

fr,

RULE

re

The majority of proposals were defeated,
particularly the proposal to allow methanol

and oil fuel. Proposal 6 was also cosndly
voted down. On the basis of the vc.tes
received and the trend of membership feelinil .
establishedthefol winechanceswil bemale
to the present SAM Rule Book (these to become
effective Au€ust 1, 1975).
f7estion 1 - Rule 1 shall now read: "1. Old
':ister and Antique categoriec are defined as
model aircraft whicn have been kitted or plans
isil. 'ished prior to December 31, 1942, and
')ecember 31, 193E!, respectively. Authentication
of design is the renponsibility of contestant.
Claims made for prior desicn date shall be
authenticated by documented proof (dated
photographs, affadavits, ete.;. These shall
be submitted to a review board (made up of
current UM officers and as appointed by the
AP. president for approval!. These
authentisatel prior designs will be . isted as
part of the rule hook and published annually
in "SAM SP1.:AK":."
.

ection III Power and Classes
Add:
Rule 7. Engines employed in the 30
second Antique event shall he
restricted to original manufactured ignition engines
prior to 1950.
Section IV
3asis Rvents:
Rule 1. A9e3;
(10
.020 Powered Renlica

Clad that's over !A!
John Pond

3rd - Lin Haslam. SAM #281...
Super Cyke powered "Super Buc"
1:42.0 4 1:48.5 + 1:28.0 - 4:58.5
4th - Jerry Sanford, SAM #333...
Super Cyke powered "Super Buc"

1:05.5 + 2:05.0 + 1:14.2 = 4:24.7
0.T. Towline Gliders
1st - Robert P. Smith, SAM #116...
Thermic 70

2110 + 1:55 + 1:35
2nd - Lin Haslam, SAM #281...

=

5:40

Thermic 70

:59.4 + 1:40.0 + 1:04.9 = 3:44.3
And there we have it, loads of fun, come

on you guys, join us for the next portal.
Oh yeah, in as much as we"re flying old
timer rules, report your times to the tenth of

a second. Let's don't drop 'em like AMA does.
**Postal Schedules
June 1975 - (A) Fuel Allotment Antique
(B) 0.T. Hand Launched Glider(pre lL143)
Aug. 1975 - ( A) Combined 0.T. Rubber
(B) Combined 0.T. Gas

Oct. 1975 - (A) Towline Glider (200 ft. line)
(B) 30 second antique
Happy Flying to all you 'old timers" See yuh in Denver at the Champs.
Lin Haslam
PSI Send in some photos of your planes - OK ?

COLLECTOGETHER
May 17, 1975
12:00 to 5:00
at the
Savings & Loan Bldg - Main & Cherry Streets ie
Galesburg,Ill. SAM members invited at no charge.

This event hosted by Bob Black. If more info is
needed call him at 309-343-4754.
8

"To the Editor of 'S.A.M. Speaks':
Regarding your praises of Sal Taibi, let me
say I knew him in 1936 about when the Brooklyn
Skyscrapers were founded. Sal was one of the
best of 'my gang' which included such real, outstanding modellers as Gordon (Scotty) Murray,
Leon Shulman. Jerry Stoloff, and Maurice
Schoenbrun.
Sal designed the 'Powerhouse' and it was
printed in Model Airplane News. Later on came
the 'Pacer', and several other ships. I helped
him write the planes up for MAN and other sags.
Scotty designed the Topper, Shulman did the
Wedgie and a whole mass of planes which always
required his special touch in adjustment before
they could leave the ground. Stoloff did a raft .
of planes for model concerns around New York,
including the Yehudi. a pusher which would
perform with the best fin jobs....while Schoutxun
did the Gladiator, the Vindicator, the Hatchet,
and would have done even more but I only had one
engine to lend him.
They were a great gang, the Skyscrapers.
Just before WW II a group of them were employed
at the NCAA Wind Tunnels Lab at Langley Field,
including Sal, Maurice, Carl Cecil, and Ralph
Moscater. Sal was one of the engineers on the
construction of the million dollar mock-up of
the P51, used in original tests before the final
ship was produced.
I lost track of him for years after the war,
but when M.A.N. asked me to do the story on the
Nat's at Willow Grove back in the late 60's, I
flew my old Pontiac down, found the field and
upon driving to the flying site was hailed by
Sal with the old-time cry: 'Hey Moon, help me
chase.' And I did.
I hadn't seen him in 20
years but he recognized me and put me to work.
I believe at that time he was 'pushing' Denny
Bronco for the Junior Champs, which Denny won.
I'm on the East Coast - he's on the West,
but I remember him with a great deal of love and
affection. He was one of the old gang...and as
Bill Winter once said: 'Man for man, I'd put
.

the Skyscrapers up against ar,y Club in
world and they'd be the winners.'
Happy modeling and the best in years to
come.
Carroll Moon
Ex-Senior Direvtor
The Brooklyn Skyscrapers.
PS: After many hours of debate we oeleeted that
name after Shulman designed a ship by that name
and we took it over as a Club name and
threatened to beat him if he ever used that
identification on a ship.
Don't believe it?
Ask Sal Taibi!"

4

4

A catalog of old timer items and suppliers
is being compiled by Clarence Andre- :Aid #015.
Information on oldtimer items and ouppliere
should be rent to Clarence co he can eompile
same and forward to SAM SPEAKS for future
publication. Send info to:
Clarence Andre SAM # 015
208 Rockenstein Avenue
Butler, PA 16001

OLD TIMER

CCNTEST

BARF7.
Dutlor Area Radio Flying Soelety
Old Time Free Flight w/RC
Loops
Rolls - Spins - Spot Landing:;
$200.00 Cash Prizes Awarded
1st thru 3rd Place Trophies
June 22, 1975
10:30 a.m. to ??
Call or Write:
Bill Henderson C.D.
202 Williams Road
Butler, PA 16001
(412) 287 - 742
-

6

We ha! a slight increase in participation
in the February postal over the one in Dee-Zan.
The hot ships in the 30 sec. Antique eate;ory were both i/C :hips flying under the old
R/C rulee which of course allowed them to ace
the big hot glow engines while the free-flight
3hips were, of course, restri.-ted to the ignition thumpers. The new R/r: rules shoal:; make
the two cateories much more compatible. 7t
:hnuld be interecting to wat:.7h the leve:opments.
Howard Carman. SAr 1424, winner of the
antique event, reports that he and Don 'lartman,
fAM #322. flew on Feb. 15, at North Branch tar's,
Bridgewater Township, New Oerney. at the only
show they had seen so far this winter. They
both used the old 5-sec. per pound ox aircraft
engine run rule, which cave Howard a )0 :second
run and Don 20 secon ,:s.
rie had a similar 3ituation her. in salt
Lake, with wind holding us up or se-.- eral weekends. And then, finally on Sunday, Feb.23. it
w'
calm enough, but the only snow wao a strip
about forty foot wide whieh just got the Super
Bues of .!erry Sanford and my,-;elf off the groun!.
We were p2eanantly surprised how well the ski
equipped models land on the, bare ground.
Zarlier the same morning. Brad Anderson, a
1 year uld down the street, helped me launch my
Thermic 70 for some fair glider times.
llob Smith, from Littleton, Colorado, winner
of the towline event, also with a Thermic 70,
advieen that he flew on Feb. 25, just prior to
takin4 hi:; exams for the Colorado State Bar. I
sure hope he passed the tests alright. Bob flew
at columbine Airport (now closed) on a cold and
windy day and was able to benefit from .some lift
from the nurround1nL: rolling terrain.
30 sec. Antique on skis
1st - Howard Carman, SAM #424...
Fox Eagle powered Taibi Powerhoune(q/;)
3:00 + 3:00
3'00
9100
2n• - Don Hartman, SAM #322...
KB .40 (F.R.) powered "Miss ?ire"(R/C)
2t25 + 2:45 = 7:49
7
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9th ANNUAL S.A.M. CHAMPS
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

Contestant No.
Date Recd.
AGE

ADDRESS

NAME

AMA #

ZIP

STATE

CITY

SAM #

F.C.C. #

R/C ENTRANTS ONLY ... FREQUENCY

--•
CHECK EVENTS ENTERED AND FILL OUT COMPLETELY

TUESDAY. JULY 29
EVENT

MODEL

ENGINE

AREA

WT. REQUIRED

Class "A" Pylon
Class "C" Cabin
Combined Rubber
Old Timer Scale
R/C Texaco
R/C Antique

WEDNESDAY. JULY 30
Class "A" Cabin
Class "B" Pylon
30 Sec. Antique
Towline Glider
R/C Class "A"
R/C Class "C"

THURSDAY. JULY 31
Class "C" Pylon
Class "B" Cabin
Fuel Allot. Antique
SCI F's .020 Power
R/C Class "B"
Total events entered (S3.50 first event, $2.00 each additional to a maximum of S7.50)
attend Victory Banquet ($6.50 per person)
We will ❑
will not
No.
will not ❑
attend Coors Brewery Tour (no charge)
We will ❑
No.
We will ❑
will not ❑
attend S.A.M. Business Meeting (no charge)
No.
Total Fees Paid S
❑

I (we) hereby release the Model Museum Flying Club, Inc., Society of Antique Models and all persons connected with this meet from
any liability whatever for any accidents incurred while participating in this meet. I (we) also agree to abide by all Flying and Field
rules in force for this meet.
Signed
(Parent or Guardian if under 21)

FOR THE NON-FLYERS
Tuesday-July 29
9:00 aim. Tour of the Denver Art Museum. This will be a guided tour of
this nationally known building. There are craft displays with
demonstrations by the artisans, period displays, and the usual
pictures, sculpture and portraits.
We will have lunch at the museum as a group. Price will not
Noon
exceed $4.00 including tax and tip.
Afternoon Those who wish may stay at the Museum. The rest of us will ride
the double decker bus to Larimer Square. This is the restoration
of early downtown Denver. There are craft shops, novelties and
all sorts of "goodies,"
Wednesday-July 30
11:30 a.m. Lunch at Elitch Gardens with matinee at the theatre after.
This is live theatre and while we do not have the name of the
play this early, they are all outstanding. Cost $5.25 for loge
seats plus your lunch. We must have reservations for this no
later than July 1.
Craft or flower arrangement display with instructions.
Evening
Thursday-July 31
9:00 a.m. All day tour of Estes Park and Central City. We will arrange
car pools for this.
Baby sitting will be available for all activities (including those with the
men) if you wish it. Sitting will be done by Junior and Senior High Girl
Scouts at a nominal fee. If you have any other questions or requests, drop
me a note and I'll try to find an answer.
Mary Leiper, 605 So. 46th St., Boulder, Co , 80303
Detach and send to Mrs. Wallace Leiper, 605 S 46th St , Boulder, Co ,
by July 1:
Enclosed find check for

to cover the following:

$4.00 for luncheon at the Art Museum July 29.
$5.25 for matinee at Elitch's
I would also be interested in
Craft or flower display
, Tour of Estes Park and Central City
children, ages
I would like to have sitting for
for the following events (please list)

Name
Address

80103

a

-

9th ANNUAL NATIONAL
OLD TIMER CHAMPIONSHIPS
JULY 29, 30, 31 1975
DENVER, COLORADO
A.M.A. SANCTION #603

COME AND FLY AT THE LARGEST CLASS "A" CONTEST IN HISTORY!

Sponsored by the Society of Antique Modelers
Hosted by the Model Museum Flying Club, Inc.

CONTEST DIRECTORS:

TIM DANNELS
1265 Yates Street
Denver, Colorado 80204

BOB SCHLIEM
8984 W. Warren Drive
Lakewood, Colorado 80227

July 28th

NATIONAL M.E.C.A. COLLECTOGETHER
Welcoming of Contestants

July 29th

Class "A" Pylon
Class "C" Cabin

Combined Rubber
O.T. Scale

R/C Texaco
R/C Antique

July 30th

Class "A" Cabin
Class "B" Pylon

30 sec. Antique
Towline Glider

R/C Class "A"
R/C Class "C"

July 31st

Class "C" Pylon
Class "B" Cabin

Fuel Allotment Antique
SCI F's .020 Power

R/C Class "B"

Trophies and/or Prizes to at least 3 Places in All Events.
Special, Traditional and Perpetual Awards.

ENTRY FEES: $3.50 First Event; $2.00 each additional to a total of $7.50.
CONTEST WILL BE CONDUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE S.A.M. RULES AND
FREE FLIGHT RULES OF THE ACADEMY OF MODEL AERONAUTICS.
ENTER EARLY: Send enclosed entry blank, with remittance, by JULY 1st, 1975
to TIM DANNELS, 1265 Yates St., Denver, Colo. 80204.
Make checks payable to THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS.

CHAMPS INFORMATION (please'read before filling out entry)
Hopefully, this sheet will answer most questions, but I will be happy to
answer any that aren't covered. PLEASE direct allquestions concerning flying
and/or rules for the EL2 EVENTS to Woody Woodman, R/C Event Director, 389
Floral Lane, Saddle Brook7RWJersey 07662.
To allow for early processing and to lessen the last minute confusion of
trying to enter at the field, it is hoped that everyone who can will enter by
mailing in the enclosed Entry Blank as soon as possible, along with remittance
as required. This is necessary in order that we can arrange for facilities
large enough to handle all of the contestants and their families. As at least
one of the after hours activities is limited in the number of people they can
handle efficiently, we must, regretably, give preference to those who get
their entries in earliest.
A separate information sheet is included for the ladies activities and
this information should be sent directly to Mary Lieper so she can make sure
that she has adequate transportation and baby sitting lined up.
The entry blank for the Collectogether is being sent out by M.E.C.A. and
if additional entries are needed, a post card will bring you one. The site
for the National MECA Collectogether will be at the Voyager Motel, 1-70 and
Chambers Road. This is the closest motel to the flying field and will serve
as meet headquarters. It is listed under the Best Westerm Motels.
FIELD RULES: Camping area will be provided at the flying field, but there are
no hookups, so you should be self contained.
Motorcycles and trail bikes are allowed, but keep to the roads. Driving
across plowed fields is strictly prohibited. Models using a fuse type dethermalizer are required to have snuffer tubes.
By the end of July the wheat should be down so ground cover will be no
problem. Visibility from flying site is almost 2 miles to the south, 1 mile
to the west, 1/2 mile to the north and east. Drift generally west to south.
Weather and wind conditions totally unpredictable (ask someone who's been
here) and there is no predictable "best" time to fly. Be ready!
The Victory Banquet will be held at the Lowry A.F.B. Officer's Club.
This will be a buffet type dinner (menu on request). Cash bar will be open
before and after dinner. The cost is $6.50 per person including tax and tip.
It is helpful if you make reservations for this Banquet when sending in your
entry blank. The Banquet is the only extra charge S.A.M. activity of the week.
*v ieN
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SAM SPEAKS
BOB KLKAN, Editor
17707 Burnham Avenue
Lansing, Illinois 60438
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STICKS

Joe Beshar, President
198 Merritt Drive
Oradell NJ 07649
Jack Whittles, Eastern V.P
413 Fairview Ave.

Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475
Bob Elman, Midwest V.P
17707 Burnham Ave.
Lansing, Ill. 60438
Tim Donne's, Rocky Mtn. V.P
1205 Yates Street

Denver, Colo 80204
John Pond, Western V.P

Tim Banaszak, Sec-Treas,

1947 Superior Ave.
Whiting, Ind. 44394
Dave Jaggier, R-C Coordinator
186 Palsied. Ave.
Bogota, NJ 07603

FIRST CLASS MAIL
/755 1
Dean Padavon
1516 Whitcwing Drive
McAllen, Texas
78 50 1 •
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SAM

PRESIDENT
SPEAKS

It's getting to be 9th S.A.M. (Denver)
Champs Time.-- I hope you guys are getting your
wonder vehicles ready for the jolly time. See
you there.
Concern has been expressed about the
modern glo-engines which are being converted to
ignition. Some members feel that inequity
exists when they compete against the original
ignition engines. Let me know your feelings in
this matter either by letter or at the Champs.
One of the problems we have experienced is
the lack of promoting SAM contests, the best
media for this is SAM SPEAKS. I urge every
contest director to notify Bob Elman (Editor)
as soon as meet is planned with details as I am
sure it will contribute to additional contests.
Do not depend on the "RC" coordinator for the
listing send information direct to Bob Elman.
See July issue of Model Airplane News for
SAM History Member get a member as I sure would like
to make our 1000 member goal by Champs time. We
are approaching 900 members at this printing.
Tim Banaszak is just itching for business.
JB

2

One of our newer members, Ralph Thorn,
of 821 Westfield Drive - Toms River, New
Jersey - 08753, would appreciate hearing from
any 'Jersey contacts' regarding Old Timer Control
Line flying. Ralph sez, "I have been building
flying models for thirty-three years, and almost
exclusivly C/L since 1946. Had my own hobby shop
in 1959, and a member of the family was the mfgr.
of several engines from 1934-47 (Rogers, Judco,
Syncro, Campus, along with machining for many
manufacturers). I had a beautiful collection of
some 80 ignition engines which I broke up during
the 50's, and am now struggling to acquire more
engines
I am currently working on a Capitol
Stagger Wing Beechcraft which I picked up a
couple of weeks ago. I will power it with an
Ohlsson 60."
That's it for now....Got your list done
for the S.A.M. Champs haven't you????? Planes,
gear, wings, stabs, sunglasses, epoxy (lots of
that 1), boots, cameras, suntan cream, firstaid cream, band-aids (lots of them tool!),
money, pins, extra trunk space (in case you
want to take 'anything' for the guys back home),
money, ulcer pills, blankets for those rare but
cold nights, extra change of clothes for those
places you slide in while your eyes are on your
plane, money, credit cards
and oh yeh,
Don't forget some money'
Denver, Colorado...July 29-30-31
Lowry Air Force Base
S.A.M. Ninth Annual Champs
See ya then,
Bob

VERW
To help with your evening plans during
the S.A.M. Denver Champs (I am naturally going
under the assumption that none of us will be
using those times to be repairing or hunting for
the next day's entry II!) be sure and leave
yourselves some time for fun at these evening
events; July 28 Collectogether & BeanFeed at
the Voyager Motel;
July 29 Coors Brewery Tour;
July 30 Business Meeting (?where?);
July 31 Victory Banquet -Loury Air Base.
Bill Kirby (SAM #128) particularly liked
reading the letter by Carroll Moon in SAM Speaks
V01.243. May-June '75. Having lived in Florida
most os his life he never had the opportunity of
meeting Sal Taibi, Leon Shulman, etc., but feels
like he knows them now. Bill has been building
models since 1938 and many times read about and
built models designed by the above gentlemen. He
also wondered if some of our members could let
us know where some of the other old timers are
now and what they are doing - such as Jerry
Brofman, Ray Heit, etc.
Henry Nichols of the British Empire has
requested anyone possessing the plan of his
design "The Mercury Mallard" of 1947 forward
same to him for duplication, for which he will
be most appreciative. Forward to Henry Nichols
- 308 Holloway Road - London, N7GNP, England....
Plan Will Be Returned.
Did you all catch Howard and Randy Carman
have a new address??? Randy is editor of "Spot
Shots", the SAM Chapter 15 newsletter, and that
new address isi 20 Maple Avenue - Hightstown,
New Jersey - 08520...Phone; 609 - 443 - 3595.
l,0

AN OPEN LETTER TO SAM
As a SAM member since the days of the
"Freeman Follies", an active flyer and more
importantly a C.D. I wish to bring to the attention of all SAM members a situation that I
believe has gotten out of hand. Namely - Rules!
When "old timer" flying started out there were
few rules and these were based on a general
format established by John Pond. Most every
contest was different and many hard feelings
were the result of "on the spot" C.D. decisions.
At about this point the 1st SAM rules were formulated but not uniformly followed. The result
was a degeneration into a .049 Strato Streak
event on the west coast. This caused many
starting OT flyers to quit before really getting
started. The SCIF Club at this point suggested
the 8oz/ft 2 rule addition from the 1941 AMA rules
and its adoption and enforcement has broadened
OT flying out where it is today in terms of
various models and equal footing competition.
The next problem was the 1937 Zipper and
1938 Wasp flying in the 30 sec. antique category.
To correct this event killing situation the
"Preamble" was written and for this I pridefully
claim authorship. The result was immediate and
favorable - the problem went away! More importantly it has not reoccured! I strongly urge all
members to reread the Pramble not because I wrote
it but because I truly believe it says a lot
about what we are trying to do - in a short paragraph at that.
OK, so what's my point? Just this, too
few rules can cause a chaotic situation, specific
rules to define and correct a general and major
problem are necessary but too many rules and
overly specific rules lead you back to a chaotic
situation again or don't accomplish the intended
purpose.
For a period of almost 8 years the SAM
rules stood with little significant change and
the sport grew rapidly and contests were run with
out hassles. Recently SAM has grown rapidly and

the new members, not having a knowledge of
"History", have suddenly started a flood of rule
suggestions that would, in my view, upset many
conditions that the test of time has proven to
be reasonable and fair to all. Some of these
seem to be regional in nature and here I strongly
suggest that some real thought be given to the
national impact before submitting a new rule for
membership consideration. The inclusion of RC
has by necessity added a new section of rules.
However, I point out that the 1st cut contained
gross deviations from both AMA and SAM basics
(i.e. engine sizes etc) and would have caused a
C.D. to smoke rather than stand on the grass
trying to process entries and then run a contest.
With this last thought in mind I would
like to focus everyones attention on the new
Rule 7 for Section III. This is a typical
example of a rule that if enforcement is
attempted will drive away contestants, cause
C.D.'s to take up golf and if not enforced
shouldn't be in the rules in the first place!
It states;
Engines employed in the 30 sec.
antique event shall be restricted
to original manufactured ignition
engines prior to 1950.
The intent of this rule is not unreasonable, i.e.
keep antique "pure" but the actual words are a
disaster! Why?
Consider the following list of
well known engines manufactured in 1950 and
later and then ponder well the actual problem!
OK 60 and 1.20, Hornet R & V, 0 & R aluminum
head 19, 23, 29, .38, & 60, super cyclone,
Anderson Spitfire, Orwick, Contestor, Forster 29,
.301 & 99, McCoy 60. There are others but these
are the important ones. So if you fly any of
these engines the CD must ask you to prove the
date of manufacture and unless data is given or
an obvious method of determination can be made
(i.e. "thin flange" cyke) he has no choice but to
disallow the entry! Oh WOW
We are now back to
chaos and hard feelings.

In eight yers as an OT CD I have never
seen ziny unacceptalle, "unpure", 30 sec. antique
entries. However, if it is generally felt that
something must be crone to clarify this concept
then wouldn't it have been just as effective to
put the word "original" between "with" and
"ignition" in Rule 3 Section I?
In summary I implore the SAM membership
to consider the fact that we fly vintage models
not FAI and to keep the words "equitable and
simple" of the preamble in mind before charging
off to do battle with the heathen engine
converters or whatever. Also, try and understand the guys on the opposite coast, and in
between too, and ask "Is this change really
needed or the world will fall apart??" type
thought. And lastly, consider your poor CD's
who have to stand eyeball to eyeball with a guy
who just drove 500 miles and tell him he cannot
enter his model in this here aeroplane contest
because his tail wheel is i' out of place
according to Rule 169 of Section XXXIV of the
new SAM rules!
Thoughtfully Yours,
(signed)
Bruce Chandler
0
0
0
Second Annual Massachusetts Old Timer R/C
Championships will be held August 10th, 1975 at
the Pittsfield (Mass.) Model Airport from 9:00am
to 4:00pm-using 1975 SAM Rules...Entry Fee $5.00
+ $2.00 for each additional plane...Mufflers are
required on all glow engines .10 and above...
There will be prizes, fun, and additional awards
for: 1)Classes ABC Old Timer; 2) Antique Design;
3)Texaco Event...Contest Director is George
Parker - 7 Paul Drive - Lee, Mass - 01238...and
his phone is 413-243-1899...all this sponsored
by The Berkshire R/C Flying Club.
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BUILT BY
HERB'S MODEL
MOTORS

AUTHORIZED
BY
BILL BROWN

NIT
DROWN JR.
COMMEMORATIVE
SPARK PLUG

MINE
SUPERIOR
PERFORMANCE
LAPPED
PISTON

SATIN
ALUMINUM
GLEAMING
CHROME

PARTS AND SERVICE
WARRANTY

EXTENSIVELY
ENGRAVED

7/8" BORE
1" STROKE
.60 DISP.

A CLASSIC ENGINE...
Forty years ago, while still in high school, Bill Brown revolutionized powered model
aviation with his Brown Jr. engine. To commemorate this event, a limited edition
40TH ANNIVERSARY BROWN JR. ENGINE has been authorized by Bill Brown, and is
being built by Herb Wahl. Bill and Herb have agreed on every feature of this engine.
And what a beautiful engine it is! Faithful in detail to the old long-stroke Brown Jr.,
each engine is precision hand-fitted and test-run to authentically power your old-time
models, or be a proud addition to your collector's shelf. Featuring both old and new
internal improvements, each engine is extensively engraved, and will be serialnumbered and registered in the owner's name, with an authentication certificate
signed by Bill Brown.

A LIMITED OFFER...
The 40TH ANNIVERSARY BROWN JR. ENGINE will be officially announced in July or
August 1975 at its price of $150. Orders will be open until October 31, 1975, at which
time the production limit will be set and orders will be closed. Until July 31st, you
can place a pre-production order for up to 3 engines at a price of $140 for one
engine, $130 for the 2nd, and $120 for the 3rd. Use the enclosed Order Form.

HERB'S MODEL MOTORS
POST OFFICE BOX 31

CRUM LYNNE, PA. 19022
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S.A.N. SPEAKS

FIRST-CLASS MAIL
U.S. POSTAGE PAID
Permit No. 346
Pensacola. Fla.

JACK BOLTON, EDITOR
9521 SCENIC HIGHWAY
Pensacola, Fla. 32504
Joe Beshar, President
196 Merritt Drive
Oradell N.J. 07649
Jack Whittles, Eastern V-P
43 Fairview Ave.
Old Saybrook, Conn. 06475

FIRST CLASS MAIL

Bob Elmer. Midwest V-P
s7707 Burnham Ave.
Lansing, Ill. 60438
Tim Dar,Ifris. Rocky Mtn. V•P
1265 Yates Street
Denver. Coto. 80204
.!ohn Pond, Western V•P

4269 Sayolto Circle
San Jose, Calit. 95136
Tim Pianaszak, Sec.-Tress.
1947 Superior Ave.
Whiting, Ind. 46394
Dave'Jeggie. R.C. Coord.
186 Palisade Ave.
Bogota, N.J. 07603

Dean Padavori
#551
601 North lCth St. Apt. 5
McAllen, Texas 78501

INDEX OF AMERICAN ENGINES (continued) "A"
1946 Aircraft .604 ignition. Extension shaft for propeller.
1946 Race Car .604 ignition. Has flywheel.
1936.
No information available.
APEX
ARLINGTON- 1946 .517 ignition. In kit form. $5.95.
ATHEARN
1958. Made from dies for the never produced Baby Spitfire .099.
1958 Pogo .092 glow. Pneumatic operated throttle, no mounting lugs.
ATOMIC
1946 .604 ignition. Similar to Hornet 60. $35.00.
ARDEN
See Micro-Built
ATOM
See Mirco-Dyne
ATWOOD
1938 Phantom C .276 ignition. Original Bullet, round exhaust. $9.75.
1939 Wasp Special .276 ignition. Car version of Phantom.
1940 Blue Crown Champion .603 ignition. Car engine, two intakes, blue head. $22.50
1940 Red Crown Champion .603 ignition. Car engine, single intake, red head. $16.25
1940 Green Crown Champion .603 ignition. For planes, single intake. $18.50
1941 Champion .600. Radial head fins, twin coupled intakes. $14.00
1945 Champion Model H .603 ignition. Radial head fins, dull castings.
1946 Champion Model H..603 ignition. Parallel head fins.
1946 Champion Model JH .630 ignition. Name, cast on bypass. $23.50
1947 Champion Model J .630 ignition. Black crackle painted case. $18.00
1948 Glo-Devil .630. Same as Champion JH, except no paint or timer assy. $15.00
1948 Super Champion Model DR .624 ignition. Straight rear venturi. $19.50
$17.50
1948 Glo-Devil Model DR .624. As ignition DR but no Timer assy.
$19.95
1948 Trium#:.491 ignition. Metal tank on backplate.
1948 Triumgz.503 (51). Same as above.
$17.50
1948 Triumph .49 glow. No timer slot in bearing.
1948 Triumph .51 glow, same as above.
$ 5.75
1950 Wasp .049 glow. Bulb-like fin profile.
1953 .049, .05 glow, same as Wasp with straight fin profile.
1953 .051. Glow, as above.
1953 .049 Free Flight, .050. Red anodized head.
1953 .049 U-Control .050. Blue anodized head.
1953 .051 glow. Yellow anodized head.
1954 .050 glow, air-cooled Outboard Marine. No colored parts.
$ 9.95
$ 9.96
1954 .050 glow, water-cooled Outboard Marine. No colored parts.
$ 5.50
1954 .050 glow, air- cooled Inboard Marine. Rear mounted drive.
$ 5.75
1954 .050 glow, water-cooled Inboard Marine. Rear mounted drive.
$
4.95
.049
glow,
Case
drilled
for
shaft,
no
bearing
insert.
1954 Cadet
1954 Signature .049 glow. Steel shaft bearing pressed in. Hot engine. 6.75
.1955 Signature .051 glow. Spinner and screw for shaft.
6.50
1956 Shriek .049 glow. Rounded fin profile, had glow head.
2956 Shriek .051 glow. As above.
1956 Shriek .049 and .051 glow for conrot line, had bearing stiffner. 5.95
AVIATION INDUSTRIES
1938 New Hurricane .C66 ignition. Made by Heatherington in Los Angeles.
$25.00
1938 Mercury 1.530 ignition. Ribs on crankcase front cover.
AVION
1947 Mercury 1.610 ignition. Smooth crankcase front cover.
APEX
2936 No information available.
ANCIL

TO BE CONTINUED IN

THE NEXT ISSUES OF SAM SPEAKS.

SAM Membership Renewal Due 1 June, 1976
for 1976-77.
SAM #

Name
Street

ZIP

City & State

SAM renewal for
years @ $5.00 per year
SAM rule books @ 250 each
SAM decals @ 25c each
SAM cloth shoulder patches 61 $2.50 each
Total Enclosed

Society of Antique Modelers
1947 Superior Avenue
Whiting, Indiana 46394

Please make all checks payable to SAM

NOMINATIONS for SAM Offices For Period
July 1976 thru July 1978
Closing date for submission of

All members are eligible to vote for all positions.

ballots is 10 May, 1976. Results will be published in the MAY/JUNE issue of SAM SPEAKS.
Mail all ballots to:

Tim Banaszak
1947 Superior Avenue
Whiting, Indiana 46394

BALLOT
FOR PRESIDENT:
Mr. Joe Beshar

FOR ROCKY MTN, VICE PRESIDENT:
NO NOMINATIONS

Mr. Al Hellman

FOR EASTERN VICE PRESIDENT:
Mr. Jack Whittles

FOR MIDWEST VICE PRESIDENT:
Mr. Bob Elman
Mr. Jack Bolton

FOR WESTERN VICE PRESIDENT:
Mr. John Pond
Mr. Bob Oslan

FOR SECRETARY/TREASURER:
Mr. Tim Banaszak
Mr. Jack Jella

FOR FREEFLIGHT COORDINATOR:
Mr. John Pond

FOR R/C COORDINATOR:
Mr. Woody Woodman

•
SAM 7 CONTEST SCHEDULE - All Meets to be held at Westover AFB, Chicopee, Mass.
May 23 Spring Rally, CD - Carman Botticello, Asst. CD - Henry Struck
OT Pylon Gas
OT Rubber Scale
SCIF Pylon
OT Cabin Gas
OT Rubber Endurance
AMA 1/2 A
OT Towline Glider
SCIF Cabin
AMA HL Glider
July 18 Summer Outing, CD - Tom Lucas, Asst. CD - Nick Notte
OT Pylon Gas
OT Rubber Scale
SCIF Pylon
OT Cabin Gas
OT Rubber Endurance
AMA 1/2 A
OT Peanut Scale
SCIF Cabin
AMA HL Glider
Special event for Juniors: Sleek Streak
*+*+*„..* + *+ *+ * + *„..* + *+ *+ *+ * + *# #- + * + *+ „*.i.* + * +* + *+ * + * + * # *4,4 4.* + *./..* + *+ *+ * + * + * 4.0, 4.** * 4.* + * + * + *+ *.o.
INDEX OF AMERICAN ENGINES
11All

ACE
1947 Twin .620 ignition. Opposed type twin.
AERO
1963 .354 glow. Cylinder parallel to crankshaft. $34.95.
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES -- All spark ignition.
1935 Baby Cyclone, model X .364. 7 sandcast fins, fixed points. $15.75
1936 Baby Cyclone, model A .364. 11 fins shrunk on, blue-grey painted crankcase.
1936 Baby Cyclone, model B .364. As above, but no paint.
1936 Baby Cyclone, model C .364. Six holes in head.
1937 Baby Cyclone, model D .364. First with movable points.
1938 Baby Cyclone, model E .364. Tapered fin profile, fake head.
1938 Baby Cyclone, moded F .364. Same as "E" externally. $9.00
1940 Super Cyclone, series G. .647, single plug, thin flanges.
1940 Super Cyclone, series G. .647, dual plug head, thin flanges.
1940 Super Cyclone, series G. .647, race car model, dual plug, flywheel.
1940 Super Cuclone, series GR. .603, single plug, thick flanges. $18.95
$19.95
1940 Super Cyclone, series GR. .603, dual plugs, thick flanges.
1940 Super Cyclone, series GR. .603, race car model with flywheel.$21.45
AIR-0 MODEL SUPPLY - A continuation of the Bunch line.
1946 Mighty Midget .451 ignition. Metal tank on backplate.
1947 Diesel .278. Variable compression type, Allen head screw adjustment.
1948 Mighty Midget .451 glow. Bolt-on finless head, metal tank.
1948 Cobra .451 ignition. Same as Bunch Tiger Aero, black cylinder.
1948 Cobra .451 ignition. Cadmium plated cylinder, 3/8" plug.
1948 Cobra .451 ignition. Cadmium plated cylinder, 1/4" plug.
1949 Cobra .451 ignition. Cadmium plated cylinder, metal tank.
AJAX
1938, .359 spark ignition.
A.J.C.
1937, .604 spark ignition.
A.L. ENGINES--1938, 1.687 four cycle, overhead valves, spark ignition.
ALLYN SALES CO.
all glow engines.
1954 Sky Fury .049. Small ports in sleeve, standard glow plug.
1954 Sea Furu Outboard .049. Small ports in sleeve, transom mounted.
1955 Sea Fury Inboard .049. Similar to outboard, mounts in hull.
1955 Sky Fury Twin .099. No colored parts.
1955 Sky Fury Twin .148. Gold anodized heads and prop driver
1955 Mar Fury Twin .120. With flywheel for inboard mounting.
1955 Sea Fury Outboard Twin .120. No colored parts.
1955 Sea Fury Outboard Twin .148. Blue anodized heads and flywheel.
1955 Sea Fury Inboard Twin .120. No colored parts.
1955 Sea Fury Inboard Twin .148. Blue anodized heads and flywheel.
AMERICAN JUNIOR AIRCRAFT
1955 Firecracker .065 glow. Pneumatic operated speed control.
1955 Firecracker .065 glow. No throttle, longer stack not drilled for control.
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******************
The Forster 99 shall rise again! M&G Engines of Denver is in the process of collecting
advance orders for the planned limited production of the Forster 99. Their production is
programmed on outcome of pre-production advanced orders. If they receive enough they will
go into production, if not they will return the advance deposit. The firm cutoff date for
production decision is 15 May, 1976. August 1976 is the target date for deliveries to start.
The price of the engine is $99.50 and the required deposit is $50.00. Get on the list now
B&G Engines, P. O. Box 6026, Denver, Colo. 80206
Af&G is also planning production of the Forster 29R and 35R. These engines will be fitted
with timer assemblies and should classify as original ignition engines.
******************
Vic Didelot, SAM #202, 4410 Lorna Lane, Erie, Pa. 16506. Vic manufactures repro O&R needle
valve bodies for all sideport O&R's, Needle Valve ratchets, nuts and bolts, Jiffey Fill caps
and springs, and nut and bolt sets for all models. Later he plans on offering tank tops for
all sizes. A SASE will get you more info.
*,t****************
From Fred Collins comes news that he is offering custom repro gas tanks for Brown Jr's,
Baby Cyclone, Forster line, Dennymite and others. Fred also does glow to ignition conversions and a SASE to him will provide his complete listings. Fred Collins, 29 Stewart Ave.,
Pittsburg, Pa. 15227
+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + ♦ +
+ + + +

OLD TIMER CONTEST SCHEDULE
11 April

SCAMPS Oldtimer/Texaco meet at Taft, Calf.
.020 Replica, C Cabin, C Pylon, Texaco, and R/C Texaco

25 April

Clayton Old Timers, Clayton, New Jersey - Don Lamkin, CD - No info on events

2 May

NEWG Old Timers Meet at Bridgewater, Mass. CD Sears McCorrison
OTHLG, SCIF and OT Rubber and Towline combined.

16 May

Beshars R/C Assist (special rules) meet, NAS Lakehurst, N.J. - Host - Old
Time Eagles

29/30 May

U.S. Freeflight Champs - Old Timer Schedule:
SAT. 29th
SUN. 30th
.020 Replica
A/B Pylon
OT CD - Lee Norcross
30 Second Antique
C OT Cabin
Asst. - Rudy Calve
A/B Cabin Gas
C OT Pylon

12/13 June Fiesta of Five Flags Southeastern Model Airplane Champs - AAA. All Old Timer
events scheduled on 12 June. Conversions considered glow. CD J. Bolton
OT (ABC) Cabin, OT (ABC) Pylon,.020 Replica, OT R/C Assist (ABC)
Site: Spencer NALF, Pace, Fl. - Pensacola, Fl. (904) 477-2055
12/13 June InterMountain Old Timer Champs, Salt-Air Model Port, Salt Lake City, Utah
.020 Replica, A/B Cabin, C Cabin, OTHLG, A/B Pylon, C Pylon, OT Rubber,
Gas Allotment Antique. CD - Mark Fechner 328-9973
20 June
BARFS Fly - For - Fun (OTFFR/C) Butler, Pa., No standard SAM Events
Contact - Tom Barnes (412) 282-1509
27 June
Central Jersey R/C - 3rd Annual SAM/NATS Warmup. Middlesex County Model
Airport, Piscataway, N. J. CD - Jim Clark (201) 756-1364
Class A, B, C, (Cabin/Pylon combined), Antique, Texaco

31 July
2/2/August

SAM CHAMPS Wright Patterson AFB, Dayton, Ohio

BONG FIELD SCHEDULE:
6 June - 15th Annual AERONUTS Old Timers Meet, CD - C. Markos
11 July- NIAMAC Old and New Combo, CD - ?, Sponsor - Lansing Pelicans
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From new SAM member Peter N. Scott, who is Secretary, International Model Aero-Engine Collectors' Society, Sihlwaldstrasse 8, 8135 Langnau-am-albis, Switzerland, comes information
on the Society and a copy of their excellent newsletter "Points". "Points" is in English,
contains vintage plans, has great humor in the form of cartoons, has an extensive, "Sales
and Wants" section, and informative info on the old engines. Welcome to SAM, Peter, and we
hope you can attend our Big SAM/HATS bash. Perhaps you can get together with our good
friends, Henry Nicholls and Ron Moulton, and make it a trio. SAM members - Send $3.00 per
year to Peter for Society membership.
BRIC A BRAC
From the SCIF "Flight Plug" -- Following the demise of Al Hellman's Quaker, Ken, The Poet
of Noet, came up with a Pome!
Prince Albert thought freeflight made him run like a horse,
So the Quaker was wired to plod 'round by Morse.
One day something went sour,
Caused a quick Quaker showerNow Al needs a dust pan and broom (RC'ed of course).
******************
You New Jerseyites contact Old Timer George Oswald, 25 Alta Vista Dr., Yonkers, N.Y. 10710,
(914) 961-3798. George is recovering from a heart attack and has rediscovered the therapeutic value of modeling. He's an old Van Courtland Park flyer, Jasco and Polks employee.
Contact him soonest cause he's bustin' to talk about Kordas', bobbins and other great things
like that.
******************
Bruce Norman, 3417 Creston Ave., Ft. Worth, Texas 76133, reports that oldtimer activity is
really taking hold in the Ft. Worth/Dallas area. It seems that the RC glider guys are discovering that OTRC offers all the joys of gliders plus the attraction the old interesting
machines (not to mention the elimination of winches and towlines). It seems that Bruce has
been appointed chairman for Antique and OT events. He has asked about the spot landing bonus.
Bruce, while I was up East I flew one contest season using the spot landing with bonus. I
personally observed many near misses and several people hit by heavy OT'ers as guys tried for
the spot - downwind, X wind, stalled out, nosed down, etc.. The spot was eliminated last
year as a safety measure.
Jack Bolton
*** *** **** ** ***** *
PRODUCTS
Micro Models has added a super stable mate to their fine Scientific Mercury. She's MISS
AMERICA and she is beautiful. The kit is well done and is authentically scaled for potential
R/C old timer/antique use. Sam Blumberg has incorporated solid control surfaces for the
sport R/C'er, but has included a technical change note in the kit on how to build up the
control surfaces so as to conform to SAM rules. The airfoil is an authentic Clark Y Section
with the leading edge blunted slightly for construction ease. The landing gear has been
moved slightly aft to improve ground handling stability and the gear construction has been
somewhat modified. The ship will qualify under SAM rules if equipped with the built up
surfaces.
Sam writes that he is planning a 46" Peerless Panther and a 48" TD coupe. We can't wait!
Micro Models, P. 0. Box 1273, Covina, Calif. 91722.
******************
M & P Products have hit the market with a very fine kit of the old Megow Super Quaker. It is
complete in all respects even to the inclusion of cardboard templates to be used in curving
the vertical and horizontal fin balsa wood outlines. Lots of soaking due here. It's a great
kit and should be a fantistic performer in Antique/Texaco. Sorry, we don't have M & P's
address at press time.
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industry. At a time when many people had never seen an aircraft, they were the self taught
experts.
If as, has been proposed, the National meet is held at Dayton, Ohio, it will be repeating history. In 1931, George D. Wanner, major supplier of Kits for the famed Airplane Model
League of America (AMLA), sponsored the Nationals there, since the Depression had cutoff the
normal sponsorship of the American Boy Magazine. It was the last real AMLA Mats (the first
was in 1928 in Detroit). No indoor site was available and only outdoor events were held.
Carl Carlson of the IMAC entered a gas model (Wall engine) which did not make a flight. A
Canadian modeler had free wheeling on his twin pusher and a few used it on straight fuselage
models. Emanuel Fienberg turned in a 4. 1i. minute flight to win the Wakefield for the second
time (he won it in England in 1930 while on the European trip given as prizes to winners of
the AMLA meets held in Detroit).
NOSTALGIA:
How many remember the NATS in Detroit 1936 thru 1939? When NAA membership was 500,
entry fee $1.00 which was returned if you competed, a room in the Book-Cadillac Hotel was
$1 dollar a day each for four people, free bus service to field and indoor site, free box
lunch at the field at noon, and a bang up banquet (free) with awarding of prizes at the hotel
to climax the meet! It cost $8 for a round trip bus ticket to Detroit from Milwaukee and we
even got to see Bill Stout's very advanced auto with the engine in the rear. Best of all we
met our fellow modelers from all over the U.S. so that just names in MAN became lifelong
friends.
Gas engines were expensive, $15 to $20. Most of us earned these by saving 500 a week.
Happily, though, supplies were cheap. Dope was $1 per gallon, tissue 20 a sheet (and in endless colors and grades), silk 500 a yard, and balsa 120 a Board foot in planks at lumber yard.!
A sheet of balsa 1/4x3x4 feet cost 100, bamboo paper could be had free at Chinese Laundrys,
and welding rod made good landing gear wire. These advantages and a lot of available time
allowed us to build endless arrays of models of all types. When the war came on in the early
40's many of us had rooms packed with models and had acquired a $50 car to get to contests.
We thought nothing of loading a four passenger car with six modelers and piles of models to
go hundreds of miles!
Life in the 30's was anything but easy. We were so involved with models and aviation
that we hardly noticed being poorly housed, fed and clothed."
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

NOTICES
Mr. Ben Richardson, 22 Laurel Dr., Hebron, Ky. 41048, has Old Timer kits for sale.
******************
Charles Gerard, 4519 N. Harding Ave., Chicago, Ill., is moving to Little Rock or Fort Smith,
Ark. this summer and desires contact with Old Timer flyers in the area.
******************
Dennis Hentzy, 105 Pleasant Ave., Lancaster, N.Y. 14086, Ph. (716) 683-3722, requests members
in the area contact him. He would like to start a SAM Chapter.
******************
Paul Hill, Country Park Estates, Lot 351, Kokomo, Ind. 46901, needs ignition engines.
******************
W. M. Champion, RD#1, Box 124A, Towanda, Pa., wants contact from SAM members in his area and
info on meets in the Northeast.
******************
Real old timer BERT POND, 128 Warren Terrace, Longmeadow, Mass., 01106, (413) 567-5346, is
producing a 50th NATIONALS Souvenier book. It covers the origin of the 1st NATS, plans for
ten rare models, a reprint of an old model book, model design details, etc. Send SASE to
Mr. Pond for further details.
******************
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Enough of this drivel - let's hope this will be the end of the engine discussion so we can
get to more happy subjects like what contests are coming up, who won, what models were used,
the enjoyment had by the participants, what models are being built and what's in the future
for SAM membership pleasure. Please send me info, articles, good pictures, new projects,
etc.. Lets get this rag more personal and newsy.
The very fine sketch gracing this issue of SAM SPEAKS is the work of SAM member David
Barfield of Conyers, Georgia.
Jack Bolton
*******************************************************************************************

SAM CHAMPS LATEST NEWS
Correspondence from Headquarters, 2750th Air Base Wing, to John Worth, AMA Executive Director,
approved the dates of Saturday, July 31; Sunday, August 1st; and Monday, August 2nd, as the
official dates for the SAM CHAMPS. As of now we have not been informed as to the event
schedules other than radio will be on Saturday and Sunday. Also, we don't know whether onbase quarters will be available on Saturday. Our next issue, due out the first week in June,
will have the information. SEE YOU THERE!
Late last Fall we received several very interesting historical articles written by old timer
Jim Noonan of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Jim is, among many things, the proprietor of "Oldtimer
Models", which is a source for many hard to get modeling supplies - particularly authentic
old timer items.
Jim writes: Reunion in Chicago
"Long planned by Don Lockwood the reunion was held when Bert Pond visited Chicago.
Object was meeting of the very old Illinois Model Airplane Club members. Bill Schweitzer,
1919 Champ, was host at a luncheon attended by Bob Jones - 1924 Mulvihill winner (1st
10 minutes official flight), by Bert Pond - 1925 Mulvihill winner, by Warren De Lancey 1926 Mulvihill competitor (used a single tractor), Don Lockwood - 1927 Champ and leader
of the present IMAC (oldest club in the world) and your correspondent, who would not
consider missing such an event
after lunch the group drove to a
large park for some old fashioned twin pusher flying. Ancient and original modern
replicas of winning models were flown, winding necessarily being limited to give about
two climbiny circles to keep the models within reach. Needless to say: Models were
chased by slow walking - ages of flyers ranging up to 78 years.
A few days later Don was able to assemble a few more oldtimers, Ed Miller, Carl Carlson,
and Gene Dougherty for a flying session at Bong.
Probably the oldest surviving member of the Illinois Model Airplane Club is Bill Schweitzer. Your library may have a copy of his book on Model Aerodynamics, published by the
Burgess Battery Co. in 1928, which gave the advanced technique of the time, far ahead
of any other published data on the subject. Bill remembers competing in the Milwaukee/
Chicago meet in October 1915. One member of the Milwaukee team survives, Alfred Hayden.
*******
Jim continues with a treatise on the Mulvihill Trophy and concise vignette on "Models and
History".
MODELS AND HISTORY
Modeling preceded real aviation. In its beginnings it was the gateway to the real thing.
Almost all pioneers used models to get a feel of the balance of forces needed to achieve
flight.
The Aeronca, Bird, Waco, Lawson, Avro, Laird, and countless other planes were designed
by people who began with models. Members of the early model clubs, who were in young adulthood by 1917, served in many important ways in the overnight expansion of the infant aviation
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the fuel of their choice. The thing to remember is, that it is not the glow plug that gives
the power, but the improved modern design of the powerplant. The next logical point is that
if a contest is being held with split ignition/glow events then the conversions would be
classed into the glow events. In that manner the fidelity of ole timer ignition can be
maintained!
Please remember that the above thoughts are those of several correspondents, but not
all. They do not reflect the thinking or direct the thinking of the Engine Committee. They
are charged with developing the rule change proposal and will do so using a much broader
spectrum of member input than presented herein.
And now before some of our dedicated freeflighters take pen in hand to protest that the
R/C section is trying to dictate to the freeflighters, please read on and elsewhere in this
issue you will find a R/C proposal from Woody Woodman to the effect that for P/C assist
OT'ers, ignition conversions are to be classified as glows.
The point of this is that the R/C enthusiasts are not trying to revamp the basic SAM
rules. The R/C assist OT'ers' are a special event and have their own rules, and, in many
cases, are much more stringent and up to date than the Freeflighter section. The R/C rule
requiring 225 sq in per .10 cubic inch displacement (glow engines) is a well thought out rule
for limiting power. Remember, if you are running original ignition the rule does not apply
and you want to put a Forster 99 in a Zipper, well go ahead (I'd like to he there!).
To delve a little further into this under current of feeling that, because of the large
influx of SAM members in the past year and a half, the R/C crowd is trying to take over and
push the freeflighters around. Well, Gentlemen, rest easy. Most SAM members are well aware
of the fact that the FF'ers axe responsible for the creation of SAM, and are the solid core
of the movement. And also, be aware that, by and large, the greatest portion of the new
members are mostly old FF'ers that are now flying radio or FF'ers that are resurrecting their
old machines from the attics, restoring them, usually fitting them with radio, and going out
to the flying fields.
We do have them into the movement in one case, and in the other, back
into modeling itself, (and its the radio Chats the impetus for the growth, and its healthy
and no one desires to change the basic premise of SAM).
By the way, this growth has gotten us many new "old" kits, revitalized interest in "new"
production of old engines, complete coverage of OT in all model magazines. This coverage
has given us more new members, and above all, strength in voting numbers. AMA recognizes
this strength because they also recognize that the type of modeler involved in SAM is a
voting, do'er type person.
On to a new subject! Pres. Joe Beshar is promoting and sponsoring his eyperimental P/C
meet at Lakehurst. Some members have taken offense, thinking, from the FF side, that he
desires to eliminate FF and from the R/C side, that he wants to do away with the R/C assist
as it is today. Maybe so, but he's one guy that has an idea, wants to try it, sponsor it,
believes it will work, feels its the way of the future, and wants participation in the
EXPERIMENT. Frankly, its no threat to the freeflight scene. I, for one, live in a great
freeflight area and firmly believe that as long as such areas exist so exists freefliaht.
But I also believe that if someone wants to try something new, and if it works, and the mcm
bers like it, then more power to the idea. If successful, I see it as another n! event, in addition to the existing events.
Boy: I'm really on the soap box this issue. I'll aet off right now.
Again, for the newer members information, the SAM rule change procedure is as fellows:
(1) A group or an individual drafts and submits a change proposal to the event coordinator
(FF John Pond), (R/C - Dave Jaggie): (2) They are screened by the coordinator and sent to
SAM SPEAKS for publication as discussion topics by the membership: (3) Interested member in puts are mailed directly to the coordinator for tabulation: (4) He later, if warranted,
publishes a ballot with a change proposal options in Sillle SPEAKS: (5) The membership returns
the ballot to the coordinator for tabulation and he then informs the membership of the results
thru SAM SPEAKS. This process, by design, is lengthy. This time delay is a bulwark against
hasty changes and decisions. To protect our members from mid-stream change no rule change
can be implemented the same calendar year proposed and passed. And a very important point
-mebrshouldnyvte hosrulcangepti ohernts,i.eR/C'rs
vote only on R/C proposals, etc.
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SAM PRESIDENT SPEAKS
FUN-FUN-FUN I guess by now most of you have heard about "The Old Timer Bash" which I am
personally sponsoring on May 16th, 1976 to be held at Lakehurst, N.J. For a clear understanding, this meet is a special, fun fly participation experimental get together for the
purpose of trying out a set of RC assist rules I have devised and personally believe to be
the answer to the survival of free flight in spite of lacking flying fields and at the same
time curtailing the power struggle in old timer activity. (See March 1976 RC Modeler, page
67 and 186 for details,) In the basic rules down thrust is not allowed in old timer models
using glo-engines. This does not apply to models with ignition engines or when these rules
are used for modern free flight events. For reference these are "The Beshar Rules" and in
no way effect present SAM or AMA rules, but are being introduced simply for trials and consideration. Randy Carman: In behalf of SAM, thank you for the outstanding booklet you put
together describing SAM and what it stands for. Congratulations Randy in your appointment
to edit the SAM Column in RC Modeler. SAM CHAMPS official approval has been received from
the U. S. Air Force for Wright Field at Dayton, Ohio - Dates: July 31st, August 1 and 2 for
champs followed by AMA MATS thru August 8, 1976. The Champs committee is busy putting final
details together - Director and Champs Coordinator - Bill Hale, 334 N. Remington Road,
Columbus, Ohio 43209, Phone 614/237-8722, Champs C.D. - Dick Smith, 1617 Oakview, Worthington, Ohio 43085, Free Flight C.D. - Walter Chambers, 3041 Atwood Terrace, Columbus, Ohio
43224, RC Assist C.D., Woody Woodman, 389 Floral Lane, Saddle Brook, N. J. 07622.
CHAMPS CONTRIBUTIONS - RC Modeler and Model Airplane News have each donated $250.00 for
trophies, Woody Bartelt is donating a trophy for highest RC/ignition time. Thank you for
these donations in behalf of SAM as they are much appreciated. Additional donations are
solicited to support the 10th SAMS CHAMPS to make it the best ever. Any individual, group
or business wishing to donate, please contact the writer. Membership - We have met our goal
and are well over 1100 strong.
Happy Landings,
Joe Beshar

EDITORS CORNER
SAM members - The engine conversion matter continues. For the new members, we have a
conflict within SAM which concerns the advent of glow engines that are being converted to
ignition by equipping them with points and spark plugs. The problem lies with the fact that
all of these conversions produce considerable more power than the old, so called "original
ignition" engines. The problem is amplified by the oncoming conversions of the new Schneurle
ported engines. The controversy bounces between the purists that propose, among many proposals, that original ignition only engines be permitted in official SAM competition; to the
advocates of unlimited open competition where any conversion would be legal. These are the
extremes of the positions and there are numerous proposals in between that have been advanced.
Since last issue, we have received considerable correspondence on the subject; although
cogent and well presented, there are valid differences of thought. We welcome all inputs and
certainly respect all opinions. To the contributors, particularly Mr. Bob Larch, we say
thanks. To the testy types, we ask that they remember we are all modelers and trying to do
a job. Please try and keep your inputs professional and impersonal. As was covered last
issue, each contemplated solution is at best a compromise of ideas and tradeoffs of these
ideas, and will normally be an infringement on someones sacred cow. Again, regardless of the
outcome, someone is bound to be unhappy. Be that as it may, keep those letters flowing. The
Engine Committee needs your input.
The mail SAM SPEAKS has received predominently expressed the opinion that glows converted to ignition should be treated, for motor run and event determination, as straight glows.
In making this point several of the correspondents stated that, at the contests they have
attended, the modelers flying the glow engines with points (conversions) are modelers who
have good ignition motors also. These modelers are running conversions to get the benefit of
the longer motor run, not because they are trying to recreate nostalgia or keeping to the
fidelity of the oldtimer era. OK! So be it Then let those that desire to run the conversions do so, but without the unwarranted advantage of the increased motor runs allotted
the original ignition powered models. And, since the conversions will be competing using
-1-
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SAM PRESIDENT SPEAKS
As announced in the last issue of SAM
SPEAKS, Jack Bolton, due to his change of
employment and place of residence, will not
be able to continue as our editor, I would
like to take this opportunity in behalf of
the SAM organization to thank Jack for
the outstanding job he has done for us in
improvising our newsletter. This is a difficult job and requires
considerable time and effort to edit and publish. Jack, I wish you
God's speed and thanks again.
Jack's shoes will be difficult to fill and I am pleased that Pete
Vano has accepted the challenge. Pete is a devoted and interested
modeler having recently become involved in the Old Timer part of
the hobby, He is a businessman and active in the field of graphics
which qualifies him to take on the responsibility of editor. Good
Luck Pete!
In my introduction to "The Glo•Engine Conversion to Ignition
Controversy" ballot in the last SAM SPEAKS it has been called to
my attention that my interpretation of the SAM rules was incorrect where I referred to ignition engines allowed only if manufactured prior to December 1942. It is the intent of the rules that
engines which are manufactured specifically for ignition be acceptable but not limited to the December 1942 manufacture date.
Since the ballot is closed as of November 1, 1976 we will delay
release of the official results to December 10, 1976 in order to
give anyone who has voted an opportunity to change his vote if
he so desires. MEMBERS NOTE! If my error with respect to the
December 1942 date causes you to change your vote, please write
Tim Banaszak, Sec. Treas., at 1947 Superior Avenue, Whiting,
Indiana 46394 immediately or with postmarked date not later
than December 10, 1976, and we will acknowledge the change.
For those members who have inquired in reference to the
progress of the Freeflight and R/C Assist. Coordinator, please
be advised that as soon as I receive the procedure from John Pond,
which he is establishing, as discussed at the annual meeting in
Ohio, we will proceed.
Joe Beshar

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
The transfer of editor responsibility has been quite smooth
thanks to the efforts of Jack Bolton. Jack will be a tough act to
follow.
Establishment of new sources for printing, addressing, mailing,
etc. has caused the delay of this issue. The problems should diminish with this issue and future deadlines met.
It is my understanding that the aim of SAM SPEAKS is to
gather and publish information, announcements, ideas and general
news of SAM activities everywhere. The organization does not
meet as a whole so SAM SPEAKS is the media through which all
information is channeled. I will try to do this keeping the thing as
brief but complete as possible, interesting and easy to read, and
always open to suggestions for improvement.

I ask your help. Send information to me at the address shown
elsewhere in this newsletter, Be sure it's complete with WHO,
WHAT, WHY, WHERE, WHEN and HOW, together with complete
name and address and phone of responsible person(s). We can
print some photos, black and white, drawings, charts, graphs, etc.,
but remember we are limited and cannot promise that everything
submitted will be published. If you want material returned, please
include self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Pete Vano

OLD TIMERS TO BE JUDGED
AT TOLEDO RADIO CONTROL
EXPOSITION IN 1977
Don Belote, Committeeman, has advised that the 23rd Annual
Toledo Radio Control Exposition for 1977 will provide a static
competition of R/C Assist Old Timers which will be judged for
fidelity in accordance with SAM rules. The Toledo show, sponsored annually by the Toledo Weak Signals R/C Club, is one of the
largest in the country, We are honored to have Old Timer activity
recognized as part of it. SAM was provided a booth at the 1976
show and is invited again for the 1977 gala event. We will have
a booth to serve as Old Timer headquarters for our usual fun brigade. They are providing five awards for the Old Timer event in
the form of trophies or a combination of trophies and plaques.
Plan now, the show usually takes place in the winter or early
spring. Details will be announced as soon as they become available.

PLANS FOR 1977 SAM
CHAMPIONSHIPS UNDERWAY
John Pond, SAM Western VP, is getting an early jump on the
SAM Championships project for 1977 to be held in the Las
Vegas area of Nevada the end of June.
In a letter to Al Hellman, dated October 15, 1976, John Pond
announced the appointments and detailed duties of people responsible for the event. They are:
Al Hellman, SCIFS, Contest Manager
Gene Wallock, SCAMPS, F/F Contest Director
Tom Bristol, SAM 21, R/C Contest Director
In addition, John's action request went to others like SAM President, SAM Treasurer, etc. for additional services required to
engineer an event of this magnitude.
The next issue of SAM SPEAKS will carry a copy of the 1977
SAM Champs entry blank which will provide for early registration
and reservations. Look for those entry blanks and get them off
early ... the sooner they are in, the sooner those responsible can
breath easier.
Page 1
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SAM MEMBERS SPEAK
From the September 1976 issue of Hot Leads, SAM Chapter 13,
after listing the winners of the 5th Annual Las Vegas meet came
the following:
"I suggest that it might do well to look at WHO was winning
with converted engines. The list includes Bruce Norman, Leslie
Norman, Sal Taibi, Larry Boyer and Tom Rice, In any contest,
conversions or not, you can expect to see flyers like this in the
winners circle. So I suggest that instead of outlawing or handicapping converted glo engines we do something about flyers such
as those named, It is competing against PEOPLE like that, not
ENGINES, that makes it tough for the losers."
Jim Dean, Ed.

From the DOPE BUCKET, a group up in Utah called S.L.A.M.,
talk about O.T. all night flying sessions. Tell us how that works,
folks. They also talked about the anticipated flight of a Brown,
Jr., the first locally in 30 years or more. How'd it go?

SAM member Howard 0, Camp, Jr. of Oakhurst, N. J. in a
well written letter to Howard Carmen expressed his personal
strong desire to keep SAM Rules unchanged. Howard directed his
comments particularly to the scaling up or down of a model, the
ratio of wing area to engine displacement and the use of R/C in
Old Timers. "I firmly believe the rules should only be changed
when it is an absolute necessity for reasons of safety, lack of resources, or when requested and approved by a majority of the
membership."

Recently, SAM has suffered a sad loss with the passing of John
Hammond, SAM 316, of Baltimore, Md. John was a devoted Old
Timer enthusiast with many years of modeling background. He
shall be sorely missed and not soon forgotten by SAM.

JOHN HAMMOND, SAM 316
EULOGIZED BY WILLIAM BELL,
SAM 317
SAM member, William Bell of 113 Dihedral Drive, Baltimore,
Md. 21220, in a letter to SAM SPEAKS dated Oct. 26, 1976:

"JOHN HAN1MOND

—

MODELER EXTRAORDINAIRE"

I don't remember exactly when I first met John Hammond,
but it was as if I had known him forever. We became flying buddies right away and enjoyed many happy flying hours at the
flying site.
John had the enthusiasm of a seventeen-year•old and the energy
to go with it. When one of us would have a problem he was right
there with a helping hand. He was always interested in helping
young modelers develop their talents. John used to say "somebody's got to take over when us old guys go over the hill."
I never knew a time when John didn't have a project on the
board, or should I say projects. While most of us struggled along
with one plane, he had a gaggle of them going. He used to chide
me as to when I was going to get the Mercury done. Well it's done
and John got to see it fly before he passed on.
I wasn't at the field the day John died, but I was told by his
and my good friend, Gene Crim, what had happened. They were
looking for a lost model in nearby woods, It was nearly dark,
Gene gave up looking for the plane and directed his attention to
looking for John. Unsuccessful, the police were summoned. John
was found the next morning the victim of a massive heartattack.
In closing, let me say that John died with his boots on doing
what he liked best. There is no better way to go to that great
model field in the sky than that.
We, his friends, will miss him very much but will carry on and
keep putting those wonderful "Old Timers" in the air. John
wouldn't have had it any other way.
William Bell

AMA President, John Clemens (right) about to devour SAM
President, Joe Beshar at the SAM CHAMPS "76" victory
banquet held in Ohio.
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SAM FOUNDING FATHERS DREW UP
CONSTITUTION BACK IN 1969
Letter to SAM SPEAKS editor dated November 2, 1976:
Dear Pete,
Joe Beshar asked me to head a committee to find or establish a
constitution and by-laws for SAM. I called John Pond since he
was one of the originators of SAM and found that a constitution
and by-laws had been written. John immediately mailed copies to
me to expedite their inclusion in SAM SPEAKS.
Best regards,
Howard Carman
Following are the minutes of the SAM annual meeting dated
June 24, 1970. The minutes are reproduced here in part:
MINUTES OF SAM ANNUAL MEETING, JUNE 24, 1970
Meeting opened by J. Pond. (Recording Secretary, H. Lowe.)
First Business: Report by G. Lapansie. Informed members
that a constitution had been ratified in 1969 but was not distributed to membership. Didn't have copy along, however, he presented highlights. This will appear in entirety in the next Engine
Collectors Journal. Then he described SAM officers as follows:
1. President
2. Three Regional Vice Presidents
3. Secretary-Treasurer
Next Business: Nominations of officers. (Later members
voted to distribute ballots so entire membership could nominate
officers and vote.)
President: B. Ladner and J. Pond,
Vice President, Eastern Region: P. Sotich, R. Larsh, G. Lapansie.
Vice President, Central Region: A. White, T. Dannels.
Vice President, Western Region: E. Wallock, R. Oslan, A. Whitacre.
Secretary-Treasurer: 5, Taibi (declined), H. Elmore, H. Lowe,
W. Bartell.
Any nominee can withdraw before August 30, 1970.
Notes on Nominees: After the victory banquet, J. Pond spoke
to me and stated that after speaking to B. Ladner, he would withdraw on the following basis: (1) he cannot devote the time
necessary to the betterment of SAM (he has the plans service, and
a very demanding new job at this time) and (2) he feels Ladner
would devote the time and energy necessary. This is not to preclude more mail-in nominees or be construed as undue influence
by this writer. (Pond has formally withdrawn by letter since.)
Next Business: G. Wallock presented a motion to the floor
that he be directed to type up and mail out the minutes to all
SAM members soliciting additional nominees. This is to be mailed
by July 4 weekend; all additional nominees due back to him
August 30, 1970. Final vote ballot to be mailed out September 1,
1970, by G. Wallock. Final election ballots to be mailed to H.
Elmore (present Secretary•Treasurerl by September 30 for counting. Above motion carried.
The Constitution and by-laws referred to in those minutes are
reproduced here in full:

ARTICLE I
Sec. 1. The name of this Corporation shall be the Society of
Antique Modelers, Inc.
Sec. 2. The principal office of the Corporation shall be located
at Denver, Colorado, or at such other place as may be
determined by the Board of Directors.
Sec. 3. This Corporation shall be incorporated as a Colorado
non-profit Corporation.
ARTICLE II
PURPOSE
To conduct a Society offering advice, service and aid concerning
the building and flying of Antique model aircraft. To establish,
compile, issue and publish rules and regulations for and on behalf
of its members. To perform all other services usual in a Model
Club or Society not inconsistent with the above.
ARTICLE III
Sec. 1. Eligibility for Membership — Any individual person who
is a member in good standing of the Academy of Model
Aeronautics shall be eligible for membership in the
Society. Any such application for membership shall file
with the Secretary-Treasurer a written application agreeing to become bound and to abide by the articles of
Incorporation and By-Laws of this Corporation.
Sec. 2, Membership Application — Application for Membership
shall be made on the prescribed form of the Corporation
and be accompanied by such fees provided for under the
dues structure.
Sec. 3. Junior Membership — A junior membership is to be
established with the dues to be fifty cents (50c) per year.
Age limit and cut-off to be the same as AMA,
ARTICLE IV
DUES AND FEES
Sec. 1. Determination of Dues — Annual dues of the members
shall be determined each year by the Board of Directors
according to the financial requirements needed to carry
on the functions of the Corporation.
Sec. 2. Termination of Membership — Any member who shall
become ninety (901 days in arrears in payment of dues
may be suspended from membership in the Corporation
by the Secretary-Treasurer after being duly notified of
such delinquency. All dues, membership rights and
privileges shall cease immediately. Any member may be
removed from membership by a majority vote of the
members present at any annual meeting, or at any special
meeting of the members called for that purpose. For
violation of the By-Laws or rules and regulations of this
Corporation, or for any other conduct deemed prejudicial
of this Corporation, provided that such member shall
have first been served with written notice of the accusations against him and shall have been given the opportunity to present evidence concerning such accusations,
if any, and to be heard at the meeting at which such vote
is taken. The Board of Directors shall have the opportunity to review such suspension.
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ARTICLE V

ARTICLE VIII

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Sec. 1. Annual Membership Meeting — The annual membership .
meeting of this Corporation shall be held at such hour

Sec. 1. Number and Eligibility of Directors — The management
and control of the business and property of this Corpo.

and place designated in the call and shall be held during
the week of the Old Timer Championship, Written notice

ration shall be vested in a Board of Directors of five (5)
members. All Directors must qualify for membership on

of the time, place, agenda and purpose of such meeting

the board by a paid membership in the Society of An•
tique Modelers.
Sec. 2. Term of Directors — Members of the Board of Directors
shall be elected for a three (3) year term by the general

Sec. 2.

membership at their annual meeting.
Sec. 3. Proportional Representation of Directors — Proportional

(b) Reading of minutes of last preceding meeting.
(c) Report of President
(d) Report of Secretary-Treasurer.
(e) Election of Directors.
(f)
Transaction of other business mentioned in the
notice.
(g) Adjournment.

representation from each section of the country shall be
given due consideration when nominations for membership on the Board of Directors are made. Elections for
the Board of Directors shall be held by secret ballot. All
sections shall be represented ie: Eastern, Central and
Western.
Sec. 4. Expulsion of Directors — A member of the Board of
Directors may be expelled by the affirmative vote of two
thirds (2/3) of the membership.
Sec. 5. Rules of Board — The Board of Directors may prescribe
its own rules of procedure not inconsistent with the provision of these By-Laws. Roberts Rules of Order shall be
followed in the absence of any other prescribed rules.

Provided, that in the absence of any objection, the presiding officer may vary the order of the business at his
discretion,
Sec. 3. Presiding Officer — The president, or in his absence, a
person appointed by the Board in their absence shall preside at all membership meetings.
Sec. 4. Annual Board Meetings — The annual meeting of the
Board of Directors shall be held immediately following

Sec. 6. Vacancy — Vacancies on the Board of Directors may be
filled by majority vote of the remaining members at any
regular or special meeting provided a quorum is present,
A director elected to fill a vacancy shall be elected for
the unexpired term of his predecessor in office.
Sec. 7. Action by Unanimous Written Consent — If and when all
the directors shall severally or collectively consent in

the annual or delayed annual meeting of members. One
of the purposes of said meeting shall be the election of
officers.
ARTICLE IX
COMMITTEES
Sec. 1. Flying Rules Committee — Flying and rules committees

writing to any action to be taken by the Corporation,
such action shall be as valid Corporate action as though

shall be appointed by the President for each of the various services requested by the membership. Upon request
by the Board, the flying rules committee shall receive,
investigate, hear, consider, report, and recommend with
respect to any proposals for new or changed Flying Rules.
All recommendations of the Flying Rules committee

it had been authorized at a meeting of the Board of
Directors.
ARTICLE VI
DUTIES OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Sec. I. General Powers — The board of Directors shall have
authority to manage the affairs of the Corporation.

shall be posted at the Old Timer Championship.
Order of Business at the Annual Meeting — The order of
business at the annual meeting of members shall be as
follows:
(a) Roll Call

Sec. 2.

Sec. 2. Duties at Annual Meeting — At the annual meeting of
the general membership the officers of the Board shall
submit statements of the work accomplished during the
preceding year including a financial report.

shall be made by majority vote.
Other Committees — At the discretion of the President,
additional committees may be appointed as the need
arises with their duties being prescribed by the Board of
Directors,

Sec. 3. Election of Officers — The Board of Directors shall elect
from their own body the officers of the Corporation

FLYING RULES PROCEDURE
Sec. 1. Flying Rules — The President of this Corporation shall

who shall consist of a President, three Regional Vice
Presidents, and a Secretary•Treasurer. The election of

publish a set of Flying Rules, and supplements thereto

meeting of the general membership or any adjournment

or therein at the direction of the membership.
Rules Proposals — Any member of this society may
submit in writing to the President of this Corporation a

thereof.

proposal for the establishment of any rules, regulations

officers shall be held at the annual or delayed annual

Sec. 4. Removal of Officers — Any elected officer may be
removed at any time by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of all the
Board of Directors.
Note: At press time it was noted that Article No. 7 was missing
due to copying complications, and will be rectified in the next
issue.
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Sec. 2.

or practices governing Old Timer Flying. The President
will in turn forward such proposals to the Flying Rules
Committee for consideration.
Sec. 3. Proposal — Consideration by Membership — The Board
of Directors of the Society shall after proper consideration, approve or disapprove any proposal referred by a
committee.

AMENDMENT OF BY LAWS
These By•Laws may be amended, altered, changed, added to or
repealed by an affirmative vote of a majority of the members of
this Corporation in good standing present at a general membership
meeting or a written vote by mail of the membership, acting upon
a recommendation from the Board of Directors.

Boys will he boys! Photos taken at a recent Central Jersey
Radio Control Club Meet for R/C Assist Old Timer Free
Flight models. The pictures were taken while Joe Beshar was
in the middle of an official flight where he had hooked a
thermal and was guiding his plane to a possible winning
flight, which seemed at the time to beat an earlier flight of

mine. Being an ardent competitor, I felt it was my duty to give
Joe all the help he needed. Since he was sweating out this
flight and being a possible winner, I helped him out by removing some of his clothing to "keep him cool".
Leon Shulman

Ed's Note: I hear they were both disqualified. Joe laughed when
Lee was punished for interference with a contestant and Lee
roared when Joe was carried off for indecent exposure.
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HOWARD CARMAN DIGS OUT
"SAM" BI-LAWS
AND CONSTITUTION
I am pleased to report that through Howard's initiative we
have finally succeeded in locating a copy of our Bi-Laws. Your
executive body during my tenure sought to locate these in vain.
Howard Carman shortly after accepting the Bi-Law committee
leadership contacted John Pond who appears to have taken a
real in-depth look in his archives — low and behold he had a copy.
These were forwarded through Howard to SAM SPEAKS and
were immediately published in the last issue for the benefit of the
membership. Now that we know what our organizational position
is relating to these Bi-Laws, it becomes obvious that corrections
will be required due to obsolescence and conflict. Originally it
appears that the intent was to incorporate in Colorado. This was
never done to our knowledge, but last year as you know we had
SAM incorporated in New Jersey. Note some other conflicts —
By precedent we have been operating with 4 vice-presidents and
the Bi-Laws read 3. We do not know of Board of Directors being
appointed in the past, etc. In any event there is a lot of work to
be done and Howard has accepted the challenge of leading the
programming of necessary changes which in turn your executive
committee will direct themselves to phasing and operating in
accordance with the final Bi•Laws.
John Pond completed the requested procedure for rules
changes as discussed during the 1976 Business Meeting in Ohio.
These have been given to Howard Carman for consideration as an
addition to the Bi-Laws.
GENE WALLOCK AND TOM ACCIAVATTI HEAD
CHANGE COMMITTEES
We should be grateful to them for leading these committees as
both possess a wealth of experience which qualifies them to perform the task. Let them hear from you as to suggestions.
Freeflight Rules Coordinator

Gene Wal lock

220 LeRoy Avenue, Arcadia, California 91006
RIC Assist Rules Coordinator

Tom Acciavatti

52 Parkway Crescent, Milton, Mass. 02186
Start planning now to attend '77 Sam Champs in Las Vegas. I
expect it will be the biggest yet. "Samsters" get involved.

Happy Holidays!

Gentlemen, Stop Your EnginesIt's Show Time at Toledo
At the 1977 Annual Weak Signals R/C Exposition, scheduled
for April 1 - 3 at Toledo, the Weak Signals will sponsor static
competition for Old-Tinter (Duration) Models With R/C Assist.
It's a great early-spring break for all of us --- Show off your
winter's efforts and walk away with a handsome trophy !
Entry forms will be available as you enter the Sports Arena
via the special Competitors' Door on the river side. Parking
has been greatly improved, according to Don Belote.
Judging is organized in four categories, as follows:
30 points -- Fidelity to Original Design (Tim Banaszak)
30 points -- Construction and R/C Adaptation (Tom Barnes)
Finish and Overall Appearance (Bob Elman)
30 points
10 points -- General Public Appeal (Weak Signals Judge)
The total of available points is therefore 100.
The rules for this special event have been kept simple:
1. Entered aircraft shall conform to prevailing SAM rules
for Old-Timer Models With Radio Assist.
2. Entries shall be displayed complete with engine, tank,
and radio installation. A muffler is optional.
3. Entrants shall provide a judging "book" containing:
(A) Construction plans and Builder-of-Model certificate
(B) Proof of design authenticity -- photocopies are OK
(C) Description of unusual features, R/C adaptation, etc.
4. Any legal engine may be mounted -- type, antiquity,
value, etc., won't affect judging, but appearance can
affect score.
5. Confusions and conflicts will be resolved in keeping with
the spirit of the SAM rules Preamble.
Why be "just" a spectator at Toledo ? This is a fine chance
for you to get in the game and promote that Old-Timer spirit !!
Tom Barnes, Chairman
Toledo '77 SAM Judging
Committee
(412) 282-1509
P.O. Box 1071
Butler, Penn. 16001

SAM Invited to WRAMS
Show in '77
WRAMS has announced that Feb. 26 & 27 are the dates for
their 9th Annual Eastern States R/C Jamboree. The show will be
held in the Westchester County Center in White Plains, N. Y, and
is the biggest in the East. A booth has been donated to SAM for
use as headquarters during the event.
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SAM MEMBERS SPEAK
From The Dope Bucket, Utah State Aeromodlers, Dec. 1976,
in reply to our inquiries in the last issue of SAM SPEAKS.
Hey how about this? In the Nov. Dec. issue of SAM SPEAKS,
Pete Vano, our new editor, has asked about our all night flying
sessions out here in Utah. I wish it was our invention, but is isn't.
We've just carried the San Val ier's nite flying bit to the ridiculous.
We just hang "COOL-LITES" on our landing gears or any other
handy visible location and turn 'em loose. Unlike John Pond's
recent account of his and Bill Northrop's R.C. attempt at night
flying, we don't need to control our F.F. birds, so recognizing the
model's altitude is not critical, except to avoid being hit. Really,
it has happened. To date, we still haven't been successful in making it all night, but we've made some valiant efforts. Once we
made it to 3:30 A.M., a couple times to Midnight and this past
summer, Mark Fechner and I would certainly have been successful if a sudden heavy wind and rain storm hadn't driven us off our
flying site just a half mile or so from the beach of the Great Salt
Lake. In addition to the Cool Lites, we set up a Coleman Lantern
or two to give us a base to fly from. It's amazing how unfamiliar
Your own flying site can become after dark. A few years ago, one
of the local modelers became disoriented after dark and was quite
some time in getting back to his car after a long flight at dusk.
Pete also reminded me that I haven't followed up with a report
on the results of my experiment with a Brown D in my Super Buc.
Well, it worked so well that it is still in it after four flying sessions,
including a total of something in the neighborhood of 30 flights.
The first flight and possibly a third of the balance are on Super
Eight film. Boy, this movie bit can get to be one h--- of a
habit. I've found out from this experiment that I've been flying
the Buc a couple ounces nose heavy all these years, The improvement in the glide has been just out of the realm of fondest wishes.
The Brown has all the power you could ask for in Gas Allotment
and probably plenty for sensible 30 Sec. events. I haven't opened
'er clear up yet so I'm not sure what the top end is like. I'm told
that the fuel consumption of the Brown is considerably better
than the Cyke I've been using, so I'd say that the experiment has
been an unqualified success. WOW — don't let anyone bad mouth
a Brown.
Lin Haslam
I agree, Lin . . . that's one on our cover this month. It belongs
to Andy Anderson. Pete

Rubber FF Scale

of the rubber and scale events. The fact that there was an exciting
unlimited flyoff between two veteran superstars (George Perryman
and Frank Heeb) of the rubber fraternity was not even mentioned! A colorful sidelight to this flyoff, which also should have
been noted, was that Grandpa George won the event with a 1940
Lanzo Stick while Chet Lanzo was watching!
While the powers to be have done a creditable job updating the
rules of the GAS categories, nothing has been done to make the
scale rules more realistic. There are no guidelines whatsoever in
the S.A.M. Rulebook for rubber scale events.
Now that a FF rules coordinator has been assigned, I am hopeful that something will be done in this direction, I would be
happy to assist the committee if they need any help. (Quick get
his address, guys! — Ed.)
I realize that rubber F F and scale enthusiasts are in the minority,
but please give us a proportionate share of the action. A few
words now and then about our side of the hobby certainly would
be appreciated.
Best regards,
Bill Henn
53 Hall Street
Clifton, N. J. 07014
From Hot Leads, Nov. 1976, Journal of the Southern California
Antique Model Plane Society:
Do you read "Model Builder" magazine? If so, do you ever
happen to read 'Plug Sparks', by John Pond? I sometimes do, and
it is giving me an identity problem. John persists in calling me
'Jim Adams', or, failing that, he mails things to me at J.A.'s address,
John was 'quoting' from my account of the Las Vegas contest
and took my comments 'doing something about the PEOPLE
who win' literally, pointing out that some groups penalize winners
at subsequent contests. My intent was to call attention to the
tact that certain people are superior competitors, and it doesn't
matter particularly what equipment they use.
Dear old John didn't read my commentary very carefully,
evident when he referred to Bob Chambers as ', . busting up his
Forster 99 powered Scram when it lost its rudder tab.' My actual
words were, ' ... busted up his lovely Forster 99 when his Scram
lost its turn tab.'
I must forgive you, John, what can be expected from a 'Half R.C.' flyer? ('Half - — that's one who turns ON only half his
R.C. equipment)
I told this to Bud over the phone and he thought I said 'halfarse C flyer' — I had to explain it to himl
Jim Dean, Ed.

Letter to SAM SPEAKS dated 12/9/76.
Dear Pete,
My modeling career began in the late 1930's. Those were lean
years and I never could scrape together enough cash to buy a gas
engine. As a result my interest in rubber powered models and
tow•line gliders flourished and continued until the war when I left
the hobby.
Recently I got the bug again, returned to building rubber scale
and free flight, and was delighted when I learned of S.A.M, and
the O.T. movement. Unfortunately my pleasure proved to be
short lived. After reading a number of S.A.M. Newsletters and the
O.T. columns carried in the various model mags, I realized that
the O.T. movement was actually an O.T. gas model movement.
Information pertaining to engine conversions, engine rule change
proposals, results of O.T. R.C. contests, etc. dominate the pages
of your newsletter and the aforementioned columns.
It seems incredible that the writers of the numerous accounts
of the 1976 SAM NATS managed to omit all but the barest details
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CATALYST DANGER
Article sent to us by L. E. Baney, SAM No. 27.
At a safety conference held in Vancouver, an eye specialist
described a hazard that could affect each of you and your families.
That hazard is the catalyst for "hardener" or "accelerator" that
is added to fiberglass resin before the resin is applied. The eye
specialist told us that a drop of this catalyst in the eye will progressively destroy the tissue of the eye and result in blindness.
This will occur even though an attempt is made to wash the
catalyst from the eye. Furthermore, once the chemical has started
to destroy the eye, there is no known way of stopping the destruction or repairing the damage.
The hazard associated with fiberglass resin was unknown to
those of us who attended the conference, although many of us
had used fiberglass resin at home or at work. The hazard may be
unknown to you also, and to your wives and children who may

' also use a similar kind of resin and catalyst when working with
fiberglass (or with some hobby kits now available). We hope you
will bring this hazard to the attention of your wives and children.
The cost of a pair of safety goggles is a very small price to pay for
the protection of their eyesight — and yours.
— Excerpt of National Safety Council article
first printed by Aerospace Newsletter 8.75.
L.E.B. would like to see a safety section in SAM SPEAKS regularly.
Get the articles in, we'll get 'em printed — Ed.

Miss SAM CHAMPS, 1977
Chosen
John Pond, Western VP has announced that Miss Patricia
Webster of Manchester, Tennessee has been selected Miss Sam
Champs for 1977 and has accepted. John has requested CD, AI
Hellman escort or provide for escort of Pat at all SAM functions.
(I'll bet he doesn't ask for volunteers! How do you politely turn
down 1400 guys?) SAM SPEAKS has requested photos and info
from Pat but nothing has arrived yet. One statement in John's letter to Al Hellman went like this: "We will need some background,
(school, age, etc.) plus some specifications." (I always throught
they were called statistics, John. Ed.)

VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE
Following are proposed responsibilities and duties for the Rules
Coordinators. SAM officers have drawn up the following to be.
come an amendment to our Constitution.
AMENDMENT 1
Rules Coordinators
Sec. 1 The President shall appoint two members to act as Rules
Coordinators: one for Free Flight and one for Radio
Control regulations.
Sec. 2 The duties of each Coordinator shall be as follows:
(a) The Coordinator is empowered to screen all proposals
based on redundancy, impracticability, or conflict
with present rules. No rule change shall be excluded
based on personal interpretation of SAM policy.
lb) The Coordinator shall accept all rule changes beginning
on the first of the calendar year. No rule changes for
the following year shall be accepted after October 31,
(c) The Coordinator shall be responsible to assure all
proposed rule changes are published and voted on
before Jan. 1st of the following calendar year.
(d) The Coordinator shall compile all votes, and report
results to the membership. Those approved rules shall
be published six months before the Annual SAM
Championships to become effective for that calendar
year.
All SAM members have the right to vote and are strongly en•
couraged to do so. Please send this ballot or similar information
on Post Card or letter to:
Tim Banaszak
1947 Superior Avenue
Whiting, Indiana 46394
Constitution Amendment I as it appears in SAM SPEAKS,
SPECIAL DECEMBER 1976 ISSUE.
NAME:
SAM NO.
O YES
NO

SAM CHAMPS SCHEDULE
FREE FLIGHT
TUESDAY 6.28-77
"C" Cabin
"A" Pylon
30 Second Antique
Cabin Rubber

WEDNESDAY 6-29.77
"A" Cabin
"B" Pylon
Stick Rubber
.020 Replica

THURSDAY 6.30-77
"B" Cabin
"C" Pylon
Fuel Allotment Antique
Scale

As you will notice, all basic SAM F/F Events and two special
events will be flown.
The Contestant Kit should highleght Section 11, Para. 2,
of the Free Flight Rules. I feel it is reasonable for the contestant
to provide this info. for processing. I intend to weigh all Old
Timer cabin and Pylon models.
Unless the SAM membership has voted to the contrary, or
an executive directive has been issued, all converted Glo Ingines
will fly in the ignition class.
All Gas Events, scale and cabin rubber will be R.O.G. stick
rubber will be the only hand launch event.
The 200 foot from the cars flying rule will be enforced and a
flight line established normal to the cars. We'll need a line marker.
Exhibition Motorcycle Hot•dogging will not be allowed.
I believe Nevada has a mandatory crash helmet rule. This should
be spelled out in the contest kit.
Due to the remoteness of the Flying site a field safety officer
should be appointed for First-Aid, water and prevention of
long chases on foot.
Cots or air mattresses should be provided in the main tent
for heat sufferer's (I'll bring two mattresses).
OLD TIMER RADIO ASSIST:
TUESDAY JUNE 28
1, Class C (Glow)
2. Class A (Glow)
3. Class C (Ignition)
WEDNESDAY JUNE 29
1. Antique (Ign. & Glow Comb.)

2. Class (Glow)
3. Class A•B (Combined Ignition)
THURSDAY JUNE 30
1. Texaco (Ignition & Glow)
2. .020 Replica
OLD TIME R/C ASSIST RULES
1. All SAM Rules will apply in the Standard Events.
2. Ignition and Glow powered entries will be run as separate
events in Classes A, B, C.
3. Texaco Event fuel allotment will be restricted to 1/8 oz. per
pound of model up to a maximum of seven pounds.
4. The run motors assigned to models in the Antique class will be
based on a maximum weight of seven pounds.
5. .020 Replica Fuel Allotment Event will follow all SAM rules
except as noted:
(A) 11/2 c.c. of fuel (to be provided by the Contest
Director).
(B) R.O.G. Only
(C) Five minute max flights
(0) 50 point bonus for landing in 50 Ft. Circle
(E) Six attempts to attain three officials. An official
flight is defined as a flight greater than 20 seconds.
It shall be the responsibility of each contestant to provide
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the wing area and weight of his model prior to processing. All
models will be checked.

Contest Notice

ANTIQUE EVENT

2nd Old Timer Bash to be held at Lakehurst Navel Air Station,
Lakehurst, New Jersey on May 15, 1977 from 9:00 A.M. to
4:00 P.M. CLASS A, B, and C.

Motor runs in this event will be revised as follow:
Glow engines 5 seconds per pound of airplane; ignition engines
shall have ten seconds/if. Weight limit shall be 7 lbs.
That should do it for the 1977 SAM Champs. About the only
thing new is the addition of ignition only events in R/C.

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
We are trying to get the SAM roster updated and corrected.
Please check your name, address and SAM number as it appears
on this newsletter, If correct, do nothing. If anything is wrong —
spelling, address, SAM number — please send the correction on a
post-card showing the way it now appears and the correct way.
Send to SAM SPEAKS, P. 0. Box 117, Middlesex, N. J. 08846
and H UR RY, it's got to be completed long before the next mailing
and we are going to prepare permanent metal plates.

Voting Results
Tim Banaszak has advised SAM SPEAKS on Dec. 14, 1976 that
the counting of the ballots on the engine question has been completed.
197 YES
160 NO
Tim further reported that he received only one change as a
result of the voting time extension caused by the error in dates.

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
A few weeks ago SAM SPEAKS received two pieces of addressing equipment as a donation by SAM member Andy Anderson.
These are a welcome gift. Thanks Andy. No matter how you
do it, addressing some 1400 pieces is a heavy task and this equipment should help simplify and hasten the job.
The initial problem was getting these two heavy units from
Andy's basement to my studio some 20 miles away. The first
hundred feet or so was the toughest part of the journey. Andy
guessed that one unit weighed about 700 pounds. I disagreed
and guessed 400, it turned out we were both correct. It weighed
400 on the first 3 st;•ps and gained at least 300 on the remaining
10. Cliff Schaible was already at Andy's when I arrived in my
little pick•up. He was anxious to lend a hand. . . a foot . .
a back . . . a tear, and a couple of guys who aren't yet members
of SAM were also there . . with another truck yet ! Adam
Schuster and his nephew Joe Lochowski, both fine modelers
lold timer buffs too) added some beef to the event. Well, it
took the whole afternoon but the move was completed.
I want to thank all these people on behalf of SAM not only
for their fine effort but because they gave up a fine flying Sunday
to do it I
While we're passing out thanks . . . Marion Clark, who's
hubby, Jim Clark volunteered her services for updating, re-writing,
etc., of our SAM roster. Boy it could take all day just to count
1400 names, imagine writing, addressing, number and indexing !
Thanks, Marion .. and after you're finished, go ahead and step
on Jim's Sailplane !
Pete Vano
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This is the 2nd of series of experimental meets for trial of revised
rules for radio assist FREE FLIGHT.
BESHAR RULES (Phase I)
For OLD TIMER BASH
Basic Rules
1. Radio control allowed for rudder and engine shutoff during
official flight.
2. Except for the following all other Society of Antique Modeler
("Sam") Radio Control Assist Old Timer Rules apply:
Section I
No. 5 - Not applicable, standard weight rule of
8 onces per sq. ft. of wing area is applicable to all
aircraft.
No. 6
Not applicable, no minimum wing area.
FOR OFFICIAL COMPETITION FLIGHT (Designated Flight
Field will be staked off by C.D.I
During engine run, speed must be constant from take off to shut
off. Radio control rudder only during engine run and to stop
engine. Right after stopping engine aircraft is allowed to free
flight with hands off transmitter, flight time is clocked official
only until transmitter is used to radio control aircraft for return,
flight is considered official only if aircraft lands within designated
flight field otherwise flight is considered an attempt.
HOST -- Old Time Eagles M.A.C. lSAM 11)
SPONSER
Hi-Way Hobby House, Ramsey, N.J.
C.D. -- Joe Beshar
198 Merritt Drive, Oradell, New Jersey 07649
Phone: 201 261-1281

Miss SAM CHAMPS
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LAST MINUTE FLASH

Just received a letter from Tricia Webster, our Miss SAM
CHAMPS 1977 with the photos, above. Tricia says she's 20 and a
Junior at the University of Tennessee in Knoxville, home of the
Vols big orange and now, Johnny Majors. She's a Public Relations
major, enjoys disco dancing, tennis, dating fraternity guys and
attending model airplane contests. Tricia says that at the Old
Timer contests she usually "pits for her dad where her job is holding his tail — the airplane's tail, that is . . . because sometimes it
gets away from him, and hacks at his fingers with its prop!" Tricia
asked us if we wanted to know if she was glow or ignition. "Since
I send off a lot of sparks, I guess I'm ignition!" She can't wait to
see us in Las Vegas and is looking forward to the fun!
(Well, that did it . . . I just called for reservations, AI Hellman
just made an appointment with his doctor .
and John Pond still
didn't get his specifications .
Pete)

.

.

A MODELER'S PRAYER FOR THE NEW YEAR
GROUP TRAVEL PLAN ARRANGED
FOR "SAM" MEMBERS GOING TO '77 "SAM"
CHAMPS AT LAS VEGAS
Price per person:

Double Occupancy
For Single Occupancy Add

S239.00
50.00

Package includes round trip transportation by jet from JFK
Airport. N.Y. departing June 27, 1977 A.M., returning July 1,
1977 P.M. - All taxes, airport transportation, four nights as
cornodation at Stardust Hotel, tips and gratuities to bellhop
and maids.
Las Vegas Fun Book at Silver City Casino (across the street
from Stardust Hotel) containing 3 breakfasts, S18.00 in nickels,
S60.00 slot play, 9 keno tickets, $30.00 blackjack, craps and
Big 6. Free Souvenir and more.
Please advise J. Beshar, 198 Merritt Drive, Oradell. N.J. 07649,
phone 201.261-1281 NOW if interested (Must have answer by
January 15, 1977}. If we do not get enough people to sign up
this will allow adequate time to sign up with Al Hellman's notice
elsewhere in this SAM SPEAKS due by January 31st, 1977.

LORD . . . usher me into the new year with better understanding, Thou knowest that / have oft times made this hobby an
unpleasant task rather than a rewarding pastime.
HELP me to realize that in spite of my vast wisdom and
experience I do not have the solution to everybody's problem.
GIVE me the boldness to carry my head high with my nose at
a friendly elevation.
IN competition, teach me to lose so that I may be a better
winner.
RELEASE me from the habit of blaming others or equipment
for every mishap. Awaken me to thy Devine Teaching that sometimes I may be wrong.
BESTOW upon me the talent to huild and fly well.. . so that
my work speaks more loudly than l do.
TEACH me the difference between the two points of view . . .
the wrong one and mine.
RESTRAIN me from endless babbling about my own endeavors
when helping others .. full bore, fly me to the point.
SECURE my lips on chronic complaints.
ENLIGHTEN me, Lord, that 50 years in this hobby are not
necessary to be successful. Thou knowest well that among our
ranks are 50 year losers with glorious excuses and 3 year winners
who know nothing.
WHEN defying YOUR devine laws of gravity, keep me ever
mindful that it is for fun.
GIVE me the ability to use the optic nerve and the eardrum
as often as the vocal chord.
HELP me seek good in others . . . give me the grace to find it
and the sense to tell them so.
LEAD me to realize that my particular joys in this hobby may
not correspond with those of others. Teach me to respect his
desires and not impose my preferences upon him. YOU made this
world soacious enough for all of us.
SHOW me the way to these ends, Lord, so that 1 may be a wel•
come visitor to the flying sites and meeting grounds in the new
year. With YOUR help I might in some small way help to brighten
the day for those less fortunate than I
AMEN
Pete Vano

1977 S.A.M. CHAMPS, LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

JUNE 28, 29 & 30
I plan to attend. Please send kit (No charge)
I want

rooms at the STARDUST

(Send S10.00 deposit per room.)

NAME

SAM No

.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE
Mail before JANUARY 31, 1977 to Contest Manager
AL HELLMAN, 22607 HATTERAS STREET,
WOODLAND HILLS, CALIFORNIA 91364

ZIP
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SAM PRESIDENT SPEAKS
Now that the conversion of glo to ignition engine controversy is over by majority
membership vote — conversion engines will
be allowed — all that remains is for Al
Hellman and his committee to establish the
rules which relate equity or possible advantage to the original ignition engines which
is vigorously in process.
I thought for the benefit of the member
ship and the uninformed, who in some
cases have written mud, that the history of
what transpired be reviewed in factual outline form. The conflicts and opinions in thinking has been a knock
down, drawn out issue which became obvious, existed before my
tenure.
1.
During the 1975 Sam Champs Business meeting in Denver
(my first as Sam President) the subject was brought up and a
hearty discussion from the floor resulted in referring the issue to
committee. The committee consisted of Tim Dannels of Colorado
(chairman), Bruce Chandler of California, Mark Fechner of Utah,
Woody Bartelt of Michigan and Hank Hilscher of Indiana.
2.
A ballot was cast by the committee for the membership
in Sam Speaks No. 19 consisting of questions directed toward
giving the committee an idea and understanding as to the opinions
of the general membership.
3.
From this point on the committee met with all sorts of
controversy and comments which in some cases were sorted to
the extent of personal inferences to individuals on the committee
which perpetuated to kindle the fire.
4.
I received a letter dated July 21, 1976, one week before
the 1976 Dayton Sam Champs from Tim Dannels advising that
his committee was unable to reach an acceptable agreement as he
felt that the proposals handicapped original ignition engines rather
than encouraging their use. He also stated that his association
with SAM would be a waste of time relating his desires in keeping
OLD TIMERS a low pressure, low key event and preserving aeromodeling history.
5. The next week at the Champs business meeting in Dayton,
I brought up the subject and proposed to the floor that we revert
to the original fundamental issue and determine by total membership whether SAM initially would want conversions or not. Al
hlellman, during the discussion, volunteered that if the membership did vote for conversions that he would head the committee
to draw out the governing rules. The above was voted upon and
accepted at that meeting.
6.
I issued the fundamental ballot in the next issue of SAM
SPEAKS which resulted in a majority vote to allow engine conversions, hence Al Hellman and committee are in the process of
establishing the converted engine rules.
In closing it must be emphasized that the basic preamble of
the "Society of Antique Modelers, that of preserving vintage and
old timer modeling must be fostered with good fellowship and
good natured competition." This can be accomplished only by
togetherness, understanding and cooperation.
Don't forget your planning for the 1977 Champs at Las Vegas
July 28, 29, 30. It will be the greatest yet.
Happy Landings!
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Interim Engine Conversion
Committee Report
By
Al Hellman
Chairman, SAM 411
Many questions have been raised regarding the formation and
activity of the committee for developing rules governing glow
engine conversions.
My original hope was to form this committee of fifteen and
myself with equal numbers of members using mostly glow conversions, mostly original ignition engines and those using a combination of both.
I selected seventy-five members who voted affirmatively for
glow engine conversions and sent them questionnaires in order to
determine if they would be interested in serving, how they classify
themselves as to engine usage and finally, whether they would
stand behind the rules approved by a 75% majority vote of the
committee. The necessity for this was obvious; I had to make
certain that no member would drop out if things weren't going
his way. This would destroy the entire committee.
Laws are not made with 100% unanimous votes. We needed
the input of many opinions to stimulate sound and objective
thinking. The questionnaire also outlined those items to be discussed so that the candidate would know what the scope would
be.
We did not ask for the position the member would take regarding these items; only if such items should be explored. Many of
the responses indicated that some members felt they were not
qualified to serve and so stated.
Of all the returns, the greatest number were those who used a
combination of conversions and original engines, followed by a
somewhat smaller number of those using mostly original engines,
trailing with only five members who admit to using most glow
conversions.
To be completely fair in group representation, members were
selected from each group in the same proportion received, as
follows:
1 member
A. Mostly glow conversions
6 members
B. Mostly original engines
9 members
C. Combination of A & B
Obviously, I could have used all five from Group "A" and
selected equal numbers from "B" and "C", but this would not
have been fair representation.
As promised, I picked those who are active fliers and thoroughly familiar with contest operations. This was important to make
certain that the developed rules would be practical and easily
enforced.
I felt it was important to keep the identity of each member
confidential to make certain that they would not be subjected
to pressure or harassment from not only other committee members but those outside the committee. The wisdom of this decision
has been clearly proven. The pile of "pressure" correspondence I
have received could fill a book.
Each member on the committee is called upon to do his own
thinking. The results so far have been satisfying. We just completed
the first round and settled six rules. Six other rules have less than
the 75% majority required. These must go back in the next round
for more work. Hopefully, we will be done by the end of March,
or sooner. Immediately thereafter, the approved committee rules
will be published in SAM SPEAKS for membership ratification by
vote.
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INTERIM ENGINE CONVERSION COMMITTEE REPORT
The new rules, even if ratified by June 1977, would not be
applicable for use at the SAM Champs in Las Legas this year.
The present rules would still apply, which permits any glow conversion without limitations or penalties.
I trust you will all bear with us during this period. We are
doing our best to develop a simple, easily understood and easily
enforceable set of rules for everyone's benefit. When completed,
all committee members will be identified at the same time that
proposed rules are published.

SAM F.F. Coordinators Report
I have noticed in the past, whenever some individual is named a
coordinator the results of their coordination effort (good or bad)
become "his" effort or "her" effort, or rule, or amendment, etc.
Let me assure you that any changes proposed and passed by the
membership will be given original author credit.
I do request that any proposal submitted be put in the language
that the author would like to see on the ballot. This will avoid
any change in the intent of the proposal due to verbage rearrangement.
I hope that publishing the proposals in advance of any ballot
will enable the membership to discuss the proposal and/or try
them out at a contest or fun fly.
Proposal No. 1 submitted by Ed Novak (Sam No. 7) and endorsed by twelve associates is to add a new BASIC event to the
SAM F.F. events. The proposal reads as follows:
Subject: A New Event Proposal (BASIC)
The undersigned propose the following:
That rubber scale be made a new official SAM event, and
a)
ask that it be studied for approval and voted upon by the national
body.
If confirmed, interject the new "Rubber Scale Event" into
b)
the SAM Rule Book and have it read:
Rubber Scale — A model of a true large aircraft built from
plans designed, kitted or published prior to December 1942.
That the models be hand-launched into flight, the maximum
duration of which be determined by the contest director. The
number of flights in one event may be optional with the total
of the flights to be the total score. There will be no scale
judging, but contest director reserves the right to check authenticity of plans.
Comment:
The major reason for this addition to the rule book, is to separate rubber scale from gas scale. The two have been put in the
same event at the past NATS which is unfair to rubber-powered
planes. They cannot be flown together in the same event because
of their respective motor runs. (Note NATS Results). Second reason for making "Rubber-Powered Scale" an official event, is that
the rubber-powered model is the oldest known type of model
airplane. They were flown long before gas engines were even
developed. Therefore this event more than the others is characteristic of the theme of SAM.
Ed Novak (SAM-7)
150 Price St., Bridgeport, CT 06610
Proposal No. 2 submitted by Cliff McBaine deals with a problem I'm sure has been presented to many an "Old Timer" C.D.,
and is worthy of careful consideration. The proposal reads as follows:
As I see it, since the SAM Rule Book does not specify any rule
in regard to Number of Models per event, it should be so included.
I think that if this inclusion is up for vote there should be options
to choose from as I have listed below. Following each option I
have commented on each and given what I see as advantages or
disadvantages.
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Number of Models
(Proposed Options for Inclusion in SAM Official Rule Book)
Option A
Each contestant may enter no more than one model in each
event. If event is one in which classes or categories are combined, the model may be one of any of the classes or categories
which have been combined.
Comment: This is taken directly from paragraph 10 Article 1
"Sanctioned Competition" of the 1976-77 AMA Rules.
Advantages: Questionable
Disadvantages: Possible elimination from competition of a
contestant due to unavoidable circumstances, such as breakage of
model in competition or in transportation, or loss of model during
flight. Since flying sites are becoming more remote, many contestants, some of whom may fly only one or two events question
the practicability of such travel.
Option B
Each contestant shall be allowed two models; their respective parts may be freely interchanged. In the case of combined
classes, each model may be of a different class, but in no case
may the contestant use more than two models in an event. The
two models do not have to be of the same general design configuration.
Comment: This is taken directly from the current 1976-77
AMA' Rule Book, paragraph 10 under Article 6, FF Power, and
paragraph 5.1 under Article 9 FF Outdoor Rubber, with the
exception of the last sentence which has been added. This option
is thus the current AMA specific ruling on number of models in
FF gas and rubber events, with the qualification by the added last
sentence.
Advantages: Eliminates or alleviates the problems listed under
disadvantages of Option A. Also this Option is compatible with
AMA rules and would thus probably cause less confusion.
Disadvantages: None apparent.
Option C
Each contestant shall be allowed an unlimited number of
entries in any event, but entry fee shall be required for each of
the entries, unless otherwise specified by the contest director.
The contestant shall be allowed only one model for completing the flights for that models entry. No interchanging of
models from one entry to another is permitted.
Comment: This Option is presented to encourage more entries
of different models of various designs and thus perhaps be instrumental in bolstering the growth of SAM. This concept has been
employed by the Flightmasters scale events with remarkable
success in increasing entries and attendance at contests.
Advantages: Same as above under comments. Also one might
believe that this option gives the category specialist an advantage,
however he still has to build and fly the models, so if he wins by
any advantage that this option presents, he perhaps deserves it. It
should (it would) increase the financial income at contests.
Disadvantage: Puts the contestant with limited time for model
activity at a disadvantage. But isn't that what it's all about to get
modelers more active to bolster our contest entries.
Sincerely,
Cliff McBaine
Proposal No. 3 submitted by Bruce Chandler is a sincere attempt
to subdue the "noise level" prevalent in the last few years. The
first part of his proposal presents the philosophy of the proposal
and the second part deals directly with proposed changes, I strongly suggest that the membership employ an objective approach
while considering this proposal, which is as follows:

It appears to me that it is time to put some facts into the engine
discussions as there are far too many opinions flying around lacking same. Firstly, let me qualify my status as a graduate engineer
knowledgeable of reciprocating engines sufficiently long, that I
even knew how to spell it 2 weeks agol
I base my observations on 2 very key issues, a) event longivity
and b) power control. Suffice to say that "growth" of the vintage
model activity may not be of great concern but longivity most

assuredly is! I for one, would prefer to buy the farm at age 75 at
the hands of a jealous husband following a day featuring first
place wins in O.T. A, B and C ignition cabin! Now in order to get
there from here, I need to know that there is a real probability
that there will be engines available for me to accomplish this feat
in the "then" years and in sufficient numbers for the competition
to be adequate. I believe the most ardent of the purest collector
clan will admit that finding servicable Bartams and Ardens et al
25 years from now in sufficient number to do this job is most
unlikely. Obviously, the "converted" and derivative engine utilizing appropriate, inexpensive high volume production engine
components can and will make this possible.
As a business venture outright production of completely new
ignition engines in the various needed sizes is unlikely simply
because the market potential doesn't justify the investment required, or entice present manufacturers of engines to short run
ignition "specials". Of course, those who presently are making
limited quantities of various description new engines will continue
for a time and others will have a go at it also as time goes by.
However, it reminds me of the scotty dog attacking the rocking
horse, love's labors will be expended for a while but lack of real
fulfillment will cause the attempt to be limited and then abandoned. Shortly thereafter the owners of these engines will be in the
same boat as the guy today trying to find an Arden Timer et al.
Frankly, flying vintage FF models with glow engines seems
totally out of character and it is very difficult to handle the
"chemical horsepower" problem. It appears there is wide spread
agreement on this point. So the question is how do we continue
with ignition engines in sufficient number, availability (including
spares) and reasonable cost? Obviously the converted and derivative engine answers the need. However, keeping the spares problem in mind and realizing that modern engines will continue to
evolve technically, then some simple method to control power
output is needed, otherwise our rules will look like our tax laws!
O.K., let's look at some hard facts and, if you will accept my
expertise, we will avoid an arithmetic lesson. The key formula for
2 cycle engines is:
PCDN
Brake Horse Power (BHP)
396000
Where:
P c = Brake Mean Effective Pressure (PSI) (BMEP)
D = Displacement (in s )
N - RPM
O.K., for any given class displacement (19, 29, 60, etc.) the
power output depends upon the BMEP and RPM. Now for small
displacement 2 cycle engines, the RPM can be pretty well controlled by propeller size. Therefore, by putting minimum diameter
limits on a basis of displacement, RPM's for new "modern" engines can be held within the range achieved by the best of the
original engines. If you buy that, then let's look at BMEP. Basically, this term is made up of mechanical efficiency, thermal
efficiency and rate of energy liberation in the cylinder all clumped
together.
Mechanical efficiency of a well designed and manufactured
engine for any given displacement will not vary greatly regardless
of when the engine was made so long as a rubbing type timer is
included, as this does have real effect on the total engine friction.
I view the hue and cry over sleeve bearings versus ball bearings
somewhat in the context of picking the fly specs out of the pepper for our area of interest. BB's are used to improve crank stiffness, allow larger FR intake passages at high speeds, (this is a real
friction improver) life and no small measure of customer psychology. Since it's logical to effectively limit RPM, then this issue
is a straw man.
The thermal efficiency item is interesting. We, by using gasoline, operate far more efficiently than glow engines. What is important here is that modern glow engines are greatly enlarged air
transfer passages. These are needed to allow the much heavier
glow fuel/air charge to move thru the engine at high speeds. Large
transfer ports are used to deliver a maximum fuel/air charge into
the cylinder, again at high speeds. The key here is the volume of
gasoline going thru an engine is between 1/2 and 1/3 that of glow
fuel, therefore, most glow engines designed for maximum power
at high RPMS simply will not run well or perform poorly on igni-

tion at restricted RPMS. Those that do run well on ignition are
more mildly ported. This tells you that with restricted RPM, the
only guy who should worry about port type and size is the poor
slob who is trying to cobble up engines to sell that run O.K., not
the rule makers and/or flyers.
The proof of this is to play games with the formula shown and
vary the BMEP by 10 psi and the RPM by 5000. Doing this using
50 psi as a nominal minimum value (very realistic for 2 cycle
engines in the .15 — .35 size range), you will 1st realize that a
change of 10 psi out of 50 psi would be hard to achieve. Secondly,
the numbers say that at 18000 RPM the difference is .09 BHP,
however, the RPM change results in a loss of 18 BHP!
So what does all this tell us? Simply this, for power control
use gasoline only, restrict RPM by establishing minimum prop
sizes for the various displacement ranges, specify the use of "rubbing" type point systems, and prohibit pressure fuel systems. In
the future, it might be necessary to limit venturi sizes in the same
manner as props but this would be a simple addition to some already simple and effective rules.
In conclusion, I hope the engine rules you will soon be voting
on reflect this baseline, if they do we can all quit arguing and
writing epistles and go back to building, flying and having fun
again until that jealous husband shows up! O.K.?
Bruce R. Chandler

Amend Preamble
Add:
It is also expected that engines selected for use in antique
and old timer category models provide flight characteristics
similar to the era being duplicated.
Definitions & Basic Regulations
2) Section 1
into
No. 3 Antique category shall be (delete) divided
two events: Fuel allotment antique (6' minimum wing span) and
30 second antique (no size limitation).
No. 5 Delete from this Section
No. 6 Delete from this Section
No. 7 Change to No. 5
No, 8 Models may not be entered in a class smaller than
that for which they were originally designed regardless of installed
engine displacement. Maximum wing areas are:
Class B — 495 in Class A — 330 in 2
&
3) Section III Definition of Engines & Classes
(This new Section III replaces the old Section III in total)
1. Except for special, rubber and .020 events, vintage models
must use spark ignition engines for power.
Diesel engines manufactured prior to 1951 are considered
to be "spark ignition" for vintage model flying purposes.
2. Power Classifications are:
Class A .000 to .200 in 3
Class B .201 to .300 in 3
Class C .301 to 1.20 in 3
3. Original ignition engines are defined as those engineswhich
are or were manufactured and initially sold as spark ignition
engines. Original engines may be used for all events and must be
used for antique events.
4. Converted ignition engines are glow engines retaining their
basic source identification and adapted to spark ignition. Converted
engines may be used in "Old Timer" category events only.
5. All newly manufactured or converted ignition engines
must retain ignition timer characteristics similar to production
model aircraft engines built prior to 1950. (i.e., no electronic
ignition - make and break, wipe, magnitos O.K.)
6. Fuel for ignition engines shall be gasoline only. The lubricant, when required, must not contain any fuel conditioning
additives to improve power output.
7. All newly manufactured or converted engines are restricted
by displacement to the following minimum or larger propeller
sizes:
1)
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.000 to .10 in 3 — 7" Diameter
.11 to .15 in 3 — 8" Diameter
.16 to .25 in 3 — 9" Diameter
.25 to .35 in 3 — 10" Diameter
.36 to .49 in 3 — 12" Diameter
.50 to .65 in 3 — 13" Diameter
.66 to 1.2 in 3 — 16" Diameter
Minimum pitch in all cases is 4, i.e., 7 x 4 etc.
8. All engines used for vintage model flying must be normally
asperated (i.e., no pressure fuel systems, etc.) and tuned intake or
exhaust system are prohibited.
9. Where practical, engine runs for power timed vintage
events are as follows:
Old Timer
Hand Launch — 20 seconds
ROG Launch — 25 seconds
Antique
ROG Launch — 30 seconds
(Option)
10. Vintage models flown with engines manufactured before
or during year of model design introduction will be awarded 30
seconds to the total of 3 official flights. Proof of both model and
engine dates must be presented to and accepted by the CD prior
to making the 1st flight in order to claim the 30 second bonus.
"Other Changes"
4) Section II Modifications
First Sentence
No. 1 Delete words "An Old Timer — change to: Vintage
Models may be modified only
5) Section IV
A (K) 02 - Delete
6) Section V Special Events
Texaco
—(See Section III, No. 3) —
—Weight up to 1% oz of fuel —
As a final note to this report, let me urge the membership to
discuss the proposals freely and objectively. No vote will be called
for until December 1977. The recent converted engine vote turnout (about 36%) indicates apathy among the membership. Let's
not repeat this dismal performance in December.
Thermal's
Gene Wallock — SAM - 022
220 Leroy Ave., Arcadia, CA 91006

3111 SEemortal
R. G. (Brick) Brickner, SAM No. 389, of Los Angeles, Ca. On
the day after Christmas, SAM lost a fine modeler. Brick was a
member of the Southern California Ignition Flyers (SCIF) where
he was the editor of their fine newsletter, FLIGHTPLUG. Sometimes controversial, but always straight forward in his writing,
Brick did a great deal to promote Old Timer aeromodeling. He
will be sorely missed by SAM and we wish to extend our heartfelt
sympathy to those who survive him.

Voting
NOTE: The ballot for Amendment I to the constitution which
appeared in the last issue of SAM SPEAKS did not show a deadline date. That date is now set at March 15, 1977. Voting must be
complete by that date.
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Ted Stevens, 3443 Esplande Ave., Apt. 253, New Orleans, La.
70119 has asked to be introduced to other SAM members in that
area. Southerners, get in touch with Ted.
DEAR MODEL BUILDER
If you are a builder like I am then you're the type that wants
to apply a real strong light weight fabric covering to your newly
built aircraft. An Airframe can only gain strength when its covering is tightened by dope. A covering that is tightened by dope has
no seams, or joints to allow fuel to soak into the wood.
A covering when tightened by dope doesn't begin to sag with
weather changes.
This fabric covering is called "BMC" Best Model Covering for
any medium size aircraft right up to the 9' R/C jobs.
Without a doubt, it is superior to all iron on materials, and
especially the tissue weight silk sold today. It also costs less per
yard $3.50 for 36" x 44". Comes in colors — red, white, blue,
orange, yellow. Can be purchased lengths up to 10 yards.
I know of what I speak may sound strange to some, the rest
of you will understand.
Send Check or M.O. To:
For Color:
Yds.:

Ron Weiss, No. 1119
11 Bialla Pl.
Hailsite L.I., N.Y. 11743

Tim Banaszak has announced a new smaller decal of our SAM
emblem. It is about 75% of the full size decal. (25% smaller) The
price is 25 cents each, the same as the full size, and are available
through him. Patches are still $2.50 each.
The engine that appeared inside the last issue of SAM SPEAKS
is a MOHAWK. It belongs to Vincent Cestari, 1463 Redwood Dr.,
Box 74, Piscataway, N.J. 08854. Write to Vince for further details.
Our thanks to Dave Sweeney of Dallas for his fine artwork in
the SAM MEMBERS SPEAK heading.

Group Travel Plan Still Available
(NOTE CHANGES;
FOR "SAM" MEMBERS GOING TO '77 "SAM"
CHAMPS AT LAS VEGAS
Price per person:

Double Occupancy
S279.00
For Single Occupancy Add
49.00
(Will arrange sharing rooms by request)

Package includes round trip transportation by jet from Newark,
N.J. Airport, departing,June 17, 1977 between 10 A.M. & 12 P.M.
returning July 1, 1977 P.M. — All taxes, airport transportation,
four nights accomodation at Stardust Hotel, tips and gratuities to
bellhop and maids.
Las Vegas Fun Book at Silver City Casino (across the street
from Stardust Hotel) containing 3 breakfasts, S18.00 in nickels,
$60.00 slot play, 9 keno tickets, $30.00 blackjack, craps and Big
6. Free Souvenir and more.
Please contact "Ray V illanova" c/o Group Travel Plan. 326 Bloy
Street, Hillside, N.J. 07205, phone 201-686.8550 if interested.

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS

Trophies Being Prepared
It has been announced that at the SAM Champs trophies will
be presented to 5th place. There will be 12 Freeflight events and
8 R/C events. That's a total of 20 events to 5th place or 100
trophies.
The 0/T events at the NATS will be as follows:
0/T — R/C
August 12, 1977 Class A Gas
August 10, 1977
Class B Gas
Class C
Class C Gas
Class A B
Antique Gas
Texaco
.020 Replica
Rubber Cabin
Rubber Stick
A total of 10 events to 3rd place or 30 trophies. That's a lot of
metal!

Rubber

Following is the first of a series of articles pertaining to rubber
power. Bill Henn has volunteered to prepare this column on a
regular basis. Ed.
Although it may appear to the casual observer that O.T. rubber
is almost a lost art with few followers, a closer perusal would re•
veal that the hobby is very much alive but in a generally disorganized state in most of the United States. Since my letter on this
subject was printed in the last issue of SAM SPEAKS, I have been
receiving sympathetic mail from rubber enthusiasts all over the
country. Some of these letters were written by active modelers
with decades of experience and others were from new people or
those just coming out of retirement. There was a great similarity
in the contents of this correspondence. Most of the people believed
that the O.T. rubber movement could prosper if given sufficient
publicity and they also felt that a source of technical information
was necessary to familiarize newcomers with the present state of
the art.
In subsequent columns I will try to satisfy the latter need.
While I have been out of touch with the hobby myself for a long
time, and I am by no means an expert, many noted and superbly
qualified modelers have offered their assistance. Although rubber
power has been around a long time and innumerable articles have
been written on every conceivable phase of the hobby, I will try
to keep my material original, current and interesting to both
beginners and experts.
Unfortunately, our newsletter reaches a very small percentage
of the population (Ed. comment?) so the main job of promotion is
up to you. I am certain that there are plenty of relatively inactive
rubber freaks out there who would be delighted to join us if given
proper incentive. Likely prospects are all over if you would only
extend a little effort to look for them. How about that grey
haired gent you saw in the school yard the other day, teaching his
little grandchild how to hand wind and launch a Delta Dart.
Remember the guy you saw in the park last summer who was
puffing so hard as he was trying to get a Thermic 50 airborne?
What about that young couple who were fascinated by your
peanut model the last time you were out flying? The next time
you run into any people like that give them a little salestalk, tell
them about S.A.M. and don't be surprised if they eventually end
up beating you at contests.
Another good source of potential converts is the local R.C.
field. There is always someone getting disgusted with this glitchridden, gadget infested and expensive pastime. Best time to nail
one of those guys is just after they wipe out two or three good
models in succession due to some elusive radio problem.
There could not be a better period for the proliferation of our
numbers as there is currently a great interest in our country for
things nostalgic. Furthermore, many people are becoming fed up
with the pre-engineered, prefabricated aspects of modern crafts
and hobbies and others simply cannot affort them. It is obvious
that all we need now is a concerted effort to get us off the ground
and into the mainstream of aeromodeling.
201-667-4297
Bill Henn
53 Hall St., Clifton, N.J. 07014

I've been getting mail from the membership regarding SAM
SPEAKS. Most of it has been complimentary and that is gratifying, but a few have offered suggestions. I would like to answer
here since others might share the same feelings. Some want a
technical type newsletter with articles on building, flying, etc.
Others object to what appears to be a personality sheet or a who's
who journal. A regular report from District VP's has been suggested. A Safety section, Rubber section, Engines section, Swap
or Classified, Contest Schedules, etc., etc. All of these are excellent and will probably become part of the program it time. Consider our present situation, however. Our policy has been to publish every other month with an occassional special issue. We have
limitations because of costs, mailing weight and space. We must
provide space for the business of SAM, that is our basic mission.
This includes announcements, proposals, rule changes, etc. which
effect all of us. If it appears to be a personality column, remember, people make SAM, not airplanes. Other limitations are for
costs in typesetting, printing, collating, labeling, etc., and coupled
with the limitations of our SAM SPEAKS staff which consists of
just me are forcing us to proceed slowly. My daily routine of
reading and answering mail, journals, newsletters, reports and
official mail together with filing, maintenance of the mailing list,
preparation and layout, photos, etc., and providing for printing,
mailing, etc. leaves little time for 10 to 15 phone calls per week
for SAM business. (Some SAM members are long-winded, too.)
When these chores are complete I am free to do my regular work
so I can help support Congress. Sometimes I get the urge to fire
the staff but I find HIM walking around out front with a sign that
reads "UNFAIR". Seriously, I'm trying to say that it is a time
consuming chore and generally rewarding, but it will take time to
mold the thing into a shape that pleases everybody . . . well, almost ... a few? the staff?
Here's an editorial. I've been reading and hearing a great deal
lately about the destiny of SAM. Members are blasting other
members for various reasons and the situation is not healthy.
A number of years ago a handful of people emerged from a
smoke-filled room where they had planted a seed that has mushroomed into a massive organization. They wrote the preamble
and put together some rules. I doubt that they realized that it
would grow to its present size. Agreement is simple with a small
number. Communications are efficient. One voice can be heard
over 40 others. SAM grew in numbers and distance between
numbers. Communications became difficult. Changes took place
and growing pains appeared. Disagreement is part of growing and
usually a welcome ingredient if the final goal is to be thoroughly
analyzed. It insures against hasty changes. I'm appalled, however
when I see members attacking members instead of proposals.
SAM is democratic . • if you disagree, vote NO or make your
own proposal. Spend the energy fighting the problem not the person. Magnified by weak or incomplete communications and
armed with partial information, a member goes off the deep end
and personal hatred is often created. The perfectionists among us
would do well to consider that it is a part-time effort for most
and cannot be compared to talent where full time and pay is
involved. Errors will be made and constructive criticism should be
offered without pouncing on the individual. We don't become
greater by making someone else look smaller.
Certainly some of our founding fathers must feel a touch of
emotion now and then when they realize that their once loud
voice over 40 others is now a faint cry in a hurricane, but isn't that
as it should be? One man . . . one vote. If we want the strength
that comes with numbers we must accept the restrictions. Let's
attack these BIGGER problems with BIGGER ideas from BIGGER
people. To the majority of our members who remain silent through
it all, don't pop your chests out too far. The engine ballot netted
a total of less than 400 votes . . . that's about a thousand who
don't care, don't know, don't ask, don't help or don't have enough
blood in their veins to hold a pen. Sure I'm angry, I think we have
enough brain power and talent out there to whip this organization
into a real fun machine.
Pete Vano
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The 11th SAM Championships is concluded, which was
one of the most successful annual meetings of the organization in my memory. The contest planning was outstanding. This didn't just happen but was organized by Al
Hellman and his committee to successfully make the
championships a most memorable one. My congratulations
to Al, his directors, Tom Bristol, Gene Wallock and all
those who helped. Everybody couldn't leave Las Vegas a
contest winner, but I sure hope you all left as money
winners.
Pete Vano, our SAM SPEAKS editor attended the
Champs, — he went to be there with the membership and
didn't even bring a model to fly as he just chose to enjoy
the fellowship. It's a long way from New Jersey, which in
itself shows his spirit and interest in SAM. Since taking
over as editor of SAM SPEAKS, Pete with his pleasant
disposition and perfection has constantly improved it,
spending much of his valuable personal time in doing so.
SAM SPEAKS is the key to communicating for the society
which has grown to a circulation serving almost 1700
members. This makes SAM the second largest model
airplane organization. Pete, with the help of Marion Clark
succeeded in putting the mailing list into excellent working
order which was badly needed. SAM now has addressograph plates for all its members, thanks to these efforts and
the machine donated by Andy Anderson. Every SAM
member must be grateful for Pete's efforts, for which
would like to pay my special compliments. Pete Vano is
being presented a special plaque symbolizing a token of our
appreciation for what he has done for SAM.
Joe Beshar

Toledo '77 Static Competition
It's midday on Palm Sunday (and Passover), and we
have completed judging the entries in SAM's first static
competition. There is good news, and news not so good.
The good news is that SAM made a very fine showing of
vintage model aircraft that really intrigued the thousands of
visitors. We were very proud of our exhibit, and the Weak
Signals liked it. They have indicated that they want SAM in
the competition again next year. Our special thanks to
them, and to Tom Schoenau of MErM Radio Models, who
sponsored our awards and claimed one for himself.
More good news, bordering on the great. At precisely
9:50 a.m., ten minutes before the judging deadline, Chet
Lanzo came in the Competitors' door with a 1952 version
of the original 1937 Lanzo R/C, complete with Ohlsson 60,
and bearing documentation showing that this design won
the 1937 Nets R/C competition. In judging Chet, we gave
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no credit whatever for the fact that this is a pioneer RiC
design and probably belongs in the Smithsonian. Guess
what: the final standings were as follows —
First — Chet Lanzo, 1937 Lanzo R/C
Second — Joe Beshar, 1942 Brooklyn Dodger
Third — Gordon Pearson, 1941 Albatross
Fourth — Tom Schoenau, 1940 Sailplane (enlarged 30%)
Fifth — Bill Kliffel, 1942 Taylorcraft (semi-scale)
These awards were determined in four categories of
judging, as follows:
30 points — fidelity to original design
30 points — finish and overall appearance
30 points — construction and R/C adaptation
10 points — overall show appeal (Judged by the Weak
Signals)
The judging included an assessment of competitive use
of SAM's minimum weight and maximum displacement
rules, and in that assessment Chet's original design,
predating the rules, scored an outstanding 97% — How's
that for anticipation?
The not-so-good news is the mutual suffering of judges
and competitors who saw very fine aircraft lose points for
failure to conform to the competition rules in two critical
areas. Several entrants failed to supply minimum documentation (construction plans) so that fidelity to design could
be judged, and they lost points and hardware because of
this oversight. Perhaps worse than this, three aircraft,
beautifully built, were found to be illegal for SAM R/C
duration competition under prevailing area/weight/power
rules — minimum penalty, fifteen points and in every case,
a probable trophy. We hasten t, -) acid tF,Pt
despite these problems, was cheerful and friendly in the
best spirit of our Founders' intent.
More good news — Toledo '77 marked some real
progress in the art of old-timer modeling. Joe Beshar
scored especially well for his innovative approach to
ignition power and radio control. Joe's Brooklyn Dodger
was fitted with a clockwork timer, set up to stop his
Forster and connect his receiver simultaneously at the end
of the engine run. This gives 100% pure freP-‘ 1 1/2ht
performance under power, with no shielding problems.
Doug Green showed us another approach of equal
interest — an airborne electronic timer for free flight,
contained entirely in a one-servo brick (about 2 ounces),
that provides servo-actuated engine shutoff, auto rudder
and stab, and dethermalizer — all at preset intervals. No
transmitter is involved, and the complete unit will retail
under $60."
Your judging committee has been (necessarily) setting
static competition precedents right and left. Among them,
for the future:
1. Models will be presented with plans and nominal proof
of authenticity, or they won't be judged at all. It's just
too painful to downscore a great aircraft on this point.
2. Models will be presented with full airborne radio, and
will be weighed and measured in advance by two nonentering AMA members who will certify the results in
writing. This will save hours of judging effort, and will
protect against painful down-scoring of illegal entries.
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TOLEDO 77 STATIC COMPETITION
The committee appreciates the efforts (and torebearancel
of the competitors. From this experience, we will put
together and publish a proposed set of rules and judging
standards for future old-timer static competition.

'(ED. NOTE: This is a programmed electronic unit not an
R/C control. It provides timing for engine shut off, auto
rudder and elevator or dethermalizer timing. It could be a
boon to FF and possible take the place of numerous
gadgets now being employed. Perhaps we can get a
detailed article on it for a future issue.)
Tim Banaszak
Tom Barnes
Ed North

COMPRESSED AIR
Okay all you pump pushers, here's your chance to
further the cause of C/A. SAM is going to take another
giant step backward to the time of knickers, Lindbergh, and
barnstorming and hold a postal C/A contest. So get your
backs in shape, the contest will run from June 15 to Oct.
15. It will only cost you St to enter (send with first time)
and enter as many times as you can. The rules will be the
same as the ones used at the 76 SAM CHAMPS. Please
include the name of model or dimensions of original design,
type of motor (home-made or bought), size of tank and
pressure used for flight. There you have it, that's all there is
to it, so get out there and pump, fly, and winl
Send times to:
Ed Novak SAM 529
434 N. Main St., Apt. 1
Manchester, Conn. 06040

C/A EVENT RULES
These rules are suggested as a means for encouraging
renewed interest in the competition flying of compressed
air powered model aircraft.

I. Power—
A. Compressed Air (C/A) motors driving a propellor
shall be the only acceptable power source.
1. Compressed Air shall be defined as the free atmosphere compressed by any suitable mechanical
means and used at or near the ambient temperature.
2. In the interest of safety a working pressure of
150 # sq. in. will be the maximum allowed.
a. It is also the intent of the rule to limit C/A
motors to the type that can be produced in a
home workshop.
b. It is also the intent of this rule to specifically
ban power plants of the CO2 type from this
event.
3. Compressed Air motors suitable for this event
shall not be limited by way of displacement, number of cylinders, or air reservoir capacity in any
way other than the total model weight must not
exceed the limits set in the current Academy of
Model Aeronautics rulebook for freeflight models.
4. Propellors may be of any type or configuration,
but may not be of the folding or free-wheeling
style.
5. A compressed gas other than "Air" (such as
nitrogen) may be used if it is made available to
all contestants at a particular meet and ruled
"safe" by the contest director.
a. At no time, however, will the maximum pressure allowed at the aircraft exceed 150 # sq. in.
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11. Aircraft —
A. Models may be old time, modern, or original in design
B. Models will not be restricted as to size, area, or
weight other than as spelled out in the current Academy of Model Aeronautics rulebook as generally applicable to freeflight models.
2/18/77
Tim Banaszak

MINUTES OF THE SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
BUSINESS MEETING
6/29/77 — LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
1. The meeting was called to order by President, Joe
Beshar. Other SAM officers in attendance were: John
Pond, Western VP, Tim Banaszak, Sec-Treasurer. 98
regular members in good standing of the organization were
also present.
2. President Beshar presented a synopsis of changes to
the SAM constitution as recommended by the executive
body in order to re-align the constitution with the organization's accepted precedent and practice. A motion to accept
the changes was made by John Pond, seconded by Tim
Banaszak, and passed by unanimous vote of the members
present. The revised constitution and by-laws will be
printed in total in the next edition of the SAM rule book.
3. A bid was presented by Joe Beshar on behalf of Jack
Whittles, Eastern VP, for the 1978 SAM Champs to be held
on the East Coast. Sponsorship of the next Champs will be
provided by SAM Chapter # 7.
An early bid for sponsorship of the 1979 SAM Champs
was also presented at this time by Mark Fechner representing the SAM group from Salt Lake City.
4. Sec.-treas. Tim Banaszak presented a brief summary of
SAM's current financial standing and of the current state
of SAM's tax-exempt organization status.
A motion was presented at this time by Tim Banaszak
to establish a provision for paid life memberships in SAM
for a $75.00 membership fee. Motion was seconded by
Clarence Andre and passed by unanimous vote of the
members present.
5. Woody Woodman, SAM's Chapter Chairman, presented
a report on the state of SAM's Chapters and reported that
at present SAM has 32 active chapters.
6. Pete Vano, SAM Speaks Editor, reported on the status
of our publication and of the expenses involved in
publishing — especially the cost of postage.
7. After a floor discussion lead by Al Hellman, Doug
Green made a motion to create a committee for the
purpose of deciding whether new production spark ignition
engines should be classed as "original" or "converted"
under the SAM flying rules for 1978. The motion called for
a committee of three equal members to be appointed by
the SAM president as outlined in the constitution, to rule
on which class new production spark ignition engines
would compete in. This motion would accept as original
the Remco .29, The Whal-Brown Jr., and the Speilmaker
.60. The motion also set a time limit of two weeks for each
committee member to report his findings after receiving a
sample engine to be submitted by the manufacturer.
Sample engines would be returned to the manufacturer
after test and the results and committee findings to be
published in SAM Speaks. The motion was seconded by
Art Shur and passed by unanimous vote of those members
present. After the vote President Beshar asked for
volunteers for this committee and selected Mr. Jack
Defond, Mr. Sal Taibi, and Mr. Mark Fechner.
8. The meeting was adjourned.
Tim Banaszak
Secretary-Treasurer

Freeflight CD, Gene Wallock has reported the following
results of efforts at the SAM Champs. Gene had his hands
full throughout the course of events that totalled (get this!)
469 entries!
The Freeflight Sweepstakes trophy event to Bruce
Norman who had to beat out some tough competition. At
the conclusion of the awards banquet, Bruce and Leslie
Norman were inundated in trophies . . . how did they ever
get them home?
1977 SAM CHAMPS
FF RESULTS
A CABIN (301
15:00 Dodger
1. Ray Chalker
2. Leslie Norman 11:31 So-Long
3. Bruce Norman 11:04 So-Long
4. Jim Robinson
7:35 So-Long
7:32 Rocketeer
5. Larry Boyer
B PYLON (50)
1. Jim Adams
2. Leslie Norman
3. Bruno
Markiewicz
4. Larry Clark
5. Walt Parker

16:58 Zipper
16:45 Zipper
14:25 Alert
13:47 FOO-2-U
12:57 Zipper

17:53
12:15
12:03
11:52
11:25

B CABIN (36)
1. Jim Robinson
2. Bruce Norman
3. Leslie Norman
4. Larry Boyer
5. Don Weitz

16:06
11:21
10:57
9:23
9:19

Dodger
Clipper I
Clipper I
Clipper I
Clipper I

FUEL ALLOTMENT ANTIQUE (31)
1. Terry O'Mera
25:06 Scram
19:54 Clipper I
2. Larry Boyer
16:44 Roll
3. Cliff Silva
12:20 '37 Ehling
4. Don Nordlund
10:44 Clipper I
5. Al Hellman

Forster 29
OS 30 - Ign

SCALE (22)
1. Sal Taibi
2. Nick Sanford
3. Phil McCary
4. Cliff Silva
5. Carl Cogar

OS 25 - Ign
OS 25 - Ign
K8-B 29

Gollywock
Smith
Altimeter
Climber
Burnham Twin Pusher

30 SECOND ANTIQUE (48)
14:35 Powerhouse Forster 99
1. Sal Taibi
2. Bruch Norman 12:05 Clipper MKI Cyke
11:58 Clipper MKI Cyke
3. Leslie Norman
4. Larry Boyer
10:51 Clipper MKI Bunch
OEtR 60
5. Bob Bissett
9:43 Rambler
A PYLON (47)
1. Frank Swaney
2. Wayne Cain
3. Bob Dittmer
4. Leslie Norman
5. Jim Persson

13:40 Zipper
13:39 Playboy Sr.
12:31 Zipper
12:11 Sailplane
12:03 Playboy Sr.

OS 15-Glo
OS 15-Ign
OEtR 19
Bantam
OS 15-Ign

.020 REPLICA (67)
11:24 Interceptor TD .020
1. Jerry Vernon
9:45 Playboy TD .020
2. Sal Taibi
9:00 Strata-Streak TD .020
3. Bob Oslan
TD .020
4. Bob Cowles
7:49 So-Long
TD .020
7:48 Playboy
5. Mark Norolund
STICK RUBBER (19)
1. Steve Joseph
10:09
2. Barnett Kernoff 10:00
3. Fernando Ramos 9:48
8:38
4. Rober Gudahl
5. Danny Sheelds 8:26

C PYLON (44)
1. Bruce Norman
2. Mark Fechner
3. Leslie Norman
4. Al Heinrich
5. Bob Findlay

Interceptor Arden 19
Playboy Jr. Arden 19
Arden 19
Ranger
OS 2D-Ign
Zipper
Zipper
OS 20-Ign

CABIN RUBBER (21)
1. Bob Oslan
11:26
2. Bob Bissett
10:12
3. Dick Williamson 6:01
4. Greg Richardson 4:13
5. Tim Banaszak
3.55

Flying Cloud
Johnson
Sensatherme
Sparky
Korda

C CABIN (54)
1. Bruce Norman
2. Larry Boyer
3. Terry O'Mera
4. Walt Johnson
5. Leslie Norman

Clipper I
Clipper I
Clipper I
Clipper I
Clipper I

OS 35 Ign
Cyke
OS 35 Ign.
McCoy 60
Cyke
0ErR 23
OS 30 Ign.
OS 30 Ign.
Enya 29-Ign.
OS 30 - Ign.
Bunch
Bunch
Baby Cyke
Spitfire
Forster 29

16:51 Corbin Ace Black Widow
14:00 Corbin Ace Spitfire
8:07 '38 Cub Coupe OB-R 60
6:21 Corbin Ace Bunch
TD .020
4:31 Interstate

SPECIAL EVENTS
Compressed Air - Tim Banszak
Twin Pusher - Danny Sheelds
.020 Electric - Mike Bernhardt/Wallock
PERPETUAL TROPHIES
Pond Perpetual - Terry O'Mera (Fuel All.)
Shailor Memorial - Jim Adams (B Pylon)
White Memorial - Bruce Norman (C Cab.)
High Time "DeLong" - Bob Schafer 8:35
OFFICIALS
Gene Wallock - C.D.
Jack De Fond - Chief Recorder
Tom Bristol, CD for R/C events at the SAM Champs has
reported the following results. Tom said that the info was
taken from the flight cards which were prepared in advance
and that last minute changes at the filed might have
caused an error or two with respect to model and/or
engine used. (ED. NOTE: If this is true, don't be too hard
on Tom, he already got his punishment from the sun!)
The R/C Sweepstakes Trophy was awarded to Don
Bekins, whose son, Lawrence, won first place in Class "C"
Glow at the ripe old age of 11 years!
We have listed the results thru 6th place. Trophies were
awarded thru 5th.
R/C EVENT - ELECTRIC (4 Entries)
Name

Place

Model

Engine

R/C EVENT -• ELECTRIC (4 Entries)
15:00
12:09
11:27
11:04
8:30

0S35 Ign.
Bunch
Made .49
Made .49
OS 35 Ign.

Model
Place
Name
1 Buccaneer
Boucher, R.
2 Bombshell
Beshar, J.
3 Turner Special
Pond, J.
McAvinew, B. 4 1937 Ehling

Engine
Astro 10
Astro 020
Astro 25
Astro 10

Points
802
647
511
425
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R/C CLASS "C" GLOW (22 Entries)
Place

Name

Model

1
Bekins, L.
2
Peterse, A.
3
Clark, J.
Schwankert, A. 4
5
Webster, L.
Tarbert, T.
6

Playboy Sr.
Playboy
M.G.
Sailplane
Playboy
Playboy Sr.

Engine

Points

O.S. 35
S.T. .35
S.T. .40
KEtB .40
S.T. .35
KEtB .35

827
819
797
784
775
764

RIC CLASS A GLOW (14 Entries)
Name

Place

Model

Patvolia, M.
1
Schwankert, A. 2
Fair, L.
3
4
Beshar, J.
Bekins, D.
5

Sailplane
Sailplane
75% Playboy
Playboy
Zipper

Squire, W.

Zipper

6

Engine

Bernhardt, O.

3

LeSuer, J.

4

Von Konsky, R. 5
Nicholau, N.

Veco .19
KEtB .19
S.T. .19
S.T. 19
Cox
Conquest .15
Cox .15

891
858
814
727

Tiapan .61
11:54
Ign.
Merco .61 Ign. 11:43
Webra .61
Ign.
Merco .61
Ign.

10:55
10:31

RIC EVENT .020 REPLICA (13 Entries)
Name

Points

6

Lanzo record
Breaker
Lanzo Record
Breaker
Lanzo Record
Breaker
Super Buccaneer

Place

Bekins, D.
Peterse, A.
Kafer, T.
Squire, W.
LeSuer, J.
Beshar, J.

Model

1 Playboy
2 Playboy Sr.
3 Bombshell
4 4Playboy, Sr.
5 Playboy Sr.
6 Playboy

Engine
Cox .020

Cox .020
Cox .020
Cox .020
Cox .020
Cox .020

Points

636
564
487
450
395
359

672
541

R/C CLASS "C" IGNITION (6 Entries)
Place

Name

Model

LeSuer, J.

1

Bekins, D.
Woodman, W.

2
3

Lanzo Record
Breaker
Playboy Sr.
Playboy

Sanford, N.

4

Scram

Von Kousky, R. 5

Powerhouse

Schwankert, A. 6

Sailplane

Engine

Points

Merco .61

567

O.S. .35
McCoy
Redhead .60
Anderson
Spitfire .61
Anderson
Spitfire .61
Super Cyclone

412
298
248
115
91

R/C EVENT "A-B" IGNITION (3 Entries)
Name

Place

Bekins, D.
LeSuer, J.
Beshar, J.

Model

1 Playboy Sr.
2 Comet Clipper
3 Brooklyn Dodger

Engine

0.5..30
0.S. .30
Forster .29

Points

705
282
236

RIC EVENT "B" GLOW (18 Entries)
Place

Name

Model

1 Stratostreak
Peterse, A.
Bonnema, V.
2 Comet Clipper
Beshar, J.
3 Fox
Schwankert, A. 4 Zipper
Petrolia, T.
5 Sailplane
Sliff, R.
6 Playboy Sr.

Engine

OPS .29
S.T. .29
S.T. .29
KEtB .21
OPS .29
KEtB .29

Points

Tricia Webster, Miss SAM Champs, 1977 at the flying
site in Las Vegas with Jim Clark's .020 version of the MG.
Jim came with four sizes of the MG. Tricia came in one size
only.

900
899
898
857
840
727

R C EVENT ANTIQUE (17 Entries)
Points
Engine
Name
Place
Model
898
Schwankert, A. 1 Gas Bird
KEtB .40
Nicholau, N.
2 Super Buccaneer Merco .61 Ign. 880
872
Fox .45
Carman, H.
3 Powerhouse
844
4 M.G.
S.T. .40
Clark, J.
750
Webster, L.
5 Powerhouse
S.T. .40
Merco .61 Ign. 735
6 Lanzo Record
LeSuer, J.
Breaker

RIC EVENT TEXACO (1/8 Oz.} (19 Entries)
Name

Place

Model

Tulp, K.

1 Dallaire

Bekins, D.

2 Lanzo Record
Breaker
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Engine

O.S. .60
4 Cycle Ign.
Anderson
Spitfire .60

Points

16:57
15:41

Tom Sutor with some protective gear.

THANKS FOLKS!
The success of our 11th SAM Champs was helped along
considerably by donations from the industry. According to
CD Al Hellman, the following donations were made:
Model Builder Magazine
$250.00
Flying Models
$250.00
Radio Control Modeler
$250.00
100 units of Hot-Stuff
Sattelite City
KErB
4 K&B 40 R/C Engines
77 Products
1 05-20 Ignition Engine
PEON Models
12 Old Timer Kits
Cal Aero-Model
2 Old Timer Kits
Jim Crockett Replicas
4 Credit Certificates
SIG
2 Jackets Et Hats
Carl Goldberg Models
Merchandise
Flyline Models
Merchandise
Sullivan Products
Merchandise
Kraft
Merchandise
Fox
Merchandise
Top-Flite
Merchandise
John Pond
Old Timer Plans
SAM has accepted these contributions and is grateful to
those organizations for their support and concern not only
for the SAM Champs, but for the well-being of SAM.

RUBBER
THE THOMPSON TROPHY RACE
About a year ago friend and veteran modeller Don
Garafalow, showed me a model he had built of a pre-war
Thompson Racer, the Caudron 460. It reminded me of the
dime model kits of WWII fighters I had built as a kid. With
its stubby low wings and long body I doubted if it could fly
very well. When I voiced my skepticism Don told me that it
had been performing well enough to win several contests.
He went on to explain that models such as the Caudron
and certain other types of pre-war race planes were eligible
to compete in the FAC Thompson trophy and Greve Races.
These events are basically continuing fly off types of affairs
which start with simultaneous launchings with the first
plane down eliminated. This process is repeated until only
two contestants are left. A final flyoff decides the winner.
Two minutes are allowed between heats for winding,
changing rubber is not permitted and modelers who blow
engines are eliminated. The models are limited to a 24 inch
wingspan. There is no static scoring but the racers must be
reasonable accurate replicas of pre-war Thompson or Greve
Trophy competitors complete with proper markings. Easy
to trim high wing monoplanes such as Mr. Mulligan are not
eligible.
Although still skeptical it sounded like fun and I decided
to build a racer. The next best bet to a high winger seemed
to be a shoulder wing airplane with a low thrust line. Mr.
Smoothie, an obscure 1938 racer, fit this description and I
obtained a beautiful set of 1% inch - 1 foot plans for the
craft from Art Hall (Box 485 Winter Park, Florida, 32790).
Art is an aviation historian and an extremely competent
modeler. Besides Mr. Smoothie he sells plans for a number
of other racers in various scales.
During construction I followed the plans pretty closely,
omitting some fuselage sheeting but none of the multitudinous stringers. Although light wood was used, the model
weighed over two ounces (without rubber) after it was
completed and balanced. It came out slightly tail heavy but
a 9% plastic prop plus a tiny bit of clay inside the spinner
cured that condition.
The model flew well right off the board and after a few
minor adjustments was getting in flights over a minute. I
entered it in the Connecticut Flying Aces Club meet last
Fall where it managed to cop second in the Thompson
Trophy Race. It was beaten by an amazing little Gee Bee
Z built by master craftsman Royall Moore.

The ability of the contestants and the variety of unusual,
good flying rubber scale models entered in the FAC meets
never ceases to astonish me. At the Spring 1977 contest
I observed a Focke-Wulfe TA-152, (flew 87 seconds and
took second place in scale), a Northrop flying wing, an
experimental Canard fighter plane (flew almost a minute), a
twin Mustang, a B-17, a Jumbo P-40 and Stuka as well as
a variety of vintage race planes.
There was a notable absence of modern easy to fly
models such as the Lacey and Fike. The handicap scoring
system used by the FAC in their scale event does not favor
that type of model and makes the contest so much more
interesting.
The meets are highlighted by the Greve and Thompson
Trophy races. At the last meet my 23" Chambermaid took
first place in the Greve but my Mr. Smoothie was disqualified in the Thompson after it blew a motor. That little Gee
Bee almost took the thing again but was beaten out in the
last heat by a Caudron 460.
The FAC contests are the most prestigious rubber scale
meets held in the East. There were 49 contestants at the
last contest. Eight states were represented with several
groups of modelers even travelling from distant Ohio and
Maryland.
A Thompson or Greve Race would be an appealing
addition to any free flight meet. Its nostalgic and exciting
nature makes it attractive to old and young alike and fields
the size of SAC Bases are not required. The fact that there
is no static scoring makes it easy for C.D.S. and appealing
to builders who don't have the time, patience or desire to
construct the highly detailed, super documented models
needed for serious AMA competition. Plans are available
from a number of sources (John Pond, Racewings, etc.) for
the scores of eligible aircraft.
I requested some information for future articles from a
number of noted modelers and was really impressed by
their response. Jim Noonan, Bob Meuser, Fred Hall, Ron
Roberti, Charlie Sotich and Keith Williams sent me so
much stuff that I couldn't begin to print it all. However, I
will try to include the essentials and provide information on
sources of more complete currently available information.
Bill Henn

SAM 23 OT with R/C Assist, Aug. 14th,
Franklinville, N. J. Classes A, B, C,
Antique and Texaco. CD, Don Lamkin,
Box 99, Coles Hill Rd. Franklinville,
N. J. 08322
609-694-1675

Original buttons worn some 50 years ago in tribute to
Lindebergh. Bill Henn brought them to me to photograph
in an armored cart
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A\/
V EMBERS
PEAK
Dear Old Timers:
Some untold truths about down to earth basic true facts.
Upon reading the recent article of Plug Sparks in the
March '77 Model Builder, I was very upset to see one man
trying to take recognition, which really belongs to several
men who brought about R.C. Assist Old Timer Contest. In
July of 1967 "Woody Woodman" was flying an old Timer
called the Clipper MKI with motor and rudder control by
radio control. I happened to be at the field that afternoon
and also at the field was a friend of mine and Woody's
(who is now a prominent editor of Model Airplane News)
He suggested to "Woody" that it might be a good idea to
hold a contest with R.C. Assist Old Timers. Since
"Woody" and I were members of the North Jersey Radio
Control Club at the time, the idea was hashed around for
three years. During this time "Joe Beshar" (our current
SAM President) joined the NJRCC by word of mouth from
"Woody." "Joe" and "Woody" used to fly models
together back in the late 1930's. In the autumn of 1970, a
committee was formed of myself, "Woody," "Joe" and
Rich Tanis to hold an old timer contest on July 11, 1971.
"Joe Beshar" was elected (and also the first man ever) to
C.D. the first R.C. Assist Old Timer Contest in history. The
basic rules were taken from the Glider Soaring Society.
From then on "Woody" and "Joe" have doen a
tremendous job in bringing forth the old timer movement.
They have laid out many hours and dollars on their own to
communicate to people, plan contests, and also form
several SAM Nats. Another important comment I must
make since I was personally involved. "Joe Beshar" did not
take it upon himself to change the rules (as quoted by
Rich Tanis) at the time I was Contest Coordinator of SAM.
A rule change was brought up in SAM Speaks and I
received several hundred letters. A Rules Committee was
then formed consisting of four men. After compiling all the
information from the letters I received from SAM members,
the new and now present rules were formed. So,
gentlemen, the rules you are now flying by are the rules
you wanted and that is the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth so help me Rich Tanis.
Dave Jaggie

the "Red Chinese." If each new rule proposal is to be
handled differently, then solidarity shall be long in coming.
Come on SAM — get off your can and on the stick!!"
ED. NOTE: The author of the above has elected to remain
anonymous. Nowhere in the newsletter does a name
appear. There's some merit to his appraisal of the situation,
but there's no solution. From the stands at a bullfight a
loud critic could be heard denouncing every move the
madator made. After a belly full of his ranting a small
group of spectators handed him a brightly colored cape
and said "show us!" Excuses poured forth like an endless
communion between surf and sand. Although preparing a
PROPOSAL is more difficult than sniping, it can be more
beneficial. So, com'on, writer, get off your can — stand up
and take the cape — SAM needs your talent!

The drawing on our cover, by David Barfield is a rubber
powered model called the "SILVER ACE." It resembles the
Spirit of Sr. Louis.
WANTED: Morton M-5 castings or any 4-cycle castings
and/or prints. Will pay cash — send details and price to:
Don Hill
MR-2 R2 Division
USSCAUOPUS AS-34
c/o FPO, New York, New York 09501
Marion Lee, SAM # 085, G-8444 Corunna Road, Flint
Michigan 48504, wants to contact OTers in Northern
Michigan area.

STIFF NECK?
On June 12th at the Central Jersey R/C Club's Annual
SAM Champs Warm Up OT Contest, Cliff Shiable, set a
new personal mark in Texaco. Flying his Lanzo Record
Breaker with his fabulous conversion, Cliff went for 61:48.
He said that he had flown an hour in practice, but that was
the first time in competition. I in
shifts? Maybe soon Cliff will have to be timed with a
calendar!

The following article appeared in the "Central Indiana
Aeromodelers INFORMER," a newsletter of "Free Flight
News of the MIDWEST," June 1977.
Antique Antagonism???

Saturday, August 13, 1977
OT, R/C at Thunderbird Field in SAM # 29, Benbrook,
Texas—Sanction 548. H. Johnson, SAM 1022, 5812 Wales
Ave., Ft. Worth, Texas 76133.

"One has to exercise caution in bringing up the subject
of "SAM" into bull sessions among involved O.T. modelers
these days. Immediate spontaneous verbal explosions range
from "sad" to "mad" and little ever said can be considered
"glad." The members seem to blame the present officers
for their individual ineptness to reach accepted solutions
while said officers ward off the blows with cries of nonsupport and no cooperation from the membership they are
attempting to serve.
It would appear to this writer that SAM's real problem is
more related to attempting to "place the cart before the
horse" rather than a "war of words" to which it has
belittled itself. How can one attain universal acceptance for
ram-rodded rule proposals when no representative or
consistent method of rule adoption yet exists? At present
rules are processed at the whims of appointed peers
reinforced by glib editorials placing "purists" on a par with

September 4, 18/7
East Coast OT Championships — Westover AFB, Chicopee,
Mass., CD Jack Whittles — Class A Pylon, Class BC Pylon
Cabin Gas, SCIF Cabin, SCIF Pylon, Rubber Endurance, Jr.
and Sr./Open, Rubber Scale and Peanut Scale, OT— HLG,
OT Towline, 30 Sec. Antique. Carmen Botticello, 30
Bluefield Dr., East Hartford, Conn. 06118. 203-568-5733.
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BALLOT RESULTS
1. Engine Conversion
2. Glow Engine Prohibit
3. Diesel Engine Prohibit
Total votes: 238

YES
185
166
104

NO
53
72
134

SAM Suppliers Directory
Oldtimer Models, P.O. Box 18002, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53218. Rubber-power accessories.
Polk's Model Craft Hobbies, Inc., 346 Bergen Ave., Jersey
City, New Jersey 07304. (201) 332-8100 — Rubber-power
thrust bearings.

O.K. Engines, P.O. Box 40, Mohawk, New York 13407.
Carbon dioxide engines.

CATEGORY C
Old-Timer Model Aircraft Kits and Semi-Kits
Oldtimer Models, P.O. Box 18002, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
18002. Rubber-power kits.
Micro Models, P.O. Box 1273, Covina, California 91722.
.020 replica and half-size old timer free flight kits.

Bob Holman Plans, P.O. Box 741R, San Bernardino, California 92402. Kits for old-timer designs.
CPM Products, 11054 Leolang Ave., Sunland, California
91040. Rubber-powered model and glider kits.
P&W Model Service, P.O. Box 925, Monrovia, California
91016. Rib Er former kits w/plans, engine-powered free
flight. Also w/o plans.
Tyro Model & Supply, P.O. Box 11511, Palo Alto, California
94306. Kits for engine-powered free flight.

Easy Built Models (also Modelcraft), Don R. Wilson, 116
Main St. E., Grimsby, Ontario, Canada. (416) 945-5647 —
Rubber-power and glider kits. Original kits and original kit
plans from the 40's available.

Buzzer Model Airplane Co., 52 Newbury Road, Howell, N.J.
07731. Engine-powered free-flight kits.
4K Models, 4202 West 172nd St., Torrance, California
90504. Engine-powered free-flight kits.
Chuck Gill Models, 420 N. Vosseller Ave., Bound Brook,
N.J. 08805. Engine-powered free-flight kits.
Gene Thomas, P.O. Box 681, Huntington Station, N.Y.
11746. Partial kits.
Cal-Aero, 7142 Bluesails Drive, Huntington Beach, California 92647. .020 and half-size replica kits, possibly some
full-size.

CATEGORY D
Old-Timer Plans, Photos, 3-Views, Magazine Reprints,
And Other Source Information
Bertram P. Pond, 128 Warren Terrace, Longmeadow, Mass.
01106. Books, magazine, plans (incl. factory plans),
photos, duplication services.

Oldtimeer Models, P.O. Box 18002, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53218. Rubber- and compressed-air- power plans.
Frank Zaic, Box 122, Northridge, California. Zaic yearbooks

tory plans for full-size.

Michael Beach, 41 Church St., Twickenham, Middlesex,
TW1 3NS, England. Old timer control-line plans.
Golden Age Reproductions, P.O. Box 13, Braintree, Mass.
02184. Old-time rubber powered scale plans (catalog $4).
Ted Patrolia, 24 Locust Road, Cohasset, Massachusetts
02025. Plans and scaling services.
Arthur G. Suhr, W218 N5866 Maclynn Court, Menomonee
Falls, Wis. 53051. Reprint services; old magazines and
brochures.

Gordon Codding, 4572 West 147th St., Lawndale, California
90260. Engine-powered free-flight plans.
Award Miniatures, P.O. Box 262, Renton, Washington
98055. Towline gliders.
Sid Morgan Vintage R/C Plans, 13157 Ormond, Belleville,
Mich. 48111. Scaling-up and scaling-down services.
Hall Enterprises, P.O. Box 485, Winter Park, Florida 32789.
Rubber-powered old-timers.

Vintage Aero, 1 The Glen, Tenafly, N.J. 07670.

Rubber-

powered old-timers.

Stan Fink, 80 Crest Drive, Eugene, Oregon 97405.

Rubber-

powered old-timers.

Fallston Plans Service, P.O. Box 133, Phoenix, Maryland
21131. Rubber-powered old-timers.
Cloudbuster Venture, P.O. Box 2921, Livonia, Michigan
48154. Rubber scale racer plans.
Tern Aero Co., Inc., P.O. Box 66398, Chicago, Ill. 60666.
Rubber-powered old-timers.

Aero-Era, c/o Tom Houle, 11333 N. Lake Shore Drive,
Mequon, Wis. 53092. Rubber-powered old-timers.
Modernistic Models, P.O. Box 6932, Burbank, California
91510. Rubber-powered old-timers.
The Small Scale Service, The Modellers' Den Ltd., 2 Lower
Walls, Bath BA1 lOR, England — Rubber-powered oldtimers.

Authentic Scale, 26 Sussex Mansions, Old Brampton Road,
London, S.W.7, England. Rubber-powered old-timers.
Micro-X Indoor Supplies, 4 Hastings Close, Bray, Berks.,
England. Rubber-powered old-timers.
W. C. Hannan Graphics, P.O. Box 24.98, LaMesa, California
92401. Rubber-powered old-timers.
Free Flight Specialties, 6255 S.W. 47th Place, Portland,
Oregon 97221. .020 replica free flight photo reduced
from original plans.

Richard G. Barron, 1213 Holly Spring Lane, Grand Blanc,
Mich. 48438. Old-timer plan scaling services.
Causer & Co., 216 Goldhawk Road, London W12, England.
Enlarging and reducing old-timer plans.

Hobby Helpers, 1543 Stillwell Ave., Bronx, N. Y. 10461.
Free-flight, control-line, scale, and RIC plans.

are full of plans.

Bob Holman Plans, P.O. Box 741, San Bernardino, California 92402. Plans, including scale-up or scale-down

CATEGORY E
Old Timer Oriented Building Materials

services.

H.L. Bachman Model Plans, 1035 Crestview Ave., Seal
Beach, California 90740. Replica and half-size plans,
engine-powered free-flight.

John Pond Old Time Plans Service, P.O. Box 3113, San
Jose, California 95156. Plans for engine-powered freeflight including R/C, half-size, replica, and scale; controlline, rocket-powered, compressed-air powered, rubber
including indoor, hand-launch and towline gliders — also
general design services.

C.F. Schultz Model Plane Plans, 910 Broadfields Dr., Louisville, Kentucky 40207. (502) 895-0385 — Rare plans back
to 1913, for rubber-power and rubber scale — also fac-

Oldtimer Models, P.O. Box 18002, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
53218. Nitrate dope, lacquer, silk, tissue, bamboo paper,
gold beater's skin.

Polk's Model Craft Hobbies, Inc., 346 Bergen Ave., Jersey
City, N.J. 07304. (201) 332-8100 — Silk; bamboo paper.
CPM Products, 11054 Leolang Ave., Sunland, California
91040. Nitrate dope.
Bill Wilson, P.O. Drawer U, Kountze, Texas 77625. Bamboo
paper.

Liddell Products, 6228 Hatter Road, Newfane, New York
14108. Randolph Products nitrate dope.

SAM SUPPLIERS DIRECTORY
The intent of this Directory is to provide a basic list for
hard-to-find Old-Timer supplies. Revisions will be made to
this Directory about once a year as new information
becomes available.
Because of the part-time nature of almost all of these
listed supply businesses, the availability of the various items
is sometimes irregular. Please keep this fact in mind when
corresponding with a listed source.
Unless otherwise indicated in the listings, always enclose
a $1 bill and a self-addressed stamped envelope to cover
the cost of answering your inquiry. The Society of Antique
Modelers has listed sources as a service, and makes no
recommendations as to the reliability or quality of the items
and services offered.
The next listing will be compiled approximately in
December of 1977, from information (changes, deletions,
and additions) mailed to —
Tom Barnes
509 North McKean Street
Butler, Pennsylvania 16001
The Society gratefully acknowledges the special efforts
of Dick Dwyer, whose contributions are to be found
throughout this listing, and of Clarence Andre, who did the
spadework. Many fine hobby suppliers have been omitted
from this listing on the grounds that their products are well
advertised and widely known — please take it as a
compliment.
CONTENTS
Category A — Internal Combustion Engines, Engine Parts,
Repairs, and Operating Accessories
Category B — Power Plants, Components, and Operating
Accessories Other Than Internal Combustion
Category C — Old Timer Model Aircraft Kits and Semi-Kits
Category D — Old Timer Plans, Photos, 3-Views, Magazine
Reprints, and Other Source Information
Category E — Old Timer Oriented Building Materials
CATEGORY A
Internal Combustion Engines, Engine Parts, Repairs,
and Operating Accessories
Herb's Model Motors, P.O. Box 61, Forksville, PA 18616
(717) 924-3892 — Hurleman and Wahl-Brown Jr. engines,
parts, and repair services. Some original parts available.
O.K. Engines, P.O. Box 40, Mohawk, New York 13407
O.K. and Herkimer engines, new and used, plus parts
and accessories.
Remco Manufacturing Company, P.O. Box 22414, Denver,
Colorado 80222. Remco ignition engines, parts, and repair services.
John Nuova, Antioch, California 94509 (better address
needed) Black Dragon 65, Apex 120, and Bungay Twin
custom ignition engines.
Fred T. Collins, 29 Stewart Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15227
(412) 881-8553 — Glow-to-ignition conversions, ignition
engine parts.
M&G Engines, P.O. Box 6026, Denver, Colorado 80200.
Forster ignition engines (reproduction), parts, and repairs.
R.L. Cameron, Cameron Precision Engineering Company,
Route 4, Box 789, Sonora, California 95370. Cameron .23
ignition engines and parts.
Chuck Bartunek, 5051 Cartagena Circle, LaPalma, California
90620. Ignition engines, parts, and accessories.
Bruce Chandler, Chandler Engineering, 7858 Farralone Ave.,
Canoga Park, California 91304 (213) 340-7695. Glow-toignition conversions, Black Knight ignition engines, acc.

Mark's Model Engines, 4456 West, 3145 South, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84120. (801) 328-9973 — Ignition engines,
antique engine rebuilding, glow-to-ignition conversions,
parts and accessories.
America's Hobby Center, 146F West 22nd Street, New
York, N.Y. 10011. Ignition engine coils and condensers.
77 Products, Otto Bernhardt, 17119 S. Harvard Blvd., Gardena, Calif. 90247. (213) 329-4863 — Glow-to-ignition
conversions, ignition engine parts and accessories, custom machine work.
Roger J. Schroeder, 4111 West 98th Street, Overland Park,
Kansas 66207. Side port venturi tubes for Ohlsson engines, custom machine work.
Charlie Sjcbeck, Box 177, South Roylton, Vermont 05068.
Ohlsson & Rice reproduction needle valves.
Polk's Model Craft Hobbies, Inc., 346 Bergen Ave., Jersey
City, New Jersey 07304. (201) 332-8100 — Vacuumoperated engine timers.
Bob Knutson, P.O. Box 243, Austin, Minnesota 55912.
Ignition engine parts.
Dick McCoy, 10767 Monte Vista, Ontario, California 91761.
McCoy engine parts.
Swede Johnson, P.O. Box 53, Hughson, California 95326.
Used engine parts (primary parts only).
Air Accessories, 3600 Pittman Road, Independence, Missouri 64052. Reproduction fuel tanks for ignition engines.
Faeh & Rowand Enterprises, Inc., Route 1, W. Highway 30
Central City, Nebraska 68826. Renovation of ignition
engines.
Donald Garofalow, 174 Main Street, Ridgefield Park, N.J.
07660. (201) 641-0343 — Ignition engine parts reproduced
in type metal.
Les Payne, 881 S. Josephine St., Denver, Colorado 80209.
Rocket engine parts.
Karl Carlson, Replica Engines, 14600 Ramsted Drive, San
Jose, California 95127 — Replica ignition engines and
parts.
Dirk F. Tollenar, P.O. Box 1564, Irving, Texas 75060. Glowto-ignition conversions (you supply timer).
Herb Hodapp, P.O. Box 19, St. Clair, Minnesota 56080.
Macval Viking Twin timers, Vivell needle valve assemblies.
Bill Daniel, 3068 Palos Verde Ave., Long Beach, California
90808. Orwick prop nuts, Orwick, Wensen, and Baby
Cyclone needle valves.
Spielmaker Engines, Karl Spielmaker, 3153 Burlingame Ave.
S. W., Wyoming, Michigan 49509 — Golden Eagle engines and parts.
Tac Aero Engineering, 100 Smyrna St., West Springfield,
Mass. 01089. Engines, parts, and engine kits; SAE 70 oil.
Vic Didelot, 4410 Lorna Lane, Erie, Pennsylvania 16506.
Ohlsson & Rice reproduction needle valve assemblies and
tanks.

CATEGORY B
Power Plants, Components, and Operating Accessories,
Other Than Internal Combustion

Bertram P. Pond, 128 Warren Terrace, Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01106. Hoosier Whirlwind compressed air engines; also accessories for rubber power.
Fred T. Collins, 29 Stewart Ave., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
15227. (412) 881-8553 — Aero-Whirl compressed air
engines.

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS:

LAST MINUTE NOTES
Okay, we missed an issue! There are 108
reasons but no excuses. So, for the 67 people who
wrote telling me they were missed perhaps this is
the reason. Tim B. told me that he had requested
a 48 hour day and he would split it with me. . . .
I didn't get my half and if it doesn't arrive soon
we'll be mailing from San Quentin.
The next issue will be Sept.-Oct. and will be
published about Oct. 3. Following will be the Nov.Dec. issue to be published about Dec. 10. Material
for those issues must be received 20 days prior to
those dates or lot's 'a luck.
At the SAM business meeting in Las Vegas it
was suggested that we consider a less expensive
mailing system. I researched the matter very carefully and it is not a wise move at this time. A
report is being sent to SAM officers.
Notice the membership renewal application.
It should have been printed in the Apr.-May issue.
It will be in the future. If you have not renewed,
do so immediately. Renewals NOT received by Sept.
15 will be dropped from the mailing list.
Are you sure the Wright brothers started out
this way?

The plane touched down on the runway and the captain
quietly reported the temperature at 115. Next morning, we
met on the battlefield of the war that was to follow. Not
modeler pitting his skill against another, but all against the
elements. The field itself was a barren, broad, bottom of a
one-time lake where even the water couldn't take it and
left. It resembled the hide of an elephant — cracked, dry
and bleached by the desert sun. Nothing moved, nothing
grew, nothing could . . . and I always thought that hell was
in the bowels of the earth. By 10 A.M. the relentless sun
pounded down on you till you could almost feel its weight.
Equipment failed, plastic melted, rubber snapped, batteries
quit — and this was the first day!
I've set the stage in words but had an army company
been assigned to a post on that spot, indeed they would
have described it in better fashion. GI's always had a way
with words . .. and gripes.
In spite of the ordeal, I did not see a temper flare or
conduct that was other than fine sportsmanship.
At the business meeting on the evening that followed
two days in the field someone asked why we always held
the SAM Champs in June. Groping for answers like, "it's
traditional," "Close to AMA Nets," etc., etc., Sal Tarbi
piped up with this classic "'Cause it gets too hot in July!"
People lost their sense of direction at times in heat that
was estimated at 125° or so. They lost airplanes, body fluids
and some even lost money, but they did not lose their
sense of humor. The 11th SAM Champs was described in
numerous ways, like "a physical endurance contest," etc.,
so the Champs had no winners and no losers . . . only
survivors!
Congratulations to all those who carried home awards
and trophies, thanks to all those who ran the program, it
was a fine job and a special tribute to those who just
"showed up."
Pete Vano
Western New Jersey

SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Due 1 June, 1977 for 1977 -. 1978

Name

SAM No.

Street
Zip

City & State
SAM renewal for

S

years @ $5.00 per year

SAM rule books @ 25¢ each

S

SAM decals @ 25c each (large size)

S
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SAM PRESIDENT SPEAKS
Well, now that the Champs are over
rules have been resolved by the membership,
by-laws have been reviewed and accepted,
which results in Tim Banaszak to be diligently working on setting up the copy so
we may publish and distribute these resolutions.
We are in the process of planning next
years SAMS Champs, which will be held in
the eastern region. It was announced at the
SAM business meeting in Las Vegas that
the 1978 Champs would be managed by SAM 7, which is located
in the Connecticut area. 1 am sorry to report that there has to be
a change in these plans since the SAM 7 group have indicated that
they would run the Champs only if they could use their own local
rules. These are not completely in accord with the official SAM
rules and consequently just cannot be accepted.
In view of this development we are looking for another group
and site to handle the 1978 Champs in the eastern region. ANY
ONE OR GROUP INTERESTED ARE URGED TO CONTACT
ME AS SOON AS POSSIBLE IN REGARD TO THIS MOST
IMPORTANT PROJECT.
As a reminder, in accordance with the by-laws, rules change
proposals must be in the hands of the free flight or RC coordinator by October 31st of this year for membership vote by the
end of the year which would be put into practice next year. Any
rules proposal changes received after October 31st will not be
voted on until after October 31st of 1978.
HAPPY LANDINGS!
Joe Beshar

Inside the model box . . . count 'ern!

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
A man was introduced to the members at a local Old Timers'
meeting here recently. He was a prospective member and an•
nounced with humility: "I'm really new at this . but I really
love Old Timers and I'm eager to learn."
After the meeting he was advised not to use that approach
again. "Lie if you must, but around here you fight for early
serial numbers . . . you talk about how things were in the 30's
and 40's . . you never admit that you know nothing . . . Old
Timers know everything!"
A few meetings later, the guy was rambling on (from things
he'd read) about how things were in 1936 and threw in a few
key names of the era that he knew would get attention. An
older member approached him:
"Hey, how old are you?"
"39."
"39? .. 1936? .. How? .. What ???
"Oh," said the new guy, "I would have been older, but I was
sick for a few years."
Youth — Tell it like it is.
Old Timers — Tell it like it was.
One thing hasn't changed through all the years and that's
the thrill of watching your OT'er fly with proper dignity. The
heat and the cold are still the same, the rain is still wet and the
dark hasn't changed any. So when people say "Times are chang•
ing" say "Wrong, times are the same, people are changing."
This brings me to a poem I read some time ago. I can't recall
who wrote it, but it went like this!
Empty chairs and vacant places
Soon will till with other faces;

New will come where old have gone,
Eternal change goes on and on.
Pete Vano
Sal Taibi and wife, Nan with their '56 Chevy at Las Vegas
Sam Champs. Note the model box on top of car.
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RULES PROPOSALS
PROPOSAL NO. 1 submitted by George Batiuk, Sr. 2020
Club View Drive, Huntsville, Alabama 35810, is directed to the
loose interpretation of Section 1, Para. 7 i.e.; Rubber models
must use the same prop design as on original model (folding,
single blade, free-wheeling, etc.)". A lot of the flyers are using
"z" hubs, removable blades, etc. that are prevalent in modern
unlimited FAI Wakefield and Coupe. That's fine for modern
AMA, but hardly consistant with the prop design that is on the
majority of old-timer rubber plans. Therefore George proposes
the following:
Section I, Para. 7 — Delete, Para. 2,D — change to "old timer
rubber (cabin, stick and scale')
* This assumes rubber scale will be voted in as a basic event.
Section IV, Para. 4 & Para. 5 — replace with:
Section IV
4. Rubber Models
A. Stick rubber models ...
. launched. (Same as existing Para. 4)
B. Cabin rubber models ...
. launched. (Same as existing Para. 5)
C. Scale ((From Sam Speaks, Jan. — Feb. 77 — if passed)
D. Stick and Cabin models must be flown with the same
prop design as on the original model. In addition to the
general configuration, namely folding, single blade, freewheeling, etc. the prop blade must conform to the
dimensions shown on the plan before carving to final
blade shape. Every effort must be made to duplicate the
original prop as intended by the designer, e.g., no wire
hubs may be substituted, etc.
E. Where no prop is shown on the plan, or insufficient data
exists, the following may be used as a guideline in constructing a prop commensurate with the era:
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PROPOSAL NO. 2 Submitted by Ed Kelley (SAM 541), 4202 W.
172nd Street, Torrance, Ca. 90504 will probably confuse the
majority of members who only have their rule books to go by. In
1975, several rule changes were presented to the membership to
vote upon. The votes were cast, yet some of the proposals were
not incorporated. One that was, however, deleted the word
"designed" from Section 1, Para. 1. Unfortunately, the rule books
were not revised, so quite a few of the members were not aware
of this.
The reason "designed" was eliminated was that members, with
good intention, were claiming as valid, old timer and antique
designs that no one had ever heard of and claiming authentication
on unsupported data. In all fairness to the members, the design
validation committee (SAM'S Executive Committee) made a
considerable effort, expending a lot of time and money to athenticate designs and make them available to the entire membership, but this kind of labor gets old fast. The key sentence to
remember in Section I, Para. 1 is "Authentication of Design, is
Responsibility of Contestant". I feel it would be appropriate for
the validation committee to print the acceptable data for design
authentication, so that the membership knows what they have to
provide. Ed's proposal is as follows:
I would like to propose that Section No. 1 Paragraph 1 be
revised to read:
"Old timer and antique categories are defined as model aircraft
which have been DESIGNED, KITTED, or PLANS PUBLISHED
prior to Dec. 31, 1942 and Dec. 31, 1938 respectively."
The rest of the paragraph to remain the same as written.

PROPOSAL NO. 3 Submitted by Harry Murphy, 3824 Oakwood
Blvd., Anderson, Indiana 46011 reads as follows:
RULE PROPOSAL of 6/12/77
Subject: OLD TIMER SCALE
Proposals:
a) That O.T. Scale be made a Basic Event with specific rules.
b) That 0.T. Scale may be divided into GAS and RUBBER
categories.
Suggested Revisions to SAM Rules:
a) Under Section IV, No. 1, Item A; add: "(K) Scale".
b) Under Section IV, add No. 6. No. 6 is to read:
6 Specifically, Scale models are defined as models of fullscale aircraft which are built from kits or plans published
prior to December 31, 1942. No scale points shall be
awarded, but plans made available for proof of vintage
and adherence to sensible authenticity. Unlimited flight
time and the total of three official flight scores. Forty
seconds constitutes an official flight. Models may be
divided into Gas and Rubber categories. Gas Scale
models may be powered by any internal combustion
engine (electric and CO2 power not permitted). Rubber
Scale may use any prop design and no limit on amount
of rubber used.

TABLE I
WING AREA (SQ. IN.)
100 — 150
150 — 200
200 — 300

PROP DIA. (IN.)
12-15
15 — 17
18 — 20

(Note: Figure 1 and Table I are credited to F. Zaic's 1935-6, 1937
and 1938 yearbooks.)
F. Rubber — No restrictions.
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Harry's proposal takes the existing scale special event and
makes it a basic event, which must be held at every SAM Championship, leaving an optional division into gas and rubber. I would
appreciate it if any SAM member who has the scale rules, as
flown at the 1938, 1939, 1940 and 1941 Nationals, would
xerox a copy for me (Gene Wallock, 220 Leroy Avenue, Arcadia,
CA., 91006) for clarification. The Nationals results I have indicate scale was rubber — powered and I believe a basic event
should reflect rules that were in effect in the pre-1943 era.

PROPOSAL NO. 4
Here in the Northeast a wide difference of opinion exists
among contestants and CD's as to what type props are permitted
on O.T. rubber models. Some feel that any balsa prop is O.K. as
long as it has the same number of blades as the original model and
agrees with the plan as far as freewheeling or folding is concerned.
Others insist that the props must correspond with the plan in all
respects. If rigidly enforced, the latter interpretation can be excessively restrictive. Commercially made props such as the Sig
folders many use, easily made laminated sheet balsa props, band
saw cut props and even wire or aluminum hubs could be ruled out.
In most cases the only way to go would be to carve a prop from
a block of balsa. Besides being wasteful and expensive, this could
be a formidable task to the inexperienced. The job of constructing
a prop has been the bugaboo which has scared off potential rubber free flighters for years. Requiring props to be just like the
original can only drive off more people.
Furthermore, there are many beautifully proportioned O.T.
models which are not very competitive simply because they do
not have folding porps. Some of these were not even equipped
with free-wheeling props! (example, Scientifics "All American")
If there were no restrictions on propellers it is likely that we
would see a much greater variety of rubber models at contests
and the winner's circle would no longer be dominated by a few
types of high performance ships.
In view of the foregoing I am submitting the proposal outlined
below:
In order to make the rules governing propellers less restrictive,
so as to inspire greater participation in O.T. rubber modeling and
to provide incentive for the construction of formerly neglected
old designs, rule number 7 in Section 1 should be changed so as
to read:
"There are no restrictions on the type of propeller or amount
of rubber used on O.T. rubber models."
Bill Henn
53 Hall Street
Clifton, N.J. 07014
As a final note, I'd like to thank all the contestants at the
Vegas SAM Champs for making it possible to have a good con•
test. It was a real pleasure to officiate at this contest where all the
contestants were well-prepared, courteous and displayed exemplary behavior. You should all be proud of yourselves.
Thermals'
Gene Wallock

The Korda Stickler is one of the more popular models flown in
the Old Timer Rubber Stick event at Bong Field. Since 1971 my
model has won four first and a third place there plus a first at the
1975 Lake Charles Nets. When my Stickler doesn't win a: Bong,
another Stickler, usually Willard Srnitz' or Rudy Schuh's comes up
the winner. On some occasions a 300 square inch Lanzo stick or
a Wally Simmers Gollywock will sneak into the winners circle.
My Stickler is powered by 18 strands of Y4" Sig Contest rubber
38" long. A safe 600 turns are usually used for official flights.
This is good for about a 45 to 50 second prop run. Sig rubber is
used because it is "safe" since it usually just breaks one strand at
a time rather than all at once. This is important to me since I
don't use a tube to protect the fuselage while winding. The
plans show an 8 foot motor with some "backward" turns in it
to give a 48" actual motor length without tensioning. This gave
Korda a 1:15 motor run on 900 turns. The misplaced knots in
long motors gave me trouble with a had stall in the glide so 1
reduced my motor lengths to 38 inches.
A right-right flight pattern is the way my Stickler is trimmed.
The reason for this is to help keep it in thermals. If you wind the
motor and then wait 5 or 10 minutes to find a thermal before
launching, it really hurts to see your bird make a big "S" turn
as the power runs out and it starts into its glide and have it fly
out of the thermal. With a right climb and glide the model will
hang in the thermal if you have it when you launched.
The flight adjustments consist of some washout in the right
wing, rudder offset for right turn and 1/8" down thrust. The
leading edge of the right inner wing panel is twisted so it goes up
about 1/8" higher than the trailing edge at the dihedral break.
This can be done after the wing is covered and doped. It can be
put in by heating over the spout of an active steam kettle, pinning
the desired warp in place and letting the wing dry thoroughly.
I've seen at least half a dozen Sticklers and only one of them
used the optional pylon wing mount. f personally feel that the
pylon isn't going to do anything to improve the model's performance. It will add a bit of weight and drag and it looks as though
it would break and cause trouble that could be avoided by mounting the wing directly to the fuselage.
Modifications for the installation of a dethermalizer are
straight forward. The fin has some 1/8 sheet balsa added directly
behind the top of the fuselage. This permits the fin to be split in
two through the 1/8 sheet. The top half of the fin gets glued to
the stabilizer and the subrudder goes on the fuselage. The D/T
fuse holder is mounted on the left side of the fuselage under the
wing. This makes it easy to adjust the fuse length and there is no
center of gravity change with different fuse lengths. Be sure to
glue some keyways on the stabilizer bottom to hold your flight
adjustments.

THE KORDA STICKLER
by Charlie Sotich, SAM No. 43
The September 1941 issue of "Air Trails" carried Dick Korda's
article on his rubber stick class model, the Stickler. Anyone who
likes to compete in the Old Timer Rubber events and would like to
have a chance at winning should take a good look at the Stickler
(plans are available from John Pond). The wing area is about 200
square inches and it has a 42 inch span. This makes the wing
slightly stubbier than his famous Wakefield model. The fuselage
however has a much smaller cross-section and it has no landing
gears, so this cuts down both the weight and drag. The 19 inch
diameter two bladed folding prop is one of the biggest used on
this size old timer rubber model. Another plus in the eyes of
many contest flyers is the 89 square inch stabilizer. This is very
large even by today's standards. A secondary consideration I had
when deciding to make the Stickler was that I would be able to
use the same rubber motors in the Korda Wakefield and Stickler
as well as a 200 square inch unlimited rubber model. It is easier to
stock just one size rubber motor than try to have a supply of
three different sizes.

The model was made primarily of medium weight (8 lb.) balsa.
Fuselage longerons and wingspans were a bit harder, rubs, planking, trailing edges and outlines a bit softer. The fuselage frame
was given two coats of dope so that the rubber tube thrown off
the unwinding motor could be easily washed out with a hose
and water. Japanese tissue was used for covering the entire model,
prop blades included. The weight of the completed model was
just under 3'7 ounces while the rubber motors weigh about 3
ounces each. The resulting wing loading is fairly light so a good
climb and glide can be expected. Conservatively wound, my
model should be good for at least 2:30 in still air. With a lighter
model and longer motor wound tighter, it should be good for
well over 3 minutes. It could even be used as a back up ship for
unlimited rubber and make a good showing.

I visited Leon Shulman at his office recently and he showed
me a card sent to him by Jim Newman. It depicts one of Leon's
creations in a rather unusual way. I reproduced it (somewhat
smaller) for our cover this month. — Ed.
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MORE ON RUBBER
Dear Pete:
Just reading SAM Speaks --- and want to make some comments
regarding the Antique Model aspect of the hobby.
The newsletter has too much on powered models and neglects
rubber models. Bill Henn is doing a fine job, but more of us must
submit letters, etc. on the rubber aspect of the game.
Twin pushers are an enormous amount of fun and majestic in
their flight. I have built them of all vintages and get nice 3 min.
flights in calm weather with models made of pine, spruce, bamboo and various really old covering materials. There are countless
designs from 1877 to 1936. (See Old Timer catalog for some.)
Have just finished a 1911 Cecil Peoli Racer for exhibition, at the
request of Paul Garber of the Smithsonian. These models are a
real challenge since no purchased materials in finished form are
used. It takes up to 6 hours of work to make one prop of pine or
bass, but the finished piece is well worth it, both for sheer beauty
as well as very efficient in the air. Remember that teenage boys
made and flew the originals, so we who are veteran modellers
should not find it too difficult.
For competition, "modern" balsa construction is authentic.
The 1923 Lange and most twins following it used balsa. Probably
the easiest to build and fly is the 1930 Don Burnham twin.
Twin winders are a problem but do as the teenage boys of
yesterday did - convert an eggbeater — old ones can be found at
the Goodwill and other flea markets.
Ed Novak and Tim Banazak are to be complimented for their
promotion of compressed air activity. The Hoosier Whirlwind
(best ever) motor is still available from Bert Pond.
You do not need plans — design your own!
Probably you will arrive at a really good flier — Remember
that the limited power requires: 1. A very light model (16 oz.
complete) 2. A low drag - high lift design — do a bit of streamlining. 3. A very stable model. 4. A fairly fast turning prop but
on the principles of a good rubber prop — a gas prop is too much
of a club, only fit for real power which is not forthcoming from
compressed air. 5. A sturdy landing gear, well forward to protect
the fragile motor and prop.
Don't old timers ever fly indoors? Why not build and fly the
early IMAC and AMLA indoor tractors. i built models of this
vintage entirely of pine, some years ago, which fly quite well
(3 min, +} but are somewhat fast!
Balsa indoor models date from about 1920 on. The original
tissue (Imperial) is still available and was the covering used before
microfilm.
Bamboo is a necessary material in many indoor and outdoor
old timers, and skill in handling it is worthwhile aquiring.
Don't be afraid to carve your props. Practice makes perfect.
At one time I carved props to sell and often made six large outdoor props complete in an evening besides doing the packing of
countless orders for materials. (I would not be seen dead with a
prop I did not make.)
Gas models are great fun (built my first in 1935) but lets keep
them from entirely smothering other types of power. Besides the
gas events, SAM contests should include twin pusher, compressed
air, fuselage models, and possibly flying scale. Encouraging these
events will bring a lot of the old timers into SAM.
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Since many SAM members are skilled in power models and can
offer much more help on such projects, I invite all who need help
with rubber and compressed air models to correspond (stamped
addressed envelope please). I'll also send an old timer catalog if
you wish.
Jim Noonan
745 W. Thurston Circle
Milwaukee, Wis. 53218
SAM No. 050
Lindy flew over our house in 1927, and I was hooked! Started
modelling that day - never stopped even to building in tents by
candlelight during the war.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
A reminder from President Beshar has been received concerning proposals. Rules proposals must be submitted to the
appropriate Rules Coordinator early enough for their review and
publication in the October issue of SAM SPEAKS. They are voted
on by ballot in the December issue, Proposals received after the
October issue is printed will have to wait a full year to come to a
vote.

THERMAL SOARING AS
APPLIED TO OLD TIMERS
-- Gleaned from Mark Smith
(former National Soaring Champion)
The only difference between an old timer and a glider is the
method of getting the model in the air. Deriving the benefit of
thermal activity is a matter of recognizing the updraft when your
model passes through it, and then getting in it anu staying were.
Once that is done, then you must get the plane down on time and
hit the proper spot if you are flying the limited engine run events.
Here is a summary of Mark Smith's comments, with some of mine
added.
When you arrive at a field, look for the "hot" spots; a building,
dark roads or fields or other landmarks that can produce enough
radiant heat to start thermal activity. Don't forget that line of
contestants' cars from which those shimmering heat waves rise
at mid-day! This is a part of getting to "kno , •."
It is most helpful to have an "assistant" who can help in spotting thermals and educating the timer in reading the watch and
calling count-downs. Before take-off, the assistant should hold
the plane and confirm with the pilot that he has the transmitter
and receiver ON, with all controls operating properly. When the
model is off and climbing, the timer should call the time every
five seconds of engine run to fifteen seconds, then call each second
as it is tacked off. At eighteen seconds, the pilot should give some
down elevator and cut the throttle. The reaction time for the
movement of the stick and the mechanical cut-off will give a
perfect twenty second run.
Now the model is gliding and properly trimmed for straight
and level flight. In Mark's words, "Don't stand there and watch
it fly — stare at it, concentrate, bear down and look hard. Watch
for the faintest wiggle, bump or deflection from its flight path.
Don't let anyone distract you by talking; thermal soaring is work!
Keep up-wind, set up a search pattern and stay alert. Hunt, trad-

ing altitude for distance. If the airplane is in 'down' air, get the
nose down and get out of there. Usually strong down currents are
an indication that a thermal is in the vicinity. Other indications
are circling birds, a sudden change in temperature or a sudden
wind shift. Be alert,
As you practice R/C soaring you will find yourself being able
to sense the location of a thermal. If the airplane will cover
enough ground, the chances are good that you will find rising air.
When in the immediate vicinity of a thermal, the flight path will
be deflected depending on the location and strength of the
thermal. If the airplane passes along the edge, it will raise one
wing. Turn into the wing that raises for the model is just outside
the thermal. If the tail raises, the airplane is flying through the
thermal so press on until the plane regains a normal flight altitude.
Then turn and plunge into the center of the thermal. Start a
large easy circle. if the plane ascends on one portion of the circle
and descends on the other, move the pattern over toward the
ascending portion. Keep working until the model is going up at a
high rate. Security is a thermal!"
Mark Smith's advice continues, but I would like to add a short
note. How do you tell when the airplane is going up? When the
model is nearly overhead, this is nearly impossible to perceive.
Therefore, i make it a practice to move the model upwind to
approximately a 45 °angle. At that position it is easy to detect
the altitude changes immediately. Once you are circling in a
thermal, you can set down your transmitter and let your airplane
do what it does best — soar. If it passes overhead or through the
sun, don't worry. Your model is stable and will continue flying as
a freeflight in the trim that you have set. Only when the model
stops going up, or is too high, or too far away for visual contact,
do you disturb the trim and bring the plane back. Thermals move
with the wind direction • downwind.
Mark continues: "As the plane moves out of visual range, get
the nose down and head back. Return to the area where you
found the last thermal and set up another search pattern ..."
Finally, the plane has been up as long as required. It is time to

establish your landing strategy. At the John Pond Commemora•
Live, the requirement is to hit a fifty foot circle at exactly five
minutes of duration. Time over or under is deducted from your
time in the air. If you are way up, then you had better start down
with one and one/half minutes to go. In any event, start your
descent at the latest one minute before touch down. Have the
timer call off the elapsed time every minute during the flight so
you are fully time-oriented. At one and one/half minutes to
go, have the time called every fifteen seconds. Stay upwind
during the descent. At one minute to go, you should be about
one hundred feet off the ground. Turn down wind and pass to
one side of the spot in a shallow dive. At thirty seconds you
should be on your final approach aimed at the fifty foot circle.
Keep up your speed. Your distance downwind is determined by
your airspeed and the velocity of the wind. The timer should
now be calling the time every five seconds. At fifteen seconds he
should count down every second, and your plane should be ten to
fifteen feet off the ground. If your plane has sufficient speed you
can make it touch the ground just as the timer calls one second to
go. By the time he reacts and pushes the button, you should have
five minutes to the second and a spot landing. Remember, it is
better to pick up the extra points by hitting the spot than to miss
it and touch down at the exact moment,
Now a word or two about flight attempts. If you have a foreshortened engine run or poor engine performance, it is far better
to take an attempt by letting the engine run over twenty seconds,
or in the case of a short run, getting the plane down under forty
seconds. Remember, you have six attempts for three official
flights. Don't tempt fate by trying for that elusive thermal if you
don't have maximum altitude!
So there is a proven formula for contest wins. In the words of
Mark Smith, "Prepare the airplane and yourself. Mental attitude
has a lot to do with R/C thermal soaring. A positive thinker
expects to find a thermal and when one is found he is ready to
work it. A negative thinker does not expect to find a thermal,
so he does not really look for one . , . . Think positive! With all
that down air there has to be a thermal there somewhere."
Good luck at the John Pond Commemorative. Remember,
practice will help win contests. Hope to see you in Santa Maria.
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NOVEMBER - DECEMBER 1977

SAM PRESIDENT SPEAKS
I am pleased to announce that my good
friend, Woody Woodman will be the Contest Manager for the 1978 12th Sam
Champs. His address is 389 Floral Lane,
Saddle Brook, New Jersey 07622. Phone:
(201) 797-8130. Joining Woody is Jack
Florenzie as Free Flight Contest Director.
The RC Assist Contest Director will be
announced shortly.
Location — There are a number of
satisfactory fields for RC Assist but the
problem as usual here in the east is a satisfactory field for free
flight. The best field for free flight will determine location. We
have a possibility in North Carolina which Warren Hall has been
trying to work out, and a field in the Lakehurst, N.J. area is being
considered. This field looks most promising and Woody has been
investigating the possibilities. We expect to resolve this in the
next few weeks.
Time — Tentative plans are to have the Champs during the 1st
week of July which is not definite as we are coordinating with
AMA for SAM Champs — AMA Nationals back to back to make it
ideal for all modelers to attend both.
For you who are not aware, Pete Vano, our Sam Speaks Editor
has been through a great ordeal in the past few months suffering
with a back problem. It was a miracle he was able to publish the
last issue of Sam Speaks. As of recently, he advises that he has
recovered and I hope that the suffering is history forever.
This is a Ballot Issue and I urge you to vote for the rule changes
which will be effective for the 78 Champs.
Happy Landings!
Joe Beshar

NUMBER 28
This paragraph was approved by membership vote in 1975 and
became effective on August 1 of that year. That it was not included in the 1978 edition of the SAM Rule Book was the fault
of the Sec-Treas who edited the rule book and who hearby apologizes for that error.
The second point also covers an item voted on by the membership in 1975. The adding of ".020 Replica" as a SAM BASIC
event under Section IV, Basic Events, Paragraph 1, Part A. Although the membership vote was to include .020 Replica under
this section the action has not been taken. Tim Dannels, then
SAM Rocky Mountain V-P, raised the point at the 1975 SAM
business meeting held August 30, 1975 in Denver, Colo, that
inclusion of the .020 Replica event Under Section IV, Basic Events,
Paragraph 1, Part A, would be in direct conflict with Section 1,
Definitions and Basic Regulation, Paragraph 1 (Kitted or plans
published etc.) and in direct conflict with Section II, Paragraph
1. (No enlargements or reduction of model size, etc.) and in direct
conflict with Section IV, Basic Events, Paragraph 1 (Those events
which conform to Sectionsil, II, and III, etc.). Because of these
obvious conflicts with existing rules the members present at the
SAM 1975 business meeting voted to delay inclusion of .020
Replica as a BASIC EVENT.until such time as a committee could
resolve the conflicts in rules and re-present this point to the
membership. Unfortunately this action has not yet been taken,
but, until such time it is .020 Replica cannot be included in a
SAM rule book as a BASIC EVENT. A summary of this problem
was presented to the membership as a part of the SAM Annual
Business meeting report as published in SAM Speaks, Vol 2,
No. 5, Aug-Sept. 1975.
Submitted by,
Tim Banaszak, Sec-Treas.

JOHN T. BRENNAN, SAM NO. 1000
GONE BUT NOT FURGuiltiv
The following letter, a response to a letter sent to members
whose membership lapsed by Tim Banaszak, tells it all.

1978 SAM RULE BOOK CORRECTIONS
Confusion may exist in the 1978 edition of the SAM Rule
Book because of two points.
The first of these occurs in Section I, Definitions and Basic
Regulations, Paragraph 1 which should read:
Old Timer and Antique categories are defined as
model aircraft which have been kitted or plans published prior to December 31, 1942sand December 31,
1938, respectively. Authentication of design is the
responsibility of contestant. Claims made for prior
design date shall be authenticated by documented
proof (dated photographs, affadavits, etc.). These shall
be submitted to a review board (made up of current
SAM officers and as appointed by the SAM president
for approval). These authenticated prior designs will
be listed as part of the rule book and published annually in SAM Speaks.

October 4, 1977
Gentlemen:
Enclosed please find my check for $5. for the renewal of
membership for one year for my late husband John T. Brennan.
He passed away April 4, 1976, but inasmuch h" v.,ns v 1^n0
member, and was so happy to be a part of SAM, I would like to
keep this, as it meant so much to him. He has one of your decals
on one of his planes, and this and three others of his planes are to
be exhibited in the Historical Museum (which opened this past
year) here in Kittery. The town of Kittery, Maine is steeped in
history, and I know the exhibit of his planes will prove very
interesting to the people here, and the visitors who come here
every summer. When the plans for the exhibit are complete, and
the write-up completed, I will send you a copy of it if you would
care to have it.
I feel so strongly about having his hobby which he loved so
much displayed so others may see his work and talent, even
though he is not here. I am so very proud of him.
Sincerely,
Ina B. Brennan
Box 16
Kittery Point, Maine 03905
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RUBBER
We rubber enthusiasts sure had a real field day with the last
issue of S.S, If this keeps up the R.C. boys may begin squawking
about insufficient coverage. Although George Butiak's proposal
counters my own, I was glad to see it submitted, Hopefully one
of the proposals will be accepted and we all will know exactly
what type of propellers are permissable.
Some years ago, while looking through a model magazine I
came across a picture of an old time rubber stick job which really
struck my fancy, the Climber by Lamb. After obtaining a set of
plans for the bird from John Pond I was even more impressed.
The model appeared to be a refinement of the 1939 Korda Wakefield winner. The dimensions of the wing, stab and rudder were
identical but smaller wood sizes were utilized. The wing featured
similar multi-spar construction but a slightly thinner airfoil section.
The body was longer than the Korda and had an attractive airfoil
shape which helped to get the wing up where it belongs.
Somehow I never got around to building the model and the
plans gathered dust until my son Billy came across them. After
cutting out a set of wing and stab ribs I turned the project over
to Billy who completed it some weeks later. He must have used
heavy wood and saturated every cubic millimeter of the material
with Hot Stuff because the model weighted a whopping 4.5
ounces (without the rubber) when finished. With the 16 strands
of Sig rubber Billy used, his Climber was underpowered as well
as overweight. We carved two props for the model, one similar to
the original with a 16 inch diameter and the other a 19 incher
having slimmer blades and lower pitch. During test flights with
both props no difference in performance was evident. We trimmed the model for a right climb and left glide.
Billy did not compete with his Climber and did not fly it very
much until he wiped out his Gollywock last spring. Since then he
has flown it in four contests where the model placed first three
times and third once behind my Lanzo and Steve Joseph's Nat's
winning Gollywock. At one of the contests Billy had an exciting
FAC-style simultaneous flyoff with Bill Purtell. Bill, an accomplished craftsman and great sport, was flying a beautiful replica of
Ray Smith's 1941 Mulvihill winner. My son's Climber won the
flyoff by a small margin, probably because we risked destruction
of the model by winding the motor to near maximum turns. Both
models dethermalized beyond the limits of the field with Bill's
ending up in a tree and Billy's in the Connecticut River. Fortunately they were recovered with little damage.
With reasonable care the Climber could be built under 3.5
ounces. If powered by a rubber motor of approximately the same
weight, such a model would have exceptional flying characteristics
and could compete with the best of them.
The props my son used on the Climber were among the last
ones we carved for our large rubber free flight models. Shortly
afterwards we discovered lamination, a simple, quick and inexpensive way to construct propellers. Laminated blades can be fashioned in any shape, pitch and diameter and are stronger and more
uniform than their carved counterparts. If they are permissable
on O.T. models next year, I will submit a comprehensive "how
to" article on the subject.
Bill Henn

DON GAROFALOW
HEADS NOMINATING COMMITTEE
Nominations for officer slots in SAM are now open. Although
it seems that next year is a long way off it is really almost upon
us. SAM will be voting for President, Rocky Mountain Vice
President, Eastern Vice President, Mid-West Vice President,
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Western Vice President and Secretary-Treasurer.
Don has requested that nominations be submitted to him as
soon as possible so that they can be published early enough for
the membership to make its selection. Submit to
Don Garofalow
174 Main Street
Ridgefield Park, New Jersey 07660
(201) 836-1827

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
I goofed! I guess I just can't make it as a cartoonist. l needed
last minute filler-space in the last issue. I came up with a cartoon
I thought was funny. The rapid fire it drew sounded like two
skeletons dancing on a tin roof in a hail storm! I caused some
embarrassment and I'm sorry. I won't do it again.
Nowscan I come out from under this desk? Whew! If I had
known that the subject had such a short fuse I would have soaked
the issue in water for 3'4 minutes before mailing although others
would be more pleased to see my head soaked for a like period. I
won't do that again. folks, honest, I've got a wifenkids!
The task of maintaining our mailing lists, metal plate files, etc.,
coupled with the collating, folding, addressing and mailing of
SAM SPEAKS is a monster. It reached a point where I had to
decide whether to continue or give up my regular business. SAM
member, Adam Schuster came up with a solution. He volunteered
to do it. This guy is something else! He came down a couple of
weeks ago with his own truck and armed with a staff of muscle to
move the equipment to his house. The equipment was tied down
to his truck with ropes that were quickly removed at his house
and used to tie up Sophie, Adam's wife, who had not yet beer
informed that she would be required to do most of the work foi
which Adam would receive all of the credit! Seriously, Adam anc

Sophie will supervise their nephew, Mike Lachowski, who wil!
perform the largest portion of the task. Mike is quite an OT
enthusiast himself and is a glider expert. He will fit the job it
around his college schedule.
Pete Vano

NOTE: A number of letters were received by SAM SPEAKS for
reproduction in this issue of the newsletter. They were for and
against various proposals being voted on in this issue. They were
all received about the same time and some went into considerable
detail in attempts to justify a position. There were enough of
them to fill an entire newsletter and since several would have
to be omitted because of space it was decided to print none of
them.
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This letter is from Joe Wagner, founder of the MECA, draftsman of several old-time model plans for John Pond (Miss America,
Custom Cavalier, G.E. Cabinette) — and former Chief Designer
for Veco
Dear Pete,
I'm writing to notify you that I've decided to sell a number of
my original old-time model kits. These are all complete, even the
boxes are in good shape, and have been in my personal possession
for many years. Here's the list of the kits I am willing to sell (I
have others I'm planning to hold onto a while longer):
Megow: Ranger, Piper Cub, Super Quaker, Jap Slapper
Berkeley: American Ace, Buccaneer "B" Special
Scientific: Miss America rubber-powered (prewar kit)
Cleveland: Super Condor, 70" Senior Playboy
Carl Goldberg's Cumulus
I also have the following prewar Cleveland 3/4" Master Scale
model kits:
1930 Laird "Solution" biplane
1931 Gee Bee (Lowell Bayles')
1933 Wedell•Williams No. 44
1934 Turner's Wedell-Williams No. 57
1936 Caudron
1937 Folkerts Special "Jupiter" (Pride of Lemont)
1938.39 Laird•Turner "Pesco Special"
All these kits are completely authentic — and they will not be
sold cheap! In the past I have "done favors" for various people by
letting them have old-time kits and engines at a low price because
they supposedly appreciated such things. I later found out that
many of these people resold items they got from me at several
times the price they got it from me for ... one guy I thought was
pretty square bought a bunch of prewar ignition engines from me
for $200 — and sold all but one of them the same week - at a
total price of $550! So I'm no longer doing any favors. The kits I
have for sale right now will go to the highest bidder.
Sincerely,
Joe Wagner (AMA 835)
135 Waugh Avenue
New Wilmington
Penna_ 16142

East Hartford, Ct. 06118
November 20, 1977
Dear Pete,
I, and the members of SAM-7, of which I am the Vice-President, would appreciate your inclusion in the next issue of SAM
SPEAKS, a clarification of SAM-7's position for NOT hosting the
1978 SAM Nationals.
do not wish to take SAM President Joe Beshar to task as his
is a thankless job.
Joe did state in SAM SPEAKS Issue No. 27 that SAM-7 would
host the 1978 SAM Nationals only if SAM-7's local rules were
observed but rejected this offer as this conditioning could not be
allowed. This statement, though true but without explanation,
can put SAM•7 in a bad light with other SAM Chapters and SAM
members throughout the country, and also to our foreign members.
The 'local' rules to which Joe referred (and the rules by which
ALL of SAM-7's Meets are governed) are the ORIGINAL SAM
rules, i.e., we allow (and will continue to allow) glow engine
participation in the basic events for Pylon Gas and Cabin Gas as
listed in Section IV 1, A, (a), (b), (c), (d). (e), and (f). Allowing
glow engine participation in the basic power events is the ONLY
difference. We handicap the engines as follows:
10 seconds
glow
14 seconds
converted glow to ignition ..
original ignition
18 seconds.
We have been very successful in our organization and operation
of past Meets per these rules and will strive for continuation of
the same in the future.
If we hosted the '78 Nats and eliminated glow engine participation from these basic events, about 50% or more of our members and 50% of the individuals that have entered our past meets
would not be able to compete in these basic power events.
Obtaining ignition engines is a growing problem here in the
Northeast. There is a noticeable lack of available engines although
there is an adequate supply of engines. I've observed only two
conditions as far as engines are concerned — good ones are priced
as high as the nearest star, and the other is plain junk! A 7th
grade manual arts student can make a better assortment of parrs
to a closer set of tolerances with a set of hand tools!
I am now speaking for a lot of younger members and some not
so young. There are plenty of glow engines in all price ranges that
will permit an infinite number of models to be built. In the end,
its the final trimming that wins. You can have the best Super
Cyke or the hottest Tee Dee, but if your plane isn't trimmed
properly, the odds are against you.
So stands SAM-7's position. Flying with SAM-7 is flying for
fun and enjoyment.
Sincerely,
Carmen Botticello
SAM 175
AMA429

ED'S NOTE.- President Beshar's role in the matter was simply to
advise the membership that a SAM CHAMPS cannot be held
where local conditions require major changes to SAM rules. His
attitude seemed to indicate disappointment but did not reflect
discredit on SAM-7. The rules of SAM-7 are fine for local contests
but this is the super-bowl of SAM and national rules must prevail.
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F F RULE PROPOSAL BALLOT

no wire hubs may be substituted, etc.
Where no prop is shown on the plan, or insufficient data exists,
the following may be used as a guideline in constructing a
prop commensurate with the era:
FIGURE 1

Proposal No. 1 - Old Timer Scale
A. Rubber Scale shall be made an official SAM Basic Event with
the following rule:
Rubber Scale - A model of a true large aircraft built from
plans designed, kitted or published prior to
December 1942. That the models be handlaunched into flight, the maximum duration
of which be determined by the contest
director. The number of flights in one
event may be optional with the total of the
flights to be the total score. There will be
no scale judging, but contest director reserves the right to check authenticity of
plans.
YES
❑

NO
❑

B. Proposals:
a) That O.T. Scale be made a Basic Event with specific
rules.
b) That O.T. Scale may be divided into GAS and RUBBER
categories.
Suggested Revisions to SAM Rules:
a) Under Section IV, No. 1, Item A; add: "(K) Scale".
b) Under Section IV, add No. 6. No. 6 is to read:
6 Specifically, Scale models are defined as models of
full•scale aircraft which are built from kits or plans
published prior to December 31, 1942. No scale
points shall be awarded, but plans made available for
proof of vintage and adherence to sensible authenticity. Unlimited flight time and the total of three
official flight scores. Forty seconds constitutes an
official flight. Models may be divided into Gas and
Rubber categories. Gas Scale models may be powered
by an internal combustion engine (electric and CO2
power not permitted). Rubber Scale may use any
prop design and no limit on amount of rubber used.
YES
0

NO
❑

Note:Approval of Proposal No. 1 (A) will add a new Basic
Event and still retain the Special Event Flying Scale.
Approval of No. 1 (B) will add a new Basic Event and
eliminate the Special Event Flying Scale. Disapproval of
both proposals No. 1 (A) & (B) will leave Flying Scale as
it appears in the SAM Rule Book, i.e.: A Special Event.
A Yes vote on both (A) & (B) by any member will be
counted as no vote on the proposal.
Proposal No. 2 - Old Timer Rubber Props.
A. Stick and Cabin models must be flown with the same prop
design as on the original model. In addition to the general configuration, namely folding, sincle blade, free-wheeling, etc. the
prop blade must conform to the dimensions shown on the plan
before carving to final blade shape. Every effort must be made
to duplicate the original prop as intended by the designer, e.g.,
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TABLE I
WING AREA (SQ. IN.)
100 - 150

PROP DIA. (IN.)
12 - 15
15-- 17
18 - 20

150 - 200
200 - 300

(Note: Figure 1 and Table 1 are credited to F. Zaic's 1935.6,
1937 and 1938 yearbooks.)
YES
O

NO
❑

B. In order to make the rules governing propellers less restrictive,
so as to inspire greater participation in O.T. rubber modeling
and provide incentive for the construction of formerly neglected old designs, rule number 7 in Section 1 should be changed
so as to read:
"There are no restrictions on the type of propeller or
amount of rubber used on O.T. rubber models."
YES
❑

NO
0

Note: Disapproval of both Proposal No. 2 (A) & (B) will leave
the Rubber powered rule regarding props as written in
the SAM Rule Book. A yes vote on both (A) & (B) by
any member will be counted as a no vote on the proposal.
Proposal No. 3

-

Model Authenticity

Section No. 1 Paragraph 1 be revised to read:
"Old timer and antique categories are defined as model aircraft which have been DESIGNED, KITTED, or PLANS
PUBLISHED prior to Dec. 31, 1942 and Dec. 31, 1938
respectively."
The rest of the paragraph to remain the same as written.
YES
❑

NO
❑

Proposal No. 4. Number of Models Per Event
A. Each contestant may enter no more than one model in each
event.
YES
❑

NO
❑

F F RULE PROPOSAL BALLOT

2. Power Classifications arc:
Class A .000 to .200 in 3

B. Each contestant shall be allowed two models; their respective
parts may be freely interchanged. In the case of combined
classes, each model may be of a different class, but in no
case may the contestant use more than two models in an
event. The two models do not have to be of the same general
design configuration.
YES

ClasB.201to3
Class C .301 to 1.20 in
3. Original ignition engines are defined as those engines which
are or were manufactured and initially sold as spark ignition
engines. Original engines may be used for all events and
must be used for antique events.

NO
4. Converted ignition engines are glow engines retaining their
basic source identification and adapted to spark ignition.
Converted engines may be used in "Old Timer" category
events only.

C. Each contestant shall be allowed an unlimited number of
entries in any event, but entry fee shall be required for each of
the entries, unless otherwise specified by the contest director.
The contestant shall be allowed only one model for completing the flights for that models entry. No interchanging of
models from one entry to another is permitted.
YES
0

NO
❑

Note:A yes vote by any member on more than one of the
three options; (A), (B) or (C) will be counted as a no
vote on the proposal.
Proposal No. 5 - Preamble Addition and General Power Model
Revision.
1. Amend Preamble
Add:
It is also expected that engines selected for use in antique and
old timer category models provide flight characteristics similar
to the era being duplicated.
2. Section 1 - Definitions & Basic Regulations
No. 3

Antique category models shall be (delete) divided
into two events: Fuel allotment antique (6' minimum
wing span) and 30 second antique (no size limitation)

No. 5

Delete from this Section

No. 6

Delete from this Section

6. Fuel for ignition engines shall be gasoline only. The lubricant,
when required, must not contain any fuel conditioning
additives to improve power output.
7. All newly manufactured or converted engines are restricted
by displacement to the following minimum or larger
propeller sizes:
.000 to .10 in 3
.11 to .15 in 3
.16 to .25 in 3
.25 to .35 in 3
.36 to .49 in 3
.50 to .65 in 3
.66 to 1.2 in 3

7" Diameter
8" Diameter
9" Diameter
10" Diameter
12" Diameter
13" Diameter
16" Diameter

Minimum pitch in all cases is 4, i.e., 7 x 4 etc.
8. All engines used for vintage model flying must be normally
asperated (i.e., no pressure fuel systems, etc.) and tuned
intake or exhaust system are prohibited.
9. Where practical, engine runs for power timed vintage events
are as follows:
Old Timer
Hand Launch - 20 seconds
ROG Launch - 25 seconds
Antique
ROG Launch - 30 seconds

No. 7 Change to No. 5
No. 8

5. All newly manufactured or converted ignition engines must
retain ignition timer characteristics similar to production
model aircraft engines built prior to 1950. (i.e., no electronic
ignition - make and break, wipe, magnitos O.K.)

Models may not be entered in a class smaller than
that for which they were originally designed regardless of installed engine displacement. Maximum wing
areas are:
Class A 330 in 2
2ClasB495in

3. Section III Definition of Engines & Classes
(This new Section III replaces the old Section III in total)
1. Except for special, rubber and .020 events, vintage models
must use spark ignition engines for power.
Diesel engines manufactured prior to 1951 are considered
to be "spark ignition" for vintage model flying purposes.

(Option)
10. Vintage models flown with engines manufactured before or
during year of model design introduction will be awarded
30 seconds to the total of 3 official flights. Proof of both
model and engine dates must be presented to and accepted
by the CD prior to making the 1st light in order to claim
the 30 seconds bonus.
"Other Changes"
4. Section II Modifications
First Sentence
No. 1 Delete words "An Old Timer - change to: Vintage
Models may be modified only ...
5. Section IV
A (K) 02 -• Delete Page 5

SECTION II - Modifications
6. Section V Special Events
Texaco
— (See Section III, No. 3) - Weight up to 1-3/4 oz of fuel —
Yes

Par, 1

NO

RETURN THIS BALLOT BY DECEMBER 31, 1977 to
Gene Wallock, F.F. Coordinator
220 Leroy Avenue
Arcadia, CA 91006
The following information must be supplied by the member to
validate his vote.

An Old Timer may be modified only in the
following ways: minor changes to the thrust
line, i.e., upright instead of inverted;
strengthening of structures and provision
for control surfaces. Areas and moments
may , not be changed. All changes must be
in the character of the original ship, i.e.,
substitution of sheet balsa fuselages for
built up structures is not allowed. Beef up
the built ups! Flat airfoils may not be substituted for cambered foils — it is permissible to scale up or down an approved
design.
YES NO

Proposal No. 6

Delete the words "it is permissible to scale up or down an
approved design".

•

:71

Proposal No. 7

Add to the end of this paragraph
the words "only, in the following increments 1/4, 1/2, 3/4,
1-1/4, 1 1/2, 1-3/4 etc."

O

❑

NAME (Print)
SAM NUMBER
SAM MEMBERSHIP EXPIRATION DATE

-

1978 RULES PROPOSALS FOR
RADIO CONTROL ASSIST OLD
TIMERS

SECTION III —Power and Classes
All the proposals in this section are in the form of
new paragraphs.
Par. 4
YES NO
Proposal No. 8

SECTION I — Definitions and Basic Regulations

Proposal No. 2

Par. 5.

Delete the words "maximum of
1-3/4 oz. fuel allowed".
Change 1/4 oz. fuel per lb., to
1/8 oz. fuel per lb.

Par. 6

YES NO
❑
❑

❑

❑

Change to All glow and converted ignition engine models must
have a minimum of . .
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YES NO
❑
❑

Par. 6
YES NO
Proposal No. 10 Engines must be capable of
idling prior to take off.

❑

❑

Par. 7
YES NO
❑

YES NO
YES NO
❑
❑

Proposal No. 12 No tuned pipes allowed.

SECTION IV — Flight Rules
Par. 3

YES NO
Li L1

YES NO
Eliminate this rule.

0

Par. 8

Builder of the model rule prevails.

Proposal No. 5

Rear rotary glow engines are not
allowed.

Proposal No. 11 No more than 5% nitro glow fuel.

All glow powered models must have a
minimum of 225 Sq. inches of wing area
for each .10 cubic inch of displacement.

Proposal No. 4

Par. 9

Proposal No. 9

Old Timer Cabin and Pylon models must
weigh 10 oz. per sq. ft. of wing area for
glow, and 8 oz. per sq. ft. of wing area for
ignition.

Proposal No. 3 Old Timer Cabin and Pylon
models must weight 8 oz. per sq.
ft. of wing area.

❑

Par. 5

Par. 2-C. Texaco (all classes combined, a duration
event, 1/4 oz. fuel per lb., maximum of
1-3/4 oz. fuel allowed. Longest of two
flights scores).
Proposal No. 1

Pressurized fuel systems are not
allowed.

Maximum time of flights will be ten
minutes. All overtime is deducted. Example: an 11 minute flight will count as 9
minutes. All scoring is done in seconds. A
perfect score would be 600 seconds. (10
min. flight x 60 = 600 seconds).
YES NO

Proposal No. 13 Change to: Maximum time of
flights will be five minutes. All
overtime is deducted. Example:
a 6 minute flight will count as
4 minutes. All scoring is done in
seconds. A perfect score would
be 300 seconds. (5 min. flight x
60 = 300 seconds).

U

1978 RULES PROPOSALS FOR
RADIO CONTROL ASSIST OLD TIMERS
Par. 4

Engine run time will be 20 seconds for
glow and 25 seconds for ignition unless
reduced by CD for field conditions. This
rule does not apply to Antique or Texaco
Classes (see Section 1, No. 4 for rule on
Antique Class. See Section I, No. 2C for
rule on Texaco Class.) All engines must
stop, no idling.

YES

NO

Proposal No. 14 Change "25 seconds for ignition"
to 40 seconds for ignition.
Par. 5

Each contestant will get six attempts —
his highest three scores count.

Proposal No. 15 Change to: Each contestant
will get six attempts (an attempt
is a flight that has lasted less
than 40 seconds) the first flight
over 40 seconds will constitute
an official flight, only 3 official
flights per event.

YES NO
❑ ❑

Par. 11
YES NO
Proposal No. 16 Timer will stop verbal countdown 0 ❑
10 seconds prior to a max flight
(contestant will have to judge
for himself the exact time to
touch down).

MAIL BALLOTS TO:
Tom Acciavatti
52 Parkway Crescent
Milton, Mass. 02186

The following information must be supplied by the member to
validate his vote.
NAME (Print)

REMINDERS
If you want to keep your issue of SAM SPEAKS
in tact you can have a photo copy, Zerox, etc.,
made of the ballot pages and send them in. Be
sure you valadate the ballot with name, SAM
number and expiration date.
DECALS, large and small, 25c each and cloth
PATCHES, $2.50 each are still available from
IF YOU ORDERED A TEE SHIRT with
Tim Banaszak.
the SAM logo from Tim but have not yet received
it WAIT A LITTLE LONGER. Tim says that there was
a problem with the printer but that it is being
resolved and they will come through soon.

VOTE in this issue or don't complain about the
rules you'll have to follow next year. VOTES
must be received by December 31, 1977.

SAM NUMBER
SAM MEMBERSHIP EXPIRATION DATE

The Holiday Season is almost upon us and SAM
SPEAKS wishes each of you a very happy HOLIDAY
and a prosperous and healthy NEW YEAR.
Drive carefully 'cause the guy you run into could
be me.. . . and finally be nice to everybody on
your way up 'cause you 11 meet 'ern again coming
down.

12th SAM CHAMPS
Special Events
Tim's Compressed Air Free Flight
Danny Shield's Twin Pusher Free flight
SAM rules will prevail at the Champs. At this writing all of the
changes are not known.

Awards and special trophies.
Trophies to 5th place in all classes
Ernie Shalor memorial trophy — High time Class B
J. Pond perpetual trophy High Time Unlimited Antique
Tim. B. Compressed air perpetual
Frank Ehling Perpetual trophie .020 replica
Beshar-Woodman troph y — best R/C flight
Dick White perpetual Class C Cabin high score
Danny Shields Twin Pusher award
Notice — All perpetual trophies must be sent to contest
manager 30 days prior to meet unless you plan to attend.

F F BALLOT RESULTS
The following is the Free-Flight Coordinator's Report for
the next issue of SAM SPEAKS:
The ballots have been cast and the results tabulated. A
copy of all the SAM member's numbers was sent to the
BANASZAK for verification of good standing, but being
basically honest I'm sure the members' decision will stand.
Proposal No. 1 Old Time Scale
A
Yes — 47
No — 112 Failed to Pass
B
Yes — 74
No — 92 Failed to Pass
Proposal No. 2 Old Time Rubber Props
A
Yes — 81
No — 96 Failed to Pass
B
Yes — 74
No — 102 Failed to Pass
Proposal No. 3 Model Authenticity
No — 25
Yes — 151
Passed
Proposal No. 4 Number of Models per Event
A
Yes — 89
No — 83
Passed
B
Yes — 36
No — 131 Failed to Pass
C
Yes — 40
No — 129 Failed to Pass
Proposal No. 5 Preamble Addition and General Power Model
Revision
Yes — 71
No — 111 Failed to Pass
I want to thank the 190 members who took the time to vote.
As a matter of interest the following breakdown by SAM
number groups is presented:

SAM No's
0001
0099

Voted
29
23
12
7
14
9
4
3
7
10

—

0100 — 0199
0200 — 0299
0300 — 0399
0400 — 0499
0500 — 0599
0600 — 0699
0700 — 0799
0800 — 0899
0900 — 0999
1000 — 1099
1100 — 1199
1200 — 1299
1300 — 1399
1400 — 1499
1500 — 1599
1600 — 1699

10
11
10
15
6
10
187

Toledo 1978 Static Competition

Plus three who forgot to write
recently joined.

dol,vri

Thermals
Tom Barns has announced that SAM is again invited to
compete in that fine Wtak Signals show in Toledo. Last year
a little confusion arose with respect to the rules but Tom
assures us that the rules are now complete and will be strictly
adhered to. SAM member, Walt Stevick, has been appointed
Chief Judge for Old Timers. The Toledo show is an MC event
and only Old Timers with radios will be competing. A copy of
the rules may be obtained directly from Tom Barns, 509 No.
McKean St., Butler, Pa., 16001, or call 412-282-1509.
SAM extends appreciation to the Toledo Weak Signals
Club for making this competition possible with a special
thanks to Don Belote for his fine effort in our behalf.
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Gene Wallock
FF Coordinator
220 Leroy Ave.
Arcadia, Ca. 91006

RIC Assist Ballot Results
The R/C Assist rules proposals in SAM Speaks issue
#28 were numbered from 1 to 16. The results of the
voting were as follows:

Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa
Proposa

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6
No. 7
No. 8
No. 9
No. 10
No. 11
No. 12
No. 13
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16

YES
64
68
84
95
42
72
29
85
86
58
82
135
86
106
120
85

NO
96
90
78
70
123
88
115
79
78
107
83
31
76
58
43
77

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Total Votes 168
Tom Acciavatti
52 Parkway Crescent
Milton. Mass. 02186

RUBBER
It was recently announced that SAM 7 (Conn.) will be
adding an O.T. Cabin Event to their contest agenda next year.
The SAM 7 gang hold four well-run contests each summer
which amount to just about all the O.T. rubber activity
available within a reasonable driving distance from my home
in New Jersey. The 1978 SAM NATS, which will be held in New
Jersey, will also have a cabin event as last year. Since all we
have are Q.T. stick models, my son and I have been trying to
decide what to build in the cabin category.
A check with some of the O.T. rubber enthusiasts around
the country has indicated that a wide difference of opinion
exists as to which cabin ships are the most competitive. Of
course the reknown 1939 Korda Wakefield is respected by all
but the potential of other models may be even greater.
At Las Vegas 1977 a replica of Henry Struck's Flying Cloud
copped first place in cabin. Flying Cloud is a graceful craft
with 195 square inches of wing area and a diamond body.
According to Californian Phil McCary this mode consistently
does well in meets on the West Coast. Phil is especially fond
of another great flyer, the Smoothie, by Henry Cole. Besides
being very competitive the Smoothie is one of the most
beautiful cabin jobs ever designed. It has a round body, single
retractable gear, and twin rudders. Building the craft is a little
tricky and it would be a great help if you can get hold of the
construction article that appeared in Air Trails around 1941.
Another beautiful round bodied ship, Frank Zaic's New Yorker
IV was featured in the July 1977 issue of Model Builder
Magazine and plans are available from that publication.
If you like them big the Streak by Ted Just may be right up
your alley. The wing span is about 56 inches and the body.
which measures 43 inches overall. may be the longest of all
the O.T. cabin models. The obvious disadvantage of such a
fuselage is that it must also have a large cross section area
so as to comply with the old rubber cabin rule. (L 2/100). To
quote Bob Meuser. "If they get long they must also get fat." A
long motor run. close to 300 square inches of wing area and a
huge stab help to overcome this handicap.
Another big cabin job is Dick Korda's Dethermalizer. The
wing area is also almost 300 square inches and it has a 135
square inch stab. George Perryman thinks the world of this
model and used it to win the O.T. Cabin event which was held
at Riverside last year with the AMA NATS. People often
remark to George that his Dethermalizer appears to fly better

than his Lanzo (which also took a first place at Riverside in
the stick event). Actually it only looks that way because of the
slower glide resulting from the drag of the larger body and
landing gear. George tells me that the Lanzo gets about a
minute more in evening air.
There are quite a few smaller cabin types which, under the
right conditions, can give the big boys a run for their money.
Wally Simmers' Jabberwock is an old favorite as is his fast
climbing Dynamoe. The latter ship is beautifully streamlined
and has a single retractable landing gear.
Personnaly, I like Ed Lidgard's Hi-Ho the best of all the
cabin models. Ed took a scientific approach to the cross
section rule by obtaining the required squares through the
use of a streamlined wing pylon. This design cuts down the
weight and drag inherent to the commonly used large
rectangular cross sectioned structures. The pylon is
removable enabling a modeler to fly the ship in both cabin
and stick categories. Hi-Ho also features a single retractable
landing gear, a large stab with twin rudders and a two bladed
folding prop. Spliced ribs are used in the wing and stab.
At the 1976 SAM NATS Frank Heeb took second place with
a Hi-Ho in combined rubber (there was no separate cabin
event) after a flyoff with Perryman's Lanzo Stick. I was
fortunate enough to see Frank's model in action at that time.
It had a fantastic rate of climb. reached a great altitude and
glided nicely after the prop folded.
Accept the foregoing for what it is merely a guide. The
opinion of others has limited importance when it comes to
actually choosing the right model to build. You can only do
your best on something that you like, not something that
appeals to someone else. John Pond has plans for all the
aforementioned models as well as other great flying cabin
jobs too numerous to mention.
Bill Henn

SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
I get letters. Lots of letters. Some are directed to me and
others are copies of correspondance from one member to
another for my information. All are welcome and all are
interesting of course. My reaction varies from a chuckle to
sincere concern. After a while you begin to notice a pattern
developing.For example. most people writing for the first time
begin with how they got started in the hobby. Nothing wrong
with this, really. because it tends to qualify one's dedication
and experience. However, most reflect hard times in the old
days and then go on to call them "the good 'ol days."
Just to be different, I thought I'd reminis this way ...
Hey, the "golden years" of modeling were really rotten. The
memory of the old coal stoker pushing steam around with
knocks and bangs and dried tissue faster than you could wet
it. Remember the ashes that had to be taken out every
Saturday and the dust that ruined your paint job? How about
delivering newspapers for two months just to buy that Brown.
Gasoline had a strong stench that often brought the strong
arm of my father about my neck. It wasn't easy bicycling to
the field with a wing strapped to your back and the fuse
across the handlebars. Returning was often easier with just
broken parts or no plane at all. How about the quick retreat
you did when you got home with your "good shoes" soaked
from the brook your model landed in. I often wound up with a
draft-aft after climbing a tree with just the right short broken
branch doing its thing. Knickers. Ah, there's a memory! Argue
with Mom until you got long pants then first thing you do is
get them caught in the bike chain because you didn't have a
chain guard or the pants clip for that right leg. Remember
going back to knickers after that? Yeah, remember reading
"G8 and His Battle Aces" instead of your homework? What
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about the stubborn fight you put up.because Mom wanted the
family to visit Aunt Clara and you wanted to stay at home and
work on your model. They were the good old days alright .
sore knuckles from getting caught in Mom's sewing basket
for some pins or thread ... Late for supper 'cause the glue
just wouldn't dry ... and you had to hold it by hand ... Interruptions. Wash the dishes. Go to the store for a loaf of bread.
Get out the trash. Clean your room... and how about this one
... Empty the water pan under the ice box!
I used to envy my father who came home from work and
(seemingly) did nothing but read the papers and listen to the
radio. I couldn't wait to grow up and enjoy those privileges. I
did grow up and now I still do the chores while my kids read
and watch TV!
I have never received a letter from a guy who was wealthy in
the old days. There must have been some. Maybe rich guys
weren't happy. Maybe the hard times guys just can't
remember pain. Maybe misery is fun after all. Well, I think the
old days were rotten . . . banana oil, lousy glue .. . the
Nationals were always so far away you needed a passport ...
Nope, I like it better now .. besides, there was no SAM and
nothing was "old" in '38!
Pete Vano

SAM CHAPTER FORMED
Warren Hall, 1711 Pincrest, Burlington, N.C. 27215, phone
919-227-2181, has advised that they have formed SAM
Chapter #33. The group will call themselves the "KITTY
HAWKS" (why not? — ED) and are gaining strength in leaps
and bounds. Warren is the club secretary and is the first paid
SAM life member, No. 724. Robert W. Wedel, 231 Shadowlawn
Drive, Jamestown, N.C., 27282 is president. Warren advises
that they have interest in Rubber Scale, O.T. FF and R/C
Assist and people in the area can contact either of these two
people.

FLYING MODELS MAGAZINE FLY-IN
Bob Hoeckele, Managing Editor of Flying Models has
announced an Old Timer Fly-In to be held in commemoration
of the 50th anniversary of the magazine. The affair will be
held on May 7, 1978 at the Flying Models field on FredonSpringdale Roads in Fredon, N.J.
The contest will include NC Assist Class A, B, C and
Antique in accordance with SAM rules. Mufflers required. A
special event for .020 electric will be held with SAM Pres. Joe
Beshar doing the CD work. Note the following rules:
Rules for .020 Electric Free Flight Old Timer Event
1. Any model, full size, scaled up or down, designed. kitted or
published prior to December 31, 1942, qualifies.
2. Power — Astro-Flight .020 Electric Motor
3. Provide female 2 prong dean connector for battery charge.
Source: Local Hobby Shop or Ace R/C, Inc., Box 511,
Higginsville, Mo., 64037 (Product No. 19K53-C2 Deans Two
Pin Connector)
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Flight Procedure
A. Motor Battery will be checked for no power condition and
charged for 2 minutes using Astro Flight rapid charger into
Dean 2 prong female battery connector.
B. For official flight plug in or switch on battery power, Hand
Launch free flight for motor run out, glide and landing.
Official time begins at launch and ends at landing. First 3
flights over 10 seconds are official. Under 10 seconds is
attempt with maximum of 6 attempts.
Honored guests will include a number of past editors and
writers from the old Flying Aces magazine such as Joe
Archibald, author of the famous Phineas Pinkham WWI
fiction stories. Duke Hoeckele will be Contest Director and
refreshments and festivities will follow the event. All are
welcome.

NOTICES
Delete the name CHUCK GILL MODELS, INC., from the
SAM Suppliers Directory published in SAM SPEAKS a few
months ago. The company is out of business.
SAM SPEAKS has been requested to provide the address of
Carmen Botticello, which is 30 Bluefield Drive, East Hartford,
Conn., 06118, so that those wishing to reply directly to
Carmen may do so.

NEEDS OUR HELP
Model Aviation, the official AMA publication, has recently
appointed Dee B. Mathews, contributing editor for R/C
Assisted FF Old Timers. Doc has had a few columns
published already and is doing a fine job. He has asked us for
assistance. If your club publishes a newsletter send him a
copy or send him information on contests and club activities.
Photos, drawings, etc. would also be appreciated! Send to:
Dee B. Mathews, 506 South Walnut, Greenburg, Kansas
67054. (I've already sent sympathy! — ED)

Adam Schuster Takes Over Circulation
Dept. of SAM Speaks
The total printing run for our newsletter is now about 2.000.
Multiply that by the 4 or 5 pages we usually print and you've
got a heavy workload. Adam and his crew got their feet wet on
the last issue and are ready to go again. We can help.
Addressing is a continuing headache. Send address changes
or corrections directly to:
Adam Schuster
18 Shaffer Street
Somerville, N.J. 08876
Mailing will continue to take place from the Middlesex. N.J.
Post Office until arrangements are completed in Somerville.

January 24, 1978

VINTAGE/OLD TIMERS IN
NEW ZEALAND

Mr. Pete Vano, Editor
SAM SPEAKS
P. O. Box 117
Middlesex, New Jersey 07649
Dear Editor:
This letter is one of criticism and as such, 1 wonder if

you will print it.
I am much disturbed about your footnote on page 2 of the
December, 1977 SAM SPEAKS and the position you have taken in
regards to letters from SAM members.

3 Grassydowns Place,
HAMILTON.
NEW ZEALAND.

What better or 'other" place do members have to voice
their opinions besides our own SAM SPEAKS,

10.1.78

I think the amount of space required to air these opinions
should be made available. Our treasury at last report is more
than adequate to provide for this.

Mr. Peter Vano,
P.O. Box 117
Middlesex,
N.J. 08846
U.S.A.

Why must these important issues be ram-nodded to a
conclusion ... any conclusion?

Dear Peter,
Thought you may be interested in the enclosed report of
Old Timer/Vintage flying at our 1977/78 Nationals for "S.A.M.
Speaks."
The N.Z. Sub•Committee for Vintage is now in Hamilton
N.Z.
Vintage enthusiasts had their annual chance to meet and
compete at the N.Z. Nationals held at Hamilton between the
28 Dec 77 and 2 Jan 78. 12 Gas flyers and 6 Rubber/Glider
entrants flew from a total Nats entry of approx. 240. High
winds resulted in two postponements to Power which was
eventually flown in calm, foggy conditions in the early
morning. Glider & Rubber were flown in a moderate breeze as
scheduled. Four Competitors used Spark motors, in
American designs, the balance vintage English diesels in
predominately British designs. This event is flown R.O.G. on a
"2 minute Precision flight' basis. Rubber/Glider are normal
duration events. All events are for designs up the end of 1950.
Results were:
Vintage Power
Name
Model
R. Weston
Tomboy
D. Richardson Nomad Convertible
Buccanneer
W. Cooksey
Super

Points
376
336

R. Bain

Surprise
Wakefield
Ajax

375

Soaring
Champ
Lulu

433

326

I think our organization has grown and developed to where
any change in Policy or Rules should be thoroughly 'aired"
before put to a vote. Particularily, when there is such poor
participation in voting on important issues. I.E. The engine
controversy where the vote was something leas than 141 of the
membership.
This lettel is not intended to belittle you as Editor of
SAM SPEAKS, but in hope of making our organization more democratic
and our hobby more enjoyable for all.

t4.00 0.•••14p• WV WI • K•anuo: Mc,ta• 4SC(2 • 6'6/]67 35,5

Dear Much Disturbed:
The footnote to which you refer states that 77 was
decided, etc., NOT I decided. . . SAM officers and Rules
Coordinatefs were involved in that decision.
One reason most letters cannot be printed is ...hat
like the one above they take off on some individual before they get all the facts and cause more chaos than
they cure.
Ed.

Vintage Rubber

P. Lagan
C. Gardiner

268
153

Vintage Glider
N. Williams
P. Lagan

403

Regards,
Rex Bain
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CHANGES TO 1978 EDITION
SAM RULEBOOK
These changes were approved by vote, December 31, 1977.
Changes to BASIC (freeflight) rules;
Section I — Definitions and Basic Regulations:

In the event that some contestants want to have an unofficial SAM headquarters — the Howard Johnson in Toms River
would be able to handle a large group. Jack Florenzie, Free
Flight director, and Tom Knakal, P/C director, will be staying
here.
I will be handling the contest from my shore home in
Bayville. Phone #201-269.0807. I can be reached at this
number one week prior to the meet and on all week ends.

Paragraph 1 is revised to read;
Old timer and antique categories are defined as model
aircraft which have been DESIGNED, KITTED, or PLANS
PUBLISHED prior to Dec. 31, 1942 and Dec. 31. 1938 respectively. Authentication of design is the responsibility of
contestant. Claims made for prior design date shall be
authenticated by documented proof (dated photographs,
affadavits, etc.). These shall be submitted to a review board
(made up of current SAM officers and as appointed by the
SAM president) for approval. These authenticated prior
designs will be listed as part of the rule book and published
annually in SAM Speaks.
Paragraph 8 is added to this section;
Each contestant may enter no more than one model in each
event.
Changes to Radio Assist Old Timer rules;
Section I — Definitions and Basic Regulations:
Paragraph 5 is revised to read;
Old Timer Cabin and Pylon models must weigh 8 oz. per
square foot of wing area.
Paragraph 6 is revised to read;
All glow and converted ignition engine models must have
a minimum of 225 square inches of wing area for each .10
cubic inch of displacement.

Woody Woodman
Lakehurst Motel 201-657-8464
Rt. 70, Lakehurst, N.J.
30 rooms
Mileage to field 28
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 21
Mike O'Neal Motel 201-657-8101
Rt. 70. Lakehurst, N.J.
32 Rooms — pool
Approx. $28
Mileage to field 28
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 21
Howard Johnson 800.654-2000 201.244-1000
Cedar Grove Rd. (off Rt. 37), Toms River, N.J.
96 Rooms — pool
Approx. $30
Mileage to field 27
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 11
Travelodge Motel 800.255.3050 201.244.0800
Main and Water, Toms River, N.J.
50 Rooms
Approx. $30
Mileage to field 26
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 10

Section III — Power and Classes;
Paragraph 4 is added to this section;
Pressurized fuel systems are not allowed.
Paragraph 5 is added to this section;
Rear rotary glow engines are not allowed.
Paragraph 6 is added to this section;
No tuned pipes allowed.
Section IV — Flight Rules;
Paragraph 3 is revised to read:
Maximum time of flights will be five minutes. All overtime
is deducted. Example: a 6 minute flight will count as 4
minutes. All scoring is done in seconds. A perfect score
would be 300 seconds (5 min. flight x 60 = 300 seconds.)
Paragraph 4 is revised to read:
Engine run time will be 20 seconds for glow and 40 seconds
for ignition. the balance of this paragraph remains
unchanged.
Paragraph 5 is revised to read:
Each contestant will get six attempts (an attempt is a flight
that has lasted less than 40 seconds). The first flight over 40
seconds will constitute an official flight, only 3 official flights
per event.
Entire Paragraph 9 to read:
Timer will stop verbal countdown 10 seconds prior to max.
flight (contestant will have to judge for himself the exact time
to touch down.)

To All Contestants
The following in a list of accommodations in the area of the
1978 SAM Champs site. All reservations should be made early
as this is a popular summer resort area.
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Holiday Harbor Motel 201-269.0138
1023 Rt. 9, Bayville, N.J.
16 Rooms — pool
Approx. $30
Mileage to field 20
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 5
Heeneys Motel 609.693.4351
Rt. 9, Forked River. N.J.
29 Rooms
Approx. $22
Mileage to field 18
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 1
Barnegat Motel 609-698-6965
Rt. 9, Barnegat. N.J.
12 Rooms (AC. TV , Refrig.)
Approx. $18 - $20
Mileage to field 12
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 8
The following motels are near the ocean.
Quarter Deck Inn 609-494-9055
Ship Bottom, N.J. (At entrance to Long Beach Island)
50 Rooms — restaurant — pool
Approx. $30
Mileage to field 18
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 14
Sandpiper Motel 609-494.6909
Longbeach Blvd. and 10th, Shipbottom, N.J.
Approx. 20 rooms — walk to ocean
Mileage to field 19
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 15

12th ANNUAL S.A.M. CHAMPS 1978
Contest Manager
Free Flight Director
Woody Woodman
Jack Florenzie

Radio Control Director
Contestant No.
Date Received

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
Address

Name

Age
Zip

State

City

SAM#

AMA #

R/C Entrants only - Frequencies

FCC#

Check events entered and fill out completely
TUESDAY JULY 25
EVENT
Class "C" Cabin
"A" Pylon
C
50 Sec. Antique
Cabin-Rubber
R/C Class "C" Glo
R/C Class "A" Glo
R/C Class "C" Ign
4

ENGINE

MODEL

%Moe It =ORA'

( Trid V

Class "A" Cabin
Class "B" Pylon
.020 Replica
Stick Rubber
R/C Antique (Glo/Ign)
R/C Class "B" (Glo)
R/C Class "A-B" (Ign)
THURSDAY JULY 27

-

-

AREA

WT. REQ'D

As)

_

"Class "B" Cabin
Class "C" Pylon
Fuel Allot. Antique
Scale Copy_
R/C Texaco (Glo/Ign)
R/C .020 Replica
.020 Electric FP

.

Danny Shield's Twin Pusher Free Fiiht
Total events entered

$5 first event, $2 each add'l to max. of S10 S

_

attend Victory Banquet ($7.50 per person)#
$
will not
attend SAM Business Meeting (no charge) #
will not
We will
TOTAL FEES3)$
FEES RETURNED IF UNABLE TO ATTEND (NOTIFY WOODY

We will

_

ON OR BEFORE JULY 25, 1978)
I (We),hereby release the "Society of Antique Modelers" and all persons
connected with this meet from any liability whatsoever for any accidents
incurred while participating in this meet. I (we) also agree to abide by
all Flying and Field rules in force for this meet.

ENTER EARLY

Mail entry with remittance
made out to Everett Woodman
389 Floral La., Saddle Brook, N.J
07662

Signed
(Parent or Guardian if under 21)

1 _IE.NAINDEQS.
I, MENAGE.RSR(P RENEWED ?
NO NOTICE W I LL eie- SENT .

2 . VOTE .i

Do IT NO W . 1

3, RE-SERVATI 0 NS AC CRAMPS,
REtv\awBER I Mu.. ZE.. SUMMER PNT
7-te ieRsey st-koR.E,,,,Accomoi)P.-noNS
GO FAST AND t? 0 U. CA.N' T SL-EZ-P
ON "rt-lE I3EP.CA-4ES 1. 1.
A, GRI 14 Cv
to

mooet._ !

cow:Ass )

STOP Vs/ ATC 4

Admiral Motel 609-494-0410
Longbeach Blvd. and 16th, Shipbottom, N.J.
Approx. 20 rooms 200 ft. to beach
Mileage to field 19
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 15
Drifting Sands Motel 609-494-1123
9th and Ocean. Shipbottom, N.J.
49 units
Mileage to field 19
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 15
CAMPSITES
Lebanon State Forest, New Lisbon, N.J. 08064
(Entrance Rt. 72) 91 Campsites (trailers and tents)
Flush toilets, hot showers, laundry, dumping station, fireplaces, picnic tables, bathing and hiking.
NO ELECTRIC HOOK-UP
$5 a night no reservations
Mileage to field 6
Mileage to banquet and meeting hall 20

on this subject that I propose that we ask each V.P. in the
Society to report periodically (say, twice a year) on their
areas' activities, interests and problems. These reports
should be published in "SAM Speaks" so as to apprise the
total membership of the interests and problems being
experienced in each region across the nation. I feel we
probably agree on this point. There just is not enough
feedback to the individual members on the variation of
contest activity with its problems when applying new versus
old rules in different areas across the country. There should
be a channeling of these thoughts through the area V.P.
which would be included in his periodic report to the
Executive Committee and the entire membership by its
publication in "SAM Speaks."
This is my report in which I have tried to briefly outline our
successes, application of rules, and feelings toward changes
in rules in this immediate area. I hope it is the first of many
such writings. I welcome your replies.
Happy flying,
Sincerely,
Jack Whittles

TOLEDO '78 REPORT

Eastern VP Speaks
I am taking a little time to report to you on activities which
occurred in our immediate area during the year 1977.
We had an enjoyable year with free flight contest activity
growing markedly. SAM-7's four meets drew more
contestants than during any previous year. The East Coast
Champs alone drew 68. At first, SAM•7 worried that they
might have scheduled too many events at each contest and
therefore suffer from poor turnout and subsequent financial
loss; however, this was not the case. There was far more
interest than we thought there would be, particularly in little
tried events such as towline glider. The first meet at which we
held towline there was only token participation, but after that
interest was sparked and more people showed up with gliders
— Hank Struck with his tailless. Ed Novak with his primary,
Jerry Donahue flew a Floater and others with the Thermic
variety (all pulled up on a 100 foot line — the way it was).
Anyway, at yeacs' end when all was tallied up, we saw what a
great year it had been, and our treasury nearly doubled.
Also in 1977, we flew from larger, better fields such as a
sod farm in Rocky Hill and from that super field, Westover Air
Force Base. The frosting on the cake at that meet was
awarding as a high point prize a new Brown engine donated
by Herb Wahl.
SAM-7 offered to direct the '78 Nationals at Westover but
only to the original SAM rule book which allowed the use of
Glo engines. There was total resistance by the Chapters'
membership to conduct power events to the new National
rules which bar Glo engines in basic events. Their stand was
made and remains the result of a membership vote. This, as
we all know, was the unfortunate demise of their hosting the
'78 NATS (a contest we all wanted to see held at such a fine
site). After SAM-7's offer to host the '78 NATS to the original
SAM rules was declined, its newsletter editor, Carmen Botticello, called upon Pete Vano to publish in "SAM Speaks" the
Chapters' reasons for not conducting the contest to the new
all ignition rules. This column, published in the December
1977 issue, brought replies to Carmen by letter from leading
SAM members from the Midwest, far West, and two V.P.'s
who felt about the same as SAM-7 on the subject (I.E.,
retaining Glo power in basic events with engine run handicaps applied to both Glo and converted Glo to ignition
engines when competing against original ignition).
Publicizing the facts of SAM-7's stand is now showing that
SAM-7 is far from being alone in their reasoning when
considering rules to govern power events. It also points out
that we do not communicate enough between Chapters. It is

Gordon Pearson's enlarged Berkeley Brigadier nosed out
Bill 'Offers Struck New Ruler to earn top 0.T.R1C show
honors at the Toledo Exposition. The point scores were
identical after standard judging, and a fifth judge was
recruited to break the tie. Both models expressed the highest
standards of Old-Timer modeling. Prior to the formal judging,
Gordon's plane was selected and photographed by the
Toledo Blade to illustrate their Saturday morning article
about the show. (The judges also nominate Gordon for a
special "silent sportsmanship" award.)
Third place went to Steve Mozurkewich for an outstanding
Scientific Mercury dressed in white silk and blue silkspan.
Fourth was awarded to Tom Ingram for a large Megow Flying
Quaker. Although the materials weren't traditional, Tom's
plane bore a perfect set of Monokote scallops on the leading
edge of the wing, black over red with white edging inch
wide. The insides of this Quaker equaled the outsides. The
point spread between first and fourth place was only 7 out of
a possible 100!
Fifth honors were claimed by Mick Lasker with a handsome
black and gold Spook. Mick also surprised us with a rubberpowered Korda Wakefield carrying a 2.6 ounce radio to
operate the sub-rudder.
Some highlights of SAM's 1978 Toledo experience: #1 —
Joe Beshar breaking the "tethered A" endurance record,
with a 6-inch Fox chasing a 9-inch Guff. Joe's pencell
powered mobile display, propelled by the Guff's tiny prop, did
56 hours in "hot air." Both aircraft logged 57.98 stet' moes
in a two foot closed circuit. Walt Good came over to admire
the Guff; when asked about a ding on the landing gear. he
said "That's normal."
Highlight 1f2 — Jean and John Van Tassell competing side
by side and nose to nose with Class "A" Quakers. Jean's was
her first plane; John is an established expert builder, Point
scores? Identical. Chief Judge Walt Stevick narrowly avoided
involvement in a family row — good for you, Jean.
Highlight #3 — Atmosphere. Genuine old-timers admiring
the planes of the past, and swapping stories and knowhow
with newcomers like me. The vibrations around the SAM
Booth at an event like Toledo are priceless. You get around,
you see the show and the new products, but you keep coming
back to "our" corner so you won't miss too many of the
visiting gang.
For the record: Fourteen entries, four with ignition power,
plus one rubber model. Three entries fully documented per
the rules, and all three claiming the top hardware. Judges
Walt Stevick, Tim Banaszak, Tom Barnes, and Bob Lonseth.
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Our sincere thanks to Don Belote and the Weak Signals for a
fine 24th show, and to Tom Schoenau of M'n'M Radiomodels
(Oak Forest, Illinois) for sponsoring our trophies. Next year,
the 25th Toledo Exposition will be April 6, 7, and 8 — be there
(and bring a model).
Tom Barnes. SAM 1156

Flight Annivesary
Perhaps you and your readers may be interested in Dayton,
Ohio, plans and activities with regard to the forthcoming 75th
anniversary of powered flight.
First, our mayor proclaimed the entire year as one of
celebration in honor of the Wright Borthers' historic achievement. Shortly thereafter, I became chairman of a Chamber of
Commerce committee whose purpose is to coordinate
activities and generate additional ones — from decals to air
shows.
Among the major activities planned are the Dayton Air Fair
and annual Aviation Hall of Fame Enshrinement Ceremonies
on July 21.23 and a huge banquet celebration on Dec. 16
which probably will see the initiation of a new and major
national aviation award in honor of the Wrights. But. the
prime purpose of this letter is to tell you about another
exciting project under way.
A group of historic aviation buffs here in Dayton intend to
celebrate the 75th Anniversary of Powered Flight in a very
tangible way — they are well along in the construction of a
modern-day. flying version of the Wright "B" Flyer. You will
recall that this was a two-placer, the first truly maneuverable
airplane, and the first produced for sale.
The 1978 Dayton version of the Wright "B" Flyer is mostly
aluminum and steel instead of wood, and a few other
modifications were incorporated for various reasons. but it
will look and fly like the original. The plane will meet FAA certification requirements for exoerimental aircraft and will be
flown regularly, with the first public flight scheduled for this
summer's Dayton Air Fair.
The plane now is more than 85% complete, but about
$9,000 is still required for machining and other finishing
touches. Anyone interested in helping this Wright "B" Flyer
get off the ground, please write to:
Wright "B" Flyer. Inc.
P.O. Box 308
Wright Brothers Station
Dayton, Ohio 45409
Supporting pilots will be considered for a flight opportunity, and all contributors will receive an appropriate memento
of this historic undertaking.
All contributions are tax deductible per IRS approval.
James T. Stewart
Lt. Gen., USAF (Ret.)
Dayton. Ohio

Dear Sirs:
To help with its construction and to get the Wright "B"
Flyer off the ground, we are sending a check for Five Dollars
(S5.00). We feel your project is a fine was to honor the 75th
Anniversary of Powered Flight.
Good Luck!
Sincerely,
The Society of Antique Moderlers, Chapter 7
John Whittles
Secretary
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We members of the Kansas City Winged Matons Club are
most pleased to join SAM as Chapter 34. The history of the K.
C. Club is a proud one; the club was chartered in 1936 and has
been active since those early days of bamboo and balky
engines. Any club of Note has one important founder member
and we have Harry (Pop) Seiiviver. If you are acquainted with
the very early Jimmy Allen kits, he was one of the producers
of those Country Club Aero Designs.
Sincerely yours,
Al Hagen
SAM 1558
Secretary/President
SAM 34

RUBBER
It is not unusual for one to hear modelers complaining
about the quality of the rubber currently available. Actually
the situation is not at all bad. Sig and FAI Model Supplies are
seliing rubber strip that is satisfactory to all but some of the
most demanding competitors.
An article by Bill Hulbert appeared in a recent issue of
"Indoor News and Views." Bill partially attributes his success
at making the FAI Indoor Team to his discovery of "TRI-X"
rubber (brand name by Micro-X for FAI rubber). The article
described tests performed by Bill which indicated that, at
room temperatures, power curves plotted for Tri-X were only
slightly lower than those of good Pirelli. At lower
temperatures Pirelli had more of an edge.
Many of today's top outdoor rubber flyers are also using
the FAI stuff with good results and it was used in the model
that copped the Mulvihill Trophy last year Fred Hall, top
notch rubber scale modeler, made favorable comments about
the FAI rubber in his book, "Indoor Scale Model Flying." This
is an excellent book and is recommended reading for anyone
interested in rubber scale.
For the last few years I have been using FAI rubber in all my
indoor and outdoor scale models. Besides being satisfied
with its power I found it to be dependable and only rarely have
had it break unpredictably like Pirelli. Another good feature of
this brand of rubber is its relatively short recovery time alter
being would tightly. Flying a peanut scale model at any
indoor session last winter, I put in four flights over 2:30 in less
than two hours. The same loop of rubber was used each time
and wound close to maximum prior to each flight. Before
expiring this same loop gave excellent service on two
subsequent flying sessions.
In my large outdoor O.T. endurance models I have been
using Sig rubber with good results. I prefer it in the big jobs
because I don't use a winding tube and the Sig product is
"safe" as Charlie Sotish says. When it breaks usually only
one strand at a time lets go. Although its' power is adequate
for my purposes it seems to take quite a while to recover after
being very tightly wound. This is not a significant drawback to
me because we only fly 2 minute maxes around here and it is
not necessary to pack maximum turns into a motor. Sig
rubber is about .010" thinner than FAI so you need more
strands on a wider strip to do the same job. The average
medium to large size stick or cabin job which uses 16 strands
of 1/4 Pirelli or FAI would require at least 18 strands of Sig.
Proper break in procedures are necessary regardless of
what type of rubber you use. Some flyers break in motors by
winding them up several times, increasing the number of
turns each time. Others break in their motors by stretching
them 6 to 7 times their length and holding them in this
position for a few minutes.
Two excellent articles on break-in and winding procedures
appeared in the National Free Flight Society's Annual
Symposium reports. The first, by Bob Wilder (exotic winders,
torque meters, etc.) was in the 1969 report and the second by
Wakefield flyer Jon Davis was printed in the 1971 report.

These publications, which contain a wealth of other FF
information, are still available from NFFS. Both Wilder and
Davis recommend the stretching method for break-in.
All types of rubber are affected negatively by extremes in
temperatures. You can't expect to get the same power from
your motors when flying outside in cold weather than you do
at 75°. Also be cautious when winding on those hot summer
days when motors have a tendency to break at far less than
maximum estimated turns.
In recent years some modelers have turned away from the
traditional green soap and glycerine mixture and have been
lubricating rubber motors with silicone compounds which are
really slippery and reduce friction tremendously. Personally I
prefer the former type of lubricant and use the product sold
by Sig. It works satisfactorily, is relatively inexpensive and is
available. Furthermore it is water soluble, making it easy to
wash from fuselages, motors and hands.
Proper care and storage of rubber motors is necessary to
insure long life and dependable service. After each flying
session motors should be washed, dried and checked for
nicks. I keep by rubber motors in plastic food containers
which are stored in our refrigerator. It is also a good idea to
record the original length of each motor (measured after
break-in) and the number of times it is used. When you find
that a motor has stretched considerably beyond its' original
length it is usually an indication that it is growing tired and
losing power.
When you find a brand of rubber that suits your fancy,
practice with it under various temperatures and humidity
conditions. Push the motor to the same extent you would in
a contest. A thorough knowledge of the limitations and
peculiarities of the product you are using will certainly be
rewarding when it comes to that all-important f lyoff.
Bill Henn
Dear SAM Members,
April 15, 1978 was the deadline date for submitting nominations for new SAM Officers. We waited a reasonable length of
time for late entries but none came. From a membership of
1700, we received exactly five (5) letters. Two of them
contained multiple nominations.
Enclosed in this issue of SAM SPEAKS is the Ballot plus a
short autobiography by each candidate.
As I understand our present practice, each member may
vote for President, Sec.-Treas., and also ALL of the Vice
Presidents.
It seems we should review our election proceedure to
define our district boundaries and only vote for one V.P. from
our local district. Also we presently have a unique situation
where one candidate is running for two offices. I have quite a
few other observations, but I guess this is not the time to air
them.
So — another Election Time is here. Do not wait for the
other guy to do something for you.
VOTE!

VOTE!

VOTE!

Don Garofalow
Chairman. Election Committee
Danny Shields, Nom. President
Danny was graduated from the University of Maryland with
a degree in Speech and Psychology. He served as a 2nd Lt. in
the USAF during WWII as a B-29 navigator.
Danny's model interest began in 1933. He came up with two
entries in the first "gas job" contest held in Maryland in 1937.
The war suspended his modeling career and Danny didn't
really get back into the swing of things until about 12 years
ago. Dan claims that he's been an Old Time model nut ever
since.
Dan attended the SAM Champs at Lakehurst, Denver,

Dayton and Las Vegas. He became a member of the Engine
Committee at the 1977 business meeting. He sponsors the
Twin Pusher special event which began at the 1977 SAM
Champs and will be held again this year. Dan has recently
become involved with Gene Crim in kitting the 1936 King
Burd. He is a member of MEGA and one of the founders of
SAM, No. 24 (B.M.A.A.)
Danny has worked in broadcasting for some 30 years and is
currently a free-lance commercial announcer and an
insurance broker.
Now boasting a fleet of 33 Old Timers, Dan says if he builds
another he'll have to leave the room to change his mind!
Woody Bartelt, Nom. Midwest V.P.
Woody began modeling in 1939. Active through these many
years, he joined SAM in 1966, SAM 014, and is among the
founding fathers. Woody has served as Secretary-Treasurer
of SAM and is a former President of SAM.
Woody considers himself pretty much a purist in the Old
Timer movement and says he opposes MODERN ignition
engines in Basic FF events. His desire is to give more voice to
SAM members in theMidwest area in general and to work for
thorough "airing" of policy changes before action is taken.
John Pond, Nom. For President. Incumbant Western V.P.
John, SAM 001, is one of the founding fathers of SAM and
particularly the Old Timer movement. He has been in
modeling since 1929 and his activity has spanned a broad
spectrum of the hobby including building. flying, teaching,
writing, administration, contest organization and finally,
competition itself. A devout Old Timer. John has provided a
fine plan service to the entire industry for many years. He has
inspired many with his column, "Plug sparks" in Model
Builder magazine and is fully conversant with all forms of Old
Timer activity.
With this background, John feels that he would be able to
represent all fields fairly and equitably.
Tim Banaszak, Nom. Sec.•Treas., Incumbent
Tim Banaszak, SAM 067, has been an active SAM member
since 1969. and has served as Secretary-Treasurer for the
past 6 years, maintaining SAM's records from an organization
of less than 300 members to the present 1700 members.
Responsible for answering most of SAM's correspondence:
represents SAM at numerous shows, meetings. etc.. and has
"pinch hit" as "SAM Speaks editor. Manager of the 6th
Annual SAM Champs of 1972, Tim helped in setting of the Old
Timer radio-assist events resulting in this inclusion in the
SAM Rule Book. Also Co-Sponsors the annual special
compressed air event.
Personal modeling interests are Old Timer. Modern Freeflight, Indoor and Control Line but no Radio at present. Has
been an active competitor in Old Timer meets since 1965
winning numerous awards.
Tim is 33 yers of age and single, currently employed in a
sales/management position with Shields-Chicago. Inc.

(F. R.) Lin Haslam, Nom. Rocky Mountain V. P., Incumbent
Incumbent Lin Haslam is 46 years old, has been building
models for 37 years. beginning with the old time "High Flyer,"
"Guillows" and "Comet" kits. His first organized competitive
modeling was during his hitch in the Air Force during the 50's.
Lin has served five terms as President of the Utah State
Aero•modelers, has edited this Club's news letter "The Dope
Bucket" for some 10 years and has been President of S.L.A.M.
(Salt Lake Antique Modelers), SAM Chapter #18, since their
organization some 31/2 years ago.
A "Max 35" powered "Buzzard Bombshell" was Lin's first
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entry into the oldtimes movement back in 1962 and he has
been building Old Timers almost exclusively since. His
favorite model is his Brown Jr. powered "Super Buccaneer"
which has close to 600 flights, many of which were on skis
during the winter.
Lin first heard of SAM when he purchased a "New Ruler"
kit in December of 1971 and obtained his membership in
January of 1972.
Presently Lin's major assignment in SAM, is setting up a
film library of 8mm movies of Old Timer activities. Locating
films from around the country has been a real problem, but
the 1975 Denver Champs are on file and two or three other
movies are in the process of being copied.
Lin has been an AMA Contest Director since the early
1960's.
if Re-elected Lin states that he will work toward closer
communications between the SAM membership and their
elected officers with proposals of workable cut-off dates, in
the early fall, for rules change votes and a system of rules
study periods priod to voting much like the AMA presently
utilizes.
Jim Adams, Nom. for Western V. P.
Jim. SAM 087, is an aircraft engineer. He has been Secretary of the very active SCAMPS Ciub for 12 years. Jim has
been active in modeling for 46 years and got hooked on Old
Timers in 1964. His model interests are OT Freeflight, OT R/C
and FF Scale.
Active in the formation of SAM, Jim attended the first SAM
Champs in Denver. He was instrumental in writing the early
rules for OT'ers and with SCAMPS, SCIFS and a Sacramento
group pioneered events like Texaco, 30 Sec. Antique, OfT
Scale, Post '42, Old Ruler, 020 Replica and Commercial
Rubber.
Jim is a 3-times winner of SCAMPS Texaco and twice
winner of SCIFS Texaco. In 1966 he won the Ehling Trophy in
Chicago and Him is the current holder of the Ernie Schailor
perpetual trophy.
Jim is an active contest director, AMA 463 and was a
member of the SAM Engine Committee in 1977.
Woody Woodman, Nom. for Eastern V. P.
Woody has been employed by the Public Service Electric &
Gas Company in New Jersey for 30 years and is presently a
line foreman. He started building models back in 1934 with
simple solid balsa creations and went on to rubber freeflight
followed by gas freeflight. RIC attracted Woody in the late
50's and he's been hooked on it since.
Woody was instrumental in starting the Old Timer RiC
movement, organizing and directing the first R/C events held
at a SAM Champs in 1972 at Bong Field, Wisconsin. Since
then Woody has been CD for RIC events at the SAM Champs
at Lakehurst, N.J. 1974, Denver, Colo. 1975, Dayton, Ohio 1976
and is currently the Contest Manager for the 1978 SAM
Champs in N.J.
Woody is a former President of the North Jersey RIC Club
and the Old Time Eagles Model Airplane Club. He also served
as the first MC Rules Coordinator for SAM and is presently
our SAM Chapter Coordinator.
Jack Whittles, Nom. Eastern V. P., Incumbent
Jack has spent about 42 of his 49 years in modeling. A
senior materials engineer for some 22 years at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft, Jack is also a commercial pilot. Since the
30's he has been building and flying and has served as Secretary in four clubs in Connecticut. The last two were "Southern
Conn. Aero Model Ass'n." and SAM-7.
In spite of his busy schedule, Jack finds time for some R/C
and FF flying, some private and commercial flying, and plays
the piano.
Jack spent 1950 to 1954 as a parachute rigger in the Navy.
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SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
A quote from a recent letter by an editorial director of a
model publications firm in England went like this: "I would
say that SAM rules are the poorest expressed set of
regulations in the whole model business ..." I have not talked
to a SAM member who disagrees with that. The last rules
changes inspired other descriptions of our rules like lousy,
ridiculous, sad, unreal and a few unprintable bursts as well.
Remarks in newsletters representing clubs and chapters
across the country have also leveled criticism. One thing
most of these critics seem to have in common is that they
follow the rules criticism with a round of fire on SAM officers
and officials. As it should be, right? Wrong. A few years ago,
after some five days and nights backpacking in the
mountains of New Hampshire, I went into a gift shop to make
a phone call. I parked the heavy back frame outside and
waited inside for the phone. An elderly and very distinguished lady standing beside me quipped, "Sir, you smell." I
replied in the very best diction I could muster, "Lady, you
smell ... I stink!"
Blame. Ah, here's a beauty. Blame somebody and the
situation will be cured. Vengance doesn't even reduce the
symptom in this case. Get at the real stink ... SAM by-laws!
Don't just criticize them, correct and complete them. I am
really pleased with President Beshar's move as noted in his
message in this issue to get a by-laws committee going.
Hurrah! That's one small step for Joe and one giant leap for
SAM.
It's not necessary to sit in judgement of those who
authored the present by-laws. Perhaps they were well done
for an earlier period of time. But as SAM grew the rules got
twisted, verbose, redundant, etc., and delivered us to our
present corner of confusion. Officers have been blamed for
everything from how a committee was formed, passage or
non-passage of a proposal, withholding information. etc.. etc.
Why not blame them for the rain or the wind that fouls your
favorite contest? Hey, these people get ONE vote — that's all.
But if you're not convinced change the by-laws to remove
certain responsibility from individuals or, better yet. give him
responsibility. Clarify the duties of officers. The way it is now,
four people can shoot down any proposal regardless of what
the membership wants! Take that power away.
Let's talk about proposals. My opinion:
1. You have an idea that you think would benefit ALL SAM
competitors everywhere, not just your local area. A strong,
solid idea. Don't get your fingers caught in a prop and then
propose marshmallow props!
2. Take your idea to others; at the field, meetings, etc. Kick
it around and give it plenty of thought.
3. If it stands up, get out the present (ugh) rulebook and go
through it to see if it's already covered somewhere. It is
possible that in our (ugh) rulebook you'll find it in several
places using different language for the same rule. If so. under
line all those places in red.
4. Write it out in the shortest form possible. Be sure it
cancels, deletes or changes any of those items underlined in
red. Re-write it until you think it's perfect and when you're
sure it is take it to the smartest guy you know and he'll
change it. Okay, now take it to the stupidist fool you know. If
he can read it and understand it, PRINT IT — you've got a
winner.
5. Submit it. Send copies to all officers and rules
coordinators. Then, follow through, campaign for it, write
letters, phone calls, push for support. Chances are pretty
good that it will pass and you have done an honorable deed
for SAM. Pop your chest out. If it's defeated, eat the marshmallow props.
I think changes should be considered in a number of important places. Maybe it's time to change the structure of SAM
to include 12 members of the Board of Directors instead of
the present 6. in view of our poor voting totals, maybe we
should vote by district or chapter. Perhaps we should require

that members vote in order to qualify to compete or compete
in order to qualify to vote. At least in certain areas of competition. Now a guy who flies strictly RIC can vote on proposals
governing rubber! This allows poor, weak and incomplete
rules to pass. For example, right now our rules provide that in
the Scale event rubber and gas compete together in the same
manner. That's like putting a Model A Ford on the track at
Indy with Eagles!
Time must be provided to thoroughly "air" proposals. A
better calendar should be provided so that hasty, untired and
unnecessary proposals are eliminated. It should not be easy
to make changes. We just put a 5 minute max into law. What's
wrong with letting the CD determine the time for a max based
on conditions at the site at the time of the meet? Seems to me
we keep taking authority away from the CD and giving it to 6
guys at the top. By-laws can change that.
Okay. I've rambled through a lot of loose ideas. Maybe I'm
off base. But right now discontent is obvious and some of us
show concern only for what is legal, not what is right. And the
two are seldom the same. Perhaps we've painted ourselves
into a "legal" corner with slow drying paint, but I do believe
we can repaint with planning. We have the talent out there.
It'll take some rolled up sleeves and some sweat and maybe a
pinch of inspiration, but I am optimistic. I do not hold to the
theory "love it or leave it." I prefer "make it lovable."
P. Vano

Announcements
A book is currently being put together showing pictures,
ads, info., etc. of hundreds of antique and old timer model
aircraft. It will be a great help when using John Pond's gas
job list because you will now be able to know what the model
looks like. The book will have approximately 70 pages and the
pre-published price is $5.00 postpaid. Available from:

June 25

MIDWEST — C.I.A. 1st Annual Freef light Contest. Write — Patterson A.F.B., Dayton. Ohio.
A.F. Museum Field, OT Gas, classes A. B, C,
.020. OT Hand Launch Glider. Contact M.
Chamberlain, 5810 Madison Ave., Anderson,
Ind. 46013.

July 9

EAST — JAM—SAM-36. OT Radio Assist,
same as above, J. Clark, etc.
SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL
Due 1 June. 1978 for 1978.79

Name

SAM No.

Street
City & State

Zip

SAM renewal for

years re-/ $5.00 per year $

SAM rule books Q 25c each

$

SAM decals @ 25e each (large size)

$

SAM decals

e 25c each (small size)

SAM cloth shoulder patches t<< $2.50 each

$

Total Enclosed
$
Society of Antique Modelers
1947 Superior Avenue
Please make all checks
Whiting, Indiana 46394
payable to SAM

D. Shields
3 Cinnamon Circle, Apt. 1C
Randaistown, Maryland 21133

BALLOT
VOTE FOR ONE EACH OFFICE

MODEL AERO COURSE
Vintage Aero of 1 the Glen, Tenafly, New Jersey, 07670 has
released a most outstanding program of flying models. The
package program includes a complete beginner course
including materials and course diploma. it is a package
course for the beginner which should be exciting to any youth
program. The model kits are mini-profile and can also be
interesting to the expert as an adjunct to peanut scale. These
small rubber powered models are well-designed and are an
ideal introduction to model airplanes as they are both simple
and educational.

WANTED
Sheet #2 of Aipha Corsair plans includes wing and tail
details for Alpha Corsair. This model was designed and kitted
by Beshar Models of New York in 1938 and is a twin rudder
model. Although John Pond has plans, second sheet was
pencil drawn. Joe Beshar would appreciate being contacted
by anyone having a copy of original plans.
198 Merritt Drive, Oradell, New Jersey 07649
201-261-1281

WESTERN V. P.
JOHN POND (Incumbent)
JIM ADAMS
Wr , !.

FOR PRESIDENT —
E] DAN SHEELDS

E. JOHN POND
n
Mile In

FOR ROCKY MTN. V. P.
LIN HASLAM (Incumbent)
moon

SEC.-TREAS.
TIM BANASZAK
d:rlr In

FOR EASTERN V. P.
El JACK WHITTLES (Incumbent)
❑ WOODY WOODMAN
Wmeln

FOR MIDWEST V. P.
E WOODY BARTELT
V.e1r1

Must be Postmarked by July 1, 1978
Mail to:
Don Garofalow
174 Main Street
Ridgefield Park, N.J. 07660

Contests
May 27, 28. 29 WEST — West Coast RIC SAM Champs,
Memorial Day Clovis, CA., contact J. Pond, Box 3215, San
Weekend
Jose, CA. 95156. All classes, glo & ign., antique, Texaco, .020.
June 11
EAST — Central Jersey RIC Club and S.P.O.T.
OT Radio Assist, glo & ign., A, B & C Antique,
Fuel Allot. Piscataway, N.J. Contact J. Clark,
1127 Denmark Rd, Plainfield, N.J. 07062.

Name - Print

SAM #
Address
Signature
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SAM President Speaks
Well fellows, we did it! This issue
will contain the 1979 R/C Old Timers
Rules. Before someone gets technical
and states the rules were not voted on
before December 31, let me state as
President I had to arbitrarily extend the
voting date.
This state of affairs was brought on
by the tremendous workload incurred
by our Editor and Publisher, Pete Vano.
Rather than stand pat on protocol and
let all the hard work of the various
SAM Chapters who had submitted their
rules in time for vote go down the drain,
I simply told Tom Acciavati (another
good worker) to extend the date.
The wisdom of this move has been
proven by the outpouring of vote by
the constituents who are thoroughly
fed up with some of the nit-picking
rules that were voted in during the 1977
season. Votes as high as an eleven to
one ratio were noted on the most popular. No question about it, these are the
rules the boys want to fly by this year. All RIC oriented SAM
Chapters will receive sufficient copies for distribution. So,
let's go!
Also worth mentioning is the fact that Old Timer RIC
Events are fairly new and still suffering from growing pains.
For the benefit of those who complain that we never seem to
settle on any rules look at the free flight section. Only one
rule change was proposed and defeated. Of course, we have
been flying the free flight rules for over 15 years. So hang in
there, men, this SAM movement is well worth the effort. As
promised in my original platform, we are going to get the
rules to the point where they please the maiority.
In closing off, if you haven't received your entry blank for
the 13th Annual SAM Champs, write to the Contest Manager,
Lin Haslam, 3792 So. Bannock, Hunter, Utah 84120.
John Pond

RIC Rules Vote Results
Following are the results of the vote for rules proposals in
SAM SPEAKS Issue No. 23. These numbers were submitted
by RIC Rules Coordinator, Tom Acciavati.
Proposal No.

Yes

No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

123
112
96
117
122
128
123

11
20
37
23
12
8
12

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

130
92
68
122
124
111
119
115
85
115
74
53
68
99
121
63
89
75
114
97
109
117
118

6
43
67
13
12
24
15
19
51
21
56

79
31
11
65
41
57
18
35
21
17
17

Special SAM Champs Notice
SAM officers have announced that for the upcoming 1979
SAM Champs the 1978 SAM Rules will apply only to
FreeFlight Events. The 1979 OT RJC rules as printed in this
issue which have already been distributed to all SAM
Chapters will apply to the radio control assist events.

Western Roundup
The response to my first column was very gratifying. Let me
thank all of you that wrote or called, your kind words are very
encouraging.
The combined contest calendar for both F/F and RJC meets
in the Western Area has been settled for 1979. The response
from all the Clubs in Arizona, Nevada and California was very
timely, allowing us to get the Contest Schedule worked out
and published.
There was one change in the schedule after they were
mailed out, necessitated by the World F/F Champs coming to
Taft in October '79. The J. Pond Commemorative has been
moved to October 13 & 14 and the SCIF'S Texaco has been
moved to October 21. (The schedule may be published
elsewhere in this issue, depending on ye old editor).
A late news item just received from Dave Knight. (Sam
Chapter 8) lists the upcoming contests for the Olympia,
Washington area. Their plans are for the Annual Misery Meet,
February 3 & 4, a two day meet over Memorial Day, a two day
opener in June, an OIT Champs Warmup in July and a Power
Bash in October. All of you fellows inthe Northwest that are
not affiliated with a SAM Chapter are encouraged to contact
Dave and join up. They're looking for more members for this
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very active club. Contact Dave Knight, P.O. Box 334, Chehalis,
Wash., 98532.
I received the results from the Scamps Annual held at Taft
from C.D. Gene Warlock, of P & W Models fame. Gene reports
that they had a great day, calm 70° temperature with little
drift and little lift. He reported 85 entries inover 10 events. An
excellent turn out, easily out-drawing a modern Contest held
that week end on the same field. Contestants came from San
Francisco, Phoenix, Las Vegas, Salinas, Livermore and
Bakersfield. Saturday's press coverage was handled by Ron
Moulton of Aero Modeler Magazine. The walking wounded
included Woody Gregory and Maurice Smith who used their
fingers to shut off their engines. The standing wounded
included Joe Maher and Jim Ogg, who used their behinds to
stop errant models. 30 Trophies were spread out among 22
winners. The winners were as follows:
A Cabin

(3)

1. John Camp
2. Joe Maher
3. Tom Heiser

Cab Ruler
So Long
Rocketeer

B Cabin

(8)

1. Bob Dittmer
2. Bill Holt
3. Al Hellman
C Cabin

8:19
7:03
5:08

Dodger
Brigadier
Clipper

12:34
11:35
7:31

(9)

1. Al Heilman
2. Jim Ogg
3. Terry O'Meara

Clipper 1
Powerhouse
Clipper 1

A Pylon

(9)

1. Rudy Calvo
2. Bill Holt
3. Jack Jella

Interceptor
Ranger X
Ranger

B Pylon

(1 4)

1. Rudy Calvo
2. Larry Clark
3. Walt Parker

Zipper
Foo-Too-You
Zipper

C Pylon

(12)

1. Bob Oslan
2. Weitz
3. Walt Parker

Playboy Sr.
Playboy Sr.
Zipper

30 Second Antique

(9)

1. Terry O'Meara
2. Bud McNorgan
3. Sal Taibl

Clipper
Anderson
Anderson

020 Replica

(9)

1. Sal Taibi
2. Joe Maher
3. Brad LeVine

Playboy
Strato Streak
Strato Streak

Rubber

(8)

1. Bill Crovelia
2. Cliff McBaine
3. Gordon Alers

38 Moffitt
Hi-Ho
Gollywock

Brown Jr.

(4)

1. Jim Adams
2. Sal Taibi
3. Bud McNorgan

Ehling
Long Cabin
Premier Lion

8:04
7:42
7:40

16:13
10:01
9.26

13:37
12:59
11:17

12:37
11:54
10:02

Sunday

Saturday

A-B Cabin JSO
C Pylon JSO
.020 Cabin JSO
30 Sec. Antique JSO
O"T Hand Launch Glider Jr.

A-B Pylon JSO
C Cabin JSO
.020 Pylon JSO
OJT Rubber SO
OJT Rubber JR.

An added special event will be 1/2 A Texaco.
Rules are: 48" Min. wing span, reed valve engines only, 1/4
oz. fuel allowed, 6 attempts to make 3 officials, flights less
than 3 min., are attempts, Timer goes with contestant, and
best of 3 official flights will be counted. Sounds like pure

Fun!
For more info on the meet write:
Bob Wubben, 4222 W. Waltann, Phoenix, Ariz. 85023.

10:14
10:07
8:46

10:29
8:46
8:37

11:44
11:07
7:06

23:28
16:21
14:08

All engines were legal. All flights hand launched, using
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R.O.G. Engine runs. (Too much sage brush.)
A special added attraction was the Chambers Pot
presented by the Vamps (SAM 25) which will be given each
year to the Vamp or Scamp who has the highest points for the
meet. The Trophy was won this year by Bill Holt of Las Vegas.
This perpetual Trophy has been given to high point man for
several years at the Scamps Annual Las Vegas Bash.
Biggest correspondence received this month concerned
the proposed R!C rules changes and the balloting.
The one word for the rules proposals is "confusing." Every
one commented that they could not understand what was
going on. We obviously have got to develop a better way of
revising the rules. I noted that some proposals were to
change rules that were not in my rule book (and I've got the
latest printed book). I suspect that some rules that were
passed last year have not been added to the book. The timing
for collecting the proposals, getting out the ballots, and then
printing the results is too short. The SAM constitution says
the results will be published 6 months prior to the SAM
Champs. There is no way that this can be done once each
year.
A sensible approach to this problem would be to allow 6
months for collecting proposals. 2 months for printing and
distributing ballots, 4 months for discussion at meetings and
in Newsletters, and 2 months for collecting ballots and
printing results. When you add the 6 months deadline
required for printing prior to the Champs, there is only one
very obvious answer; voting on rules changes should be held
every other year. Some consolation can be taken from past
experience, in the years when the F/F rules were being
hammered out we went through the same growing pains.
A last news item, just received a Contest Flyer from
"Cactus Sam," (SAM 31). Their OJT Contest being held April
21 & 22 will feature:

•

Rubber
Recently I purchased a hank of the new Pirelli from Old
Timer Model Supplies. I had been very anxious to try the stuff
after reading the rave reports which were published in Free
Flight and Model Aviation. According to tests it was
supposed to be superior to the other types of rubber presently
available and even had an edge on the old Pirelli.
The batch I received measured about
inch in width and
.042 thick. It had the same ribbed texture as the old kind but
was a slightly lighter shade of brown. It looked translucent
after being washed and lubed. Before receiving the rubber
from O.T.. indoor champ Pete Andrews had given me a limited
amount of his own supply which he had obtained from

another source. Although it was also new Pirelli and had tne
same appearance as mine, the strip measured only about .036
in thickness. I tried it in some of my indoor models with
excellent results but did not have enough of the rubber to
conduct any conclusive experiments.
After receiving my latest supply I stripped a number of 22
inch loops ranging in width from .074 to .080 for use In my
Fike indoor P-nut. This model is about two years old, tissue
covered on both sides of the flying surfaces and (ally well
detailed. The Fike started life at about 6.75 grams but after
numerous repairs has gained almost '/2 gram. It is an
extremely stable test bed having scores of flights over 2:30 to
it's credit. The longest the model ever flew was 2:51 which
was about the best I felt it could do. During this flight it was
powered with a 22 inch loop of FAI measuring .044 x .075.
Preliminary test flights with the new Pirelli indicated that
the best performance was likely to be achieved with a motor
.078 in width. Unfortunately I had only one loop cut to this size
with me at the flying site. Four flights were made with this
motor and it was would near maximum each time. The site we
are using has a 105 foot ceiling but is only 75 feet across.
There are some leaks around the upper windows which cause
turbulance and drift on windy days such as the one on which
were flying.
During the first and second flights the model rose to
almost 100 feet but drifted into the wall during the latter part
of its cruise. On the third flight it only reached 90 feet but
again struck the wall on the way down. It was not until the
fourth attempt that I was able to time an uninterrupted flight.
During this flight with the tired motor the Fike reached about
85 feet and stayed aloft 3:02.4. Needless to say I was elated
since this was the first time I had ever heard of a non-ghost
P-nut flying over three minutes. I celebrated by downing a
couple of beers and spent the rest of the afternoon helping
other guys fly their models. Since then I did not have any
opportunities for additional testing.
With a fresh motor I feel the model is good for about 3:15 3:20. This would be quite an improvement over the times
achieved with the FAI rubber. The Fike climbed faster with
FAI but the cruise with the Pirelli was considerably longer.
Although the Pirelli was pushed pretty hard during my tests
only one motor broke and this was close to estimated
maximum turns. A few well tied knots slipped until Pete
wised me to use rubbert cement on them. The temperature
during the aforementioned session was about 75 degrees.
All things considered, it appears that the new Pirelli is a
good investment for serious competitors who really pack in
the turns. If you order it for O.T. better check with Jim Noonan
as to the current price.
Bill Henn

sincere as I am, write to Bill and thank him.
Bill Henn
53 Hall St.
Clifton, N.J. 07014
Tim Banaszak is another of those tireless souls who keep
SAM moving. Tim and I worked closely these past few years
and I want to thank him for that fine effort.
Of course, I also want to thank Joe Beshar and John Pond
for their work on behalf of SAM and for the confidence they
showed in me. It made the job easier.
Now a final note to the membership. In my letter of resignation to SAM officers I stressed the need for strong leadership
and sound by-laws for the well being of SAM. Now I'll tell you
that we need a strong membership as well. They need your
support. They cannot do it alone. For example, in the recent
vote for R/C rules only about 135 votes were cast. Is that what
all the fuss was about? Really! I wonder if it was all worth it?
Tom Acciavata alone put many hours into those proposals
in letters, phone calls, etc., fighting the calendar and the
clock all the way. For 135 votes! How long will the
membership allow a few to govern many? How long will nonvoters let someone else do their thinking? Okay, I realize that
most SAM members are non-competitors and I suppose
that's alright. Most members just want to build and fly.
Joining an organization gives them someone else with
common interests to talk to, compare notes with, etc. and
companionship at the field. That's okay too. But I do think
that good clean competition in the spirit of our Preamble can
improve one's building and flying skills simply because it
makes one try harder. I knew a guy who went for years
without competing stating that he just wanted to relax and
enjoy the hobby, and that he felt that he wasn't good enough
to compete anyhow. Well, one day he did compete and won a
second place on his first try. He hasn't stopped competing
since. He found a whole new world of fun he didn't think
existed. And, by the way, his models started to look better
and fly better. Competition brought the best out of him.
Sometimes he loses too, but he's always a nice guy.
SAM doesn't ask much of you as a member. I don't think it
would be too much to ask you to vote now and then. If you're
conscientious, you'll find out about the facts in a proposal
before you vote. This will make you a better member. A large
number of votes will also tell the SAM officials that
somebody out there cares about the work they're doing.
I will continue to build and fly of course, that's a disease
with me. And speaking of that I flew the Super Powerhouse a
few weeks ago. It went up and flew with proper dignity right
off the board. It looked great on that cold clear day with its
nose sniffing at the sky. Common-folks, get into the swing of
things! Build, Fly, Vote, Help ... if you're too lazy for these I
hope an Anderson Spitfire flys up your nose! With an airplane
on It!
Pete Vano

SAM Editor Speaks
It's been a long time. Its been a lot of work. It's been
rewarding and fun too. Now it's coming to an end, my tenure
as editor. My business needs more attention, maybe even a
change.
I want to thank all those who helped, guys like Bill Henn
who wrote the rubber column on a regular basis. Bill has
always been ahead of me. Always on time with his
interesting and informative articles. It takes a great deal of
time to do that again and again. Bill has done all this without
pay and for a long while now without a word of thanks either.
He receives little mail from the membership and no help as
far as input is concerned. He says now that we've about
picked his brain and he cannot offer much more. If you're as
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Ralph F. Turner has asked us
to announce the formation of a new C!:a , ter in the
Cleveland and surrounding area. OTers, bot-. Ft'
and R/C are asked to contact ".a1;11 at :)06 Terra La.,
Aktherst, Ohio 44001.
CLIWIMAND C1APT7n.

C ECHOS LOVAK I A
CZ7C:OSL0IAKTA shows interest in SAY. c•.Y member,
Jaroslav rybdk of kpt. Naepky 45, 568 02 S'YITAvY,
Czechoslovakia, has written SAN SPrAFS and is interested in exchanging experiences, magazines, plans,
rtybgk says
engines, etc., with ALlerican :oodelers.
that he is interested in 11/C and U/C as well as Old
Ti...er activities and would greatly a:-,preciate son* pen
a1s from the USA. lelp that man. . . he's a modeler!
.

RiC OT Fun Fly and MECA Collectogether In the South. The
North Fulton Flying Circus is presenting the affair on Sunday,
April 29 from 11 A.M. to 5 P.M.. They plan to fly OTers, PVC just
for fun and run and swap ignition engines. CD, Stuart L.
Richmond, 1447-D Raintree, Roswell, Georgia 30076 invites
all to join in and bring planes to fly or sell or swap along with
engines and whatever. Phone 404/992.0644 or 4041993-5122.

July 15, Jersey Antique Modelers, SP • ' 36, R/C OT Annual,
North Branch County Park, Milltown road, CD, M. Granieri,
Dryden Rd., Pottersville, N.J. 07979. Send SASE for details.
Local rules will apply.

Country Squire Modelers in Conn. Annual Spring OT RIC
Contest. Classes A, B, C and Antique, Current SAM Rules,
Landing Circle will be used. Antique may use Glow power.
CD, Keith Bergquist, 45 Lakeside Dr., Fairfield, Conn. 06430.

May 20, Fredon, N.J. Flying Models OT Fly In CD. D. Hoeckele,
9 Manchester Way, Pine Brook, N.J. 07058.

West Coast OT Contest Schedule for 1979 (Thru June)
Mar. 11
SAM 30, Browns Valley (RIC)
Mar. 10, 11
SAM 3. SCIF kick off, Taft (FF)
Apr. 8
SAM 21, RIC Texaco, Taft
Apr. 8
SAM 13, SCAMPS Texaco and Brown Jr. Event,
Taft (FF)
Apr. 21, 22
SAM 31, OT/FF Annual, Phoenix, Ariz,
May 26, 27, 28 SAM 49 and SAM 26 West Coast OT R/C Champs
San Luis Obispo
May 26, 27
U.S.F.F. Champs, Taft (FF)
June 17
SAM 21, RIC ROW, Calero Dam
June 23, 24
Bakersfield Annual, Taft (FF)

May 6, Sherwood Island, Westport, Ct. CD, C. Jarvis, 54
Chestnut Hill, Norwalk, Ct.

June 3, S.P.O.T. & C.J. R1C Club, R/C OT Annual, Middlesex
County Modelport, Sydney Road, Piscataway, N.J. CD. J.
Clark, address 1127 Denmark Rd., Plainfield, N.J. 07062 Send
SASE for details. Local Rules will apply.

OT all Electric Contest. March 31, Gilroy High School, SAM
21. For details write or call Jack Alten, 408/248-8464 or SAM
21, 85 Bellevue Ave., Belvedere, CA., 94920.
Midwest.
Mar. 18
Mar. 25
Apr. 6, 7, 8
Apr. 29
May 20
May 26
May 27
Jun. 3
Jun. 10
June 17
Jun. 24
Jun. 24

CIA, Indoor Meet, Anderson In., P. Sullivan, Box
2272. Anderson, IN. 46011.
MDCFFC, St. Louis Indoor Champs
Weak Signals R/C Symposium, Toledo, OH.
MDC/Thermallers Ann. Spring Outdoor Meet,
St. Joe Park. MO,
GSLMA FF Meet, Buder Park, St. Louis, MO.
COFFC, FAI Qualifying FF, WPAFB, Dayton,
OH. J. Guylas.
COFFC, FF Meet, WPAFB, Dayton, OH.
IMAC Small Field Meet
AERONUTS, 18th Annual OT Meet, Bong, WI.
IMAC, 20th Annual FF Meet, Bong, WI.
CIA, 2nd Annual OT Meet, WPAFB, Dayton, OH.
(See below)
MDCFFC. Annual Outdoor Meet, St. Joe Park,
MO.

May 20, Lorain County R/C Club, OT RiC, North Ridgeville,
OH. (20 miles West of Cleveland). Contact Ralph Turner, 506
Terra Lane, Amherst, OH. 44001. 216/988-2326.
June 24, CIA Oldtimer Squadron, 2nd Annual All OT FF Bash,
WPAFB, Museum Field, Dayton, OH. Classes A, B, C OT Gas,
.020 OT Replica, OT Rubber, OT HLG. Trophies to 3rd and
(maybe) merchandise to 5th. 8 oz. WL, Glow, Ign. and Cony.
okay, with graduated engine runs. No Schn. HLG must be Pre
1943 and Published or Kitted. Bring proof of design and
publication. DT's allowed if pop up tail does NOT alter design.
At least 15 full size plans available from Bob Larsh, .50 each,
45 So. Whitcomb Ave., Indianapolis, IN 46241.
East.
May 20, SAM 7, Rocky Hill, CT. AMA lizA (Cat. 111), OT HLG,
.020 Rep. Pylon, Cabin Gas, Rubber Scale/Peanut Scale (OT
Plans), Rubber Endurance. Brown Jr. Event, OT Towline, Write
T. Lucas, SAM 7, 19 Burke Rd., Rockville, CT. 06066.
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01' Daddy Warbucks caught in a rare talkative
pose. Karl Spielmaker took the photo at the
Caamps last year. No name given for the chap
with the fancy lid and the bumberchute(7) but
he looks like one of our friends from England.
Looks like John is insisting that it's not raining while the poor fellow is only t , y 4 - ,^ koor
his hat dry. . . or cool.

It is becoming increasingly apparent, to me, that a rich
untapped vein of potential S.A.M. members is awaiting
discovery. I receive numerous letters each month from men
who are interested in returning to the - 1-, 7
afterbingcvomayerswhilngafmyd
so forth. Two requests invariably dominate these letters: 1.
"Can you provide me the names and addresses of some
people in my area who are building and flying old timers?" 2.
"Where to I obtain materials and supplies and basic
information to get started again?"
I try to always suggest to each writer that he join S.A.M.,
but quite frankly this produces some quilt on my part. Let's be
honest with ourselves, when the newcomer joins SAM he will
receive a membership card and number, a rule book. and a
newsletter. In none of these will his basic requests be met or
answered. He will still be at point A.
I would strongly suggest that a new updated SAM suppliers
list be compiled for inclusion in each new member packet.
Also a current SAM chapter Registry with the name and
address of the president should be compiled and included. To
publish this information in SAM Speaks is self-defeating in

"LUCKY 13TH S.A.M. CHAMPS 1979"

July24, 25, 26, 1979

(S.L.A.M.) SAM CHAPTER #18

' Hosted by the SALT LAKE ANTIQUE MODELERS

Below is a sample entry form for the official form and complete entry kit.
Write to:
CONTEST MANAGER: F.R. (Lin) Haslam, 3792 So. Bannock Street
(801) 969-4906
Salt Lake City, Utah 84120
TUESDAY, JULY 24TH
EVENT
Class "C" Cabin
Class "A" Pylon
30 Sec. Antique
Cabin-Rubber
R/C Class "C" Glo)
R/C Class "A" Glo)
R/C Class "C" Ign)
Scale (Rubber)

MODEL

ENGINE

AREA

WT. REGOD

WEDNESDAY JULY 25th
Class "A" Cabin
Class "B" Pylon

.020 Replica
Stick Rubber
R/C Antique (Glo/Ign)
R/C Class "B" (Glo)
R/C Class "A B" rIgn)
Danny Sheeld's "Twin.Pusher"
-

THURSDAY. JULY 26TH
Class "B" Cabin
Class "C" Pylon
Fuel Allot. Antique
Scale (Gas)
R/C Texaco (Glo/Igp)
R/C .020 Replica
Mark Fechner's "Slag"
Tim B's comp. air FF
Total events entered

$5 first event, 2 each add'l to max. of 810

Late entry fee (after July 20) 5.00 $
per person)8
attend Victory Banquet(
will not
We will
attend SAM Business Meeting (no charge) #
will not
We will
TOTAL FEES
FEES RETUTMD IF UNABMTU ATTEND
(NOTIFY LIN ON OR BEFORE FRI., JULY 20)
Notice to M.E.C.A. members and anyone else interested in engines, Mark
Fechner will be hosting a SUPER-REGION 4 COLLECTOGEATHER on Monday July 23,
at the Ramada Inn. This is the same Hotel as the Champs Headquarters. We
have reserved 135 rooms for both events, complete details well be in the
entry kit.
Mark Fechner 4456 W. 3145 So., Salt Lake City, Utah 84120
Phone: (801) 968-3498

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUE MODELERS
1979 RADIO CONTROL ASSIST OLD TIMER RULES

SECTION III - Power and Classes
1.

Old Timer and Antique Models may be flown with either

ignition or glow engines.
2.
The following is a complete set of rules for radio controlled
assist old timer models. These rules apply to competition sponsored by the Society of Antique Modelers and supercede applicable
AMA rules.

Classes are the following engine displacement (in 3 )
Ignition
Glow
.020 Replica
Class A
Class B
Class C

.020
.021 to .200
.201 to .300
.301 to 1.20

.020
.021 to .200
.201 to .300
.301 to .610

SECTION I - Definitions and Basic Regulations
(4 cycle engines will be considered as 601 of 2 cycle

1. Old Timer and Antique categories are defined as model
aircraft which have been designed, kitted, or plans
published prior to December 31, 1942, or December 31,
1938, respectively.
2. Models shall be flown in one of the following categories:
a. Antique (all classes combined)
b. Old Timer Cabin and pylon
c. Texaco (A duration event for Antique models
all classes combined, 1/8 oz. per lb. Longest
of two flights scores.)
d. .020 Replica (1.5 cc of fuel supplied by CD.)

engine displacement.)
3.

Ignition engines above .65 in3 displacement must have been
in production prior to 1950.

4.

No tuned pipes allowed.

SECTION IV - Flight Rules
1.

contestants - classes may be combined at CD's discretion.
2.

All R/C models, except .020, will try to spot land in a 100
foot diameter circle as designated by the Contest Director.
Tile contestant will get 20 additional points per official
flight for a successful landing within the circle.

3.

Maximum time of flights: Limited Engine Run Event,
Antique Event 10 minutes. In case of ties, CD will
flyoff rules.
All scoring
in seconds. A perfect score would be 420 seconds.

3. Engine run (Antique Class) seven seconds per lb. to the
nearest lb. (defined as nearest 8 oz. or above) for glow,
and ten seconds per lb. for ignition. Example: 3 lbs.
14 oz. would be 4 lbs., 3 lbs. 2 oz. would be 3 lbs.,
3 lbs. 8 oz. would be 4 lbs.
4. Old Timer Cabin and Pylon models must weigh a minimum of
8 oz. per sq. ft. of wing area. This rule does not apply
to .020 Replica.
5. All glow and converted ignition engine powered models must
have a minimum of 225 sq. in. of wing area for each .10
cubic inch of displacement. This rule does not apply to
.020 Replica.

4.

2.

3.

4.

An Old Timer and Antique models may be modified only in
tne following ways: minor changes to the thrust line, i.e.,
upright instead of inverted; strengthening or lightening of
structures and provision for control surfaces. Outlines,
areas, moments and cross-sections may not be changed.
Airfoil section must be the same as on the original model.
Landing gears must be in the same location as the original
model. All changes must be in the character of the
original ship.
It shall be tne responsibility of the contestant to prove
the validity of the model and the fidelity to the design
by submitting the actual construction prints to the contest
director upon request.
No modification may be made which would prevent the model
from making normal, unassisted ROG take-offs. Therefore,
no dropping gears, no VTO, and no catapault devices are
approved.
It is permissable to scale up or down an approved design.

Engine run time will be 20 seconds for glow, 30 seconds for
converted ignition engines, and 40 seconds for antique
ignition engines (those in production prior 1950). This
rule will apply unless reduced by CD for field conditions.
This rule does not apply to Antique, Texaco, or the .020
Replica Classes. See SECTION I, 14 for rule on Antique
Class. See SECTION I, 12c for rule on Texaco Class, and
SECTION I, 12d for rule on .020 Replica Class.

7. Ignition engines are defined as those engines using cam
operated points, spark plugs, batteries, coil and
condenser (or magneto) to ignite the fuel.

1.

7 minutes

determine
is done
(7 minute

flight x 60 = 420 seconds.) In .020 Replica the maximum
flight time will be 5 minutes.

6. Fuel for spark ignition engines must be gasoline aril oil
only, no other additives.

SECTION II - Modifications

Five contestants will constitute an event. Less than five

5.

Each contestant will get six attempts in the limited engine
run event. (An attempt is a flight that has lasted less
than 40 seconds.) The first flight over 40 seconds will
constitute an official flight; only 3 official flights per
event.
The contestant may, within the
specified time of his engine run, declare an attempt. The
timer will stop the watch and score the flight as an attempt.
There will be no time limit imposed on the landing of the

model.
6.

Model must be airborne 4 minutes after a timer is assigned.
This rule will prevent delays in running the meet.

7.

One contestant per plane.

8.

Thermal aids will not be permitted in the Old Time R/C
movement. For example: thermal sniffers or mechanical

aids of any kind.
9.
10.

An engine overrun will be considered an attempt.
In the Texaco Event, there will be three attempts for two
official flights. Any flight under 4 minutes will be
considered an attempt.

IMPOV,4\NT

cfotice

Membersllip renewal is due JUNE 1, 1979 for the
year 1979-80. NO OTHER R7MINDER ",;ILL BE S7NT.
A large number was just recently dropped from
the mailing list for failure to renew. Don't
become part of the next list to be dropped. Use
the form below or PRINT or TYPE the same info on
a separate sheet and mail as shown below.

SAM MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL

Name

SAM No.

Street
City & State

Zip

SAM renewal for

years

55.00 per year S

SAM rule books 25c each
SAM decals

25c each (large size)

SAM decals

a 25c each (small size)

SAM cloth shoulder patches cf-- $2.50 each
Total Enclosed
Society of Antique Modelers
1947 Superior Avenue
Whiting, Indiana 46394

S

Please make all checks
payable to SAM

REMEIIBER. . . NO RE'rlINDER WILL 3E S7NT TO YOU PERSONALLY!

that the new members subscription begins with his
membership.
The inclusion of a suppliers list and a chapter roster would
not only encourage new memberships, but also would add
impetious to those of us who need to renew each year.
Interest in the Old Timer movement is mushrooming rapidly,
SAM by its preamble is obligated to nurture and solidify this
interest. I respectfully offer this suggestion for the consideration of the leadership of this organization.

D.B. Mathews

CALIFORNIA FLASH!
Just received word from John
Pond that GCORGE ARMSTEAD has been appointed the
new Editor of. SAM SPEAKS. Good Luck George! I just
know that you'll do a super job. I'll help in any
way I can and I'll start by offering my worn out
typewriter. It had to be water cooled. PV

ENGLAND. Very last minute, 3en Buckle wants to
add his weight to the proposal to admit post 1950
Diesels to SAM FF competition. Ben says, "Keep
it simple and admit more folks to the flying, . ".
Then he asks if anyone would like to fly proxy for
him at the Champs. A Cabih and Scale. If so and
if possible, please write:
B. Buckle, 9 Islay Crescent, "fighworth "jiltshire,
England. Ben also offered advice in tie operation
of Diesels.

17,0111.:,'3.7CL:LND
NEWS FROM ENGLAND. David Baker has announced to
SAM SPEAKS that they now have over 100 members
who have joined SAM. Colonel Bowden, a super
early designer, was their 100th member. They call
the Chapter SAM(E), the E for England. David said
that OTer activities there have drawn enormous interest in less than one year and the following
quick news flashes are part of it:
SMAE, the English equivalent of AMA, is allowing
SAME to participate in their Nationals for 1979.
(SAX rules will apply) In addition, SMAE has
allowed SAME to attend policy meetings which
makes SAM the only outsiders involVed!
SAME received exclusive use of two more R.A.F.
airfields. Next two meetings, Apr 1 & May 6fh.
A report on our 78 Champs was covered in the
magazine AEROMODELLER where reports on monthly
meetings of SAME will also appear.
They have revived the BOWDEN TROPHY to be awarded. The original has been lost and a new
one is being prepared.
English SAM SPEAKS will be appended to this
issue. Will include English news plus news and
views and a sales & want ad section. (They now
receive 150 copies of SAM SPEAKS which are sent
in bulk and mailed locally from there).
SAME now has 78 confirmed bookings for the 1980
SAM Champs (USA). They hope to fill and charter
a 707!
A Scorpian kit is to be kitted by a SAME member
for SAM members only.
On the anniversary on the Bleriot's historical
flight accross the Channel, two SAM members will
fly models or replicas. A full size replica and
a half scale model will be flown. The model will
be radio flown from a powerboat off shore racer.
SAME is planning a "Frame Danny Sheeld's Contest"
at the Nationals this year. Danny is sending over
a model to be proxy flown.
Joe Beshar and Don Hartman were recent visitors
in England where they brought along a "cherished"
Super Cyke, a K&B 40 some .049's and were cheerfully met. David said that the English boys
boys
showed them a good time during their stay
we
should have given them the Crown Jewels for the
joy they spread about".
On this side of the pond, we would do well to
take a few pages out of their book on positive
thinking. Seems that some of us spend more energy
on excuses for not doing something while they just
go right ahead and get it done. They're like the
bumble bee that scientists say can't fly. .
but
they haven't told the bee. . . so he just keeps
right on flying. A super effort. This writer
offers a heartfelt "BRAVO"! I'd sure like to know
how they ousted the word "no" from their everyday
vocaublary.

At the Champs in Jersey, I spotted Ben's
plane going down in the barbed wire and from a
quarter mile away I bet the group I was standing with that I could take them to it within
ten feet.
bet a beer end of eagle eye wan.
One guy said as I eaerged from the entanglement,
beat, brused and bleeding, "Boy, some guys will
do anything for a beer". "Yeah," I replied,
"But Ben owes me one too." At the Champs Banquet, 3en paid off, but they ran out of beer and
I settled for a Scotch. Thanks, Ben, I still
wear the scars but the headache's gone. 'lows
the plane?

FOR SALE: Rocket
0&R 60 sideport,
Cox Medallion 15
W. R.
OT kits.

46, McCoy 49, Brown D, Madwell 49,
all complete with coil and cond.
ign. conversion plus a few original
Stokes, Rt. 1, Box 73J, Keller TX 76248
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SAM PRESIDENT SPEAKS

Now that the SAM Champs of 1979 are history, we can get
down to settling a few of the rules that are still bothering
the constituency. As promised in my election platform, I
am doing all that can be done to please the majority.
I am pleased to report the 1979 R/C 0/T rules worked
out beautifully at the Salt Lake City Champs. It really
was a pleasure to compete in such a contest.
Bob Larsh, as my behest, has come up with a proposal
to allow glow engines to compete in Old Timer events. As
I have repeatedly pointed out, this is how we got started
N.in the first old timer contest with 80% of the contestants
using glow.
Somewhere down the line, we seem to have lost sight
of the beginner in old timer who has only a glow engine
to start with. As time goes by, these modelers will eventually switch to ignition, but as the old saying goes, "You
gotta crawl first, before you can walk." This is how your
President looks at it. You must have a starting point somewhere.
This is the third column I have written for SAM Speaks publication. Hopefully,
this time it will be published. I might mention that since Pete Vano's retirement
from the SAM Speaks Editorship, we have been having our problems. George Armstead
accepted the job, got all the stuff organized, and then promptly ran out of time.
After a delay of six months, I am happy to announce that the West Coast Vice
President, Jim Adams, has agreed to take on this additional chore. Jim won't be
lacking for help, as Bob Sliff (SAM 49 Newsletter Editor) will be assisting. Really,
I am sure that you will find Jim's work to be more than adequate.
1980 is an election year, and while the following announcement will be carried elsewhere in this issue, repetition cannot hurt_ Get up your nominations, and send them
to Pete Vano, P.O. Box 117, Middlesex, NJ 08846. Pete will present a slate to the
editor for publication and vote. Vano will then receive the ballots, count the vote,
and announce the successful candidates.
A new procedure was adopted at Salt Lake concerning rules changes that states
the new proposals must be received prior to July 31, and published and voted on
by December 31 (that is, six months prior to the Champs), but because SAM Speaks
has not been published since last Spring, I have asked that the rule change proposals be published in this issue.
Please vote on these proposals and return your F/F ballots to Gene Wallock,
220 LeRoy Ave. , Arcadia, Ca 91006 and your R/C ballots to Tom Acciavati, 52 Parkway Crescent, Milton, Ma 02186. (Post mark deadline is February 1, 1980.)
It is only fair, since these proposals have been awaiting publication since early
in 1979, that they be submitted for vote now. However, since the vote is late and
to remain within the intent of the revised procedure, the rules that are changed will
not be made effective until 1981.
John
ADDITIONAL MODELS AUTHENTICATED BY THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
Early in 1979 John Pond sent correspondence to all SAM Officers concerning several
models that were to be reviewed for authenticity by the executive board. Affadavits
and photos were included in the material to assist those voting.
According to the vote taken by the Board (all elected SAM officers), the following
models with one exception have been authenticated for Old Timer and/or Antique
events under SAM rules. (Continued on page 4.)
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SAM EDITOR SPEAKS
Its been a long, long time since you received your last (Spring) issue of SAM
Speaks. We know, we've all been waiting, but it is a long long story. Pete Vano,
our previous editor, who published SAM Speaks religiously for several years, was
forced to give up the job because of business reasons. Next the job was accepted
by George Armstead of SAM 7. He too, after several months of trying was forced
to give it up.
The publishing of SAM Speaks has now been taken over by a team from SAM 13
Jim Adams is your new editor, Bob Sliff is the Publisher, and
and SAM 49.
Bob Laviguer is the production manager.
We will attempt to bring everyone up to speed as quickly as possible by publishing
all the important news that has accumulated this past year. Much of the news has
been reported in "Plug Sparks" in R/C Model Builder Magazine, or in D.B. Mathews'
column in Model Aviation Magazine. Also, I am sure you are not interested in a lot
of "old" news, especially old contest results.
We are printing several rules proposals forwarded by Gene Wallock and Tom
Acciavati, the FF and R/C coordinators. I am also including a note from George
Armstead concerning his Fall issue that didn't make it past the typesetter
While the Champs results and the proposals are printed elsewhere in this issue,
I will print George's letter now.
Dear Jim:
John Pond asked me to send you all SAM Speaks material. I readily agreed.
Pete Vano said that I didn't know what I was getting into, and I sure didn't.
Without a lot of boring details, I found you need lots of free daytime hours
to chase printers, typesetters, mailers, typists, etc. With the recession slowing
down the garment field, I found myself with few daytime hours and very few
evenings to devote to SAM Speaks. Consequently, when the typesetter lost the
majority of the copy for my first "Fall" issue, I lost heart.
The basis of this issue was to be the rule change proposals
History: SAM 7 and SAM 35 submitted proposals in April, 1979. Gene
Wallock, FF coordinator, acknowledged reciept with a letter dated 5/7/79.
Bob Larsh of CIA sent me a rule proposal that conflicted with SAM 7 and 35's
proposal. Gene Wallock refused to act on this and John Pond asked me to resolve the situation. I then got together with Bob Larsh at a late August Ohio
meet, and Bob came up with a simpler proposal that SAM 7 & 35 could accent PF
a substitute for their glow engine proposal.
This leaves three Free Flight proposals to be published.
1. SAM 7 & 35's Rubber Scale proposal,
2. Midwest + SAM 7 & 35 Glow engine proposal,
3. Midwest's hand launch glider, planform, and number of models proposal.
There is also a Diesel Engine proposal that was published in issue #33 to be
considered.
George
In connection with rules changes, I would like to express a pet peeve of mine.
Why is it that each year we get proposals to add some obscure local event to the
"Basic" events of SAM? Why not add these to Section V, Special events? As noted
in the Rule Book, "These events are frequently regional and are included here only
as a guideline for establishing other special events."
I believe these new additions to the events list would stand a much better chance
of being added to the Rule Book as "Special Events". Two of these special events,
.020 Replica and Texaco are perhaps our most popular events.
If after a length of time the "new" events prove to be very popular, they could be
added to the Basic events of section IV. Continuing to add more and more events
to the "Basic" list will crest a SAM Champs as unwieldy as the AMA Nats. As witnessed
on the other hand at the Salt Lake Champs, many special events, some not even listed
in anyone's rule book, were flown with considerable' interest, and will possibly be returned at next year's Champs.
Well, till next time, Jim Adams
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MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
Annual Business Meeting, July 25, 1979
Salt Sake City, Utah
The Meeting was called to order by the President, John Pond. Other SAM officers
in attendence were Lin Haslam, Rocky-Mtn V-P, and Tim Banaszac, Sec-Treasurer.
Fifty two regular members in good standing were also present.
After the President's welcoming remarks, a short report on the current financial status
of SAM was presented by Tim Banaszak. The SAM treasury balance as of 7/25/79 was
a little over $4400.00. Lin Haslam, Rocky-Mtn V-P and 1979 Champs Manager added to
this financial commentary by giving rough figures on the 1979 Champs expenses to date.
Lin reported that the Champs income had reached $2800.00 and that expenses of $1800.00
had already been accounted for. Note, these approximate figures do not take into consideration trophy costs of $1400.00 paid directly from the treasury at a later date. A
final accounting of SAM Champs finances would be published in SAM Speaks at a later
date upon the request of the President, John Pond.
There being no old business needing the attention of this business meeting, the president opened the floor for new business.
Lin Haslam, Rocky-Mtn V-P presented a motion to change the procedure used for SAM
flying rules changes. This motion consisted of two parts:
1. All rule change proposals must be received by the Contest Rules Coordinator no
later than July 31 of the calendar year to be voted on for the following year's regulations.
2. All rule changes are to be published by September 30th in SAM Speaks for membership vote. Votes will then be tabulated and the results published in SAM Speaks by
December 31st.
After being seconded by Bill Cohen, the motion(s) was approved by the members present.
SaI Tabi, responding to an appeal by the Sec-treasure, made a motion to raise SAM dues
effective June 1980. This motion raises the annual membership dues to $10.00 per year,
and life membership to $100.00. After a second by Tom Bell, the motion was accepted
by the membership present.
Tim Banaszak, Secretary-Treasurer had noted that although SAM at present is existing
in the black financially, the margin between expenses and income was becoming very
fine and it would not be long before inflation would put the treasury in a strained position. It was also stressed that any members wishing to renew annual membership or
obtain life memberships were incouraged to do so before the new rates become effective
next June.
A floor discussion debated the merits of retaining the current SAM dues payment date
system or of changing membership to a calendar year basis. Although many pro and
con arguments were presented, no motion resulted and the meeting went on.
A motion was made by Clarence Bull and seconded by Bill Cohen for the SAM president
to write a letter commending Bob, Dave, and Matt Sugden for their very much appreceiated efforts in retrieving models at the 13th SAM Champs. The motion received unanimous
approval.
The Secretary-Treasurer read a letter received from the standing engine committee,
signed by Mark Fechner, Sal Tabi, and Jack DeFond, accepting the Simplex .25 Engine
as re-designed and manufactured by John Merrill as an "original ignition engine" for SAM
competition under Section III of the SAM Basic event rules.
There being no further official business to attend to, the President invited all present
to remain after the meeting to view an excellent film on the production of the Ohlsson
Miniature Engines with a personal naration by Irwin Ohlsson.
The meeting was then adjourned.
Signed, Tim Banaszak
Secretary-Treasurer, SAM
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ADDITIONAL MODELS (cont. from page 1.)
1.
2.
3.

Anderson Pylon
Ehling Triangle
Record Hound

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

McCullough's Brigand
McCullough's Gnat
Old Faithful
Parmenter's Class C Swoose
Marichal's Hepcat
Mlitz Buggy

Acceptable as an Antique
Acceptable as an Antique
Not acceptable as an Antique
Acceptable as an Old Timer
Acceptable as an Old Timer
Acceptable as an Old Timer
Acceptable as an Antique
Acceptable as an Old Timer
Acceptable as an Old Timer
Acceptable as an Old Timer

ENGINE COMMITTEE'S REPORT on the Simplex .25
To the Executive committee of the Society of Antique Modelers, John Pond, President.
From the Engine Committee: Marc Fechner, Sal Tabi, Jack DeFond, and witness Dick
Dwyer.
Regarding the Simplex .25 MK II, built and redesigned by John Mori11, the engine was
originally built and designed by Louis Garami in 1947. The new Simplex was tested on
July 25th, 1979 and was found acceptable for use as an original antique engine in
SAM events. Test information is: fuel mix was 3-1 using un-leaded gas and 70 weight
oil, a 9 x 4 Top Flite prop was used, a Remco C-1 plug was fitted, and the engine was
hand started. Maximum RPM was 9,900. In further comment on the engine, we found
the engine to exhibit the following characteristics: it was easy to hand start, it was
very easy to adjust the needle valve, and the timer operation was smooth.
Signed, Mark Fechner, Sal Tabi, Jack DeFond, and witness Dick Dwyer, on 7-25-79.
FREE FLIGHT COORDINATOR RESIGNS
Dear Jim:
The following is my final input as Free Flight Coordinator. I have submitted
my resignation to John Pond for two reasons:
1. My interests in modeling have broadened to include the R/C aspect of Old
Timer flying. I believe the FF Coordinator should be an active old timer free flighter
who is able to appreciate the concerns of the free flight community without being incumbered by outside considerations. To devote less than 100% to the free flight group
would be doing them a dis-service.
2. I received a proposal from the Mid-west area that I could not, in good conscience, submit, because, in my opinion, it was blackmail. The proposal was presented
with the closing theme, "If these changes are approved, there should be no problem
in holding the SAM Champs in our area." This proposal was submitted to satisfy
local demands, not to correct a problem prevalent throughout the 0/T FF competitors.
I am aware of an attempt to put this proposal on a ballot in this next issue of SAM
Speaks, results to take effect in 1981. This attempt at railroad legislation will deprive
the membership of advance notification, and, most of all, take away their right to
discuss the proposal prior to making a decision. SAM is a mail organization, and
as such requires considerable lead time for proper evaluation of any proposal.
The year 1979 has seen the publication of SAM Speaks change hands twice. I
find fault with no one because it is voluntary and I can only admire individuals who
respond when help is needed. Whether they're successful or not is of minor consequence,
the fact is they stood up to be counted. I feel the SAM organization is mature enough to
realize that no harm was done, and they will have the opportunity to regain communication
in 1980.
I wish you well on your undertaking the publication of SAM Speaks.
Thermals,
Gene Wallock
SAM 022
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1980 ELECTIONS
It's time for all you SAM Chapters to submit your candidates for the 1980 SAM Officer
elections. The President and four Vice Presidents plus the Secretary-Treasurer jobs
will be open. The incumbents will be automatically placed on the ballot along with the
names that you submit (unless they indicate that they do not wish to run.)
Send your nominations to Pete Vano, P.O. Box 117, Middlesex, N.J. 08846. [Nominations
are due by Mar. 1, 1980.] The ballot will be sent to members in the May-June SAM
Speaks. Ballots must be returned by June 1, 1980 so that results can be published in
the June-July issue. In case you've forgotten who your Vice-President is, check the
front cover of SAM Speaks.
1979 DUES--1980 DUES

1919-1980 dues are past due. They are due each June. This is your last chance to
get by for $5.00 a year. After June 1980, dues will be $10.00 a year or $100.00 for
a life membership. (A life membership prior to June 1980 is $75.00.)
CONTRIBUTORS!!

All club officers and members-at-large are encouraged to submit news items for publication in SAM Speaks.
Clubs are encouraged to send in news letters, contest reports, contest announcements,
or other info of interest to SAM Chapters.
It is our hope to be able to print news from all four areas of the national scene.
Articles on OT Rubber, Scale, Power, Glider, Texaco, R/C, "how to's", say on improving your model, or just how to have fun at contests are welcome.
PICTURES

We would like to publish, in time, photos of every old time model that appears on
John Pond's plans list to establish a who's-who of old time models. If you have good
clear photos of any old timer, obscure or well known, that you would like to contribute
to our files, send it in! [We would prefer black and white, but will accept color also.]
We will give credit to contributors. So, who will be the first with a picture of a "Red
Ripper", an "Alpha Corsair", or a "Flying Cloud"? Please include any statistics that
you have, such as wing area, span, weight, classes flown in, and engine power. If
you have data such as the name of the original designer-builder, dates and place(s)
where flown, original club affiliation, or just anything of interest about the model,
send it along. I am sure that many of you SAM members have info about these models
that is not generally known by many of our members.
We can run these pictures and stories as a special feature each issue, and really make
our publication into a document worth saving.
RULES PROPOSALS FOR R/C OLD TIMERS
PROPOSAL #8: Inclusion of Diesel engines.
Section I, Para. 7. (R/C Rules), revise to read "(A) Ignition engines are defined
as those engines using cam operated points, spark plugs, batteries,
coil, and condenser (or magneto) to egnite the fuel."
(B) Diesel engines manufactured prior to 1950 shall be termed as
original spark ignition engines for classification purposes."
JUSTIFICATION: The intent is to establish a category for pre 1950 Diesel engines, so
that they might benefit from those advantages now given to antique
ignition engines. (Editors note: As the R/C rules have up to now
failed to mention diesel engines, this proposal implies their use in
general. But, as there is no mention of diesels in the Power/
Classes section, this proposal appears to need support by subsequent
legislation where diesels are added as an engine type allowable for
R/C use.)
PROP #8----YES [ ]
NO [
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FREE FLIGHT AND R/C RULES CHANGE PROPOSALS
After selecting your choice on each proposal, fill in the attached ballot and mail to
the respective coordinator. Mark and mail only the official ballot attached to this
issue. (Note: Voting boxes supplied below each proposal are for your convenience.)
RULES PROPOSALS FOR F/F OLD TIMERS
PROPOSAL #1:
Section I--Definitions and Basic Regulations:
Para. 4. Old Timer Cabin and Pylon models shall weigh a minimum of 8 oz.
per sq. ft. of wing area (projected).
JUSTIFICATION: Section 1, Para. 4 now reads r(planform)." Projected area was
used in 1941.
NO [
PROP #1----YES
PROPOSAL #2:
Section I—Definitions and basic Regulations:
Para. 8. Each contestant will be allowed two (2) models in an event to complete three (3) official flights over forty (40) seconds.
JUSTIFICATION: Section 1, Para. 8 now reads "...each contestant may enter no more
than one model in each event." (Note: the 1941 rules allowed three
models per event.)
NO [
PROP #2---YES [
PROPOSAL #3:
Section III, Para. 1., revise to read "Except as provided elsewhere, OLD TIMER
models may be flown with either ignition, glow, or diesel engines."
JUSTIFICATION: Add the word "Glow" to the types of engines that may be used in
OLD TIMER events.
Section III, Para. 6., revise to read "Approved glow engine conversions and glow
engines shall be limited to conventional ported cross scavenged nonschneurle type only."
JUSTIFICATION: "glow engines" is added to conform with changes to Section III, Para.
1. "cross scavenged" is a more accurate description of non-schneurle.
Section III, Para 7., revise to read "Classes of OLD TIMERS shall be established
by engine displacement (in 3 ) as follows:
Original ignition
Converted glow & glow
engine lisp.
engine disp.
Class A
.000 to .200
.000 to .150
Class B
.201 to .300
.151 to .250
Class C
.301 to 1.20
.251 to .400
JUSTIFICATION: The word "glow" is add to the class denoted as converted glow
engine displacement.
Section III. Para. 10., revise to read "Where practical, engine runs for OLD
TIMER category models shall be:
Original ignition
Glow
A.
Hand Launched
12 Seconds
20 Seconds
B.
15 Seconds
Rise Off Ground
25 Seconds
JUSTIFICATION: Engine runs for glow engines have been added. The existing engine
runs have been clarified to apply to original ignition engines only.
PROP #3----YES [

NO [
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PROPOSAL #4:
Section III, Para. 10., revise to read "Where practical, engine runs for OLD
TIMER category models shall be:

JUSTIFICATION:

Original ignition Converted glow engs.
A. Hand Launched
20 Seconds
14 Seconds
B.
Rise Off Ground
25 Seconds
17 Seconds
Engine runs for converted glow engines have been reduced to 70%
of original ignition engines.
PROP #4----YES [
NO [

PROPOSAL #5: Addition of Hand Launched Gliders.
Section I, Para., 2., revise to read "Models shall be flown in one of the following
categories.
A. Antique
B. Old Timer Pylon
C. Old Timer Cabin (defined as a model having the wing mounted
upon a cabin enclosure similar to that of a full scale aircraft.)
D. Old Timer Rubber (Cabin and Stick)
E. Vintage Special Events
(X). Old Timer Hand Launched Glider.
This was
JUSTIFICATION: Hand Launched Glider is added to the list of SAM events.
an event on a national scale in 1941.
Section IV, Para. 1. A., revise to read "These basic events shall be:
(b) Class "A" Pylon
(a) Class "A" Cabin
(d) Class "B" Pylon
(c) Class "B" Cabin
(f) Class "C" "ylon
(e) Class "C" Cabin
(h) 30 Second Antique
(g) Fuel Allotment Antique
(j) Stick Rubber
(i) Cabin Rubber
(x) Hand Launch Glider
JUSTIFICATION: It is proposed that Old Timer Hand Launched Glider be added
a Basic event.
Section IV, Para. 6. (Add the following.)
6. "Hand Launched Glider designs which wore published or kilted
prior to December 31, 1942 are allowed. Tne models are to he
faithfully reproduced excpt as follows:
Finger grips may be added
(a)
D/Ts may be employed as long as outlines ren -.ai.n the sarn7
(b)
Modern typw wing airfoils arc prohibited
(c)
(d)
Wing undercamber is optional
The
material and thickness of the fuselage may be changed,
(e)
but not the height or ler gth
Three (3) gliders may be used to make nine (9) official flights
(f)
The total time of the three (3) best flights will determine
(g)
the winner.
JUSTIFICATION: The addition of Hand Launch Glider to the Basic events would add
1941. The exceptions to the
another event that was very popular
basic statement are to allow the use of indoor designs, sinee the number of outdoor designs are limited.
NO [ ]
PROP #5----YES ( )
PROP OSAL #6:
Section IX--Flight Rules:
Para. 1., add the following:
"An official flight in all OLD TIMER and ANTIQUE events shall be
a flight where the model remains airborne more than 40 seconds after
launching. Flights under 40 seconds will be considered as attempts.
(Exception: Engine over runs--See Sect.III, Para. 10., and Sect.
IV, Para. 3. ,--will automatically cause the flight to be recorded as an
attempt. Six (6) attempts will be allowed to make three(3) flights.
JUSTIFICATION: Clarification of generally accepted contest practices.
NO [
PROP #7
YES [
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PROPOSAL #7: Addition of 0/T Rubber Scale.
Section I, Para. 2., revise to read "Models shall be flown in one of the following
categories:
A. Antique
B.
Old Timer Pylon
C. Old Timer Cabin (defined as a model having the wing mounted
upon a cabin enclosure similar to that of a full scale aircraft.)
D. Old Timer Rubber (cabin and stick)
E.
Vintage Special Events
(X). Rubber Scale Event."
Section I, Para. 8. , add the following:
8. "Rubber Scale models shall be models of an actual large aircraft
built to requirements of Section I, Para. 1. Models may be
hand launched or R.O.G.'d into flight. The maximum duration
of flights and the number of flights per event will be determined by the Contest Director. The total time of the flights will determine the contestant's score. There will be no scale judging.
Authenticity shall be determined per Section II, Para. 2. The
propeller(s) shall be as shown on the plan, except when the
plan shows a small (non-flyable) propeller. The diameter of the
propeller can be increased up to 1/3 of the wing span. Folding
props will be allowed when shown on the plan. Free Wheeling
will be allowed on props where the plan is dated 1935 or later."
JUSTIFICATION: Addition of Rubber Flying Scale adds another event that was popular
at pre-war NATS. (Editor's note: Its not clear why models dated
earlier than 1935 can't use free wheeling props.)
PROP #6
YES
]
NO [
BOB LARSH PLUGS FREE FLIGHT PROPOSALS
Dear Jim:
Thought I should elaborate some on the reasons prompting the Free Flight rule change
proposals as presented by the C.I.A (Central Indiana Aeromodelers club) of which
many are active SAM members. As the membership remembers, SAM's acceptance of the
glow conversion engines created a serious riff in the organization's ranks resulting
in many of the original founders and ardent supporters not renewing their membership.
However, the interest and desire to continue competitive flying prevailed and the dissident modelers devised rules acceptable to their own particular areas.
In hopes of resolving these differences and recreate the harmony once enjoyed between
Old Timer enthusiasts, the C.I.A. instigated a graduated engine run rule for their
contests in which to better equate the power of the different types of engines. All
other SAM rules such as wing loading, engine displacements, fidelity of design. etc. ,
were observed.
These handicap rules seem to find favor with everyone in the region as an acceptable
compromise and the grievances once held were eliminated. As a result, our old timer
activitiy is on the upswing, the contests are well attended, and once again we are
enjoying the sport.
Although the SAM engine rules committee has made strides in recent times to attempt
reducing the overwhelming advantage of the conversion engines, it is felt that the
rules should be further refined by the addition of graduated engine runs to put
things on a more equitable basis.
We appeal to all members to reflect on why the Old Timer movement was originated,
vote affirmative for the handicap rules to encourage the use of original ignition engines
to help unite the fractured membership, and return SAM to the status it once enjoyed
for everyone's mutual benefit.
Sincerely,
Bob Larsh
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EDITOR*****LETTERS TO THE EDITOR"***LETTERS TO THE EDITOR*****LETTERS
ALLOWING GLO ENGINES IN SAM RULES WOULD BE A STEP BACKWARDS FOR SAM
Dear Editor:
I just returned from a very enjoyable 1979 SAM Champs in Salt Lake City. It was a
revelation to me when during the business.meeting John Pond announced that there
are some members proposing that glo engines be allowed in the official SAM rules. I
would like to go on record that I personally believe that allowing glo engines would be
a step backwards for SAM. When I made this statement after the announcement at
the meeting, it was gratifying to witness the verbal support.
Restriction to only ignition engines preserves the uniqueness of "SAM" and its preamble.
The excuse of not being able to acquire ignition engines is behind us since converted
ignition engines are allowed and are now readily available from various sources.
Further, I believe the time has come to disallow glo engines in the R/C assist section
of the rules as well. Anyone dedicated and sincere to "SAM", I am sure, realizes such
action would contrubute consistence in preserving what SAM stands for.
Happy landings,
Joe Beshar
LETS HANDICAP THE ORIGINAL IGNITION ENGINES ACCORDING
TO THEIR POWER OUTPUT
Dear Jim:
Here we go again--another assault on the engine rules. Bring glo hack, put a
handicap on converted engines, even out everthing so the original ignition engines
can compete. So goes the latest proposal from some of our Medwestern :nembers. As
a matter of fact, I understand that if the present rules aren't changed to permit glo,
they won't sponsor the SAM Champs in 1980. Well, far be it from me to take issue
with anything that smacks of even handedness. Maybe we should go a step further
than the new proposal and handicap the original ignition engines according to their
power output. After all an Arden 19 will blow the socks off an Ohlsson 19, a Torpedo
29 will leave a Rogers 29 in the dust, a Super Cyke will surely make mincemeat of a
Brown, a Bunch Tiger will make a Hurleman look as if it is standing still, and so on.
Faced with these gross inequities, how should we handicap the original ignition engine':?
Lemme see, 19 sec. for the hot engines, 21 sec. for the medium engines, 25 sec. for
the dogs. A worn out hot engine will get 2 additional sec. if parts are available and
4 additional sec. if parts are not available. The same ratio will be applied to medium
power engines with a 25% bonus added to the ratio for dogs. I'm sure that Li these
proposals are added to the present proposals, everybody would have the same ability
to take home the hardware at the SAM Champs. As a matter of fact, if my proposals
aren't accepted, I'm going to see to it that the Champs are never again sponsored by
any West Coast clubs.
Sounds silly you say. Sure is, but no sillier than the proposal to handicap converted engines any more than they already are. What some people can't seem to understand is that it isn't the other guy's engine that beats you, its the other guy himself.
If you're an occasional flyer, competing with someone who flys on a regular basis ana
has his ships trimmed to contest performance, you can expect to lose. If you change
from a Forster 29 to a Fox Combat 36 with high nitro fuel, the dedicated contest flyer
is still giong to clean your clock and he can do it with your old Forster. The name of
the game is practice and consistancy, not simply brute force.
Rumor has it that Bruce and Leslie Norman showed the hometown folks how to
fly contest models and took home all the marbles in the process. Since Bruce and
Leslie were using converted engines, the locals concluded that they'd been had. What
the locals don't want to admit is that the dynamic duo from Fort Worth are simply better
at the game than they are. Given the same engines across the board, Bruce and Leslie
would still clean their clocks. If you're going to compete with topnotch competitors,
you'll just have to be as dedicated as they are and if that's too much trouble, stop
complaining.
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Just to clear the air, those of you whom eve antagonized should know that I was
a member of the SAM engine committee that conjured up the present engine rules. I was
also the lone member of that committee to vote for the retention of glo in SAM competition, and I still think that the elimination of glo was a mistake. However, the present
engine proposal is such a bastardization of SAM's intent that I think it should be dismissed out of hand. The present engine rules may not be perfect, but they make a
lot more sense than the new proposals.
One more parting shot. In the 1970 SAM business meeting in Taft, we decided
to permit converted engines to compete with the original iron because of a obvious
problem that was recognized back then. That problem was the relative scarcity of
good A and B engines and the realization that the situation wasn't going to improve.
Further, we felt that anyone who was willing to devote his time and risk his money to
provide a convenience for old timer flyers deserved our support. That feeling still
exists today and we owe those manufacturers our support as much or more now than we
did in 1970. For those who think that conversion manufacturers are getting fat from
their efforts--forget it. If you consider their time and effort, its the rare exception
that comes close to breaking even. If you doubt that, put your money and effort
where your mouth is and get into the model business. If your don't feel like risking
$4,000 or $5,000 for openers followed by a few thousand hours of time, just vote NO
on the proposed engine rule.
Bob Oslan
SAM 058
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